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A diverse portfolio of renewable energy technologies is required to limit global

warming to less than 2 ◦C. Of the possible emissions-free options, photovoltaic

(PV) technologies can be most widely deployed, given the abundance of the solar

resource compared. As with all power generation sources, PV adoption is predicated

on the availability of technology solutions that are both inexpensive and highly

efficient. One solar cell material, the metal halide perovskites (MHP), may provide

the ideal combination, with > 25% efficiency devices within the first decade since

their invention fabricated through simple spin coating. Despite the unprecedented

rise in MHP performance, stability remains a critical challenge with the most stable

devices at the 1-year benchmark compared to the >25-year lifetime of Si-based

PV. Further progress concerning enduring power output will require a fundamental

understanding of the impact of environmental stressors (light, temperature, bias,

oxygen, and water) on the basic physical processes governing solar cell operation.



Therefore, my dissertation elucidates the interplay between the ambient environment

and MHP composition on both the optical and electrical behavior using in situ

methods.

The first part of my thesis elucidates the time-dependent optical and elec-

tronic response of different MHP compositions using different in situ microscopy

techniques. I capture the transient photovoltage of both Br- and I-containing per-

ovskites for different photon energies using heterodyne Kelvin probe measurements.

My measurements demonstrate that the voltage rise (light ON) is 104× faster than

the subsequent decay (light OFF). Uniquely, the decay time for the residual voltage

depends on the excitation wavelength, but only for the MAPbBr3 thin film. Next,

I spatially and temporally resolve the relationship between radiative recombination

and relative humidity (rH) for multi-cation films. The time-dependent photolumi-

nescence (PL) indicates that the Cs-Br ratio impacts the magnitude of light emission

hysteresis across an rH cycle. Further, I establish the existence of a repeatable and

reversible ≈25× PL gain for multiple moisture cycles up to 70% rH. The second part

of my thesis establishes the ability of machine learning (ML) models to predict the

time-dependent behavior of perovskite material properties. I collect a comprehensive

set of humidity-dependent PL data for both MAPbBr3 and MAPbI3 perovskites. I

then use that data to train recurrent neural networks to forecast light emission based

on only the recorded rH values. Using Echo State Networks, I achieve a normalized

root-mean-squared error of <11% for both compositions for a 12+ h prediction win-

dow. Further, I use a Long Short Term Memory network to predict the PL from a

degrading sample, achieving <5% error. My in situ measurements and predictive



ML models provide a powerful framework for identifying structure-property rela-

tionships and can help accelerate the development of long-term stable perovskite

materials.
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Chapter 1: Perovskite Optoelectronics

1.1 Promise and Remaining Challenges

In a short period, metal halide perovskite (MHP) solar cells have rapidly risen

in power conversion efficiency (η or PCE), reaching a record of 25.2%.[1] During

this same period, MHP light-emitting diodes have surpassed 21% external quantum

yield.[2] Perovskite devices are typically fabricated through relatively inexpensive

techniques, using simple wet chemistry and spin coating.[3] Their high efficiency

and low cost indicate strong potential as an alternative to standard Si-based tech-

nologies. Perovskite absorbers have a crystal structure following the ABX3 formula,

where A is an organic cation, B is a metal cation, and X is a halide anion. The

A-site cation is commonly comprised of methlyammonium (CH3NH+
3 or MA), for-

mamadinium (CH(NH2)+2 or FA), Cs+, Rb+, or any possible combination of those

listed. The inorganic B -site is typically occupied by Pb2+, though Sn2+ has also

been introduced[4, 5] due to health concerns over Pb toxicity.[6] A halide (I−, Br−,

or Cl−) takes the place of X -site and the bandgap of the perovskite layer is easily

tuned by altering this halide stoichiometry.[7] Researchers have tailored the per-

ovskite bandgap to produce an MHP-Si tandem solar cells with an η > 28%, a

higher efficiency than the lab record of either constituent cell.[1]
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Despite meteoric advances in power conversion efficiency, perovskites display

electronic and optical instabilities (Figure 1.1) under ambient conditions,[8] pre-

venting their introduction into the marketplace. Commercial adoption is predicated

on operational lifetimes exceeding 25 years,[9] yet even multi-year stability remains

challenging.[10] Exposure to oxygen, water, bias, temperature, and/or light may ini-

tiate dynamic optical and electronic behavior, impacting long-term device stability.

[11, 12, 13, 14, 15]

(a)

O2

temperature

perovskite
dynamics

H2O

biaslight

Figure 1.1: The primary parameters driving optical and electronic instability in
perovskites.

MHP materials are notoriously sensitive to oxygen, with the duration of ex-

posure dictating the extent of improvement or deterioration. For example, the

combination of light and oxygen has been shown to create a superoxide in MAPbI3

perovskite layers, promoting the degradation of the photoactive layer into PbI2,

I2, and methylamine. [12, 13] Interestingly, oxygen exposure can also increase the

PL intensity 1000× in MAPI3, with the constituent grains all displaying different

timescales.[16] Oxygen sensors incorporating MHP as the active layers have achieved

70 ppm sensitivity with full reversibility.[17]
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As with oxygen, exposure to water vapor can be beneficial or damaging. If

carefully controlled, moisture exposure can increase the performance of MAPbI3

perovskite solar cells; however, prolonged moisture leads to the formation of photo-

inactive phases and decomposition into the precursor components [14, 15]. Regard-

ing light emission, moist air has proven capable of rising internal photoluminescence

quantum yield to nearly 90% with charge carrier lifetimes of 32 µs. At elevated rel-

ative humidity (rH), the MAPI3 perovskite undergoes structural reorganization into

the 0D hydrate phase, widening the bandgap from 1.55 to 3.1 eV.[15] The composi-

tion of the MHP perovskite strongly impacts the response to humid ambients, with

pure-Br single crystals displaying only physisorption[18] and mixed-cation (Cs-FA)

mixed-halide (I-Br) showing strong light emission hysteresis.[19]

The application of bias to MHP can have a myriad of impacts that depen-

dent exposure to additional environmental factors and the specific voltage state.

The bias to the solar cell controls the charge carrier density and, thus, can increase

or decrease the rate of defect reactions that rely on the presence of free electrons

or holes.[20, 21] Using techniques based on the atomic force microscope (AFM), re-

searchers have directly measured the migration of methylammonium (MA+) between

the electrodes.[22] Using bias-dependent Kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM),

grain boundaries have been shown to promote increased ion migration compared to

the grain interiors.[23]

Elevated temperatures can also impact MHP performance and is incredibly rel-

evant given the seasonal variations encountered in standard commercial applications.

In MAPI3, higher temperatures correlate with additional charge carrier trapping and
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reduced bimolecular recombination.[24] Scanning transmission electron microscopy

studies across a wide temperature range (50 to 250 ◦C) reveal the elevated mobil-

ity of Pb and I above 175 ◦C.[25] Further investigation into temperature-dependent

long-term stability of MAPI3f reveals that the applied bias greatly impacts degrada-

tion rates, with devices held at their maximum power point voltage retaining 85%

power output after 500 h of constant illumination at 95 ◦C.[21]

Light is ubiquitous to MHP operation, yet, illumination may drive the deteri-

oration of optoelectronic performance. Researchers have shown that short durations

of illumination can be used to increase device figures of merit,[26] while longer pe-

riods lead to an exponential decrease accompanied by film surface roughening [11].

For mixed halide MHP materials, light induces reversible phase segregation that al-

ters radiative recombination.[27] The extent of the light-driven ionic migration even

depends on the energy of the illuminating photons.[28] Finally, for triple-cation per-

ovskite absorbers, which present greater long-term stability, the light-driven decrease

in PCE may be nearly fully reversible.[29]

To add further complexity, this electronic transiency is composition-dependent;

for certain compositions, simply exposing the device to light may lead to halide

segregation and trap formation.[27] The effects of light, ambient gas composition,

and relative humidity on perovskite optoelectronic devices remains a critical open

question and requires deconvoluting the role of each parameter on the optoelectronic

response of the material.
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1.2 Charge Carrier Recombination in Metal Halide Perovskites

Photoluminescence (PL) is an informative process for all semiconductor ma-

terials, providing insight into charge carrier lifetime,[30] the impact of defect

states,[31] and absorptivity.[32] The thermodynamics governing optoelectronics re-

quires electron-hole pairs to radiatively recombine (Figure 1.2a).[33, 34] While PL is

unavoidable, and often promotes higher efficiency,[35] non-radiative recombination

induced by material defects reduces electrical performance and can be mitigated

through targeted chemical engineering.[36] Importantly, the energies of the emitted

photons indicate whether the recombining electron (hole) occupied the conduction

(valence) band or a sub-gap defect state (Figure 1.2b). A large density of defect

states will lower the open-circuit voltage Voc far below the theoretical minimum,

directly observable in the J-V behavior. This is particularly important for organic-

inorganic perovskite materials, where defect states are not well understood and can

be transiently induced. Thus, using PL measurements to supplement open-circuit

voltage decay and vibrating Kelvin probe techniques can expedite engineering im-

provements to the light-absorbing layer(s) that lead to increases in the Voc.[20] The

utility of PL measurements, as outlined above, underscores their relevance in cap-

turing charge carrier recombination in the emerging perovskite materials.
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Figure 1.2: Pathways for charge carrier recombination. (a) After an incident
photon produces an electron-hole pair, the charges may (i) recombine radiatively
and emit a photon with energy equal to the semiconductor bandgap or (ii) re-
combine non-radiatively due to trapping by a structural defect. After becoming
trapped, the electron-hole pair may generate heat (phonons) or emit a lower en-
ergy photon characteristic of the defect. (b) A representative PL spectrum for a
Cs0.17FA0.83Pb(I0.83Br0.17)3 perovskite thin film (Eg = 1.65 eV).

PL can be spatially, spectrally, and temporally resolved, allowing contactless

evaluation of a semiconductor’s fundamental charge carrier radiative recombination

properties. Luminescence measurements have been applied to perovskite thin films

and devices in order to identify interfacial effects on light emission yield [37] and

the role of oxygen absorption on carrier lifetime.[14] Imaging methods have cap-

tured the dependence of PL emission on grain size [16] and real-time halide ion

migration under the influence of an electric field.[38] More recently, PL experiments

were employed to deconvolute the role of carrier diffusion and trap state lumines-

cence quenching, as verified through phenomenological modeling [39]. Importantly,

however, the impact of light, moisture, and ambient composition on charge carrier

recombination has not been quantified or modeled. My dissertation advances our

knowledge of the interplay between environmental conditions and charge carrier re-
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combination in metal halide perovskites by resolving the photophysical processes

through the use of in situ techniques based on Kelvin probe force microscopy, PL

microscopy, and spectroscopic ellipsometry. Further, I use the data repository to

develop a machine learning framework capable of forecasting perovskite behavior

based solely on operating parameters such as humidity, temperature, and light.
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Chapter 2: Research Objectives

My dissertation accomplished the following research objectives through the

design, fabrication, and implementation of in situ microscopy techniques used to

resolve the impact of the ambient environment on charge carrier radiative recombi-

nation in emerging metal halide perovskite materials.

(i) The Effects of Incident Photon Energy on the Time-Dependent

Voltage Response of Lead Halide Perovskites. Through heterodyne Kelvin

Probe Force Microscopy (KPFM) measurements, I resolve the time-dependent volt-

age response across single wavelength illumination cycles for methylammonium

(MA) lead tribromide (MAPbBr3) and triiodide(MAPbI3). Upon initial illumina-

tion, the photovoltage for both compositions exhibits the expected step-function

response, matching the time resolution of the KPFM technique. After the voltage

stabilizes, the illumination ceases, revealing a slow residual voltage decay for both

perovskites linked to the migration of ionic species back to their equilibrium po-

sitions. Uniquely, MAPbBr3, when illuminated with 450 nm photons, presents a

10x slower compared to MAPbI3 which shows no dependence on wavelength. The

difference in voltage declination arises due to the difference in lattice constant, with

the smaller lattice constant for the pure-Br perovskites slowing ionic motion.
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(ii) Humidity-Induced Photoluminescence Hysteresis in Variable

Cs/Br Ratio Hybrid Perovskites. Using a custom-built confocal microscopy

chamber, I elucidate the impact of discrete relative humidity (rH) levels on photolu-

minescence (PL) for four benchmark CsxFA1−xPb(IyBr1−y)3 perovskites, identifying

increasing radiative recombination for Br-17% compositions. Spectrally-resolved

measurements establish water-driven red-shifting for Br-38% films but not for Br-

17%. By considering the average PL intensity as a function of humidity, we capture

the existence of rH-PL hysteresis dependent on the Cs-Br ratio, with the Cs-10%/Br-

38% absorber presenting 4x more hysteresis loop area then Cs-17%/Br-17%, the

most moisture stable composition. Our measurements highlight the delicate in-

terplay of humidity and PL, with water both passivating and degrading defects

depending on the concentration and history of exposure.

(iii) Water-induced photoluminescence dynamics in triple-cation

metal halide perovskites. With in situ micro-PL and variable angle ellipsomet-

ric spectroscopy, I elucidate the relationship between absorption and charge carrier

recombination in Cs0.05FA0.79MA0.16Pb(I0.83Br0.17)3 ("triple-cation") perovskite thin

films. First, I resolve the reversible and repeatable ≈25× PL increase that occurs

during humidity cycling experiments up to 70% rH. Using the ellipsometry data,

I extract the correlation of photon extinction coefficient with humidity and reveal

a partially reversible decrease in absorption for wavelengths at or below 500 nm.

Finally, I establish the degradation of the triple-cation absorbed due to combined

exposure of high energy photons (450-500 nm) with 70% rH.

(iv) Quantitative predictions of moisture-driven photo-emission dy-
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namics in metal halide perovskites via machine learning. Building on the

instrumentation developed in prior chapters, I comprehensively resolve the time evo-

lution of light emission in both MAPbBr3 and MAPbI3 metal halide perovskites as a

function of relative humidity. The measurements reveal reversible≥8× luminescence

enhancement for both compositions. Interestingly, the escalation in light emission

has a vapor pressure dependence unique to the halide species, with MAPbBr3 re-

quiring humidity >65% rH to onset the rise as compared to 35% for MAPbI3. I

then use the humidity and PL time series to demonstrate the use of Echo State Net-

works (ESN), a type of recurrent neural network (RNN), to predict the magnitude of

charge carrier recombination 12+ hours in the future with percentage error <11%.

Further, establish the efficacy of Long Short Term Memory networks, another RNN

variant, to forecast the convolution of cyclical PL dynamics with overall material

degradation with <5% error.
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Chapter 3: The Effects of Incident Photon Energy on

the Time-Dependent Voltage Response of

Lead Halide Perovskites

Tuning the halide composition in semiconductor perovskite materials is rel-

evant for light-emitting and absorbing applications, as it significantly affects the

dynamics of both the optical and electrical properties. Yet, a precise understanding

of how the halide species influence the electrical behavior of the perovskite remains

vague and speculative. In this work, we elucidate the transient voltage of two pure-

halide perovskite film compositions (CH3NH3PbBr3 and CH3NH3PbI3) to directly

compare the role of the halide in ionic species migration. We capture the photo-

voltage rise and residual voltage relaxation upon switching the illumination ON and

subsequently OFF using Kelvin-probe force microscopy. We discover a unique and

unforeseen wavelength-dependent voltage decay for CH3NH3PbBr3. Here, high-

energy photons induce a more than 1 order of magnitude slower voltage decline

toward equilibrium (i.e., dark conditions) than low-energy photons. Conversely, we

find that the CH3NH3PbI3 perovskite composition has a wavelength-independent

decay rate. The difference in electrical response occurs primarily because of the

halide composition, as ion migration rates are reduced with higher Br content. The
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results detailed here yield new experimental insights about ion/defect activation

energies in different perovskite films and devices, underlining a new parameter, pho-

ton energy (wavelength), which must be considered when assessing the fundamental

photophysics within these materials. This chapter is adapted from E.M. Tennyson∗,

J.M. Howard∗ et. al, Chemistry of Materials, 31 8969-8976 (2019). [40]

hν, time 
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3.1 Introduction

Perovskite solar cells have undeniably yielded fruitful research advances in the

photovoltaic (PV) community, despite the shortage of stable devices.[41] Currently,

the record power conversion efficiency (η) surpasses 25% due to enhanced material

quality via composition engineering, improved charge carrier transport interfaces,

and maturing fabrication techniques.[42, 43, 44, 45, 46] Perovskite’s light absorption

properties and electrical output are intimately linked to its chemical composition.

For example, in the perovskite ABX3 structure, where A = Cs+, CH3NH3
+ (MA),

and/or HC(NH2)+2 (FA), B = Pb2+, and X = I−, Br−, and/or Cl−, substituting

Br− for I− influences charge recombination activity, light-induced halide gradient

distributions, and dramatically increases the band gap.[47, 48, 49] Despite these

exciting developments, perovskites are still incapable of maintaining the stable long-

term electrical output required for large-scale deployment. Performance dynamics

arise from a variety of external environmental stressors,[41, 50] including light,[51]

humidity,[19, 52] oxygen,[16, 53] temperature,[54, 55] and bias.[56, 57] Incorporating

different halides or cations into the ABX3 lattice can inhibit the effects of some of

these extrinsic parameters. Regardless, the most stable perovskite solar cell to date

has only provided consistent power output for a year.[10] Thus, while it is recognized

what causes a reduction in power conversion efficiency, PV researchers do not yet

have a complete explanation for how the perovskite material deteriorates.

When perovskites endure long periods of sunlight exposure, their performance

degrades,[49] and as recently shown, visible light can influence their electrical and op-
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tical properties in an unpredicted wavelength (λ)-dependent manner.[28, 58] Macro-

scopic J-V curves under blue and red illumination of a (FA0.67MA0.33)Pb(I0.83Br0.17)3

perovskite revealed that shorter λ photons (bluer) cause more hysteresis than red

light.[28] This phenomenon is described by thermal-assisted ion movement or va-

cancy generation, as higher-energy photons yield more abundant and/or ener-

getic phonons. Further, λ-dependent photoluminescence (PL) measurements of

CH3NH3PbI3 show that illuminating the perovskite with <520 nm light causes PL

degradation, while photon excitation >520 nm induced photo brightening.[58] These

optical processes are explained by the presence of excess PbI2 (band gap = 2.38 eV,

≈520 nm) and its participation in photolysis reactions that degrade the perovskite

absorber.[59] Moreover, recent density functional theory (DFT) calculations suggest

that the halide atom in the perovskite could be the primary source of the unique

photoexcitation reliance, as the replacement of I− with Br− causes the crystal lat-

tice to compress, ultimately reducing ion migration.[60] This decrease in motion with

increased Br− content is also confirmed through calculations of activation energies

(EA), where Br− defects require extra energy to move[61] than I− defects. Thus,

bluer light facilitates mobile vacancies and interstitials more than red.

To understand the impact of ion motion on perovskites’ electrical response, it

is essential to utilize an experimental approach that acquires data at relevant time

scales. Heterodyne Kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM) directly measures the

open-circuit voltage (Voc) in real time,[62, 63, 64] with a temporal resolution of ≈1

ms, which is suitable for accurate extraction of ion migration rates within perovskite

solar cells.[65] Other implementations of KPFM have shown a time resolution down
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to 10-100 µs, revealing charge carrier accumulation at the perovskite-electrode inter-

face; however, in this case, the electrical data extraction occurs postacquisition.[66]

Transient-absorption (TA) microscopy probes the charge-carrier transport behavior

and visualizes electron and hole movement across perovskite grain boundaries[67]

with a ps to ns time resolution, which is too fast to capture ionic motion.[68, 69] PL

measurements have had excellent success at tracking the shift in the local bandgap

due to halide segregation on the time range of seconds.[27] Yet, PL’s information

is limited to probing perovskite’s optical properties, yielding little quantitative in-

formation about the electronic and ionic transiency. Therefore, in order to capture

the voltage dynamics associated with ion migration in perovskites, we implement

illuminated heterodyne KPFM.[64, 70]

Here we identify the wavelength-dependent electrical properties of two pure-

halide perovskite compositions (CH3NH3PbBr3 and CH3NH3PbI3) by monitoring

the voltage response across single-wavelength illumination cycles. We discover a

slow, λ-dependent, voltage relaxation, ranging from 26 s up to 14 min, for the

CH3NH3PbBr3 material, whereas the archetypal CH3NH3PbI3 sample’s residual

voltage relaxation time is entirely unaffected by the incident photon energy. In-

terestingly, upon initial illumination, the voltage dynamics are almost as fast as the

data acquisition rate and there is no correlation with wavelength, indicating that

electronic charge carriers dominate the initial photovoltage response. We reveal that

with enough time in the dark (≈1000 s), the electrical response equilibrates back to

its initial value, demonstrating the exceptional recoverability of the perovskite solar

cell materials considered here. Throughout, the energy of incident photons corre-
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lates with the rate and amount of ionic movement. However, the CH3NH3PbBr3

lattice constrains the diffusion of all ionic species back to their equilibrium positions,

while the comparatively open lattice of CH3NH3PbI3 allows for a more rapid volt-

age relaxation response. Our findings highlight a relatively unexplored parameter

to probe perovskite dynamics, photon energy, and establish the ability to control

ion migration time scales by tuning the illumination source.

3.2 Experimental Methods

3.2.1 Halide Perovskite Fabrication

All chemicals are from Sigma-Aldrich, unless stated otherwise. Fluorine-doped

tin oxide coated glass slides (Solaronix, 8 Ω/�) were cleaned and sonicated in 2%

Hellmanex solution for 15 min, rinsed with deionized water, sonicated in acetone

for 15 min, rinsed with acetone, sonicated in isopropanol for 15 min, and finally

rinsed with isopropanol and dried with air. The substrates were then subjected

to an O2 plasma treatment immediately before the deposition of the 30 nm TiO2

electron selective layer. The TiO2 was deposited by spray pyrolysis at 450 ◦C from a

precursor solution of titanium diisopropoxide bis(acetylacetonate) (0.6 mL, 75 wt %

in isopropanol), acetylacetone (0.4 mL) in anhydrous ethanol (9 mL). The substrates

were left to cool to room temperature. Subsequently, a 150 nm thick mesoporous

TiO2 layer was deposited by spin coating a 30 nm particle paste (Dyesol 30 NR-D)

diluted in ethanol (150 mg/mL) for 10 s at 4000 rpm with a 2000 rpm ramp rate.

After they were spin coated, the substrates were dried at 150 ◦C for 10 min and
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sintered at 450 ◦C for 30 min. The substrates were cooled to 150 ◦C and immediately

transferred to a nitrogen-filled glovebox.

MAPbI3 was deposited from a solution containing PbI2 (1.2M, TCI) and

MAI (1.2M, Greatcell Solar) in anhydrous DMSO, and MAPbBr3 from a solu-

tion containing PbBr2 (1.3M, TCI) and MABr (1.2M, Greatcell Solar) in anhy-

drous DMF:DMSO 4:1 (v/v). Perovskite solutions were spin coated using a two-

step protocol: 1000 rpm for 10 s followed by 6000 rpm for 20 s. Chloroben-

zene (200 µL) was dripped onto the spinning substrate 5 s before the end of

the program. The substrates were then annealed for 1 h at 100 ◦C. The sub-

strates were cooled to room temperature before deposition of the hole transport-

ing material. The films were approximately 500 nm thick. A spiro-OMeTAD

(Luminescence Technology) solution (70 mM in chlorobenzene) doped with

bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide lithium salt (Li-TFSI), tris(2-(1H-pyrazol-1-yl)-

4-tert-butylpyridine)-cobalt(III)tris(bis(trifluorouoromethylsulfonyl)imide) (FK209,

Dyenamo) and 4-tert-butylpyridine (TBP) was spun at 4000 rpm for 20 s. The

molar ratios of additives for spiro-OMeTAD were 0.5, 0.03, and 3.3 for Li-TFSI,

FK209, and TBP, respectively.

3.2.2 Scanning Electron Microscopy

A LEO 1550 FESEM (Zeiss) with a field emission source operated at an ac-

celeration voltage of 2 kV was used.
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3.2.3 Macroscopic Light J-V Measurements

A solar simulator from ABET Technologies (Model 11016 Sun 2000) with a

xenon arc lamp was used and the J-V response was recorded using a Keithley 2635

source meter. The light source intensity was calibrated using a silicon reference cell

from Czibula & Grundmann (FHG-ISE, RS-OD4). A scan rate of 50 mV/s was

used for both reverse and forward scanning. All J-V measurements were acquired

in ambient conditions, 10 days after the devices were fabricated.

3.2.4 KPFM Measurements

The voltage measurements were performed using an Asylum Cypher S with

blueDrive AFM at room temperature (≈25 ◦C) in air that contained <10% relative

humidity. We purposely kept the temperature and moisture level constant during the

entirety of our experiments to avoid having convoluted contributions. The perovskite

films were grounded using the FTO electrode while a Pt-coated Si AFM tip probed

the top surface of the 200 nm Spiro-OMeTAD hole transport layer. The 405 nm

illumination source was a single diode laser, while λ = 450-800 nm were filtered out

from a broadband continuous laser (Fianium). The photon flux for each wavelength

was equivalent to 1 sun, or 4.21 × 1021 photons m−2 s−1, and the sequence of λ was

chosen at random, thus mitigating the likelihood of any photon-energy-dependent

trend in the relaxation times. The scan parameters for the CH3NH3PbBr3 sample

= 0.7 Hz, 256 × 256 pixels, and thus a time resolution of 2.79 ms/pixel. The

parameters for CH3NH3PbI3 perovskite = 1 Hz, 512 × 512 pixels, yielding a time
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resolution of 0.977 ms/pixel. Here we include both the trace and retrace KPFM

data points for our time calculation. The voltage error (±20 mV) was determined

by calculating the standard deviation of line scans on the KPFM maps.

3.2.5 Data Analysis

The KPFM trace and retrace images were combined and then flattened into

time series vectors using standard linear algebra routines implemented in Python’s

Numpy library. The vector was then downsampled, using every fourth data point

for 256 × 256 pixels maps and every eighth data point for 512 × 512 pixels images.

The relaxation time is given by the median time of the data points contained within

the first ≈5 s after the light is turned OFF with an average less than or equal to

10%, found using a sliding window approach with a step size of ≈1 s.

3.3 Results and Discussion

Figure 3.1 displays optical and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images

for each perovskite sample, revealing the morphologies at different length scales.

The optical micrographs captured with the atomic force microscopy (AFM) cam-

era in Figure 3.1a,b present the unique µm- to mm-scale isotropic morphologies of

each perovskite. The wrinkling exhibited by the CH3NH3PbI3, film is a common

feature of solution processing and may rise because of surface tension during dry-

ing (Marangoni forces) or spinodal decomposition.[71] The SEM images (acquired

on fresh thin films) in Figure 3.1c,d show the 100-500 nm grains with similar mor-
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Figure 3.1: Optical and scanning electron microscopy images of (a,c)
CH3NH3PbBr3, and (b,d) CH3NH3PbI3 perovskites. (e) Forward (dotted lines, fwd)
and reverse (solid lines, rev) light J-V curves for all perovskite full devices measured
under AM1.5G illumination. Figures of merit for forward scans: CH3NH3PbBr3: Voc

= 1.40 V, Jsc = 5.30 mA/cm2, FF = 71.92%, η = 5.34%, CH3NH3PbI3: Voc = 0.98 V,
Jsc = 19.99 mA/cm2, FF = 70.38%, η = 13.78%, and reverse scans: CH3NH3PbBr3:
Voc = 1.38 V, Jsc = 5.41 mA/cm2, FF = 62.96%, η = 4.70%, CH3NH3PbI3: Voc =
0.97 V, Jsc = 19.86 mA/cm2, FF = 77.16%, η = 14.86%. Sample fabrication and
characterization courtesy of Bart Roose and Antonio Abate at Helmholtz Zentrum
Berlin.

phology. We fabricate photovoltaic devices with both perovskites (see light J-V

curves in Figure 3.1e for the performance of both compositions exhibiting minimal

hysteresis).

We elucidate the influence of incident photon energy on the voltage dynamics

of perovskites by conducting λ-dependent illuminated-KPFM experiments.[51, 72]

For all measurements, the light is incident on the TiO2/FTO/glass side, with the

probe scanning the top Spiro-OMeTAD hole transport layer. In all cases, the rel-

ative humidity is kept <10% (see the Experimental Section for more details and
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Figure 3.2: An AFM probe rasters across the thin (50 nm) hole transport layer
and simultaneously collects topography and voltage response. Function generator
supplies the AC voltage oscillation while the lock-in amplifier enables high signal-to-
noise during the measurement. A tunable, continuous-wave laser is incident through
the glass- side of the sample. The perovskite half-device is grounded with respect
to the AFM probe. Humidity is kept to <10% during measurements.

Figure 3.2 for a schematic of the experimental setup). When the perovskite films

are initially illuminated, Figure 3.3, the photovoltage response is immediate (i.e.,

near the temporal resolution of the technique). Here, we show only the first 100

s before and after the light is switched ON to highlight the change in voltage re-

sponse. The fast rise in photovoltage is dominated by electron-hole pair generation,

or electronic motion, which occurs on the order of nanoseconds.[73] As expected, we

measure no evident transient photon-energy dependent voltage behavior for any of

the perovskites upon illumination. Yet, for the CH3NH3PbI3 film (Figure 3.3b), the

magnitude of the photovoltage varies as a function of λ. This is likely due to its vari-

able quantum efficiency from the unoptimized layers as well as the presence of small

amounts of PbI2, which easily forms throughout the CH3NH3PbI3 film and limits
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Figure 3.3: Voltage as a function of time for (a) CH3NH3PbBr3 and (b) CH3NH3PbI3
perovskites under dark (gray) and illuminated (white) conditions. For each wave-
length the incident photon flux = 1 sun. The line color is matched to the photon
energy used during the illumination treatment, indicated on the right side of each
graph.

electrical performance of λ <520 nm.[58, 74] The laser is kept ON while monitoring

the stabilization of the photovoltage response (note, the samples are illuminated

for at least 8 min for any single wavelength). Importantly, there is no relationship

found between the illumination time and subsequent voltage decay (see Table 3.1

for the order in which the measurements were acquired).

Once the illumination source is turned OFF, each perovskite solar cell displays

unique voltage dynamics, as shown in Figure 3.4. The CH3NH3PbBr3 perovskite

(Figure 3.4a) has a strong λ-dependent voltage relaxation, where, consistent with

previous macroscopic results,[28] the higher energy photons induce a slower voltage

drop following the end of charge carrier generation which takes place on the order

of nanoseconds. Note, the photon flux is equal for each incident wavelength and the

films were kept in the dark until the final voltage value equilibrates within the error
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Figure S1. AFM and KPFM experimental setup. An AFM probe rasters across the thin (50 nm) 
hole transport layer and simultaneously collects topography and voltage response. Function 
generator supplies the AC voltage oscillation while the lock-in amplifier enables high signal-to-
noise during the measurement. A tunable, continuous-wave laser is incident through the glass-
side of the sample. The perovskite half-device is grounded with respect to the AFM probe. 
Humidity is kept to <10% during measurements. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table S1. Order of the wavelength-dependent KPFM measurements for each sample. 
 

Order of 
measurement MAPbBr3 MAPbI3 

1 550 nm 500 nm 

2 500 nm 550 nm 

3 450 nm 600 nm 

4 600 nm 650 nm 

5 405 nm 750 nm 

6 -- 405 nm 
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Table 3.1: Order of the wavelength-dependent KPFM measurements for each sam-
ple.

of the KPFM measurement of ±20 mV. The order of illuminated-KPFM measure-

ments for the CH3NH3PbBr3 sample is 550, 500, 450, 600, and 405 nm. Thus, after

examining Figure 3.4a, it is clear that the voltage decay rates are independent of

illumination history. To easily quantify the voltage changes during relaxation, we

introduce the voltage term, ∆V, which is defined as V(t) - Vfinal where V(t) is the

voltage response as a function of time and Vfinal is the last KPFM data point in the

voltage time series curve in Figure 3.4. The voltage dynamics for the CH3NH3PbI3

perovskite film are shown in Figure 3.4b. The relaxation behavior is unrelated to

the incident photon excitation energy, at least within the temporal resolution of this

experiment. Remarkably, the voltage drop for the perovskite samples is significantly

slower (>104) in comparison to the dynamics presented in Figure 3.3, that is, the

photovoltage rise time. The asymmetric voltage response[75] indicates that there are

different electronic processes occurring before and after illumination. As previously
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described, we attribute the fast photovoltage rise time primarily to electron-hole pair

generation and corresponding voltage production. The slower transient voltages af-

ter illumination are a combination of the end of electron-hole pair production and the

relaxation of ion/defect motion initiated during illumination. The CH3NH3PbI3 per-

ovskite film equilibrates both faster and without a λ dependency compared with its

CH3NH3PbBr3 counterpart. Thus, in the CH3NH3PbI3 perovskite, there are indeed

ions/defects migrating; however, they move faster at shorter λ than the ions/defects

in the CH3NH3PbBr3 sample because of the less confined lattice structure, where

the Pb-Br b-axis bond length = 3.031 Å, and the Pb-I b-axis bond length = 3.249

Å.[60] The binding energy (D) between the halides and Pb is inversely proportional

to these bond lengths, with values of 201 and 142 kJ/mol, respectively. Based on

the activation energies found in the literature for each ionic/defect species in these

two perovskite compositions (see Table 3.2),[61, 76, 77, 78, 79] we argue that all

ions and defects are contributing to the voltage decay rate, which we discuss in de-

tail later. Perovskite topography maps before and after the illumination treatment

are shown in Figure 3.5, where no changes in the morphology are observed during

the KPFM measurements. The dark KPFM images present the spatially uniform

voltage response that remains unchanged across multiple illumination cycles.

To quantify the voltage declination rate as a function of photon energy af-

ter the illumination source is switched OFF, we calculate the time required for the

signal to decay to one-tenth of its initial residual voltage value for each wavelength-

dependent measurement, plotted in Figure 3.6. Here, we use the 10% decay time

because of its applicability to all wavelength-dependent measurements for both per-
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Figure 3.4: Postillumination (under dark conditions) voltage measurements (∆V =
V(t) - Vfinal) as a function of time and wavelength for (a) CH3NH3PbBr3 and (b)
CH3NH3PbI3 perovskites. The inset of each plot is a zoom in of the initial seconds
of the voltage drop. The line color of each data set is matched to the λ of the
illumination treatment.
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Figure 3.5: AFM topography and dark KPFM images before and after the
wavelength-dependent measurements series for (a, b, e, f) CH3NH3PbBr3 and (c,
d, g, h) CH3NH3PbI3 perovskites, showing no changes in morphology and uniform
voltage response.
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Table S2: Literature data for activation energies of defects in halide perovskite materials from 
references.1-7 

Defect 
type 

EA 
[63] 
(eV) 

EA 
[64] 
(eV) 

EA  
[77] 
(eV) 

EA 
[78] 
(eV) 

EA [79]  
bulk (eV) 

EA [79] 
surface 

(eV) 

EA 
[80] 
(eV) 

 EA [81]  
ab plane 

(eV) 

EA [81]  
c axis 
(eV) 

Average 
(eV) 

Ii
- 0.08 0.08   0.25   0.24 0.19  0.33  0.195  

VI
+ 0.09 0.08  0.58  0.53    0.1 0.26  0.34  0.28  

VMA
-  0.46  0.84      0.62  0.89  0.703  

VPb
2-  0.80  2.31        1.555  

MAi
+        0.38  0.48  0.43  

VBr
+  0.09   1.41  0.27  0.27     0.51  

Bri
-    1.14  0.34  0.14    0.54  

VMA
-  0.56    0.70  0.64     0.63  

MAi
+     0.22  0     0.11  

 
 
 
 
Table 3.2: Literature data for activation energies of defects in halide perovskite
materials from references.[60, 61, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80]
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ovskite compositions, regardless of the combination of linear and exponential be-

havior present in the transient residual voltage. From Figure 3.4a and Figure 3.6,

we observe relaxation times up to 829.95 s, for the CH3NH3PbBr3 during the high-

energy photoexcitation (405-500 nm, or 2.48-3.06 eV). In contrast, when exciting

the charge carriers with lower energy photon levels, corresponding to incident λ =

550 nm (2.25 eV) and 600 nm (2.07 eV), the CH3NH3PbBr3 relaxation times become

similar to the CH3NH3PbI3, indicating that similar relaxation processes are domi-

nating the two halide perovskite samples within this excitation regime. Because 600

nm corresponds to photons with energy beyond the bandgap of CH3NH3PbBr3, the

time scale at this excitation wavelength is primarily associated with the relaxation

of shallow trap states. The relaxation times for each λ and perovskite sample are

given in Table 3.3 and marked in Figures 3.7 and 3.8.
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Table S3. Relaxation times for each wavelength-dependent KPFM measurement, where each 
corresponds to the timescale for the voltage to decay to 10% of its initial residual voltage value. 
 

CH3NH3PbBr3 

Wavelength (nm) Relaxation Time (s) 

405 830.0 

450 429.1 

500 294.0 

550 95.6 

600 26.3 

CH3NH3PbI3 

Wavelength (nm) Relaxation Time (s) 

405 147.0 

500 80.3 

550 67.1 

600 111.8 

650 91.6 

750 101.7 

 

 

 Table 3.3: Relaxation times for each wavelength-dependent KPFM measurement,
where each corresponds to the timescale for the voltage to decay to 10% of its initial
residual voltage value.
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Figure 3.6: Relaxation time as a function of wavelength for postillumination voltage
measurements in CH3NH3PbBr3 (yellow circles) and CH3NH3PbI3 (gray squares)
perovskites. The dashed lines are best fits, and the slope for the CH3NH3PbI3 fit is
approximately zero (-0.08 s/nm).
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λ = 
405 nm
450 nm
500 nm
550 nm
600 nm

Figure 3.7: Post-illumination KPFM voltage measurements of the CH3NH3PbBr3
perovskite with the relaxation time marked (black crosses) for (a) 405, (b) 450, (c)
500, (d) 550, and (e) 600 nm. ∆V is calculated by subtracting the final equilibrated
dark voltage value from the entire voltage time series.
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λ = 
405 nm
500 nm
550 nm
600 nm
650 nm
750 nm

Figure 3.8: Post-illumination KPFM voltage measurements of the CH3NH3PbI3
perovskite with the relaxation time marked (black crosses) for (a) 405, (b) 500 (c)
550, (d) 600, (e) 650, and (f) 750 nm. ∆V is calculated by subtracting the final
equilibrated dark voltage value from the entire voltage time series.
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Below we describe how the voltage relaxation times for the perovskites are due

to a combination of factors unique to the specific material’s composition. Through-

out the duration of the illumination treatment, although the photovoltage value

is stable in all cases (Figure 3.3), there are still many photoinduced mobile pro-

cesses, both electronic and ionic, occurring.[27, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85] Importantly, any

halide phase segregation is unfeasible for the perovskites investigated here (two

pure-halide perovskites); however, ion migration is still prevalent.[83] Additional

transport mechanisms such as (i) electron-hole pair generation and separation, (ii)

phonon-assisted ion motion,[84] (iii) charge carrier migration caused by filling of

forbidden electronic states,[27] and (iv) heterogeneous strain within the perovskite

lattice;[85] all coexist.

Figure 3.9 compiles the primary physical mechanisms that occur before, dur-

ing, and after illumination, including the effects of photon excitation energies on

the overall voltage response of the perovskites investigated here. Before illumina-

tion, the samples are in equilibrium, with atoms stable in the lattice positions and

balanced energy states throughout the active layers of the devices. During illumi-

nation, charge carrier generation commences and there is quasi-Fermi level splitting

(∆µ), as expected. Here, we hypothesize that when higher energy photons are

illuminating the perovskite surface, they generate excess phonons into the lattice

(regardless of perovskite composition) because of the thermalization of the excited

charge carriers (center of Figure 3.9). These phonons subsequently provoke extra

ionic defects;[28] thus, once the illumination source is turned OFF, the quantity

of mobile ions returning to equilibrium is larger. That is, the rate of ionic migra-
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Figure 3.9: Illustration of the dynamic voltage behavior of the different perovskite
compositions, before, during, and after illumination. All materials begin at quilib-
rium and during illumination generate charge carriers (i.e., quasi-Fermi level split-
ting (∆µ)) and excess phonons dependent upon the incident photon energy. Seconds
after the illumination is OFF, each perovskite undergoes individual voltage relax-
ation processes with their ion and defect migration qualitatively represented by the
size of the color-coded arrow. Here, mobile ions within CH3NH3PbI3 are not as con-
strained when compared with CH3NH3PbBr3 while migrating back to the bulk of
the perovskite. The graphics describe the electronic and ionic mechanisms relevant
to explain the composition-dependent observed phenomena. White filled ions out-
lined in color = vacancies and ions filled with color = interstitials. Note: ion/defect
migration direction and motion is not to scale for clarity.
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tion before returning to dark conditions correlates with the amount of energy lost

to thermalization. Also, the illumination conditions used here (ranging from 400

to 600 nm (3.06-2.07 eV)) provide enough energy to activate the mobility of all

atoms and defects in the CH3NH3PbBr3 perovskite lattice,[81] with Pb2+ (EA = 2.3

eV)[80] able to migrate the most at incident λ = 405, 450, and 500 nm, consistent

with our experimental findings in Figures 3.4 and 3.6 . We note that the litera-

ture provides a wide range of potential EA values for Pb, as well as all other ionic

defects, and here we are basing our discussion on the average cited values. For ex-

ample, the I halide vacancy and interstitial EA values average to be 0.28 and 0.195

eV,[60, 61, 76, 78, 79, 80] respectively, and the Br halide vacancy and interstitials are

0.51 and 0.54 eV,[61, 76, 77] respectively. See Table 3.2 for a collection of activation

energies values from the literature. After illumination, the mobile ions and charged

defects relax, and the rate of relaxation is perovskite-material dependent. The resid-

ual voltage response measured is a result of the charged mobile species moving back

to their equilibrium positions, restored by the chemical potential generated by the

previously photoinduced concentration gradient of ions/defects.[51] We propose that

the CH3NH3PbBr3 sample also shows a large wavelength dependency after illumina-

tion because of the smaller diameter of the Br− halide atoms compared with that of

I−, which reduces the Pb-Br bond length and constricts the perovskite lattice struc-

ture. This restriction will abate ions from migrating throughout the crystal.[60] In

the CH3NH3PbI3 perovskite lattice, ion migration is prevalent, as its wavelength-

independent relaxation time of ≈100 s (Figure 3.6) is in agreement with ion/defect

relaxation time scales observed in similar structures.[28, 73, 75] However, not all
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prior studies measuring the transient voltage response quantify the decay time, and

the methods for fitting the voltage relaxation time have yet to be unified. Addi-

tionally, there are likely residual PbI2 clusters within the CH3NH3PbI3 film which

are utilizing some of the would-be mobile halide ions, shortening the observed pho-

tovoltage relaxation times. The possibility of depth-dependent photon absorption

and, consequently, charge injection[86] within the perovskite material influencing

these measurements is discounted, as the charge transport layers for both samples,

are equivalent and the shortest excitation wavelengths, (i.e., shallowest absorption

depths), demonstrate the largest voltage relaxation for CH3NH3PbBr3. Further, our

measurements are performed without the application of an external electric field,

leaving ion migration as the main cause of the photovoltage dynamics. The influence

of charge injection has been previously shown to lead to the formation of new defect

centers that increase nonradiative recombination, but only in the presence of a 0.9

V/µm field.[87] We also exclude charge carrier recombination as a primary source for

the slow voltage decay, as prior studies performing time-dependent photolumines-

cence measurements as a function of excitation wavelength found that ion migration

explains the differences in the rate of hole transfer[88] and photodegradation.[20]

3.4 Conclusions

In summary, we captured the transient voltage of photovoltaic halide per-

ovskites as a function of incident photon energy (2.0-1.65 eV). Upon initial light

exposure, both CH3NH3PbBr3 and CH3NH3PbI3 displayed fast photovoltage re-
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sponses, regardless of λ. However, when the illumination source was switched OFF,

we discovered a >104 slower voltage decline for both solar cell materials. Remark-

ably, the CH3NH3PbBr3 sample exhibited a stark photon energy-dependent elec-

trical behavior, with voltage relaxation times up to 10× larger than CH3NH3PbI3.

The slower λ-dependent dynamics observed in the Br perovskite are due to (i) Br’s

smaller atomic radius which indicates stronger bonding between the Pb2+ and Br−,

hindering ion motion due to the constrained lattice, (ii) an excess number of phonons

caused by higher energy photons thermalizing down to the conduction band; and

(iii) excitation energies beyond the EA of Pb, introducing an extra mobile ion into

the lattice. Meanwhile, the electrical response of the other perovskite composition,

CH3NH3PbI3, demonstrated consistent voltage relaxation times regardless of inci-

dent wavelength, with an average duration of 100 s. We hypothesize that this faster

relaxation is primarily due to the lower Pb-I binding energy. The transient voltage

measurements presented here revealed an unforeseen variable, incident photon en-

ergy, which is fundamentally linked to the time scales of perovskite’s optoelectronic

properties.

Our results call for new ways to rationally design perovskites with controlled

electrical response, either by eradicating the λ-dependency or by leveraging it for op-

toelectronics. We foresee the development of next-generation photodetector devices

used to discern between different photon energies based on the response time to the

incident light, enabling new, inexpensive spectral detection sensors. Future exper-

iments will evaluate the time-dependent voltage as a function of λ-dependent and

operating parameters (O2, H2O, and temperature) to further elucidate the chemi-
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cal processes governing electrical dynamics in metal halide perovskites. For these

experiments, we anticipate that machine learning approaches will play a critical

role in predicting perovskites’ photoresponse given the vast combinatorial space

of these environmental stressors, and the higher number of perovskite chemical

compositions.[41]
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Chapter 4: Humidity-Induced Photoluminescence

Hysteresis in Variable Cs/Br

Ratio Hybrid Perovskites

Hybrid organic-inorganic perovskites containing Cs are a promising new ma-

terial for light-absorbing and light-emitting optoelectronics. However, the impact of

environmental conditions on their optical properties is not fully understood. Here,

we elucidate and quantify the influence of distinct humidity levels on the charge

carrier recombination in CsxFA1−xPb(IyBr1−y)3 perovskites. Using in situ environ-

mental photoluminescence (PL), we temporally and spectrally resolve light emission

within a loop of critical relative humidity (rH) levels. Our measurements show that

exposure up to 35% rH increases the PL emission for all Cs (10-17%) and Br (17-

38%) concentrations investigated here. Spectrally, samples with larger Br concen-

trations exhibit PL redshift at higher humidity levels, revealing water-driven halide

segregation. The compositions considered present hysteresis in their PL intensity

upon returning to a low-moisture environment due to partially reversible hydration

of the perovskites. Our findings demonstrate that the Cs/Br ratio strongly influ-

ences both the spectral stability and extent of light emission hysteresis. We expect

our method to become standard when testing the stability of emerging perovskites,
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including lead-free options, and to be combined with other parameters known for af-

fecting material degradation, e.g., oxygen and temperature. This chapter is adapted

from J.M. Howard et. al, The Journal of Physical Chemical Letters, 9 3463-3469

(2018). [19]

Cs-17%/Br-17%
Cs-10%/Br-38%
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4.1 Introduction

Organic-inorganic perovskite films exhibit ideal properties for a wide range of

optoelectronic devices, such as light-emitting diodes (LEDs)[89, 90, 91, 92] and solar

cells.[93, 94, 95] However, optical and electronic degradation under ambient oper-

ating conditions currently limits their implementation into reliable technologies.[8]

The hybrid perovskite structure takes the form of ABX3, with an organic cation

(typically formamidinium (FA) CH(NH2)+2 or methylammonium (MA) CH3NH+
3 )

occupying the A-site, a divalent metal (Pb2+) for the B-site, and the halide an-

ion (I−, Br−, or Cl−) located at the X-site. Partially replacing the MA or FA

cations with small amounts of Cs was recently shown to enhance thermal stability

and process parameter tolerances.[96, 97] The inclusion of Cs compresses the lattice

and reduces halide and cation mobility, permitting solar cells with over 1000 h of

stable power output under specific operation conditions.[98] Additional optimiza-

tion of both the Cs and halide concentrations within the perovskite compound is

critical for further bandgap tunability and will likely yield materials that pass ac-

celerated aging tests[99] and inhibit moisture degradation. Thus far, incorporating

10-17% of Cs bolsters the structural and environmental stability of FAPbI3 due to

an increase in the Goldschmidt tolerance factor.[97, 100] Moreover, tuning the Br

concentration from 17 to 38% can potentially provide optimal bandgaps for tandem

photovoltaics.[93, 94] Therefore, this work focuses on analyzing the light emission

properties and stability of four different perovskite samples, which encompass all

combinations of these established Cs and Br concentration values.
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Because the perovskite light-absorbing layer is often composed of inhomoge-

neous grains, assessment of its variation at similar length scale is important for

determining the degree of variability within the samples. High spatial resolu-

tion microscopy methods are indispensable in determining the underlying mech-

anisms of perovskite performance transiency from the nano- to the meso- and

microscale,[64, 70] as revealed by Kelvin probe force microscopy[51, 62, 101] and

conductive AFM.[102, 103] Another approach based on optical microscopy, entitled

microphotoluminescence (micro-PL), has proven essential as it can spatially resolve

radiative recombination in perovskite thin films and devices.[14, 37, 39, 47, 53, 104]

Researchers have used micro-PL on perovskites to quantify detrimental interfacial

effects,[37] identify the role of oxygen absorption on carrier lifetime,[14] reveal envi-

ronmental passivation of sub-bandgap defect states,[53] and show anisotropic diffu-

sion of electronic charge carriers.[39] Yet, despite widespread use of this technique,

the relationship between relative humidity (rH), an established degradation-driving

parameter,[8, 15, 99, 105] and perovskite luminescence emission has not yet been

quantified.

Here, we determine the spatial and spectral dependence of light emission upon

exposing perovskites to a controlled relative humidity cycle. We investigate four

Cs-containing mixed-halide perovskite films with variable chemical composition, se-

lected based on their promising thermal and structural stability. By spatially re-

solving the PL signal, we find that while moderate levels of humidity (<40% rH)

boost the carrier radiative recombination rate, there is a threshold level that then

suppresses PL. Our measurements also verify that moisture-induced PL enhance-
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ment depends on the halide concentration: samples with larger concentrations of Br

have maximum PL emission at 35% rH, while those with lower Br content plateau at

55% rH. Spectral measurements reveal that increasing water vapor pressure content

raises the mobility of halide ions in 38% Br films. Finally, we identify the composi-

tion (Cs0.1FA0.9Pb(I0.62Br0.38)3) with the largest emission hysteresis, resulting from

partially reversible H2O-driven chemical reactions. Our in situ environmental PL

technique can be expanded to other perovskite systems and is an excellent tool for

thin-film stability diagnostics prior to full device development.

4.2 Experimental Methods

4.2.1 Thin film fabrication

Perovskite films are fabricated by adapting the method described in ref

[106]. Four 1 M solutions with compositions: (i) Cs0.1FA0.9Pb(I0.83Br0.17)3,

(ii) Cs0.4FA0.6Pb(I0.83Br00.17)3, (iii) Cs0.1FA0.9Pb(I0.62Br0.38)3, (iv) and

Cs0.4FA0.6Pb(I0.62Br0.38)3 are prepared using FAI, CsI, PbBr2 and PbI2 dis-

solved in a (4:1) mixture of anhydrous N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) and

dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO). Solutions of (v) Cs0.17FA0.83Pb(I0.83Br0.17)3 and

(vi) Cs0.17FA0.83Pb(I0.62Br0.38)3 are obtained through mixing two stoichiometric

precursor solutions with fixed Br/I halide ratios, but with various FA/Cs cation

ratios. Volume ratios between the two solutions are adjusted to obtain the desired

compositions. All solutions are prepared under N2 atmosphere and kept stirring

until use.
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Microscope glass substrates (1.5 × 1.5 cm2) are washed separately in Liquinox,

acetone, and isopropanol, and then cleaned by UV-ozone treatment for 15 min. The

perovskite solutions are spun at 1000 r.p.m for 11 s, followed by 6000 r.p.m for 30

s in an N2 glovebox. To assist perovskite crystallization, 250 µL of chlorobenzene

is dripped onto the spinning substrate 5 s prior to the end of the spin process. The

films are annealed on a hot plate at 60 ◦C for 1 min and then at 105 ◦C for 30

min.[107] The resulting samples have a thickness of 400-500 nm, as measured by a

profilometer, and are kept under N2 or Ar until use.

4.2.2 Environmental Micro-Photoluminescence

We use a confocal microscope with a 532 nm tunable-power laser source for

excitation, chopped at a frequency of 150 Hz. Prior to exciting the sample, the

laser passes through a neutral density filter, a 550 nm bandpass filter, and a 750

nm short pass filter to reduce power and remove background light. The laser illu-

mination is coupled into the microscope with a 25 µm multimode fiber and then

focused on the sample with a 100×, 0.75 N.A. objective lens through a No. 1.5

coverslip. The laser spot size on the sample is approximately 1 µm in diameter.

The same objective lens subsequently collects the sample’s PL emission after excita-

tion; the signal then passes through a 550 nm long pass filter before being detected

by a photomultiplier tube (PMT) operating at a gain of 650 V. The output of the

PMT is measured by a lock in amplifier, digitized by a 9 MHz analog-to-digital

converter, and finally recorded by the computer control software. The PL images
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in this study were acquired with a pixel dwell time of 0.15 s and an incident power

density = 6000 mW/cm2 ( 60 suns). The samples are imaged inside a custom-built

environmental chamber mounted to the confocal microscope’s piezo-stage (Figure

4.1). The humidity is monitored by a sensor and logged every 10 s. To set the

humidity value, we use two needle valves to tune the ratio of dry air to water vapor

inside the chamber and wait 8 minutes between relative humidity levels to allow for

air flow stabilization. All samples go through temporally identical humidity loops,

permitting quantitative comparison of the luminescence response of all perovskites.

4.2.3 Photoluminescence Spectroscopy

PL spectra are measured using a custom-built fixed-objective system. The

perovskite thin-film is excited with a 532 nm laser focused through a 100×, 0.76

N.A. objective. The emission then passes through a 550 nm long pass filter before

being collected by a spectrometer and detected with a liquid nitrogen-cooled (-120

◦C) charged-coupled device (CCD) camera.

4.2.4 XRD Measurements

The XRD measurements were performed by submitting the perovskite samples

to the same humidity levels used in the PL measurements, including the same time

of exposure to rH. For all measurements: 5 s per step with 0.07◦ steps.
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4.3 Results and Discussion

We perform humidity-dependent loops and acquire PL in situ for

Cs0.1FA0.9Pb(I0.83Br0.17)3, Cs0.17FA0.83Pb(I0.83Br0.17)3, Cs0.17FA0.83Pb(I0.62Br0.38)3,

Cs0.1FA0.9Pb(I0.62Br0.38)3 films to determine how moisture exposure affects the ra-

diative recombination of charge carriers as a function of chemical composition. Here,

we identify the samples by their Cs and Br concentrations (for example, Cs-10%/Br-

17% refers to the Cs0.1FA0.9Pb(I0.83Br0.17)3. Figure 4.2a-d shows representative scan-

ning electron microscopy (SEM) micrographs of the perovskite films, where all sam-

ples are composed of ≈100 nm grains. These samples did not undergo humidity

cycling and, as such, do not exhibit moisture-induced morphological features. Fig-

ure 4.2e-h displays 20 × 20 µm2 PL images acquired at <5% rH. The environmental

PL experimental setup is shown in Figure 4.1. While the average grain diame-

ter is below the diffraction limit for the objective employed in our measurements,

micro-PL is extremely useful as it provides statistics on the variation of the optical

response heterogeneity arising from the films

PL at <5% rH (Figure 4.2e-h) reveals substantial differences in the spatial

features for all compositions investigated here. The optical micrographs obtained

under <5% rH and after PL imaging at 55% rH (Figure 4.3) show detectable mor-

phological changes, with the formation of new structures at 55% rH not seen in the

pristine state (i.e., unexposed to ambient environment) that also account for the

differences observed in the PL data. There, the global gradients in PL intensity

that occur over the entire 20 × 20 µm2 scan region are due to the procession of
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Figure 4.1: Schematic depicting the operating principle of environmentally con-
trolled scanning photoluminescence microscopy.
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Figure 4.2: Morphology and humidity-dependent PL imaging of different composi-
tion perovskites. (a-d) SEM micrographs and (e-h) normalized PL images at <5%
rH for Cs-10%/Br-17%, Cs-17%/Br-17%, Cs-17%/Br-38%, and Cs-10%/Br-38%,
respectively. All PL images are normalized by their individual minimum and maxi-
mum values.
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Figure 4.3: Optical micrographs of (a, e) Cs-10%/Br-17%, (b, f) Cs-17%/Br-17%,
(c, g) Cs-17%/Br-38%, and (d, h) Cs-10%/Br-38% containing perovskite thin films
before (pristine) and after exposure to <5%, 15%, 35%, 55% relative humidity levels.

moisture-driven chemical reactions that spur halide migration and reduce surface

recombination.[14, 108] We contrast global gradients with the local gradients (typ-

ically 1-5 µm) that arise from differences in charge carrier recombination processes

of groups of perovskite grains. Additionally, given the pixel dwell time of 0.015 s,

light soaking effects are negligible.[39, 94]

To understand the moisture-induced degradation threshold of different per-

ovskite compositions, we quantify the average value of PL emission as a function of

humidity, shown in Figure 4.4. The black curves represent the rH level as a func-

tion of time (right y-axis), demonstrating our reproducible and reliable control of

the moisture level within the environmental chamber, and define the humidity loop.

The relationship between local radiative recombination and humidity is determined
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(b)

Figure 4.4: PL emission and relative humidity as a function of time. Clockwise: (a)
Cs-10%/Br-17%, (b) Cs-17%/Br-17%, (c) Cs-17%/Br-38%, and (d) Cs-10%/Br-38%
perovskites. The PL data (dashed lines) error bars indicate the standard deviation
of the respective PL images, and the shaded areas in the relative humidity data
(solid lines) represent the rH sensor uncertainty.

Cs-10%/Br-38%

Cs-17%/Br-38%

Cs-17%/Br-17%

Cs-10%/Br-17%

Figure 4.5: Average intensity of photoluminescence image (y-axis) vs. time (top
x-axis) and humidity (bottom x-axis) for different Cs and Br concentrations. Error
bars are image standard deviations.
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by detecting the PL response of each sample across a 20 × 20 µm2 area at stabilized

<5%, 15%, 35%, and 55% rH levels. After the exposure to 55% rH, the films are

returned to the initial low-humidity level to measure the PL emission again. Clearly,

relative humidity conditions up to 35% increase the radiative recombination of the

perovskites for all concentrations of Cs and Br. Additionally, the standard devia-

tions of the PL images (error bars in Figure 4.4) show the sample-independent trend

of increasing spatial heterogeneity in the luminescence emission for relative humidity

levels up to 35%. When raised to 55% rH, the radiative recombination efficiency

of the Br-17% samples (Figure 4.4a,b) plateaus while that of the Br-38% (Figure

4.4c,d) decreases, which will be further discussed later. The average PL emission of

all four films as a function of both humidity and time is shown in Figure 4.5.

Further insight into the effect of relative humidity on luminescence emission is

gained by examining the time-dependent distribution of PL intensities. Histograms,

acquired by binning the pixels of the 20 × 20 µm2 PL images (displayed in Figure

4.6a-d), show notable differences in their spatial heterogeneity. Here, the broadness

of the histograms is indicative of the overall temporal response. All histograms have

the same bin widths and number of bins, allowing for direct comparison of all samples

regardless of humidity level and composition. While higher Br concentrations lead

to less stability against ambient moisture, the histograms reveal Cs content to be the

key parameter controlling the emission stability; the Cs-17% films show a broader

distribution of PL intensity upon completing the humidity cycle.

The humidity-dependent spectra (Figure 4.6e-h) confirms that moisture af-

fects the phase stability of the perovskite films, with 55% rH leading to the most
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Figure 4.6: Spatial and spectral evolution of humidity-dependent PL. Normalized
histograms of PL images (log scale) and normalized PL spectra for perovskites con-
taining (a, e) Cs-10%/Br-17%, (b, f) Cs-17%/Br-17%, (c, g) Cs-17%/Br-38%, and
(d, h) Cs-10%/Br-38% throughout a relative humidity loop. The arrows indicate
the order of the measurements.
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pronounced redshift, which begins to reverse upon exposure to dry air. In the case

of the Cs-10%/Br-17% sample (Figure 4.6e), the PL peak redshifts only 0.02-0.04

eV. The Cs-17%/Br-17% perovskite shows the highest spectral stability, broaden-

ing slightly with increasing moisture exposure while remaining centered at 1.65 eV.

By contrast, Br-38% films exhibit substantial redshift at higher relative humidity.

When kept below 5% rH, the Cs-17%/Br-38% material displays a PL peak centered

at 1.76 eV. As the humidity is raised, the peak redshifts, reaching 1.73 eV at 15%

rH; 1.7 eV at 35% rH; and, finally, 1.64 eV at 55% rH. Upon returning to the <5%

rH condition, the peak blueshifts back up to 1.7 eV. Similar behavior is observed

for the Cs-10%/Br-38% perovskites. These results on Br-38% films imply moisture-

induced halide segregation,[69] with domains enriched in either iodide or bromide

where the bandgap is lower or higher in energy, respectively. For instance, the Cs-

10%/Br-38% spectrum acquired at 35% rH contains an intermediate peak centered

at 1.66 eV, indicative of a 30% Br region. We infer that the activation energy for

halide migration is lower in the case of Br-38%, permitting a higher degree of halide

vacancy mobility. Our measurements are in agreement with prior reports showing

PL peak instability for higher concentrations of Br in MAPb(IxBr1−x)3.[27]

Figure 4.7 shows the humidity loops of the average PL intensity acquired for

each sample (the arrows indicate the procession of the humidity cycle in time). Here,

the hysteresis refers to the difference between the states of a sample upon return to

the same initial conditions, after being exposed to various settings (in this case rH

levels). Thus, the difference between the initial and final low-humidity PL measure-

ments determines the extent of luminescence hysteresis due to dry air and moisture
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Cs-10%/Br-17% Cs-17%/Br-17%(b)(a)

(d) (c)Cs-10%/Br-38% Cs-17%/Br-38%

Figure 4.7: Effect of humidity cycling on PL emission. Clockwise: PL vs relative
humidity for (a) Cs-10%/Br-17%, (b) Cs-17%/Br-17%, (c) Cs-17%/ Br-38%, and
(d) Cs-10%/Br-38% perovskite thin films. The dashed lines and arrows are guides
for the eye, indicating the pathway for PL evolution as a function of humidity.
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Figure 4.8: Influence of relative humidity on PL. Schematic of band structure and
perovskite under (a) pristine (<5% rH), (b) 15% rH, (c) 35% rH, (d) 55% rH, and
(e) humidity cycled conditions. Exposure to relative humidity up to 35% rH removes
the shallow surface states remaining after fabrication. At 55% rH, monohydrate and
dihydrate phases co-exist. The latter is accompanied by decomposition, leading to
the formation of new surface states that remain after the film is returned to the low
humidity state. CB = conduction band and VB = valence band.
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Before PL acquisition After PL acquisition
(a) (b) (c)

10 μm

Figure 4.9: Optical micrographs of (a) pristine and (b) cycled Cs-10%/Br-38% film
showing similar morphologies. (c) Ratio of spatial average of PL intensity (IPL) by
initial PL image (IPL,0) as a function of time under dry air (20% O2 and 80% N2)
and low humidity (<5% rH). The unchanged film morphology and the increase in
the PL signal confirm that water triggers the degradation of these perovskites.

exposure. We establish that the hysteresis is not due to simple material degradation

(which can cause a substantial decrease in PL) by performing an equivalent series

of PL measurements under dry air without humidity (see Figure 4.9), confirming

that the average PL intensity increases monotonically under such conditions. The

Cs-10%/Br-17% sample exhibits the largest increase in PL intensity when exposed

to 15% rH and a moderate amount of hysteresis. The Cs-17%/Br-17% behaves sim-

ilarly, though it experiences its most substantial luminesce enhancement at 35% rH.

For 38% Br samples, the decrease in emission after completing the cycle is still evi-

dent, but the enclosed area broadens at higher humidity because of the intolerance

to 55% rH in comparison to the 17% Br films. Interestingly, the Cs-17%/Br-38%

sample has negligible hysteresis despite the reduction in PL intensity at 55% rH.

In our measurements, we flow dry air composed of 80% N2 and 20% O2 and
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the absorption of O2 occurs through diffusion into the perovskite’s iodide and bro-

mide vacancies.[12, 13, 109] Dry air was chosen over pure N2 to mimic conventional

device processing under ambient conditions, as the current main challenge toward

perovskites’ commercialization is related to the materials’ stability. Further, the PL

signal is known for being higher under dry air conditions than under N2,[14] which

enables us to distinguish small and significant differences between the samples and

between the different stages of rH. We expose each perovskite thin film to dry air for

8 min prior to PL microscopy and spectroscopy data acquisition and assume com-

plete O2 uptake, as supported by isothermal gravimetric analysis on MAPbI3.[12]

The interaction of the excitation laser and the absorbed O2 leads to superoxide for-

mation, and this passivates surface states that reduce internal PL quantum yield in

pristine films.[14] While not the focus of this work, note that carefully controlled

durations of full-sample illumination may increase the PL quantum yield further.[14]

The exposure of some perovskites to water vapor is known to cause material

degradation.[8, 15, 52, 110] In this sense, the relative humidity level, if sufficiently

high, controls the speed and therefore the extent of the chemical reactions governing

decomposition. When H2O is introduced into the system, it begins to intercalate

the perovskite structure. At 55% rH, sufficient water exists to form a thin layer

of a monohydrate phase (eq 1) at the surface, as previously observed for other

perovskite compositions.[15, 105, 110, 111, 112, 113, 114] Once enough water has

been absorbed, the dihydrate phase forms and leads to the perovskite decomposition

into PbI2, PbBr2, and CsxFA1−xBryI1−y,[15, 105, 113] as indicated by eqs 2 and 3.

We find that exposure to 35% rH does not noticeably degrade the Cs-
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containing perovskite films but instead improves the luminescence efficiency (i.e.,

optical properties) of the material, in agreement with prior results on FAPbI3.[115]

The decomposition of the perovskite layer into precursors initially removes surface

defect states not already passivated by O2 (see Figure 4.8a-c). This reduction in

trap states leads to higher internal quantum efficiency and longer charge carrier

lifetimes, explaining the increase in PL intensity.[116] However, the decomposition

chemical reactions occur more pronouncedly at 55% rH, with noticeable degrada-

tion and new surface trap states after ≈1 h at this humidity condition (Figure 4.8d).

These recently formed surface trap states remain even after the sample is returned

to a low-humidity environment (Figure 4.8e). The histograms of PL intensity in

Figure 4.6a-d reveal the instability in radiative recombination upon reaching 55%

rH. Here, an exponentially decreasing "tail" in PL emerges for all compositions.

However, only the Cs-17% perovskites sustain this behavior upon returning to <5%

rH, possibly indicating that larger Cs content (i.e., more lattice compression), slows

the dehydration of the film. X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements (Figure 4.10)

indicate that these water-perovskite interactions are limited to the surface region of

the films for the humidity levels tested here, as the measurements before, during,

and after the treatment show no significant variations. Note, however, that for ex-

tremely high humidity levels (rH of 80%) the Cs-containing perovskites investigated

showed changes in the bulk material, as presented in Figure 4.11.

Humidity also influences the mobility of the halide ions, with the strength of

the effect depending on their relative concentrations, as previously reported.[108]

While moisture initially increases the intensity of luminescence for all samples, the
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(a) (b) (c) (d) rH

Figure 4.10: X-Ray diffraction measurements under dry air (<5% rH), 55% rH, and
under dry air again for (a) Cs10%/Br-17%, (b) Cs-17%/Br-17%, (c) Cs-17%/Br-
38%, and (d) Cs-10%/Br-38% containing perovskite thin films. Note that the hu-
midity cycle used here does not change the structure of the bulk perovskites. All
relevant perovskite crystallographic orientations are assigned,[117] as well as PbI2.
Measurement courtesy of Rodrigo Szostak and Prof. Ana Flavia Nogueira at Uni-
versity of Campinas.

80%

< 5%

tim
e

rH

Figure 4.11: X-Ray diffraction measurements for Cs-10%/Br-17% before (black)
and after (green) treatment at 80% rH, showing change in the perovskite structure
caused by significant hydration of the film. All relevant perovskite crystallographic
orientations are assigned,[117] as well as PbI2. Measurement courtesy of Rodrigo
Szostak and Prof. Ana Flavia Nogueira at University of Campinas.
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instability of the PL peak is present only for the films incorporating 38%-Br, as

revealed by spectrally resolved PL in Figure 4.6e-h. Light-induced halide segrega-

tion, an established phenomenon in MAPb(IxBr1−x)3,[27] is not observed at <5%

rH for any composition considered here, in accordance with previous studies.[93, 94]

Additionally, between spectra acquisitions, 8-10 min elapsed with the samples held

under dark conditions, sufficient time for the reversal of any photoinduced trap

formation.[27] Instead, we find that moisture is the primary driver of halide seg-

regation. This result is supported by the fact that the PL peak in Br-38% films

increasingly redshifts into the vicinity of the Br-17% as the relative humidity rises.

Other researchers have established that the halide concentration permits bandgap

tuning;[7] thus, local segregation would result in spectral heterogeneity and is cap-

tured with high-resolution microscopy methods as shown here. Additionally, re-

cent density functional theory calculations indicate that intercalation of H2O into

the perovskite lattice lowers the vacancy-mediated halide ion migration activation

energy,[108] supporting the moisture-driven segregation effect. Partial reversibility

of the redshift in Br-38% films can be attributed to a higher activation energy for

halide movement once the hydrate phase forms.[108] We conjecture that lower con-

centrations of Cs yield more reversible halide migration due to a less constrained

perovskite lattice.

The hysteresis and humidity loop areas, obtained from Figure 4.7, provide

insight into the tolerance of the perovskite layers toward humidity cycling. No-

tably, the enclosed areas suggest that the ratio of Cs and Br concentrations strongly

influence the hysteretic behavior of the films. Figure 4.7 reveals that the area en-
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closed within the hysteresis loop is smallest for Cs-17%/Br-17%. The area is 2-fold

larger for both the Cs-10%/Br-17% and the Cs-17%/Br-38% samples. Finally, the

Cs-10%/Br-38% perovskite presents the maximum area, which is 4-fold larger than

that of the Cs-17%/Br-17% film. We highlight that the largest area occurs at the

maximal ratio of Br/Cs concentration. These measurements on Cs-containing per-

ovskites imply that additional compositional tuning could produce high-quality films

without emission hysteresis and minimal hysteresis loop areas.

4.4 Conclusions

To summarize, we performed humidity loop micro-PL on four different com-

positions of perovskite films, quantifying the extent of emission enhancement due

to moisture exposure. Our measurements reveal that rH levels up to 35% increase

the overall PL yield for perovskite layers containing 10-17% Cs and 17-38% Br.

Uniquely, samples containing 38% Br exhibited a decrease in luminescence under

55% rH, while those with 17% Br sustain their PL enhancement. For all compo-

sitions, exposure to 55% rH changes the spatial distribution of radiative recom-

bination. Humidity-dependent spectra show that the magnitude of the PL peak

redshift of both thin films containing 38% Br is correlated with the ambient mois-

ture level. Finally, we established that humidity cycling leads to hysteresis in the

PL emission for all compositions except for Cs-17%/Br-38%. Our work underscores

the importance of environmentally controlled PL in elucidating fundamental causes

of perovskite instability. Understanding and controlling the effect of moisture on
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radiative recombination, as shown by our environmental micro-PL measurements,

will help inform the optimal environmental conditions and compositions of future

fabrication efforts, leading to perovskite-based optoelectronic devices with increased

stability. Further, we foresee our environmental PL platform being combined with

temperature-dependent measurements, allowing for the deconvolution of each pa-

rameter in material degradation.
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Chapter 5: Water-Induced Photoluminescence Dynamics

in Triple-Cation Metal Halide Perovskites

Metal halide perovskites (MHP) can be made more stable through the ad-

dition of small amounts of Cesium. Despite the improvement, these multi-cation

absorbers still display strong environmental sensitivity to any combination of fac-

tors, including water, oxygen, bias, temperature, and light. Here, we elucidate the

relationship between charge carrier recombination, absorption, and relative humid-

ity (rH), revealing the existence of a reversible 25× enhancement in overall light

emission that onsets ≥68% rH. By determining the time evolution of the extinction

coefficient over the same humidity cycle, we find a partially reversible decrease for

wavelengths ≤500nm. Finally, we identify irreversible degradation to the sample af-

ter a single cycle of humidity-dependent PL performed with 450 nm excitation. Our

in situ measurement platform provides extensive insight into device stability under

standard operating conditions and can be applied to any perovskite composition.
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5.1 Introduction

In the last decade, metal halide perovskites (MHP) have emerged as the most

promising material for optoelectronic devices, with strong potential to contribute to

the global transition towards renewable energy generation. Today, only the long-

term stability of MHP solar materials limits commercial deployment.[9, 118] Indeed,

exposure to any possible set of composed of intrinsic (bias, temperature, and light) or

extrinsic (water and oxygen) environmental stressors initiates changes in the funda-

mental optical and electronic properties,[41] typically followed by decreasing power

conversion efficiency.[99] For all semiconductors, charge carrier recombination pro-

cesses are fundamental to the overall performance of both photovoltaics (PV) and

light-emitting diodes (LED). In perovskites, the photoluminescence (PL) signal de-

pends on both composition and the ambient environment,[19] with short durations

oxygen and moderate humidity increasing the overall quantum yield (PLQY)[14] and

higher moisture concentrations leading to hydrated phases[15, 114] and macroscopic

degradation.[110] Accordingly, the use of in situ measurements to study charge car-

rier recombination is essential to develop a fundamental understanding of the physics

and chemistry governing the dynamic behavior presented by MHP devices.

Given that the economic prospects of MHP are contingent on long-term perfor-

mance, the problem of stability is one of the most prominent research foci within the

perovskite community. Solving the problem requires physical insight into the degra-

dation pathways[25, 119] and the ability to mitigate device deterioration through

compositional engineering.[10, 20, 96, 120] Importantly, fundamental studies and
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fabrication refinements must be paired and iteratively applied in order to hasten

the search for stability.[121, 121] One of the larger victories produced by compo-

sitional engineering was the exploration of different cations at the A-site of the

ABX3 perovskite structure.[94, 96, 122, 123] Chemical substitution of the A-site

cation controls the structural tolerance factor, providing a design guide for more

robust MHP materials.[97] In particular, the use of three cations, formamidinium

(FA), methylammonium (MA), and Cesium (Cs), has shown incredible benefit in

promoting temperature stability up to 130 ◦C and lowering the J-V hysteresis, cul-

minating in higher long-term performance.[96, 98, 99] Mixed-cation MHP materials

have become the benchmark, particularly for PV applications, where gains in sta-

bility were reaped while maintaining power conversion efficiency (PCE or η) above

>20%. Advancements in the community’s understanding of the fundamental science

surrounding stability have not kept pace with improved fabrication, highlighting a

large opportunity for impactful research into the environmentally-driven optical and

electrical dynamics in mixed-cation perovskites. Prior insight into the photophysics

of FA-and MA-based perovskites[14, 16, 27, 115] is not easily transferrable, requir-

ing in situ studies of new compositions[63, 124] and the application of accelerated

materials development.[121]

Here, we resolve the time-dependent relationship between relative humidity,

absorption, and recombination in Cs0.05FA0.79MA0.16Pb(I0.83Br0.17)3 (triple-cation)

thin films, demonstrating large (≈25×) but reversible photoluminescence (PL) en-

hancement. To study light emission dynamics, we implement in situ environmental

micro-PL based on the confocal microscope and subject triple cation samples to
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multiple moisture cycles up to ≈70% rH. Our measurements of the absorption spec-

tra over the same rH-cycles indicate partially reversible changes to the extinction

coefficient for wavelengths ≤500 nm. Thus, the 25-fold gains in PL with 532 nm

excitation are independent of changes in absorption. With excitation wavelength-

dependent experiments, we reveal 450 and 500 nm to have a limited rise in PL

yield due to light-activated near-surface decomposition. Subsequent rH-cycles with

longer wavelengths fail to promote increased light emission beyond ≈2×. Our mea-

surement framework establishes a standard series of measurements that elucidate

key structure-property relationships for metal halide perovskites and can be used to

accelerate the development of new compositions with long-term stability.

5.2 Experimental Methods

5.2.1 Sample Fabrication

Substrate Preparation: Both microscope slides and fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO)

substrates were cleaned prior to subsequent deposition steps. First, the substrates

were sonicated in soap water (15 min), followed by a mixture of isopropanol (IPA)

and acetone (15 min). Finally, a UV-ozone treatment was applied (15 min).

Electron Transport Layer Deposition: The compact TiO2 layer was added with

spray pyrolysis (450 ◦C) using a solution consisting of 0.6 ml titanium diisopropox-

ide bis(acetylacetonate) and 0.4 ml acetylacetone in 9 ml ethanol, sufficient for 24

substrates measuring 6.25 cm2. The mesoporous TiO2 was deposited with spin
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coating (4000 rpm) from a dilute paste (150 g TiO2 per L of ethanol), finished with

a 30 min anneal at 450 ◦C.

Triple-cation Perovskite Thin Film Deposition: 1.5 M stock solution of PbI2 and

PbBr2 was prepared in the mixture solvent of DMF and DMSO at the volume ratio

of 4 to 1. 1.5 M stock solution of CsI was prepared in pure DMSO. Then, 0.0773

g of MABr was dissolved in 539 µL PbBr2 stock solution with the addition of 17

µL mixture solvent. 0.223 g of FAI was dissolved in 1044 µL PbI2 stock solution

with the addition of 2 µL mixture solvent. Then 1000 µL FAPbI3 was mixed with

204.8 µL MAPbBr3 and 63.4 µL CsI, which gives CsFAMA perovskite precursor

solution of 1.24 M. Then 80 µL perovskite precursor was dropped on the 2.5 cm ×

2.5 cm substrate, and then spin-coated using a two-step program. The first step

is at the speed of 1000 rpm with an acceleration rate of 200 rpm/s and a dwelling

time of 5 s, and the second step at the speed of 6000 rpm with an acceleration

rate of 3000 rpm/s and a dwelling time of 18 s. 100 µL chlorobenzene was used as

the anti-solvent and dripped on top of perovskite film while it was spinning at 5 s

ahead of the finish of the program. Then the perovskite films were annealed on a

hot plate at the temperature of 100 ◦C for 60 min. All steps were completed within

a nitrogen-filled glovebox.

Hole Transport Layer Deposition: First, 0.02 g of spiro-OMeTAD (Mw = 1225.45

g/mol) was added to 0.553 L of chlorobenzene. After, the following were added

to the solution: 8.02 µL of FK209 Co(III)TFSI (tris(2-(1H-pyrazol-1-yl)-4-tert-
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butylpyridine)cobalt(III) tri[bis(trifluoromethane)sulfonimide]) stock solution (300

mg/ml in acetonitrile), 7.97 µL of tBP (4-tert-Butypyridine), and 4.84 µL of

LiTFSI (lithium bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide) stock solution (520mg/ml in

acetonitrile). With spin coating (1800 rpm for 30 s), the mixture was deposited

on to the triple-cation perovskite. The samples were then kept in a dry air box

overnight prior to adding the gold contacts.

Au Contact Deposition: 80 nm of gold was added via thermal evaporation, yielding

0.16 cm2 active area devices.

5.2.2 J-V Characterization

The J-V measurements were performed with a programmatically controlled

sourcemeter, using a scan rate of 0.1 V/s. The 100 mW cm−2 light intensity was

calibrated using a Silicon reference solar cell.

5.2.3 In Situ Micro-Photoluminescence

A confocal microscope was used for all PL measurements. A super-continuum

laser provided wavelength-dependent excitation, otherwise, a 532 nm power-tunable

diode laser was used. For either laser source, the light was chopped at 150 Hz

and cleaned with a 750 nm short-pass filter, before being coupled into an optical

fiber with an adjustable parabolic mirror. The 532 nm diode laser spectrum was also

cleaned with a 40 nm wide (FWHM) 550 nm center wavelength bandpass filter. The
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laser was focused by the microscope objective (100×, 0.75 N.A.) onto the sample

mounted in a custom environmental enclosure. For all measurements, an incident

photon flux of 9.47×1022 photons s−1 m−2 was used, implying a power density range

of 2680 - 4170 mW cm−2 to account for the difference in the diffraction-limited

spot spize. The PL emission is collected by the same objective and detected by a

photomultiplier tube (PMT) operated at 650 V. Any reflected laser light is blocked

by a 750 nm short pass filter. The PMT output is read by a lock in amplifier.

An optical micrograph was taken after each humidity cycle briefly blocking the PL

signal.

5.2.4 Humidity Control

A custom-built microscopy chamber containing a capacitive humidity sensor

was used to control the sample environment.[19] All samples were loaded into the

enclosure while inside a glovebox. Once mounted on the microscope stage, dry N2

was introduced into the chamber. The relative humidity level was modulated by

altering the flow rate of a separate N2 line through a water bubbler using a mass

flow controller (MFC). All measurements were performed with the same setpoint

ramp cycle applied by the MFC.

5.2.5 In Situ Variable Angle Spectroscopic Ellipsometry

Optical characterization of the samples was completed with spectroscopic el-

lipsometry (Woolam M-2000) in a custom built environmental chamber.[125] Prior
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to the measurement of the perovskite samples, the change in the phase difference

between TE and TM polarizations as light passes through the chamber windows

(ellipsometric retardation effects) is determined by calibrating on a Si sample. The

optical properties of the Si piece were initially measured outside of the environmental

chamber. The Si piece is then loaded into the chamber and the optical properties

were again taken for each of the three measurement angles (55◦, 70◦, 75◦). The

retardation effects created by the windows can then be calculated from fitting the

phase difference of these two measurements using the equation:

∆(f) = f(C1 + C2f
2) (5.1)

where ∆ is the frequency-dependent retardation effects input to the model, f is the

optical frequency of the spectroscopic beam, and C1 and C2 are the fit constants.

The origin of this retardation is the birefringence in the glass produced by anisotropic

window stress when mounting the chamber lid. This process was repeated five times

for all of the window angles and averaged to get the phase difference applied in the

final fits.

The perovskite samples were loaded into the environmental chamber inside

an Ar glove box. The chamber was sealed before removal from the glove box to

ensure the samples were never exposed to O2 or any other contaminants. The

chamber was then hooked up to the rH setup with dry N2 flowing to the chamber.

The initial optical properties under these conditions were measured. A dynamic

ellipsometric measurement was then taken (six data points per minute) as the sample
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was exposed to the humidity cycling described above. The dynamic measurement

can only be recorded at one angle at a time, so these measurements were taken on

three different samples from the same perovskite deposition, one sample for each of

the three measurement angles.

The ellipsometric data is fit using the Woollam CompleteEASE fitting soft-

ware. The initial properties of the perovskite using all three measurement angles

are fit using a Kramers-Kronig consistent B-spline with 0.3 eV node spacing. The

thickness of the perovskite was found to be 550 nm with a roughness of 10 nm,

which was in the range expected from the deposition parameters. For the dynamic

fitting, the thickness and roughness of the film were set to be constant and the B-

spline parameters were allowed to refit for each time interval. The initial conditions

of each new B-spline fit were defined to be the fit from the previous time slice to

ensure a smooth transition. Each individual dynamic angle was fit separately, using

the same initial optical properties from the initial multi-angle fit. The dynamic

optical properties calculated from each angle were then averaged to create the final

reported values.

5.3 Results and Discussion

Triple cation devices are capable of delivering high power conversion efficiency

(Figure 5.1a) and are not limited by voltage fluctuations across their constituent

grain boundaries or interiors. The latter assertion is well proven with high spatial

resolution Kelvin probe force microscopy (Figure 5.1b-d), where the difference be-
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tween dark and illuminated images, the surface photovoltage (SPV - Figure 5.2), is

incredibly uniform (σ = 0.004 V).[63] Only the SPV map has been proven to corre-

late with the macroscopic open-circuit voltage (Voc),[62] despite the notable hetero-

geneity in the individual dark and illuminated images. Clearly, efforts to improve

electrical performance have succeeded,[1] even at the nanoscale[63] as compared to

prior devices.[51, 102, 103] Still, the demands on the stability of these mixed-cation

devices have not yet been satisfied, as we address with in situ humidity-dependent

PL measurements.

Pristine triple-cation films were subjected to humidity-dependent PL exper-

iments to capture the influence of moisture on radiative recombination dynamics

(5.3). Prior to measurement, the samples were kept under a constant flow of N2

in the dark. During the initial 0.25 hr of the measurement, the perovskites display

an average 31% decrease in light emission from the initial values (see Figure 5.4 for

the second dataset). Once moisture is introduced into the chamber, the PL emis-

sion doubles in 18 min (28% rH), eventually exhibiting a ≈25× increase at 70% rH

(Figure 5.3a). The additional data in Figure 5.4 confirms the trend. Large increases

in PL have been established in multiple compositions,[14, 16] with prior measure-

ments of FAPbI3 films showing 140× increases when measuring in moist ambient air

with UV excitation.[115] The true increase in absolute PL yield may actually exceed

25×, given that halide segregation leads to redshifting[124] and our detector (see

Experimental Methods) quantum efficiency drops in the near-infrared. The time

required for the PL to return to the maximum value increases for each subsequent

cycle, suggesting that moisture alters the chemistry of the surface layer. We suggest
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Figure 5.1: High performing Cs-mixed perovskites with spatially uniform voltage
response. (a) J-V characteristic of the champion Cs-mixed perovskite solar cell
with the reverse (dashed) and forward (solid) figures-of-merit included as the inset
table. (b) Topography, (c) KPFM (light off), and KPFM (light on) images of a
Cs-mixed thin film revealing the homogenous voltage response. The SPV image
was extracted by taking the difference between the light and initial dark images (see
Figure 5.2). Figures of merit for forward scan: Voc = 1.14 V, Jsc = 22.70 mA cm−2,
FF = 68.60%, η = 17.83% and reverse bias: Voc = 1.14 V, Jsc = 22.70 mA cm−2, FF
= 73.89%, η = 19.14%. Sample fabrication and characterization courtesy of Bart
Roose, Qiong Wang, and Antonio Abate at Helmholtz Zentrum Berlin.

that moisture enables local halide segregation, promoting the formation of a lower

band gap phase with highly efficient radiative recombination. Prior research into

Cs0.06FA0.75MA0.15Pb(I0.6Br0.4)3 has established that the combination of humidity

and light create an iodide-rich surface layer that increases radiative recombination

and redshifts the material’s PL spectrum.[124] Importantly, the addition of Cs and

FA decreases the susceptibility to phase segregation,[94] requiring much higher cu-
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Figure 5.2: Triple-cation (Cs0.05FA0.79MA0.16Pb(I0.83Br0.17)3) perovskites display a
uniform surface photovoltage (SPV). The SPV was computed from the dark and
KPFM images shown in Figure 5.1c and d, respectively. The SPV image standard
deviation is 0.004 V across the sample. The sample was illuminated with a 550 nm
laser at 150 mW cm−2.

mulative light exposure compared to MAPI.[27, 124] Future work could examine the

emission from a PbI2 region could be probed by studying the time-evolution of the

PL spectrum near its reported bandgap (Eg = 520 nm or 2.38 eV).[58, 126, 127]

Interestingly, the rH-PL dynamics observed are completely reversible despite the

repeated ≈25× enhancements.
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Cs0.05FA0.79MA0.16 Pb(I0.83Br0.17)3 = “Triple-Cation”

Figure 5.3: The presence of moisture greatly increases the PL intensity. (a) rH (blue)
and normalized PL (purple) and as a function of time across the three identical
moisture cycles. (b-d) rH-PL loops extracted from each of the three cycles capture
the extent of hysteresis due to the influence of water on recombination. Excitation
source: 532 nm at 9.47×1022 photons−1 m−2.
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Cs0.05FA0.79MA0.16 Pb(I0.83Br0.17)3 = “Triple-Cation”

Figure 5.4: Exposure to high relative humidity yields >25× PL intensity increase.
Relative humidity and absolute PL intensity as a function of time across three
identical humidity cycles (maximum rH ≈ 70%) for two different sample (separate
depositions). A 532 nm diode laser is used for excitation with an incident power
density of 3500 mW cm−2.
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Cs0.05FA0.79MA0.16 Pb(I0.83Br0.17)3 = “Triple-Cation”

Figure 5.5: Surface passivation evidenced by rH-PL characteristics. The rH-PL
relationship has been extracted from the time series in Figure 5.4. The order of
measurements is indicated by the color gradient, with lighter colored markers coming
before darker colored markers. The substitution of Cs at the A-site lowers the lattice
constant, increasing the water concentration required to intercalate as compared to
pure-MA perovskites.
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The relationship between relative humidity and light emission is directly ob-

served in Figure 5.3b-d. During the rH-PL measurements, both the absolute lu-

minescence and the moisture condition are recorded simultaneously, allowing this

one-to-one correspondence. For each of the rH-PL loops, the color gradient indicates

the order of the points in time, with earlier points taking a lighter shade purple.

Plotted in this manner, the influence of the chemical reactions for each humidity

cycle is clearly articulated. For the first cycle, the interaction of water molecules

with the lattice only becomes pronounced beyond 50% rH. The gradual rise in PL

for rH <50% may be attributable to physisorption or chemical reactions rate-limited

by the existence of water. The first cycle is unique, given that the sample has not

yet been subjected to illumination or humidity. Accordingly, the initial exposure

leads to the small secondary loop in the rH-PL characteristic that occurs due to the

pristine film’s increased sensitivity to water vapor. All subsequent cycles require

>50% rH to register the same ≈25× enhancement. Dehydration in the triple-cation

film proceeds more slowly, as the water molecules intercalated into the lattice are

driven out by chemical potential difference between the material and the surround-

ing environment. While the addition of Cs reduces the lattice constant, and thus

ion migration and J-V hysteresis,[96, 97, 128] it does not trap water in the lattice

leading to a delayed decrease in absolute light emission.

To understand how water impacts the depth at which charge carriers are gen-

erated, we measure the absorption spectra over the same three humidity cycles as

shown in Figure 5.6. For this experiment, we implement variable angle spectro-

scopic ellipsometry with in situ environmental control.[125] Here, the difference in
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polarization of light reflected off the sample surface is used to compute the refractive

index (n) and extinction coefficient (k). The latter is directly proportional to the

absorption coefficient (α(λ) = 4πk
λ
). Ellipsometry measurements were performed in

dynamic mode at three angles (55◦, 70◦, and 75◦), with a spectrum acquired every

≈6 s. As shown in Figure 5.6a, humidity does not strongly impact the absorption

spectrum, with only a faint indication of decreases and increases in absorption. To

more closely examine the behavior, we assign color-coded lines at the least and

most humid points of each cycle. The exact timing of the spectra in relation to

the humidity time series can be seen in Figure 5.6b. We then plot the difference

(∆α(λ)) between the initial absorption spectra and all subsequent measurements

(Figure 5.6c). A negative ∆α(λ) indicates that the absorption has decreased from

the beginning values. A clear trend in the 300-500 nm range emerges, with the ab-

sorption value inversely correlated with the humidity level. At 450 nm, for example,

the first exposure to 70% rH (royal blue markers) drives the absorption down before

recovering almost fully (spring green markers) before the start of the second cycle.

As the cycles continue, the oscillating behavior continues with an overall decreasing

trend as material degradation lessens the extent of recovery. Thus, our absorption

measurements provide direct evidence that degradation in triple-cation perovskites

is initially surface-limited. We note that the light conditions, in terms of overall light

intensity, for the ellipsometry experiments are not identical to the PL measurements.

We plan to explore the coupling between H2O and light on absorption in the future

to understand how the charge carrier densities at AM1.5G impact humidity-driven

changes to the optical properties.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.6: Humidity lowers the absorption of short-wavelength photons. (a) 2D
pseudocolor plot of the absorption coefficient spectra as function of time over (b)
three humidity cycles. (c) The difference in absorption coefficient spectra (∆α =
α(t)−α(0)) for the lowest and highest humidity conditions of each cycle. The time
for each spectrum is given by the vertical lines overlaid on (a) and (b).
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We then assess the influence of relative humidity for different charge carrier

generation volumes, obtained by altering the excitation wavelength while maintain-

ing a constant photon flux. Here, we present the rH-PL characteristic for a single

humidity cycle for excitation wavelengths ranging from 450 to 700 nm (Figure 5.7).

The corresponding time series data are shown in Figure 5.8. The higher energy

photons have larger absorption coefficients, concentrating the generation of charge

carriers in a smaller volume of the material. The impact of the higher carrier density

is stark, with both 450 and 500 nm measurements showing minimal PL enhancement

reaching only 5.0× and 3.8× the initial value, respectively. The PbI2 remaining af-

ter fabrication (Eg = 2.3-2.5 eV[126, 127]) likely plays a critical role in the reduced

dynamics.[58] As shown for pure MAPbI3, the photolysis reactions associated with

PbI2 provide two decomposition pathways: (i) the formation of Pb0 and I2 from PbI2

and (ii) the formation of I2 due to reactions between photogenerated holes with in-

terstitial or film iodide.[58] The claim that photogenerated carriers from residual

PbI2 reduce PL dynamics is strongly supported by the large increase in PL at high

rH values (Figure 5.7c). All wavelengths beyond 520 nm exhibit PL enhancements

that at least double those observed for 450 and 500 nm. Additionally, a regime

shift in the rH-PL behavior is observed around this characteristic wavelength. The

combination of humidity and light for 450 and 500 nm leads to severe reductions in

radiative recombination at ≈70% rH that are not restored when water is removed

from the sample atmosphere. In juxtaposition, all four other wavelengths display a

characteristic pattern, previously introduced in Figure 5.3. The light emission grad-

ually increases as the humidity increases to 50%, after which enhancement increases
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Figure 5.7: Humidity-photoluminescence hysteresis impacted by excitation photon
energy. PL as a function of relative humidity for (a) 450, (b) 500, (c) 532, (d) 600, (e)
650, and (f) 700 nm excitation wavelengths. All measurements were performed with
a uniform incident photon flux of 9.47×1022 photons s−1 m−2 and a fresh sample
was measured for each wavelength.

abruptly. Once the humidity stabilizes, the PL plateaus or slightly decreases. The

PL enhancement evident in our measurements for excitation wavelengths greater

than 532 nm are not simply due to halide segregation, which is minimal for the

composition in question. Instead, charge carriers are funneled towards the emissive

surface layer[124] for much more efficient recombination.
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Figure 5.8: Deconvoluting the impact of surface and bulk chemical reactions on light
emission. Absolute PL and rH as a function of time for a single humidity cycle with
(a) 450, (b) 500, (c) 532, (d) 600, (e) 650, and (f) 700 nm excitation wavelengths.
The extracted rH-PL measurements are shown in Figure 5.7. All measurements
used the same photon flux of 9.47×1022 photons s−1 m−2.
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Given the negligible increase in radiative recombination when using 450 nm

illumination, the same series of measurements were performed on a single film to

evaluate the extent of permanent chemical alteration. As shown in Figure 5.9a-f,

exposing the film to 450 nm excitation substantially increases nonradiative recom-

bination near the sample surface. A second set of equivalent measurements (Figure

5.10) reveals nearly identical behavior. Contrastingly, multiple rH-cycles with 532

nm illumination (Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4) show PL enhancements of ≈25× for

each cycle. Importantly, the data displayed in Figure 5.9, Figure 5.6a,e, Figure

5.4b, and Figure 5.10 were all collected from the same sample cleaved into multiple

pieces inside a glovebox, indicating that the illumination condition, not sample-to-

sample variation, dictates the rH-PL response. The combination of high humidity

(≈70% rH) and 450 nm generates these additional surface defect states. For all mea-

surements after 450 nm, the influence of moisture concentration, though negligible,

is still observable. While the environment humidifies, a gradual increase in PL at

≈30% rH is observable, though the abrupt increase beyond 50% rH is absent. When

the moisture is removed from the sample atmosphere, a sharp drop in PL is observed

at ≈35% rH. The extent of the decrease is correlated with wavelength, suggesting

that the new defects do not span the entire depth of the absorber. Optical micro-

graphs taken before and after each cycle (Figure 5.9g-m) provide direct evidence of

the surface modification, clearly originating at the location of the laser spot. Figure

5.7h reveals barely observable alteration to the sample surface, suggesting that the

new surface trap states that constrain PL enhancement for 450 and 500 nm exci-

tations were induced prior to the formation of the black spot. Importantly, black
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spots are not observed across the sample surface, only where the laser is incident.

The 450 nm photons may have been influential in promoting the development of

this black spot, but further measurements will be required for confirmation. Photo-

electron X-ray spectroscopy (XPS) measurements or nanoscale X-ray fluorescence

(n-XRF) of triple-cation thin films before after soaking in high-humidity conditions

(≥70% rH) under UV illumination could provide deeper insight into the chemical

processes.[8, 129] To quantify the gradual changes to the film, we converted to its

grayscale equivalent and plotted the histogram of the result. The transformation

makes the broadening of the pixel value clear, with moisture gradually coarsening

the grains and darkening the film. The increase in the left-hand side tail of the

distribution corresponds to the black spot growing in size.
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Figure 5.9: Light and water induce changes in local optical properties. PL as a
function of relative humidity for (a) 450, (b) 500, (c) 532, (d) 600, (e) 650, and (f)
700 nm excitation wavelengths measured sequentially. (g-m) Optical micrographs
taken before and after each of the rH-PL loops along with (n-t) histograms extracted
from the grayscale transformation of the optical micrographs. All PL measurements
were performed on the same sample with a uniform incident photon flux of 9.47×1022
photons s−1 m−2.
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Figure 5.10: Light and water induce changes in local optical properties (additional
measurements). Consecutive rH-PL measurements taken on the sample region using
(a) 450, (b) 500, (c) 532, (d) 600, (e) 650, and (f) 700 nm excitation wavelengths.
(g-m) Optical micrographs and (n-t) histograms computed from the grayscale trans-
formation. Only the directly illuminated material is substantially altered by the
combination of humidity and light. The surrounded grains only display minor signs
of coarsening. The increase in the left tail of the histogram corresponds to the local
darkening at the laser spot.
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5.4 Conclusions

In summary, we temporally resolved the moisture-driven charge carrier recom-

bination dynamics in triple-cation MHP films and identified reversible and repeat-

able >25-fold increases in absolute PL intensity above 28% rH. Through dynamic

in situ ellipsometry, we demonstrate partially reversible decreases to the absorption

coefficient for wavelengths ≤500 nm. Through excitation wavelength-dependent PL

measurements, we found 450 and 500 nm photons to only yield 5.0× and 3.8×

gains in intensity, due to decomposition reactions driven by residual PbI2. Finally,

we established the irreversible impact of short-wavelength excitation on the triple-

cation films, with PL enhancement ≤2.1× after exposure to one cycle (≈1.35 hr) of

450 nm. As an ensemble, our results reveal a delicate balance to be had between

moisture-based passivation treatments that improve radiative performance and the

ability of water to degrade the film by creating new near-surface defects.
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Chapter 6: Machine Learning for Perovskites’

Reap-Rest-Recovery Cycle

Perovskite photovoltaics are efficient and inexpensive, yet their performance

is dynamic. In this chapter, we examine the effects of H2O, O2, bias, tempera-

ture, and illumination on device performance and recovery. First, we discuss pivotal

experiments that evaluate perovskites’ ability to go through a reap-rest-recovery

(3R) cycle, and how machine learning (ML) can help identify the optimum values

for each operating parameter. Second, we analyze perovskite dynamics and degra-

dation, emphasizing the research challenges surrounding this 3R cycle. We then

outline experiments that could identify the impact of environmental factors on re-

covery for different perovskite compositions. Finally, we propose an ML paradigm

for maximizing long-term performance and predicting device performance recovery,

including a shared-knowledge repository. By reframing perovskites’ optoelectronic

transiency within the context of recovery rather than degradation, we highlight a

set of research opportunities and the artificial intelligence solutions needed for the

commercial adoption of these promising solar cell materials. This chapter is adapted

from J.M. Howard et. al, Joule, 3 325-337 (2019). [41]
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6.1 Introduction

Hybrid organic-inorganic perovskite (HOIP) photovoltaic (PV) devices are an

emerging technology with substantial promise, indicated by a record power con-

version efficiency (PCE or h) of 23.7%[130] and an average increase of ≈2.4%

PCE/year.[131] The general perovskite structure is represented as ABX3, with a

monovalent cation placed at the A-site, a divalent metal, most often Pb2+, at the

B-site, and a halide or halide mixture (I−, Cl−, or Br−) occupying the X-site. Re-

garding composition, the A-site is predominantly organic, typically formamidinium

CH3(NH2)+2 and/or methylammonium CH3NH+
3 . In the last 2 years, researchers

have discovered that the addition of small amounts of Cs, and/or Rb, stabilizes

the PV thermal and electronic responses.[123, 132] This stability enhancement re-

sults in more than an order of magnitude increase in the PCE lifetime.[98, 132, 133]

Concerning other material options, Pb-free alternatives are also being pursued by

incorporating Sn, Ti, or Sb as the B-site metal,[134, 135, 136] in order to allay

toxicological concerns.[6]

Despite the above-mentioned meteoric rise in performance, HOIPs present dy-

namic electrical[51] and optical[19] responses and, often, critical instabilities under

the intrinsic and extrinsic working conditions shown in Figure 1.1. The effects of

extrinsic parameters (the presence of H2O and O2) can be potentially mitigated

through suitable encapsulation and fabrication strategies. Conversely, the intrin-

sic parameters are unavoidable during device operation, and defined here as bias,

temperature, and light. Therefore, identifying, understanding, and controlling the
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influence of each one of these factors (as well as their combined effects) toward the

stability of HOIPs from the macro- to the nanoscale will continue to be a major

thrust in the research community. For instance, there are 31 possible combinations

between the five parameters (for each perovskite chemical composition), without

considering the order of exposure and the range of values for each. In our opinion,

the use of machine learning (ML) is essential to track and predict the influence of

each intrinsic and extrinsic parameter on the performance of perovskite solar cells.

Thus, the realization of stable perovskite PVs that can deliver reliable power will cer-

tainly benefit from the implementation of artificial intelligence (AI) computational

methods, as we discuss later.

In this chapter, we discuss the pressing need for additional research into per-

ovskites to identify and control the reap-rest-recovery (3R) cycle through ML, in

both established and emerging material combinations (e.g., Pb-free options) that

will lead to reliable PV devices (see Figure 6.1). Here, we define recovery in a solar

cell device as the ability to restore its PCE after a given amount of time spent under

resting conditions, e.g., in the absence of light and bias. A perovskite device initially

performs under standard operating conditions, defined here as the reap part of the

cycle, where the solar energy is harvested and produces the cell’s output power.

However, the electrical efficiency of these devices usually deteriorates as a function

of time and, therefore, it needs to enter the second phase of the cycle: rest, to avoid

permanent material degradation. Given a sufficient rest period under appropriate

conditions, the solar cell will have completed the cycle, as it optimally recovers its

initial power output. Then, the reap phase begins again. Lastly, we address in detail
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Figure 6.1: (A) The reap-rest-recovery (3R) cycle for obtaining long-term power
output from hybrid perovskite solar cells. Operating conditions previously assumed
to promote irreversible deterioration need to be reevaluated within the framework
of the 3R cycle.

the powerful role of ML methods for uncovering the ideal 3R operating parameters

for HOIP PV over 100 s and eventually 1,000 s of performance cycles. Through

this contribution, we provide a framework for an ML approach for obtaining reliable

HOIP PV solar cells, which could be expanded to commercial modules.

6.2 The Need for Research in HOIP Dynamics and Recovery

Additional research, both fundamental and applied, is required to fully un-

derstand and control the dynamics throughout the 3R cycle in state-of-the-art per-

ovskite PV. Degradation in this class of materials has been viewed as a challenge

to surmount, with modest attention to the existence and enhancement of perfor-

mance recovery. HOIP devices of various absorber-layer compositions now have the

ability to perform for >1,000 hr,[98, 133, 137] without dramatic performance losses

(T80 >2,000 hr).[99] Importantly, resting the device without illumination can re-
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store the power output of some devices to >95% initial values (assuming an inert

environment).[29] Regardless of these initial experiments, the amount of work fo-

cusing on degradation mechanisms far outweighs the quantity addressing recovery

pathways in perovskites of different chemical compositions. Device performance in

HOIP is often path dependent with respect to ambient conditions,[19] and degrada-

tion studies rarely optimize rest and/or recovery steps. In this section, we outline

how micro- and macroscopic methods have been used to tackle perovskite dynamics

under distinct environmental factors, emphasizing rest and recovery when appro-

priate. This discussion is followed by suggestions for future experiments that can

provide a robust description of the transient optoelectronic behavior across the entire

3R cycle. Due to the extensive number of perovskites suitable for PV (>9,000),[138]

and how each chemical composition has distinct stability limits (i.e., performance

response when exposed to the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters displayed in Figure

1.1), the implementation of supervised and unsupervised ML routines for the exper-

iments highlighted in this section will enable timely feedback about the conditions

for optimizing both rest and recovery.

As expected, an extensive variety of macroscopic measurements addressing

the primary factors affecting perovskite dynamics, H2O, O2, bias, temperature, and

illumination, have been performed.[139, 140] In Figure 6.2, we highlight a subset

wherein the 3R cycle has been partially addressed. For example, device efficiency

half-life depends substantially on the surrounding ambient, with samples aged in

N2 lasting more than 60× longer than those aged in air containing 100% relative

humidity (rH) (see Figure 6.2A - representing the reap phase). This implies that
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HOIP solar cells performing in an inert or encapsulated environment can perform

longer before needing to rest, as anticipated. Because device performance often

decreases as a function of time due to material degradation, the devices must rest for

an amount of time that depends on the perovskites’ chemical composition, and the

environment (including the five parameters displayed in Figure 1.1). A rest process

for an HOIP solar cell based on a CH3NH3PbI3−xClx absorber is shown in Figure

6.2B. Here, the residual photovoltage in the dark results from the migration of ionic

species to the electron transport layer interface, where they act as recombination

sites.[75] The rest phase time for this voltage condition strongly depends on the

electron transport layer (TiO2 or Al2O3) and injection levels (named low-I0 and high-

I0). Concerning recovery, this phase heavily depends on the rest conditions. When

properly rested, all figures-of-merit of the device can be restored to >70% of their

initial values (see Figure 6.2C for a recovery example).[141] This work shows that the

required duration of the rest phase depends on how much performance is lost during

the actual solar cell operation. For an HOIP device that decays to 80% (aged to its

T80 lifetime) of its initial PCE (in blue in the left graph), a maximum of three hour of

rest returns all figures-of-merit to >90% of their starting values. Contrastingly, the

same device at 50% of initial power output (see right graph, corresponding to T50)

needs more than 30 hr to recover to ≈80%.[141] Researchers have also identified

HOIP cells with contrary fatigue behavior that recover their performance while

under illumination, instead of under dark conditions.[142] Moreover, the restoration

behavior can strongly depend on the environmental conditions during aging, where

both dark-recovery and light-recovery can occur.[143] These results emphasize the
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need to comprehensively explore recovery under the five parameters displayed in

Figure 1.1 (both in isolation and when combined) for >100 hr. Because the time

and conditions for an effective rest phase strongly depends on the type and the

"usage" of the cells, supervised ML is ideal to help deciding the precise values of

the extrinsic and intrinsic parameters, as will be discussed in the next section.

To date, the impact of the extrinsic environmental parameters (H2O and O2)

on the prototypical methylammonium lead triiodide (MAPbI3) composition is rela-

tively well understood compared with other perovskite chemical compositions. Un-

der illumination, O2 initially passivates this perovskite’s defects, but also promotes

deterioration of the device’s optoelectronic properties.[12] The deleterious effect of

O2, with and without light, is far greater than that of N2.[144] Macroscopically, the

influence of rH has been determined across a range of cation and halide compositions

in HOIPs, capturing the rate at which the figures-of-merit diminish.[8, 98, 99, 110] In

addition, with in situ X-ray diffraction (XRD) analyses, the timescales for emergence

of hydrate phases were captured.[15] In situ photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy

has also revealed the time-dependence of a perovskite’s bandgap on exposure to

humidified N2.[145] Research investigating bias and light (intrinsic parameters) on

MAPbI3 found an approximate doubling in both short-circuit current density (Jsc)

and PCE within 2 min of operation.[26] Long-term measurements have shown that

holding triple-cation perovskite devices at Voc, Jsc, and maximum power operation

point for <100 hr yields PCE retention of ≈55%, >60%, and 75%, respectively.[99]

Using temperature as the variable parameter (also an intrinsic factor), researchers

have identified the negative effects of temperature extremes (-10 ◦C to 65 ◦C) during
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(Fig.  3b) reveals that sustained degradation is experienced only 
when the device is held at 65 °C (dashed horizontal lines), while a 
transient behaviour is observed each time the device is cooled to 
− 10 °C. This transient behaviour at low temperatures is most likely 
due to a reversible slow response of PSC related to a temperature-
activated migration of ions35,36 when changing the operation point 
(MPP voltage).

While the devices do not degrade at lower temperatures in the 
dark (Supplementary Fig.  3), those exposed to 65 °C degraded at 
similar rate regardless of illumination. This isolates elevated tem-
perature as a key degradation factor that is, as discussed, more due 

to the device stack than the perovskite itself. Such a dark thermal 
stability test is a very useful tool to screen a large number of devices 
and to select the most promising candidates for operational stabil-
ity measurements. This can involve, for example, keeping devices 
inside a glovebox on a hot plate and measuring them periodically.

Effects of electric load on device degradation. In Fig. 4, we aged 
a number of devices at open-circuit, short-circuit and MPP con-
ditions and we report the PCE derived from periodic J–V scans 
(whereas the data shown so far were for the MPP-tracked PCE). We 
found that MPP tracking resulted in the least degradation of the 
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photovoltage vs log I0 plot of the reference measurement of a
mp-TiO2 PSC in comparison to four consecutive measure-
ments (after LS for 30, 60, 90, and 120 min). Full reversibility
to the initial photovoltage values occurred in the dark recovery
stage (Figure S3a); however, the recovery was much slower
than the changes under illumination, the same as in other
reported studies.17,28 Furthermore, the observed effects were
not restricted only to PSCs with mp-TiO2. Figures 4b and S4b
show the photovoltage vs log I0 behavior for PSCs with a mp-
Al2O3 scaffold, where smaller changes in the photovoltage and
faster recoveries were noticed. We propose that this difference
is due to the lower interfacial area of the TiO2−perovskite,
meaning that less interfacial recombination occurs. A similar
thing can be claimed in regard to the OCVD data of
complementary PSCs, where the interfacial recombination
(blue arrow) was higher in mp-TiO2. Note that the time
intervals in the LS stage were 30 min in order to emphasize the
photoinduced changes in photovoltage throughout the wide
range of I0. Shorter time intervals gave smaller photoinduced
changes, as we also show here in the OCVD measurements.
The observed photoinduced changes can be approximately

divided into two light intensity ranges, (i) 1 × 10−4 < I0 < 1 ×
10−3 sun, where an increase of ∼50 mV in the photovoltage was
observed, designated to be Velec, and (ii) 1 × 10−3 < I0 < 1 sun,
where a decrease of ∼50−150 mV (dependent on the I0
magnitude) in the photovoltage occurred and refers to an
increase in the interfacial recombination as I0 increases.
Another important observation seen in Figure 4 is the slope
decline at 1 × 10−3 < I0 < 1 sun of the measurements
performed during the LS stage in comparison to the reference
measurement. A slope decline in the photovoltage vs log I0 plot
is an indication of increased recombination, as we have shown
in the past.23,29 A photoinduced slope decline in the mp-Al2O3
PSC was also observed; however, the decline was more
moderate, presumably due to the lower interfacial area of the
compact TiO2 and the perovskite.
The experimental observations shown here are highly

correlated with our model,17 and we have examined the
generation and decay kinetics of Velec to further strengthen it.
Figure 5 shows OCVD values (recorded 5 s after the light was
turned off) vs the time of the specific measurement in relation
to the reference measurement (designated at t = 0 min). Both
mp-TiO2 and mp-Al2O3 PSCs were measured where the 1 s
light pulses were either I0 = 1 × 10−2 or 1 sun, designated as
low and high I0, respectively. The data points that appear in the

white column were taken during the LS stage, and the data
points that appear in the gray, dark recovery area were taken at
the dark recovery stage.
Fast generation of Velec is apparent during the LS stage, and

its gradual increase expresses the constant migration of ions and
vacancies toward the interface during LS illumination. It is also
noticeable that Velec is somewhat dependent on the applied I0,
which means that 1 s of illumination is enough time for the ions
to partially rearrange at the interface. When examining Velec in
the dark recovery stage, a striking difference in the decay rate
appears between the two stages (LS → dark recovery), seen as
a bigger drop in voltage when I0 was high.
To quantify the kinetics of Velec, we calculated the open-

circuit voltage change rate during the LS and dark recovery
stages (in the mp-TiO2 PSC). The decay rate of Velec in the LS
stage is ∼3−4 times higher on average than its decay in the
dark recovery stage. This difference can reflect diverse ion
migration processes in both stages. Under illumination
conditions, ion migration is facilitated by electronic charge
screening, while under dark conditions, the overall conductivity
decreases. Under I0

LS illumination, Vbi between the two
contacts generates an electrical field across the perovskite that
drives ion drift (Velec buildup), and in the dark, ions diffuse due

Figure 4. Photovoltage vs log I0 behavior of PSCs with mp-TiO2 and Al2O3 scaffolds after long dark storage in comparison to prior LS (I0LS = 1
sun). (a) mp-TiO2 PSC and (b) mp-Al2O3 PSC.

Figure 5. Open-circuit voltage values in the dark from OCVD
measurements in all three stages: dark (reference), LS, dark
recovery. The 1 s light pulses used to generate the photovoltage
were either I0 = 1 × 10−2 or 1 sun, designated low and high I0,
respectively.
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taken with simultaneous recording of the short-circuit current generated
under the laser radiation.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Indoor Study of Degradation/Recovery Dynamics.
The cells were divided into three batches and aged under
continuous simulated 1-sun illumination until the efficiency value
reached 80, 60, or 50% of the initial value (time T80, T60, or T50,

respectively). All cells were then allowed to recover in the dark.
The evolution of principal PV parameters is shown in Figure 1.
Cells that degraded to 80% of their initial PCE under

illumination (Figure 1a) showed almost full recovery to initial
values within a few hours in the dark, in accordance with
previously reported results of indoor light−darkness cycling of
state-of-the-art PSCs (PCE ∼ 20%).16 The degradation at this
stage was mostly determined by the decrease in open-circuit
voltage (VOC) and fill factor (FF) with the minor contribution of

Figure 1. Evolution of PSC’s PV parameters under continuous 1-sun illumination interrupted at T80 (a), T60 (b), or T50 (c, d) and their subsequent
recovery in the dark (gray areas).

Figure 2. Evolution of PV parameters under continuous simulated 1-sun re-illumination of PSCs, following previous illumination forT50 and recovery in
the dark (gray areas): (a) behavior of the cell whose PCE recovery in the dark reached saturation (as in Figure 1c); (b) behavior of the cell whose PCE
recovery in the dark did not reach saturation (as in Figure 1d).
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Figure 6.2: The 3R cycle in perovskite solar cells. (A) In the reap phase, de-
vices provide power. There is an initial exponential decay in performance regardless
of ambient gas composition or relative humidity (rH) level. The subsequent perfor-
mance trend depends on the O2 and H2O levels (extrinsic parameters), where devices
aged in (1) N2 (green) shows a clear linear regime, (2) dry air with 5% rH (blue)
and with 0% rH (red) continue the decay, and (3) the dry air with 100% rH (black)
experiences immediate performance deterioration. In all cases, the shaded area rep-
resents the standard deviation. Adapted by permission from Domanski et al.,[99]
Springer Nature: Nature Energy, Copyright 2018. (B) During the rest phase of the
cycle, the solar cells are not operational. Here, the rest duration corresponds to the
time it takes for the residual voltage under dark conditions to stabilize. Adapted
with permission from Hu et al.,[75] copyright 2017 American Chemical Society. (C)
The recovery phase of this cycle takes place when all figures-of-merit return to a
substantial fraction of their original values. In this example, greater than 70%, re-
gardless of whether the device was used through its T80 or T50 lifetime. Adapted
with permission from Khenkin et al.,[141] 2018 American Chemical Society.
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500 hr of logging[99] and the reversibility of MAPbI3 PCE throughout thermal cycles

of different bounds.[25] PL spectroscopy has been used extensively to evaluate the

dependence of optical stability on both cation and halide composition[27, 146] and

the influence of wavelength on dynamic photodegradation and photobrightening.[58]

In addition, cycling light excitation density under different ambient environments

(vacuum, N2, and air) influences the extent of luminescence recovery, revealing that

changes to the PL quantum yield are path and composition dependent.[19, 53] In

particular, UV light has been shown to cause degradation of perovskite PV output

over the course of 1,000 hr. However, these losses can be ≈40% recoverable over 10

cycles by alternating between UV and AM1.5G illumination.[147] Note that while

we define UV light as an intrinsic parameter, we recognize that it could be con-

sidered extrinsic given the option of using UV-blocking encapsulant layers.[99] The

substantial variation in performance as a function of illumination conditions urges

the realization of supervised and unsupervised ML on perovskite thin films (prior

to full device development), where PL measurements are sufficient to determine the

conditions for radiative recombination recovery.[19]

Because most perovskites present inhomogeneities at the nano- and microscale,

microscopic techniques must be further developed to resolve the relationship between

composition, morphology, optical response, and electrical behavior at the intragrain

and intergrain length scales.[62, 64, 70, 148, 149] Figure 6.3 displays examples of

how microscopic methods have been implemented to help elucidate the dynamic

response of this emerging material. Through environmentally controlled micro-PL,

the effect of ambient gas and vacuum was identified, showing that the presence of O2
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can lead to an order of magnitude increase in radiative recombination; however, as

shown in Figure 6.3A, not all grains behave identically and the phenomenon is facet

dependent.[16] Using wide-field PL imaging, the role of an electric field (bias) on ion

migration has been captured in real time.[38] The real-time light-induced dynamics

at the nanoscale are accessible through Kelvin-probe force microscopy, identifying

intragrain voltage variances of ≈300 mV that decay over 128 s after returning to

dark conditions (Figure 6.3B).[51] Photoconductive atomic force microscopy (pc-

AFM) has revealed intragrain variations in MAPbI3 device figures-of-merit that

can be correlated with surface microstructure.[103] In addition, pc-AFM has been

used to image the photoinactive surface regions in temperature-cycled MAPbI3 solar

cells.[150] Concerning electron microscopy, temperature-controlled scanning trans-

mission electron microscope holders now allow for mapping halide and Pb migration

in a MAPbI3 solar cell.[25] The influence of light has also been resolved at the inter-

grain level through PL microscopy, shown in Figure 6.3C, providing evidence of the

non-uniform distribution of trap states across a MAPbI3 film.[151] Hyperspectral

luminescence imaging has been extended to spatially quantify the quasi-Fermi split-

ting and identify regions of poor carrier extraction.[152] While MAPbI3 has been

used as a "model system" for stability analysis, there is a pressing need to extend

these microscopic experiments to other perovskites, including Pb-free options. Thus,

we foresee scanning probe and electron microscopies becoming essential character-

ization tools for in situ monitoring of the distinct phases comprising the 3R cycle.

The extensive amount of data generated by these microscopic methods requires "big

data" analytics[64, 153] to correlate the perovskites’ structural properties (e.g., grain
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size and morphology) with the physical quantities that define a high-performance

and reliable solar cell. Here, we suggest the creation of a worldwide data repository

that would combine information about the types of perovskites and the microscopy

measurement performed, in analogy to the screening of 5,456 oxygen evolution cat-

alysts for artificial photosynthesis.[154] AI routines could perform image analysis in

the search for correlation between the datasets acquired by different research groups.

See the next section for more details about our proposed approach.

Together, macro- and nanoscale characterization can quantitatively identify

the timescale at which rest occurs, as well as how much time is needed for an

effective recovery (and the required conditions). Importantly, high-spatial resolu-

tion microscopy and diffraction techniques, applied to solar cells throughout their

3R cycle toward recovery, could extract and/or correlate the role of interfaces, grain

morphology, size, and composition on the dynamics of device performance. Research

into rest will likely shorten the time needed between consecutive reap phases. Given

that the bias conditions have an impact on the T80 lifetime,[99] it may be possible

to use small reverse bias to more quickly return the ionic species to their initial po-

sitions. In addition, newer techniques for resolving the local chemical composition,

such as photo-induced force microscopy or AFM with infrared spectroscopy, could

be applied to device cross-sections at different moments throughout the 3R cycle

to map ion accumulation and depletion at the perovskitetransport layer interfaces.

Control of the solar cell’s temperature during rest likely impacts the timescales for

recovery, and, to date, its effect, static or cycled, remains considerably unexplored.

Thus, we propose device cycling with temperature variations during rest (under dark
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negligible exposure during the PL check up, the maximum PL
intensity within each check period was significantly higher
than that in the previous cycle suggesting that, for this parti-
cular sample, whatever processes were initiated during the first
illumination phase (12 min illumination) they continued even
when the excitation light was switched off. A similar behavior is
also seen in Fig. 7b: the PL intensity at the beginning on the
next irradiation period was always higher than at the end of the
previous one.

We can conclude that re-activation of the non-radiative
channels occurs to some extent when the sample is kept in the
dark for several minutes. Hence, the de-activation of quenchers
is, at least partially, a reversible process, but the PL quenchers
formed during the short period in the dark are not very stable
and can be removed very rapidly again by light treatment.
Because the time-scale of all these mentioned processes can
vary a lot from particle to particle it leads to a very different
appearance of the PL transients upon interrupted light exposure
as exemplified in Fig. 7. This difference is most probably related
to the degree of polycrystallinity of the probed perovskite crystals
or, in other words, to the size of single crystals forming the whole
perovskite particle.31 As one can see from scanning electron
microscopy images (Fig. S1, ESI†) micrometer-sized perovskite
crystals are actually polycrystals with clearly visible boundaries
between individual crystallites. Diffusion of oxygen-related species
from the surface to the oxygen-depleted reaction zone also plays a
role in the temporal response.

4. Discussion
4.1. Nature of quenching sites

Light-induced PL intensity enhancement or an increase of the
PL quantum yield unambiguously indicates a photochemically
induced reduction of non-radiative recombination channels.
The prominent non-radiative recombination mechanisms in
semiconductors at low carrier concentration are Shockley-Read-
Hall recombination through interband defect states and surface
recombination sites. We propose that a light-induced change of
the defect state density (or PL quencher concentration) is the
main mechanism behind the PL enhancement effect observed in
MAPbI3. It is shown that the defects exist not only on the surface
but also in the bulk of the material.31

The dependence of the PL enhancement effect on the atmo-
sphere and crystal size30,31 indicates that photo-induced
chemical reactions play a critical role. The nature of the defect
sites must therefore be chemical rather than purely structural.
In the highly ionic semiconductor MAPbI3, defects are likely
associated with ion vacancies, interstitial ions or antisite sub-
stitutions.40 These defects are likely introduced during the
sample preparation by non-stoichiometry of the constituent
ions in MAPbI3 and are more likely to occur under rapid
crystallization conditions like the sample preparation method
employed herein.41 This is corroborated by the differences in PL
lifetime observed for samples prepared by different methods.9,10,23

Our experimental data and the available literature reports do
not allow us to name the particular defects responsible for the
PL enhancement, however, the perovskite chemistry allows for
many possibilities. Theoretical studies have investigated energy
levels and formation energy of different plausible defects in
MAPbI3.40,42 P-type Pb vacancies and n-type methylammonium
interstitials are proposed to be the dominant defects, posses-
sing shallow energy levels near band edges.40 It is not clear
whether such shallow defects can be efficient non-radiative
recombination centers. Other defects such as anti-site substitu-
tions forming states near the middle of the band gap are more
likely candidates as PL quenching centers. In lead halides,
PbX2, photolysis has been documented to gradually lead to
the formation of Pb0 lead-clusters diffusing into the bulk of the
crystal and I2 at the crystal surface.43–45 Photo-induced ion
migration has been documented to cause phase-segregation
in mixed Br/I methylammonium lead halides.46 Metallic lead
clusters are probably very efficient PL quenching sites. Photo-
lysis reactions in combination with photo-induced ion migra-
tory effects are probably mechanisms in the diffusion-limited
PL enhancement effect observed in MAPbI3.47

4.2. How can the defect PL quenching be deactivated?

First of all, PL quenching can be decreased simply by decreasing
the concentration of quenchers. For example, light irradiation in
the presence of oxygen may oxidize Pb0 to PbO in Pb-clusters
reducing their quenching activity leading to the PL enhance-
ment. Alternatively, reactive oxygen species could passivate
halide vacancies. The PL enhancement phenomenon has also
been observed in different inorganic crystal quantum dots.48–50

Fig. 7 Response of the PL enhancement on switching off the light
excitation for different period of time for different crystals (a, b, c). The
greens bars below each graph show when the light was on. For (c) the PL
intensity was measured for 10 s and the data points show the maximum
value of this period (see the time-resolved response in Fig. S7, ESI†). The
right column shows the corresponding images in which the selected areas
for analysis are also shown. The excitation power was 0.3 W cm!2.
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negligible exposure during the PL check up, the maximum PL
intensity within each check period was significantly higher
than that in the previous cycle suggesting that, for this parti-
cular sample, whatever processes were initiated during the first
illumination phase (12 min illumination) they continued even
when the excitation light was switched off. A similar behavior is
also seen in Fig. 7b: the PL intensity at the beginning on the
next irradiation period was always higher than at the end of the
previous one.

We can conclude that re-activation of the non-radiative
channels occurs to some extent when the sample is kept in the
dark for several minutes. Hence, the de-activation of quenchers
is, at least partially, a reversible process, but the PL quenchers
formed during the short period in the dark are not very stable
and can be removed very rapidly again by light treatment.
Because the time-scale of all these mentioned processes can
vary a lot from particle to particle it leads to a very different
appearance of the PL transients upon interrupted light exposure
as exemplified in Fig. 7. This difference is most probably related
to the degree of polycrystallinity of the probed perovskite crystals
or, in other words, to the size of single crystals forming the whole
perovskite particle.31 As one can see from scanning electron
microscopy images (Fig. S1, ESI†) micrometer-sized perovskite
crystals are actually polycrystals with clearly visible boundaries
between individual crystallites. Diffusion of oxygen-related species
from the surface to the oxygen-depleted reaction zone also plays a
role in the temporal response.

4. Discussion
4.1. Nature of quenching sites

Light-induced PL intensity enhancement or an increase of the
PL quantum yield unambiguously indicates a photochemically
induced reduction of non-radiative recombination channels.
The prominent non-radiative recombination mechanisms in
semiconductors at low carrier concentration are Shockley-Read-
Hall recombination through interband defect states and surface
recombination sites. We propose that a light-induced change of
the defect state density (or PL quencher concentration) is the
main mechanism behind the PL enhancement effect observed in
MAPbI3. It is shown that the defects exist not only on the surface
but also in the bulk of the material.31

The dependence of the PL enhancement effect on the atmo-
sphere and crystal size30,31 indicates that photo-induced
chemical reactions play a critical role. The nature of the defect
sites must therefore be chemical rather than purely structural.
In the highly ionic semiconductor MAPbI3, defects are likely
associated with ion vacancies, interstitial ions or antisite sub-
stitutions.40 These defects are likely introduced during the
sample preparation by non-stoichiometry of the constituent
ions in MAPbI3 and are more likely to occur under rapid
crystallization conditions like the sample preparation method
employed herein.41 This is corroborated by the differences in PL
lifetime observed for samples prepared by different methods.9,10,23

Our experimental data and the available literature reports do
not allow us to name the particular defects responsible for the
PL enhancement, however, the perovskite chemistry allows for
many possibilities. Theoretical studies have investigated energy
levels and formation energy of different plausible defects in
MAPbI3.40,42 P-type Pb vacancies and n-type methylammonium
interstitials are proposed to be the dominant defects, posses-
sing shallow energy levels near band edges.40 It is not clear
whether such shallow defects can be efficient non-radiative
recombination centers. Other defects such as anti-site substitu-
tions forming states near the middle of the band gap are more
likely candidates as PL quenching centers. In lead halides,
PbX2, photolysis has been documented to gradually lead to
the formation of Pb0 lead-clusters diffusing into the bulk of the
crystal and I2 at the crystal surface.43–45 Photo-induced ion
migration has been documented to cause phase-segregation
in mixed Br/I methylammonium lead halides.46 Metallic lead
clusters are probably very efficient PL quenching sites. Photo-
lysis reactions in combination with photo-induced ion migra-
tory effects are probably mechanisms in the diffusion-limited
PL enhancement effect observed in MAPbI3.47

4.2. How can the defect PL quenching be deactivated?

First of all, PL quenching can be decreased simply by decreasing
the concentration of quenchers. For example, light irradiation in
the presence of oxygen may oxidize Pb0 to PbO in Pb-clusters
reducing their quenching activity leading to the PL enhance-
ment. Alternatively, reactive oxygen species could passivate
halide vacancies. The PL enhancement phenomenon has also
been observed in different inorganic crystal quantum dots.48–50

Fig. 7 Response of the PL enhancement on switching off the light
excitation for different period of time for different crystals (a, b, c). The
greens bars below each graph show when the light was on. For (c) the PL
intensity was measured for 10 s and the data points show the maximum
value of this period (see the time-resolved response in Fig. S7, ESI†). The
right column shows the corresponding images in which the selected areas
for analysis are also shown. The excitation power was 0.3 W cm!2.
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negligible exposure during the PL check up, the maximum PL
intensity within each check period was significantly higher
than that in the previous cycle suggesting that, for this parti-
cular sample, whatever processes were initiated during the first
illumination phase (12 min illumination) they continued even
when the excitation light was switched off. A similar behavior is
also seen in Fig. 7b: the PL intensity at the beginning on the
next irradiation period was always higher than at the end of the
previous one.

We can conclude that re-activation of the non-radiative
channels occurs to some extent when the sample is kept in the
dark for several minutes. Hence, the de-activation of quenchers
is, at least partially, a reversible process, but the PL quenchers
formed during the short period in the dark are not very stable
and can be removed very rapidly again by light treatment.
Because the time-scale of all these mentioned processes can
vary a lot from particle to particle it leads to a very different
appearance of the PL transients upon interrupted light exposure
as exemplified in Fig. 7. This difference is most probably related
to the degree of polycrystallinity of the probed perovskite crystals
or, in other words, to the size of single crystals forming the whole
perovskite particle.31 As one can see from scanning electron
microscopy images (Fig. S1, ESI†) micrometer-sized perovskite
crystals are actually polycrystals with clearly visible boundaries
between individual crystallites. Diffusion of oxygen-related species
from the surface to the oxygen-depleted reaction zone also plays a
role in the temporal response.

4. Discussion
4.1. Nature of quenching sites

Light-induced PL intensity enhancement or an increase of the
PL quantum yield unambiguously indicates a photochemically
induced reduction of non-radiative recombination channels.
The prominent non-radiative recombination mechanisms in
semiconductors at low carrier concentration are Shockley-Read-
Hall recombination through interband defect states and surface
recombination sites. We propose that a light-induced change of
the defect state density (or PL quencher concentration) is the
main mechanism behind the PL enhancement effect observed in
MAPbI3. It is shown that the defects exist not only on the surface
but also in the bulk of the material.31

The dependence of the PL enhancement effect on the atmo-
sphere and crystal size30,31 indicates that photo-induced
chemical reactions play a critical role. The nature of the defect
sites must therefore be chemical rather than purely structural.
In the highly ionic semiconductor MAPbI3, defects are likely
associated with ion vacancies, interstitial ions or antisite sub-
stitutions.40 These defects are likely introduced during the
sample preparation by non-stoichiometry of the constituent
ions in MAPbI3 and are more likely to occur under rapid
crystallization conditions like the sample preparation method
employed herein.41 This is corroborated by the differences in PL
lifetime observed for samples prepared by different methods.9,10,23

Our experimental data and the available literature reports do
not allow us to name the particular defects responsible for the
PL enhancement, however, the perovskite chemistry allows for
many possibilities. Theoretical studies have investigated energy
levels and formation energy of different plausible defects in
MAPbI3.40,42 P-type Pb vacancies and n-type methylammonium
interstitials are proposed to be the dominant defects, posses-
sing shallow energy levels near band edges.40 It is not clear
whether such shallow defects can be efficient non-radiative
recombination centers. Other defects such as anti-site substitu-
tions forming states near the middle of the band gap are more
likely candidates as PL quenching centers. In lead halides,
PbX2, photolysis has been documented to gradually lead to
the formation of Pb0 lead-clusters diffusing into the bulk of the
crystal and I2 at the crystal surface.43–45 Photo-induced ion
migration has been documented to cause phase-segregation
in mixed Br/I methylammonium lead halides.46 Metallic lead
clusters are probably very efficient PL quenching sites. Photo-
lysis reactions in combination with photo-induced ion migra-
tory effects are probably mechanisms in the diffusion-limited
PL enhancement effect observed in MAPbI3.47

4.2. How can the defect PL quenching be deactivated?

First of all, PL quenching can be decreased simply by decreasing
the concentration of quenchers. For example, light irradiation in
the presence of oxygen may oxidize Pb0 to PbO in Pb-clusters
reducing their quenching activity leading to the PL enhance-
ment. Alternatively, reactive oxygen species could passivate
halide vacancies. The PL enhancement phenomenon has also
been observed in different inorganic crystal quantum dots.48–50

Fig. 7 Response of the PL enhancement on switching off the light
excitation for different period of time for different crystals (a, b, c). The
greens bars below each graph show when the light was on. For (c) the PL
intensity was measured for 10 s and the data points show the maximum
value of this period (see the time-resolved response in Fig. S7, ESI†). The
right column shows the corresponding images in which the selected areas
for analysis are also shown. The excitation power was 0.3 W cm!2.
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laser profile (blue line). We see that the regions of highest
illumination intensity corresponding to the spatial profile of the
laser show depleted levels of iodide, while the immediately
adjacent regions show an enrichment in iodide relative to the
background iodide levels (ROI shown in Supplementary Fig. 13).
These results suggest a lateral migration of iodine away from the
illumination area, which can be attributed to iodine redistribution
(Supplementary Fig. 13; Supplementary Note 12). The ToF-SIMS
counts suggest that the relative changes in iodine-containing
fragments are on the order of a few percent, and since we also
observe local variations in other lower intensity fragments,
we conclude that iodine migration alone does not encompass
the complexity of this ionic redistribution effect (Supplementary
Note 12).

To probe the extent of halide redistribution as a function of
film depth, we illuminated two different regions, one with a
photon dose of 1.2 kJ cm! 2 (red circle) and another with
2.4 kJ cm! 2 (green circle), as shown in Fig. 5a, and we show
the iodide intensity map in Fig. 5b. We again observe the typical
PL rises and an anti-correlation between the measured excitation
laser beam spatial profile and the resulting iodide intensity
(Supplementary Fig. 14). In Fig. 5c, we show ToF-SIMS depth
profiling data for iodide. To highlight the differences relative to a
control area, the data are displayed as the difference between the
light-soaked regions (red and green lines) and the background
iodide level from a region that had not been light-soaked
(blue line). We also show the carrier generation profile through
the film thickness as a guide to the eye. As seen in Fig. 5c, the
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Figure 2 | Local changes in photoluminescence (PL) over time under illumination. (a) Correlated scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image and
(b) fluorescence image of a perovskite film measured in nitrogen with pulsed photo-excitation (470 nm, 40 MHz repetition rate, 0.03 mJ cm! 2 per pulse)
with semitransparent SEM image overlaid, scale bars, 2 mm. (c) PL intensity over time from a dark spot (blue circles, enhancement of 8.7" ), intermediate
spot (green squares, enhancement of 1.6" ) and a bright spot (red triangles, enhancement of 1.4" ) corresponding to the regions highlighted with the
same symbols in b, with photo-excitation at 532 nm (188 mWcm! 2, B3 suns).
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Figure 3 | Local photoluminescence (PL) rises and relaxation after exposure to simulated sunlight. Fluorescence images under pulsed excitation
(470 nm, 40 MHz repetition rate, 0.03 mJ cm! 2 per pulse) measured in nitrogen with semitransparent scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images
overlaid (a) before light soaking, and after exposing the entire film to simulated sunlight (AM 1.5, 100 mWcm! 2) for 60 min and leaving in the dark for
(b) 21 (c) 234 and (d) 514 min (all images have the same PL intensity scale normalized to the average PL intensity in a, scale bars, 1mm). (e) Three-colour
scale image showing the regions classified as dark, intermediate (Int.) and bright (Supplementary Fig. 10). (f) Local PL enhancement and relaxation for dark
(blue, enhancement of 4.9" ), intermediate (green, enhancement of 1.6" ) and bright (red, enhancement of 1.1" ) regions, where the time (t) under
illumination is highlighted by the yellow shaded region for ! 60rtr0 min, and t40 show the local PL relaxation dynamics over time left in the dark.
The dotted black line is the PL relaxation averaged across the whole fluorescence image.
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Figure 6.3: Capturing the microscopic optoelectronic dynamics of per-
ovskites. (A) The effect of illumination duration (light ON = green and light
Off = white) on the photoluminescence (PL) intensity of different crystal facets.
MAPbI3 grains varying in size show radicaly different dynamics under illumination
cycling. Adapted with permission from Tian et al.,[16] published by The Royal
Society of Chemistry. (B) Illuminated-Kelvin-probe force microscopy is used to de-
termine the time-dependent changes in local Voc (1 ms/pixel with 128 × 128 frames).
Even within a single grain, the MAPbI3 perovskite exhibits ion motion. Reprinted
with permission from Garrett et al.,[51] Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society.
(C) PL imaging establishes the heterogeneity in MAPbI3 films, and time-dependent
measurements reveal the light-emission stabilization. The relative brightness of the
grain provides indication of trap state density. Reprinted from deQuilettes et al.,
[155] Copyright the authors, some rights reserved; exclusive licensee to Macmillan
Publishers Ltd. Distributed under a Creative Commons Attribution Noncommercial
License 4.0 (CC BY-NC) http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/.
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conditions) to determine if the migration rate of ionic species can be controlled. The

lowering of temperature while an HOIP device rests without illumination should re-

sult in slower recovery as vacancy-mediated ion motion encounters a large activation

barrier.[156] Ideally, such temperature cycles would accurately simulate the climate

in a number of regions around the world, and thus help predict the behavior of

future perovskite PV modules.

6.3 ML to Identify and Optimize Device Recovery

ML encompasses the use of algorithms for predictive analysis capable of

adapting to the broad scope of the input data. It draws aspects from both

computer science and statistics, and has allowed for a number of key advances

spanning from humanities to engineering, including speaker recognition,[157, 158]

autonomous vehicles,[159] traffic predictions,[160] computer vision,[161] protein

fold classification,[162] wireless communications,[163] and solar technologies.[164]

With the development of user-friendly tools and programming frameworks such

as Google’s TensorFlow,[165] ML has been applied to an increasingly large set of

problems in sustainability that continues to grow in diversity. For instance, engi-

neers have used these techniques to estimate solar module performance under varied

cloud conditions, using video streams of the sky as input.[164] AI has been applied

toward screening materials for light-absorbing applications, where high-throughput

XRD measurements enabled the identification of the phase diagram for a family of

Nb-V-Mn oxides from their composition and structural characterization data.[166]
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Overall, ML has the potential to hasten the energy-related materials development

timeline by R10 times, if infrastructure and human-capital investments are ade-

quately placed.[167]

ML is starting to be implemented in perovskite research, with a modest number

of very insightful publications.[138, 168] To date, all AI-driven approaches described

in the literature focus on the screening of potentially stable chemical compositions.

Using a statistical learning model, the evaluation of ≈1,300 double perovskite oxides

(AA’BB’O6) has shown that their bandgap is largely determined by the lowest occu-

pied energy levels of the A site and by the electronegativities of the B site elements,

respectively.[169] The race for non-toxic Pb-free alternatives and the large number

of options for the organic and inorganic constituents (>8) has triggered the combi-

nation of density functional theory-based high-throughput computational screening

with experimental validation.[170] While thus far the effort has been on finding

thermodynamically stable perovskites,[168] the community recognizes that this ML

method can be expanded to the characterization of key physical properties and pro-

cesses, such as optical response and carrier density. Moreover, ML has been used via

unsupervised clustering to resolve the relationship between perovskite structure and

the temporal changes in voltage upon light excitation at the nanoscale.[153] These

applications highlight the leap enabled by ML in elucidating the perovskites’ new

chemical compositions and their stability. Yet, tracking the effect of each intrinsic

and extrinsic parameter (H2O, O2, bias, temperature, and light) on the performance

of perovskite solar cells could allow unprecedented control of the conditions for ma-

terial and device recovery upon rest. Because the influence of each factor on both
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Figure 6.4: A machine learning framework for a perovskite 3R cycle. (A)
Clockwise: extrinsic (H2O and O2) and intrinsic (bias, temperature, and light)
factors governing dynamics in perovskite solar cells. (B) The reap-rest-recovery
(3R) cycle for obtaining long-term power output from hybrid perovskite solar cells.
Operating conditions previously assumed to promote irreversible deterioration need
to be reevaluated within the framework of the 3R cycle.

material stability and device PCE (η) varies if acting alone or when associated with

others, it is vital to implement AI routines that can determine the effect of all pos-

sible combinations in a timely manner, accelerating knowledge generation for the

ultimate commercialization of perovskite PV.

Our proposed ML framework for optimizing the 3R cycle of perovskite solar

cells and future modules considers two parts: one focused on supervised learning

of laboratory-scale PV devices, and another where the rest and recovery of mod-
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ules could be monitored and controlled, as displayed in Figure 6.4. Initially, the

computational framework for the supervised learning steps is optimized using data

from thin-film perovskites and laboratory-scale solar cell aging measurements under

the five relevant environmental conditions (see Figures 1.1 and 6.4A). The training

data from devices allow for supervised learning, wherein the model parameters are

fitted by comparing its predictions with the known physical outcome as measured

using a solar simulator (represented as the left half of Figure 6.4, in blue). Note

that, prior to full device development, an effective characterization of perovskite

thin films using ML can identify the relationship between their structural, optical,

and electrical properties (including the role of defects and grain boundaries), accel-

erating the selection of the most promising options to be interrogated as full devices.

While the discussion below is focused on full device characterization, we emphasize

that the ML methodology proposed could, and should, be expanded to quantifying

the effects of the environmental stressors on perovskite materials.

The term "training data," typical to ML applications, refers to data that have

known input(s) and output(s) (e.g., PCE). In juxtaposition, "test data" are used to

evaluate the smart network software’s ability to predict the best operating factors

to maximize performance over the module’s lifetime. During preprocessing, the

most meaningful attributes (including all environmental stressors: H2O, O2, bias,

temperature, light, and the solar cell/module efficiency, h) will be extracted using

factor analysis methods (Figure 6.4B), such as principal-component analysis, and

constructed into a feature vector containing the most explanatory aspects of the

data. The derived values are then used as input to an artificial neural network
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(ANN),[171] a system of connected nodes with activation functions that change

state depending on input (see Figure 6.4C). Thus, the number of input nodes will

match the number of entries in the feature vector. For example, under illumination,

O2 hastens degradation.[12, 144] Hence, if its presence would be detected by a gas

sensor, (1) the corresponding activation function would change state, and (2) altering

the ANN’s output to predict the effect on PCE. The ML monitoring framework we

outline can be expanded to include active control of the environmental stressors

based on device performance. For instance, the applied bias might be lessened or

the temperature increased when the algorithm detects the end of the reap phase. The

input node for all environmental sensor data can have an activation function that

suits the performance dynamics under that condition. While training the ANN with

laboratory data, the weights of the various nodes are tuned to maximize performance

against a chosen cost function. This metric informs the quality of the prediction

by comparing and quantifying the network’s output with the known one, i.e., the

"real life" values of the training PV devices. After optimization, the ANN is ready

to be validated by predicting the performance and operating conditions of an even

larger set of solar cells from any laboratory. This step is critical in assessing the

algorithm’s generality prior to real-world application of our proposed method and

informs the need to change the network architecture for better predictions. We

suggest the realization of ANNs for this time-series prediction problem given its

ability to handle complex non-linear behavior,[160] high-predictive power,[163, 164]

and the ease of automation.[172]

We envision the adoption of separate ANNs for different perovskite composi-
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tions, given the range of performance dynamics for each. For instance, some emerg-

ing Pb-free options exhibit efficiencies that increase as a function of time,[134] in

contrast to the exponential decay of the reap phase often seen in Cs-mixed HOIPs.

Further, we suggest an architecture (i.e., the number of layers and their manner

of connectivity) similar to the standard long short-term memory (LSTM) recurrent

neural networks,[173] a specific type of ANN, for the outlined approach, given their

success in time-series prediction.[159] The use of recurrent ANNs is critical, as the

embedded loops within them will provide memory of earlier sections of the PV time-

series data. The LSTM algorithm can increase performance further, through the use

of a repeating design with four distinct layers. This feature of the network offers

improved recall between temporally distant data points. Prior efforts have demon-

strated the ability of LSTM networks to make predictions of financial markets,[174]

and in our opinion, the cyclic nature of perovskite recovery dynamics fall within the

scope of this approach. Recent ML algorithms connecting the Akaike information

criterion with sparse identification of non-linear dynamics must also be considered,

given their ability to automatically recognize the models that best balance error and

overfitting out of a large pool of candidates.[175]

For the second part of our ML framework, we anticipate that, after laboratory-

scale validation, a network of solar panels could be tested, and eventually routinely

monitored, when deployed in the field (represented by the right half of Figure 6.4,

in gray). These modules (Figure 6.4D) would be equipped with the necessary de-

tectors to monitor the magnitude of the five parameters. Then, the sensor output

would be fed into the previously optimized ML algorithm, where all phases of the
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3R cycle are predicted according to the ANN’s calculation. We foresee consumers

monitoring the performance of the PV modules, as well as the reap, rest, and re-

covery stages independently, from any internet-connected device, as suggested in

Figure 6.4E. The assessment of the financial viability of the proposed ML approach

for PV modules is outside the scope of this chapter as we choose to emphasize the

proficiency of AI to tackle the 3R cycle of perovskites, instead of the costs associated

with it. Nevertheless, transitioning ML from the academic world to the real word

must be accompanied by a careful cost analysis of human-capital investments.[167]

Recent aging measurements on perovskite PV indicate that the instrumentation al-

ready exists to develop the necessary training datasets across a wide volume of the

parameter space, including the subset required by the relevant IEC 61215 solar cell

standard.[132] These lab-sourced data are well suited for the development of our

ML paradigm as it can inform the system about a PV module’s ideal conditions for

resting toward its recovery. While some environmental thresholds for rapid perfor-

mance deterioration have already been established (e.g., 90% rH leading to loss of

all PCE in less than 3 hr[99]), still others require additional evaluation. Capturing

the influence of all intrinsic parameters on the 3R cycle for the supervised learning

stage is critical to the success of the ML approach. Temperature plays a critical

role and researchers must perform dark/light cycles with thermal conditions varied

to mimic the real-world environments of different regions. For example, the desert

areas during the day (≈40 ◦C) potentially have shorter reap phases, while their cold

nights (≈0 ◦C) lengthen recovery. In equatorial regions, the coupling between tem-

perature and humidity is of special interest. Earlier experiments on MAPbI3 found
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that 24 hr of combined exposure to 85 ◦C and 60% rH led to 4-fold reduction in

PCE,[150] stressing the need for (1) robust encapsulation, (2) humidity and temper-

ature tolerant materials and device architectures, and (3) a complete understanding

of how this combined effect influences the 3R cycle. Similar experiments need to be

replicated on a wide variety of modern perovskite compositions that remain stable

both optically and structurally above 85 ◦C.[96] We also note that intermittent or

spatially non-uniform illumination of PV modules regularly occurs during operation,

but remains predominantly uninvestigated in perovskite solar cell laboratory tests.

Heterogeneous illumination presents a serious issue, as shaded regions of a single

solar cell experience reverse bias, in contrast to other areas in the device that are

under illumination.[176, 177] Concerning light treatments, the substantial variety

of possible illumination conditions must be emulated at the laboratory scale first in

order for the ML analysis to perform well in real-world situations.

The challenges of applying ML to experimental materials science include: (1)

collecting sufficient information for the input, (2) aggregating the large amount of

data produced from different laboratories, and (3) ensuring that the experimental

results are comparable. Here, we suggest that data from laboratories around the

world be anonymized and aggregated into a repository database that will eventu-

ally lead to supervised knowledge extraction concerning the 3R cycle. Specifically,

researchers would share the parameters used for synthesizing the perovskites and

the conditions for both the perovskite material (from the macro- to the nanoscale,

e.g., XRD and PL microscopy) and full device characterization (e.g., light IV under

AM1.5 global illumination) - all valuable input information. Inspired by a recent
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work on the relevance of failed experiments for ML,[178] we advocate that the suc-

cess of this shared-knowledge tactic lies in researchers reporting both "positive" and

"negative" results: the information concerning high-performance devices and non-

working ones is equally important for ML trained on performance data to predict

the 3R cycle conditions as function of perovskite composition. We anticipate that

as long as the synthesis and characterization are carefully annotated, the input data

will provide rich enough information to validate ML, enabling supervised learning

to generate valuable knowledge of perovskite PV.

6.4 Summary

State-of-the-art perovskite PV materials often exhibit dynamics, decaying

in performance over time. With our proposed 3R cycle combined with an ML

paradigm, researchers can begin to take advantage of this HOIP solar cell cycla-

bility feature. Macro- to nanoscale characterization can complement one another

to correlate structural, electrical, optical, and chemical properties throughout the

perovskite 3R cycle. More importantly, these tools will allow the scientific com-

munity to identify the most influential environmental parameters, as well as the

cutoff between recovery and degradation. Using this information, advanced compu-

tational frameworks based on ML could be quickly developed that maximize overall

long-term power output, minimizing material degradation. We foresee AI strategies

facilitating rapid knowledge transfer between perovskite laboratory-scale behavior

throughout the 3R cycle and PV modules, ultimately enabling reliable perovskite
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solar cells.
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Chapter 7: Quantitative Predictions of Moisture-Driven

Photo-Emission Dynamics in Metal Halide Perovskites

via Machine Learning

Metal halide perovskite optoelectronics may become a viable alternative to

standard Si-based technologies, but the current lack of long-term stability precludes

their commercial adoption. Exposure to standard operational stressors (light, tem-

perature, bias, oxygen, and water) often instigate optical and electronic dynamics

calling for a systematic investigation into these photophysical processes and the

development of quantitative models for their prediction. We resolve the moisture-

driven light emission dynamics for both methylammonium lead triiodide and tri-

bromide thin films as a function of relative humidity (rH). With the humidity and

photoluminescence time series, we train recurrent neural networks and establish their

ability to quantitatively predict the path of future light emission with <11% error

over 12 hours. Together, our in situ rH-PL measurements and machine learning

forecasting models provide a framework for the rational design of future perovskite

devices and, thus, a faster transition towards commercial applications.
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7.1 Introduction

Long-term stability remains the largest challenge facing the adoption of metal

halide perovskite (MHP) optoelectronic devices, requiring an understanding of their

fundamental material properties and the implementation of machine learning tech-

niques that can predict their long-term performance.[41, 179] Exceptional perfor-

mance is no longer challenging, with MHP solar cells exceeding 25% power con-

version efficiency (PCE)[1] and light-emitting diodes (LED) beyond 21% external

quantum efficiency (EQE).[2] Still, commercial adoption will remain limited if the

operational lifetime of perovskite photovoltaics cannot be raised to ≥25 years.[9]

Unlike ubiquitous Si-based technologies, perovskites display dynamic optical and

electronic responses when exposed to standard operating parameters,[41, 99] in-

cluding light,[40, 180] temperature,[21] bias,[38] oxygen,[16, 144, 181] and water.[52,

182, 183] Among these properties, photoluminescence (PL) is of critical importance,

elucidating the proportions of radiative and nonradiative charge carrier recombina-

tion within MHP materials. For example, incident light has been proven to rapidly

increase PL intensity indicating a reduction in trap states.[20, 151] Temperature-

dependent time-resolved PL (tr-PL) has shown that elevated temperatures increase

the rate of charge trapping and reduce the diffusion length.[24] The application of

an electric field leads to iodide migration creating new sites for nonradiative recom-

bination in polycrystalline CH3NH3PbI3 (MAPbI3).[38] The adsorption of oxygen

by MAPbI3 has been shown to increase the PL quantum yield (PLQY), with the

kinetics depending on the grain size and repetition rate of the light source.[16] Fi-
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nally, ambient moisture increases the luminescence of both formamidinium- and

methylammonium-based MHP absorbers due to the passivation of surface trap

states.[18, 19, 115, 182] The reversibility of the dynamics depends on the specific

combination and magnitude of these environmental stressors. Given that the open-

circuit voltage (Voc) is directly influenced by the amount of nonradiative recom-

bination and still limits most MHP photovoltaics,[184, 185, 186] it is critical to

understand the impact of the aforementioned environmental factors on radiative

light emission.

Exposure to water can induce both chemical and structural changes in MHP

materials that alter their optical and electronic behavior, requiring in situ measure-

ment techniques with precise environmental control.[19, 64] The ambient moisture

concentration, in particular, alters the structure of the MHP lattice due to hydration

reactions,[105, 110] leading to changes in the extinction coefficient.[15, 187] Further,

water exposure may increase or decrease radiative recombination[18, 19] but ulti-

mately leads to exponentially decaying PCE even in oxygen-free environments.[99]

Density functional theory calculations have been used to explain the sensitivity to

moisture, identifying preferential absorption at MA-terminated surfaces[188] and a

reduction in the formation energy of hydrated phases for specific orientations of the

organic cation within (001) surfaces.[189] Though it is clear for standard polycrys-

talline MHP films that the local stoichiometry[190] and surface termination[188]

can alter water uptake, the extent of water adsorption remains an open question

with conflicting reports.[114, 191] More importantly, the impact of hydration and

dehydration on radiative recombination, especially for different excitation photon
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energies, remains unknown.

Fundamental insight into MHP photophysics should be paired with the devel-

opment of time series forecasting models, enabling more rapid integration of renew-

able energy technologies into electric grids worldwide. Recent discussions of stan-

dard assessment protocols have explicitly called for the development of open MHP

data repositories in order to build machine learning (ML) models that can iden-

tify meaningful stressors and predict degradation conditions.[179] ML techniques

have already proven fruitful in other energy-related disciplines, able to predict bat-

tery cycle lifetimes based on their discharge voltage curves[192] or electrochemi-

cal impedance spectra,[193] as well as quantify Si-PV power output based on pho-

tographs of sky conditions.[164] Further, they have been applied to both guide the

synthesis strategy for quantum dots[194] and compute the decay rate distributions

of their emission,[195] among other applications. Concerning MHP materials, ML

has been modestly used thus far, despite its tremendous potential. Examples of ML

applied to perovskite materials/devices include classifying the effectiveness of post-

deposition amine treatment[196] and predicting the decay in charge carrier diffusion

length for different environmental stressors.[197] Additionally, MHP material syn-

thesis has been accelerated through the application of ML techniques to determine

the dimensionality and space group of novel perovskite compositions,[198] optimize

the spiro-OMeTAD with a self-driving laboratory,[199] and discover new perovskite

single crystals.[200] Given the ongoing search for stability, there is a strong need for

accurate ML approaches that can predict the change in physical behavior (including

its pathway) of any perovskite properties under environmental stress.
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Here, we determine the impact of ambient moisture and excitation wavelength

on light emission in both MAPbBr3 and MAPbI3 perovskites and build recurrent

neural networks machine learning (ML) models to quantitatively predict their unique

dynamics for 12+ hours. Using in situ PL, we measure the impact of relative hu-

midity (rH) in both MHP compositions, finding that the I-containing material more

easily adsorbs water, yet both halides exhibit moisture-driven PL enhancement.

Multiple humidity cycles up to 70% rH reveal that the increase in PL intensity for

pure-Br MHP is delayed (with respect to the increase in rH), establishing the exis-

tence of chemical reactions highly dependent on water partial pressure. Conversely,

MAPbI3 exhibits an abrupt spike in PL at ≈35% rH due to physisorption followed

by quenching driven by the hydration phase transformation. The rH-cycling ex-

periments establish negligible PL hysteresis for MAPbBr3, with the ≈15× larger

values presented by MAPbI3 underscoring the ease at which it adsorbs water. We

then use our PL data to train Echo State Networks for each composition in order to

predict future light emission with an average normalized root-mean-squared error

(NRMSE) <11% for a 12-hour prediction window solely based on rH input. Finally,

we use a Long Short-Term Memory network to demonstrate the ability of recur-

rent networks to forecast the convolution of cyclical and long-term PL trends, such

as moisture-induced degradation due to humidity cycling. Our work provides an

extensive overview of the relationship between humidity and charge carrier recom-

bination in Br- and I-containing perovskites, outlining both standard experimental

series that should be applied to all emerging MHP compositions. Moreover, we

demonstrate how ML models for time series prediction can guide the search for ma-
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terial stability. We anticipate our paradigm to be expanded to assess the influence

of the other stress factors, including their combined effects on material properties

and, ultimately, photovoltaic device performance.

7.2 Experimental Methods

7.2.1 Fabrication of Thin Films and Devices

Cleaning of substrates: Before usage, pre-patterned FTO substrates (TEC 15,

Yingkou company, 2.5 cm × 2.5 cm) and microscopic glass were cleaned by

sonication first in 2% Mucasol solution (Schülke company) in water, and then

acetone and isopropanol for 15 min, respectively. Then the substrates were cleaned

for another 15 minutes using UV-ozone treatment before usage.

Deposition of TiO2 Layer: Compact TiO2 layer was deposited at 450 ◦C via spray

pyrolysis where the sprayed solution is made of 0.48 ml of acetylacetone and

0.72 ml of titanium diisopropoxide bis(acetylacetonate) in 10.8 ml of ethanol for

24 substrates in an array of 4 columns by 6 rows. Mesoporous TiO2 layer was

deposited from a diluted TiO2 paste (30 N-RD TiO2 paste, Great Cell) at the

concentration of 120 mg per ml of ethanol at the spin-coating speed of 4000 rpm

for 10 s. After that, the samples were annealed at 450 ◦C for 30 min.

Thin Film Deposition of Perovskites: The solutions were prepared and deposited

inside nitrogen-filled glove boxes.
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MAPbBr3: 1.24 M of MAPbBr3 precursor solution was prepared from 0.15 g MABr

dissolved with 1042 µL 1.5 M PbBr2 stock solution in DMF: DMSO mixture solvent

(volume ratio of 4:1) and 38 µL mixed solvent at the molar ratio of 1:1.09. Then 60

µL was deposited on the substrate. The spin-coating step involves first at 1000 rpm

with acceleration speed of 200 rpm per second and a dwell time of 10s, and then

4000 rpm with an acceleration speed of 2000 rpm per second and a dwell time of 30

s. 100 µL of chlorobenzene was added on top of the substrate 15 second before the

end of the spin-coating program. Then the film was placed on a hot plate at 100

◦C for 15 min. The resulting films were ≈500 nm in thickness.

MAPbI3: 1.2 M of MAPbI3 precursor solution was prepared from 0.2 g MAI

dissolved with 1041 µL 1.3 M PbI2 stock solution in DMSO and 11 µL pure DMSO

solvent at the molar ratio of 1:1.09. Then 60 µL was deposited on the substrate.

The spin-coating step involves first at 1000 rpm with acceleration speed of 200 rpm

per second and a dwell time of 10 s, and then 6000 rpm with an acceleration speed

of 2000 rpm per second and a dwell time of 30 s. 100 µL of chlorobenzene was

added on top of the substrate 15 second before the end of the spin-coating program.

Then the film was placed on a hot plate at 100 ◦C for 40 min.The resulting films

were ≈500 nm in thickness.

Deposition of Hole Transport Layer: 50 mg of spiro-OMeTAD was dissolved

in 1383.1 µL chlorobenzene. Then 19.92 µL 4-tert-Butypyridine, 12.17 µL
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of lithium bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide (LiTFSI) from its stock solution

520mg/ml in acetonitrile, and 20.19 µL of tris(2-(1H-pyrazol-1-yl)-4-tert-

butylpyridine)cobalt(III) tri[bis(trifluoromethane)sulfonimide] (FK209) from

its stock solution 300 mg/ml in acetonitrile were added into the solution. Then

the doped spiro-OMeTAD solution was spin-coated on top of perovskite covered

substrate at the speed of 1800 rpm with an acceleration rate of 200 rpm per second

and a dwelling time of 30 seconds. Then, the samples were stored inside a dry air

box with a constant dry air flow overnight.

Deposition of Au Electrode: The samples were transferred into a thermal evaporator

for the deposition of 80 nm gold at the vacuum of below 1×10−6 bar. The device

active area is 0.16 cm2.

7.2.2 Device Characterization

Sinus-70 LED class AAA solar simulator was used as the light source for the JV

scans. The light intensity of 100 mW cm−2 was calibrated with a Silicon reference cell

from Fraunhofer ISE. A Keithley 2400 SMU, controlled by a measurement control

program written in LabView, was used for the J-V scans with a scan rate of 100

mV/s.
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7.2.3 In Situ Photoluminescence

Photoluminescence (PL) measurements were performed with a confocal mi-

croscope using a 100×, 0.75 N.A. objective in reflection mode and a photomultiplier

tube (PMT) for detection. Wavelength-dependent measurements were obtained us-

ing a supercontinuum laser. For all other PL experiments, a 532 nm power-tunable

diode laser was used. For all measurements, the power densities were 3,500 mW

cm−2 and 14,000 mW cm−2 for MAPbBr3 and MAPbI3, respectively. Prior to cou-

pling the laser illumination into the microscope, we coarsely attenuated the power

with absorptive neutral density filters, modulated the light at 150 Hz with an opti-

cal chopper, and cleaned up the background emission with a 40 nm wide (FWHM)

bandpass filter centered at 550 nm. An additional 750 nm short pass filter was in-

cluded for the measurements on MAPbI3, while a 546 nm short pass filter was added

for MAPbBr3. A long pass filter blocks the reflected excitation source, leaving only

the PL incident upon the PMT. Here, the long pass filter wavelengths, 750 nm for

MAPbI3 and 550 nm for MAPbBr3, were selected to provide the maximum range

of spectrally-dependent measurements. The PMT was operated at 650 V and its

output was recorded with a lock-in amplifier.

7.2.4 Humidity Control

In all instances, the sample ambience was controlled through the use of a

custom-built environmental chamber.[19] The samples are loaded into the sealed

chamber inside a glovebox, preventing unintended exposure to water or oxygen.
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Once loaded into the microscope, a flow of dry N2 is introduced. Prior to the

chamber, the N2 was bifurcated into wet and dry channels. The dry line has a fixed

flow rate while the wet line passes through a mass flow controller (MFC) then a

water bubbler. The MFC voltage setpoint was changed according to the user-defined

program, allowing repeatable humidity cycles. A capacitive relative humidity sensor

located less than 30 mm from the sample surface measured the ambient moisture.

7.2.5 Scanning Electron Microscopy

The micrographs and energy-dispersive X-ray images were acquired with a

Hitachi SU-70 FEG SEM operated at a 10 kV accelerating voltage with 6000×

magnification.

7.2.6 Data Preprocessing

The rH-PL data was transformed prior to training the machine learning mod-

els. First, the zero values in the data that occurred while taking optical micrographs

are removed. Second, all of the PL data is resampled to 4 Hz to provide consistency

across the entire dataset. The backfilling method, wherein absent datapoints simply

take the last known value, was implemented for any gaps in the data. The PL and

humidity data were then globally normalized to the interval of -1 to 1, critical for

the activation functions, like hyperbolic tangent, used by the neural network nodes.
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7.2.7 Data Augmentation

The rH-PL data recorded did not contain abundant sample for training the

models, as is common when applying ML methods to experimental data. Thus, after

preprocessing, we implemented a simple augmentation scheme to enlarge the training

and test datasets. Our data augmentation consists of a simple linear interpolation

approach, wherein two PL time series (PL1 and PL2) over three humidity cycles are

treated as vectors and generate simulated data (PLsim) through linear combination,

as shown in equation below:

PLsim = w × (PL1 − PL2) + PL2, w ε {0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0} (7.1)

where w is a linear weight from the indicated set. All unordered linear combina-

tions of experimental data are used to create simulated data. New, longer time

series are formed by taking random combinations of the overall set of experimen-

tal and simulated data. We randomly combined the rH-PL time series under the

experimentally-supported assumptions that: (i) the rH-PL dynamics are reversible,

uninfluenced by any material degradation during the three humidity cycles and (ii)

that the dynamics display inter- and intra-sample variations in PL behavior. Models

that seek to predict trends, especially over longer timescales, such as MHP degra-

dation, will likely violate this assumption and will need to maintain the ordering of

the data points. Interpolation and extrapolation can still be used to generate linear

combinations and fill out the sample space available to the model.
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7.2.8 Echo State Network Predictions for rH-PL

A 150-node echo state network (ESN)[163] was applied to the PL time series,

using the simultaneously recorded rH data as the sole input. The network states

were generated by passing through 80% of the PL and rH data, after which only the

output layer readout weights were fit to minimize the mean squared error between

the predicted and measured luminescence values.

The echo state networks (ESN) were implemented using pyESN, an open

source ESN software written in Python making specific use of Numpy, Python’s

numerical computing library. For the time-dependent predictions the overall time

series was split into train (80%) and test (20%) datasets. Gaussian noise (mean = 0,

standard deviation = 0.25) was added to both the humidity and PL training data.

The rH-PL data pairs were stepped through the ESN network, with the net-

work states (x) updated according to:

x(n) = tanh(W in[1; rH(n)] +Wx(n− 1)) + Cν(n) (7.2)

with the PL predictions (PLpred) generated by:

PLpred(n) = W out[1; rH(n);x(n)] (7.3)

and the linear readout weights (Wout) chosen to minimize the mean squared error

(MSE):
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MSE(PLpred, PLtarg) =
1

T

√√√√ T∑
n=1

(PLpred(n)− PLtarg(n))2 (7.4)

where Win are the input weight, W are the network weights, T is the number of

training samples, C is the noise scaling, ν is the state noise, rH is the humidity data,

and PLtarg is the experimental or simulated data. The test set performance of the

ESN was optimized by performing a grid search over the noise and spectral radius

parameters with a set reservoir size of 150 nodes with sparsity of 0.1, as shown in

Figure 7.13.

7.2.9 Long Short Term Memory Predictions for Simulated PL Degra-

dation

A long short term memory (LSTM) network, a type of recurrent neural net-

work (RNN), was implemented to predict the PL value three humidity cycles (4.1

hr) in the future based off the rH and PL time series from the previous three cycles.

LSTM were specifically designed to deal with long-term time dependencies through

the use of memory cells with gating functions that control how long prior data im-

pacts the current output.[173] For the simulated prediction task, we implemented a

RNN consisting of a 20 node LSTM input layer, a leaky rectified linear unit (ReLU)

layer, a dropout layer, and a dense output layer. The leaky ReLU layer had an

alpha of 0.5 and the dropout layer rate was set to 0.1. As with the ESN described

above, the Adam optimizer was used, this time with a learning rate of 0.00144.

The simulated degradation dataset consisted of experimental and interpolated data
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arrays sorted by their respective maximum recorded PL value. Thus, degradation

was simulated by creating an rH-PL sequence that preserved the rH dynamics with

an overall diminishing trend hinting at widespread material degradation. The sim-

ulated vectors were generated as before (see Equation 1), except that the weights

were more finely incremented (w ε {0,0.125,0.25,0.375,0.5,0.625 0.75,0.875,1}). The

training and test data was split 80%-20% and the network was trained for 20 epochs.

7.2.10 Echo State Network Predictions for Si and MHP Solar Cell

Power Output

Similar to the rH-PL predictions, separate 200-node ESNs were trained for each

PV device using the simultaneously recorded temperature and light intensity data

as input. The network states were generated by passing through only 20% (≈100

h) of the power, temperature and light intensity data before fitting the output layer

readout weights to minimize MSE for measured and predicted power outputs.

7.3 Results and Discussion

7.3.1 Moisture-Driven Photo-Emission Dynamics

First, we resolve the MAPbI3 and MAPbBr3 light emission dynamics at con-

stant relative humidity levels, establishing the relationship between water adsorption

and magnitude of radiative recombination (see Figure 7.3). All sample fabrication

and experimental preparation took place inside a glove box to exclude uncontrolled
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Figure 7.1: Experimental set up for controlling relative humidity during micro-PL
measurements. From left to right: N2 gas bifurcated into dry and wet lines. The
mass flow controller adjusts the flow of nitrogen through the water bubbler based on
the set point voltage relayed by the control computer (not pictured). The dry and
wet lines are merged and the combined flow is introduced into the environmental
microscopy chamber where the objective lens both focuses the excitation source and
collects the light emission. Within the chamber, an rH sensor (<50 mm from the
perovskite film) simultaneously records the humidity and temperature values. The
N2 gas then exits the chamber through the exhaust port and is fed into the fume
hood. Credit to Erica Lee.

material changes/degradation. We use micro-PL measurements based on a confocal

optical microscope to capture the light emission dynamics, controlling the sample

environment with a programmed mass flow controller (MFC) that adjusts the ratio

of dry and moist N2 flowing through the microscopy chamber (Figure 7.1). Films

equivalent to those used for the PL experiments were incorporated into solar cells,

demonstrating the high quality of the materials (see Experimental Methods for both

thin-film and device fabrication details). The champion MAPbI3 and MAPbBr3 de-

vices present 15.4% and 8.2% reverse-scan direction power conversion efficiencies

(Figure 7.2), respectively.

For all relative humidity (rH) conditions, the Br-containing sample exhibits
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Figure 7.2: J-V characterization of champion solar cells from (gold) CH3NH3PbBr3 and (grey) CH3NH3PbI3 perovskite absorbers
used in the PL experiments. Figures of merit for CH3NH3PbBr3 forward scan: Voc = 1.44 V, Jsc = 7.56 mA cm−2, FF =
54.78%, η = 5.98% and reverse scan: Voc = 1.46 V, Jsc = 7.69 mA cm−2, FF = 73.25%, η = 8.23%. Figures of merit for
CH3NH3PbI3 forward scan: Voc = 1.05 V, Jsc = 20.57 mA cm−2, FF = 61.96%, η = 13.35% and reverse scan: Voc = 1.06
V, Jsc = 20.63 mA cm−2, FF = 70.45%, η = 15.40%. (b) Maximum power point tracking of CH3NH3PbBr3 and (grey)
CH3NH3PbI3 perovskite solar cells. (c) External quantum efficiency (left axis) and integrated short-circuit current (right axis)
for CH3NH3PbBr3 (gold) and CH3NH3PbI3 (grey) devices. Sample fabrication and characterization courtesy of Qiong Wang
and Antonio Abate at Helmholtz Zentrum Berlin.
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Figure 7.3: Light-emission dynamics of halide perovskites at constant relative hu-
midity. Photoluminescence as a function of time for MAPbBr3 (mustard) and
MAPbI3 (grey) at stabilized (a, b) 1%, (c, d) 19%, (e, f) 41%, (g, h) 59% rH
with an accuracy of ±4% rH. The rH sensor (blue) has a resolution of ±3% rH
(shaded blue area). The values indicated on the plots are the average of the rH
values for both compositions. Excitation wavelength: 532 nm.
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PL intensity decay during the initial 15 min period under inert conditions (see Fig-

ure 7.3a). The 19% and 41% rH data (Figure 7.3c and e) exhibit no noticeable

features while soaking in the moist environment. Higher water concentrations are

required to alter the sample’s luminescence, as indicated by the 59% rH measure-

ment shown in Figure 7.3g. Here, the PL enhancement due to physisorption lags≈14

min behind the equilibration of the maximum rH level. The spike in luminescence

intensity is followed by a gradual increase over the next ≈3.5 h as surface trap states

are passivated, possibly due to chemisorption as reported in MAPbI3.[182] Finally,

when the sample returns to the inert conditions (rH <50%), the PL dramatically

increases. Starved of water, the chemical reactions at the sample surface stop, while

a small amount of water temporarily remains at the surface leading to increased

radiative recombination.[18] Once inert conditions are restored, the chemical poten-

tial gradient established between the film and its atmosphere dislodges the water

at the MAPbBr3 surface. This final dehydration of the Br-containing perovskite is

marked by the peak and subsequent decay in PL intensity, as shown after 4 hours

of measurement in Figure 7.3g.

MAPbI3 exhibits much greater sensitivity to water, revealed by modulated PL

dynamics even at low humidity levels (19% rH - Figure 7.3d). The first 15 min-

utes of measurement reveal a modest increase in light emission, as shown in Figure

7.3b, d, f and widely reported in the literature.[20, 151] Then, the rise in PL onsets

as soon as the rH sensor registers an increase in moisture concentration. For all

humid conditions, the spike in PL is followed by an immediate exponential decay.

The reduction in the duration of the PL intensity surge with increasing moisture
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provides direct evidence of the narrow processing window for moisture-based passi-

vation treatments of MAPbI3. The measurement at 41% rH (Figure 7.3f) displays

a similar exponential decay but stabilizes 70% lower than the 19% rH series (Figure

7.3d). Once the water partial pressure is sufficient, the entire perovskite surface may

be covered with water molecules, accelerating radiative recombination.[201] Only in

the case of the 59% rH condition (Figure 7.3h) are surface chemical reactions able to

begin passivating non-radiative trap states and increase luminescence. Soaking the

sample at 59% rH causes a slower light emission enhancement, but eventually raises

the PL beyond their initial values due to passivating chemical reactions (Figure 7.3h,

hours 1-3). Together, the results for 19% (Figure 7.3d), 41% (figure 7.3f), and 59%

rH (Figure 7.3h) indicate that the water vapor pressure directly impacts how much

water is absorbed by the perovskite film and, thus, the speed of any chemical re-

actions and subsequent phase transformations.[15] All humidity levels show abrupt

changes when the moisture is removed from the sample environment. The 19% and

41% rH conditions (Figure 7.3d and f, respectively) show nonexistent or negligible

peaks, while the 59% rH data (Figure 17.3h) reveals an abrupt spike representing

the highest registered PL value across the entire set of constant-rH measurements.

Both I- and Br-based perovskites react similarly to water, beginning with ph-

ysisorption of H2O molecules passivating surface trap states and increase overall

radiative recombination.[18, 182] However, once the water partial pressure is suf-

ficient, the entire surface of the perovskite becomes covered with water molecules

that act as n-type dopants and diminish carrier lifetime.[201, 202, 203] Our measure-

ments (Figure 7.3c, e, and g) demonstrate that trap states in the Br-MHP material
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requires >45% rH for measurable passivation before displaying the anticipated de-

cay in luminescence. Prior experimental investigations into MAPbBr3 single crystals

have also shown that passivating these surface trap states dramatically increases the

PL lifetime,[18] implying that the PL intensity enhancement we register in Figure

7.3g is due to both increasing lifetime and overall yield. As our results support,

water-driven changes of MAPbBr3 photo-emission require even higher vapor con-

centrations for notable adsorption, given the smaller lattice constants (b-axis bond

length: Pb-I = 3.249 Å, Pb-Br = 3.031 Å[40, 60]) and correspondingly higher ener-

gies for interacting with water.[108] By contrast, MAPbI3 is passivated more readily,

with 19% rH (Figure 7.3d) revealing a brief passivation-related increase in radiative

recombination before returning to the initial level of emission. Compared to 41%

(Figure 7.3f) and 59% rH (Figure 7.3h), there is insufficient water to coat the entire

surface and decrease charge carrier recombination. Finally, our PL measurements

indicate that chemical reactions at the film surface gradually increase overall light

emission for both compositions (Figure 7.3g and h). In the case of MAPbI3, this

observation is explained by the moisture degrading the first few nanometers of the

film into PbI2.[182]

Next, we establish the reversibility and repeatability of the light emission dy-

namics across multiple humidity cycles, with both compositions displaying almost

complete luminescence recovery across three cycles (Figure 7.4). We first consider

the Br-containing perovskite (Figure 7.4a) which displays the characteristic lag in

the initial short-lived 15× PL rise, followed by a modest 3.4× increase at 0.7 h.

Upon further cycling, the initial enhancement at times 1.8 and 3.2 h barely register,
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while the slower process at 2.2 and 3.4 h becomes more pronounced. We suggest

that the initial PL intensity enhancement corresponds to physisorption, while the

latter is related to chemisorption. The PL intensity enhancement is limited dur-

ing the third humidity cycle likely due to a combination of (i) the smaller lattice

constant for MAPbBr3 lessening water’s penetration depth and (ii) prior surface

chemical reactions increasing the density of shallow trap states.[202] The changes

in PL for MAPbI3 (Figure 7.4e) occur more abruptly. The introduction of mois-

ture leads to a PL maximum around ≈35% rH, after which the characteristic decay

is observed. We attribute the decrease in radiative recombination to (i) the full

coverage of the MAPbI3 surface with water molecules creating new trap states (as

discussed above) and (ii) the eventual formation of a monohydrate phase with band

gap of 3.1 eV that cannot be excited with the 2.3 eV (532 nm) laser source used

in our experiments.[15] The volume of the film converted to MAPbI3·H2O, or even

MAPbI3·2H2O depends on the ambient water vapor pressure and duration of ex-

posure, with moisture adsorption quickly plateauing.[114] Given the transparency

of the hydrated MAPbI3 layer, the charge carrier generation shifts deeper into the

film according to the proportions of the different phases.[202] The changes in crystal

structure also promote new nonradiative recombination sites within the interaction

volume ( 1
α
≈165 nm))[204] of the laser. However, these changes are reversible, as

evidenced by the increased PL signal after the film dries out (Figure 7.4e). Addi-

tional PL time series acquired over three humidity cycles for both MAPbBr3 and

MAPbI3 are shown in Figure 7.5 and 7.6, respectively.

The correspondence between relative humidity and light emission (Figure 7.4b-
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Figure 7.4: Humidity cycling drives reversible PL behavior in MAPbBr3 and
MAPbI3. (a, e) Photoluminescence as a function of time and the extracted first,
second, and third rH-PL hysteresis loops for (b-d) MAPbBr3 and (f-h) MAPbI3,
respectively. In (a) and (e), the dark blue line refers to the measured rH value
while the shaded blue area represents the ±3% rH resolution. The adjacent arrows
(a-d, f-h) and color gradient both indicate the time evolution of the rH-PL curves.
Excitation wavelength: 532 nm.
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CH3NH3PbBr3

Figure 7.5: Three identically performed measurements (humidity and 532 nm laser
fluence) of PL as a function of time for identically deposited MAPbBr3 films. While
quantitatively different, the maximum light emission from each sample correspond
to relatively the same humidity levels ( 65% rH). Upon dehydration, only one (b)
out of three samples shows a distinguishable peak in PL. The data in (a) is the same
shown normalized in Figure 7.4a.
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CH3NH3PbI3

Figure 7.6: Comparing the effect of humidity on radiative recombination across
multiple cycles in MAPbI3 films. The PL time series (a-c) are arranged from least
to most intense PL. Despite the difference in intensity, the general trend remains
equivalent, with the introduction of high humidity leading to an exponential decay
in PL followed by a peak in intensity upon dehydration. The data in (c) is the
same data displayed normalized in Figure 7.4e. All films were subjected to the same
humidity treatment with 532 nm laser excitation.
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CH3NH3PbBr3
CH3NH3PbI3

Figure 7.7: The PL hysteresis value of each rH cycle for MAPbBr3 (gold) and
MAPbI3 (grey) from the data shown in Figure 7.4a and e. On average, MAPbI3
exhibits≈15×more hysteresis (PLinitial - PLfinal) than MAPbBr3. Further, MAPbI3
displays increasing hysteresis, the opposite trend of MAPbBr3.

d and f-h) can be extracted from the time-series data, revealing the extent of the

hysteresis loop area for each sample. Here, we define the hysteresis for each rH-PL

cycle as the difference between the initial and final measurements, enabling us to

quantify the reversibility of the reactions driving the PL dynamics. Both compo-

sitions show negligible hysteresis across all cycles unimpacted by the cumulative

duration of moisture exposure (Figure 7.7). Unsurprisingly, MAPbI3, with a more

open crystal structure, exhibits ≈15× larger average hysteresis values compared to

MAPbBr3. The area enclosed within the rH-PL loop indicates the extent and rate of

the reversible chemical reactions (see below), i.e. how strongly water has impacted

the material. For all three cycles measured on the pure-Br perovskite, PL hysteresis

only occur above 40% rH. The first and third cycles show near-zero hysteresis loop

area. For MAPbI3, 70% rH onsets a progression of hydration reactions:
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CH3NH3PbI3 +H2O ←→ CH3NH3PbI3 ·H2O (7.5)

3CH3NH3PbI3 + CH3NH3PbI3 ·H2O +H2O

←→ (CH3NH3)4PbI6 · 2H2O + 3PbI3

(7.6)

(CH3NH3)4PbI6 · 2H2O −→ PbI2 + 4CH3NH3I + 2H2O (7.7)

where water molecules drive the formation of monohydrate and then dihydrate

compounds.[15, 105] The dihydrate phase can then irreversibly convert into PbI2

and MAI, leaving the water molecules behind to continue the hydration process.

The larger lattice parameters for MAPbI3 render it more easily affected by water,

leading to significant PL hysteresis (Figure 7.4f-h). This result demonstrates that

the rate of hydration is much faster than that of dehydration. The moisture-driven

changes to the MAPbI3 film were investigated with both optical and scanning elec-

tron microscopy (SEM) (Figure 7.8a-r), revealing that water corrodes the surface

heterogeneously. The optical micrographs were acquired after each of six consecu-

tive, identical humidity cycles. As the duration of exposure increases, so does the

area percentage of the film covered in black spots. To verify, we acquire SEM with

energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) images, and the Si, Pb, and I signal

intensity (Figure 7.8p-r and Figure 7.9a-d, respectively) reveal an anticorrelation

between Si and Pb/I concentrations.
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Figure 7.8: Humidity cycling leads to heterogeneous degradation in MAPbI3. (a-g)
Optical micrographs and corresponding (h-n) greyscale image histograms acquired
before and after each of six identical relative humidity cycles. (o) Scanning electron
micrograph and energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy images of (p) Si, (q) Pb, and
(r) I.
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Figure 7.9: Additional (a) SEM and EDX measurements of (b) Si, (c) Pb, and
(d) I reveal that the degradation of the MAPbI3 film occurs across the entire film
surface, revealing humidity as the primary factor instead of light. Furthermore, the
heterogeneous nature of the film degradation indicates that some grains are more
prone to moisture-driven corrosion than others.
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7.3.2 Predicting Optical Properties through Machine Learning

We develop a series of recurrent neural network ML models to predict PL

dynamics in halide perovskites. We use Echo State Networks (ESN), a type of

recurrent neural network, to forecast the PL signal across multiple cycles, solely

based on the recorded humidity during that period. ESN are an ideal choice for time

series prediction because they contain dynamic memory, allowing them to replicate

the behavior of nonlinear systems.[163] Further, they are easily implemented and

have greater computational efficiency compared to other recurrent neural networks,

such as gated recurrent units or long short-term memory (LSTM). ESN have proven

capable of forecasting wind speeds for turbine generation,[205] the magnitude of solar

irradiance governing PV power output,[206] and the remaining lifetime of both fuel

cells[207] and batteries.[208] ESN have also been applied successfully in other fields,

including time series predictions of chaotic systems, such as nonlinear time delay

(Mackey-Glass)[163] and diffusive instability (Kuramoto-Sivashinsky).[209]

The ESN is trained using rH-PL data obtained over three rH cycles (Fig-

ures 7.4, 7.5, and 7.6). The training dataset is enlarged through a straightforward

augmentation routine (complete details in the Experimental Methods), wherein ad-

ditional time series are simulated by interpolating between the various ground truth

experimental data (Figure 7.11).[210, 211] The full time series consisting of both

experimental and simulated data is then generated by taking random combinations

of all the data. We assume that no material degradation occurs, consistent with the

occurrence of higher moisture-induced PL values beyond the first rH cycle (Figure
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7.4e). We note that the use of random combinations will not be valid for time series

prediction of long-term MHP degradation over months and years, where the tem-

poral order plays a central role (addressed further below). The overall randomly

generated time series is split 80%-20% into train and test datasets (see Figure 7.12

for network structure). Figure 7.10a and d shows the test set performance of the ESN

models for MAPbBr3 and MAPbI3, respectively. We quantify model performance

with the normalized root-mean-squared error (NRMSE) metric:

NRMSE = 100×
√∑n

i=1(yi,observed − yi,predicted)2/n
max(yobserved)−min(yobserved)

(7.8)

where yobserved is the PL data from the experiments, ypredicted is the predicted PL

from the trained network, and n is the number of samples in the dataset. Impor-

tantly, NRMSE is scale-invariant, allowing comparison between all models. The

NRMSE for the test set is only 10.5% and 7.4% for pure-Br and pure-I, respectively.

These low error levels are measured over 12.2 h, for MAPbBr3 and MAPbI3, re-

spectively, only relying on humidity input and without periodically retraining the

model. The ESN performance optimization relies on a grid search approach (Figure

7.10b and e), varying the noise and spectral radius of the network. The low vari-

ance across the heatmaps indicate that the network predictions are stable across a

wide hyperparameter space, as desired. The overall PL trends from both models

reveal a strong qualitative agreement. The MAPbBr3 displays worse performance,

understandable given its more sporadic behavior. The trajectory of the MAPbI3

model is rarely, if ever, inversely correlated with the experimental data. The pri-
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mary challenge for the model applied to MAPbI3 lies in quantitatively predicting the

maximum moisture-driven PL increases. We attribute this behavior to two causes:

(i) substantial sample-to-sample variation in the intensity of PL enhancement and

(ii) increases in PL emission, for these humidity conditions, are short-lived, leaving

fewer data points in their vicinity. Further investigation is needed to understand

the sample-to-sample variations, an issue with implications that extend beyond the

rH-PL measurements detailed in this study. The spikes in light emission might be

more accurately computed by (i) rebalancing the distribution of PL values with a

combination of synthetic undersampling and oversampling[212, 213] or (ii) using an

error metric with heavier penalties for under predicting (e.g. root-mean-squared

logarithmic error).

Next, we demonstrate that the low error rate of the network is independent

of the order of the PL cycles by testing performance across a wide range of trials

(Figure 7.10c and f). Here, we define a trial as one randomly generated sequence

of experimental and simulated rH-PL data. While each trial is produced from the

same set of experimental and simulated rH-PL data, the order is set by choosing

unique random seeds. Figure 7.10c and f display the average NRMSE for a given

number of trials and the corresponding standard deviation is indicated by the shaded

region. For both compositions, the average NRMSE is below 14% with the standard

deviation after 500 trials noticeably different at 3.2% and 2.3% for MAPbBr3 and

MAPbI3, respectively. Thus, for the I-containing films, 420 out of 500 trials (84%)

present NRMSE <12%. We attribute the more accurate average performance for

MAPbI3 to the consistency of the general trends in PL dynamics across samples
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Figure 7.10: Echo State Networks (ESN) enable accurate PL forecasting solely based on the ambient humidity. (a, d) Augmented
rH-PL experimental data (MAPbBr3 = gold markers, MAPbI3 = grey markers) and ESN predictions (red line) as a function
of time. An 80%-20% train-test split is used for both compositions. Heatmaps of NRMSE for (b) MAPbBr3 and (e) MAPbI3
outline the grid-search approach to varying hyperparameters (noise and spectral radius) to optimize ESN predictions on the test
set. The white dashed boxes indicate the hyperparameters used for the predictions in (a) and (d). (c, f) Average NRMSE as a
function of the number of trials with the standard deviation indicated by the shaded region. For both MAPbBr3 and MAPbI3,
the fluctuations in average NRMSE vanish beyond 100 trials. Each trial refers to a combination of experimental and simulated
PL data generated by a unique random seed.
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CH3NH3PbI3

CH3NH3PbBr3
(a)
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Figure 7.11: Example of data augmentation through interpolation. Two rH-PL
time series taken over three humidity cycles is shown for both (a) MAPbBr3 and (b)
MAPbI3, respectively. To generate the overall dataset, simulated data was taken for
all unordered pairs of experimental data (burgundy and navy markers) taken over
three humidity cycles.
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Figure 7.12: A schematic overview of the Echo State Network used to predict rH-PL
dynamics. During training, the rH input (left side) is fed into the sparse, randomly
connected network along with the PL output. The ESN begins to approximate
the rH-PL dynamics. After all of the training steps have been walked through,
the output weight (Wout) are optimized to minimize the mean squared error (MSE,
shown below). The rH values from the test set, approximately 20% of the overall
data, are then fed into the optimized network to generate PL predictions (see Figure
7.10).

(see Figure 7.6 for additional in situ PL measurements).

We further use recurrent neural networks to predict the convolution of "sea-

sonal" dynamics along with long-term PL trends of MAPbI3 degradation, as shown

in Figure 7.13. To approximate water-induced degradation, the experimental and

simulated PL arrays are stitched together in descending order of maximum PL val-

ues. As previously reported, over the long-term (multiple weeks), water degrades the

power conversion efficiency of MAPbI3 solar cells through the formation of hydrated

species that may decompose into PbI2.[15, 105, 110] Our microscopic investigations

into film morphology and chemical composition (Figure 7.8) provide direct evidence

of grain corrosion that worsened over six humidity cycles (≈8.2 h). The PL dynam-

ics remained pronounced after six cycles, yet, based on prior research,[8, 110, 187]
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we expect an overall diminishing trend to become dominant over 72 cycles (≈94 h).

To predict the experimental time series shown in Figure 7.13a, we implement a long

short-term memory (LSTM) network, another type of recurrent neural network. The

network is trained to predict the PL value three humidity cycles in the future (≈4.1

h) based on the PL and rH data from the previous three cycles. The ≈4.1-hour lag

between cycles accounts for the gap between the train and test set predictions. After

training for 20 cycles, the LSTM model achieved an NRMSE of 4.6% and 1.8% for

train and test partitions, respectively (Figure 7.13b). The model predictions dis-

played in Figure 7.13a indicate that the LSTM can quantitatively forecast the path

of future PL values. We choose the LSTM over ESN for the simulated degradation

task, despite the increased computational expense, in order to train all of the net-

work weights for the prediction. Rather than rely on the random initialization of

network weights, as with ESN, we tune the weights appropriate to the rH-PL data

over many epochs of training (Figure 7.13b). After training, the LSTM now retains

prior data points in memory for the appropriate amount of time for our scenario.

A zoom-in view of the test set predictions is shown in Figure 7.13c, revealing good

agreement with the (i) abrupt spikes occurring at ≈35% rH, (ii) quenching at 70%

rH, and (iii) the overall trend of decreasing intensity. To demonstrate the difference

in performance, we apply the same ESN model for MAPbI3 (Figure 7.10c) to the

degradation scenario (Figure 7.6d).

Our results with both ESN and LSTM models emphasize the potential of

implementing ML approaches to develop perovskite-specific predictive monitoring

tools. As one example, we use a 200-node ESN to predict the future power output of
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LSTM (NRMSE = 1.8%) ESN (NRMSE = 25.9%)
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Figure 7.13: Predicting degradation in MAPbI3 with machine learning. (a) The MAPbI3 augmented experimental data (grey)
simulating degradation compared against train (blue) and test (red) predictions from an LSTM network. (b) The NRMSE loss
function for the train (blue solid line) and test (red dashed line) partitions over the course of 20 epochs shows <5% error for
both. The LSTM network is trained to make rolling predictions off the future PL value in three humidity cycles (≈4.1 h) based
on the PL and humidity for the past three cycles. The performance of (c) LSTM and ESN (d) models on the test portion of
simulated degradation task. Unlike, the ESN, which continues to overpredict the magnitude of the moisture-driven PL rises,
the LSTM has learned the overall decreasing trend. The lower NRMSE (1.8%) obtained by the LSTM demonstrates its more
adaptable memory.
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both Cs0.05FA0.79MA0.16Pb(I0.83Br0.17)3 (Figure 7.14) and Si (Figure 7.15) solar cells

exposed to light and temperature conditions mimicking seasonal conditions in the

real world (using data from ref[214]). We train the model to use the temperature

(Figures 7.14b and 7.15b) and light (Figures 7.14c and 7.15c) data alone to effec-

tively predict the overall power output. After only ≈100 h of training the model

predictions, it reaches an NRMSE of 3.5% and 3.1% for MHP (Figure 7.14c) and

Si (Figure 7.15c) devices, respectively. The photogenerated current term contribut-

ing to the overall observed photovoltaic power output is directly proportional to

the illumination conditions, allowing more accurate predictions compared to the PL

dynamics. The approaches outlined by our work can be easily adaptable to addi-

tional arrangements of environmental stressors, enabling forecasts for unexplored

combinations of oxygen, water, light, temperature, and bias.[41] By building large

shared data repositories that include information on fabrication methodology and in

situ chemical information, ML techniques will enable the development of accurate

metrics that indicate degradation hours, days, or even weeks in advance. Clarifying

which fundamental properties exert the most influence over long-term stability will

lead to more targeted chemical engineering and faster material development.
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Triple-Cation Perovskite Solar Cell

Figure 7.14: Echo State Network predictions of power output for an MHP
(Cs0.05FA0.79MA0.16Pb(I0.83Br0.17)3) photovoltaic device (data from reference[214]).
The (a) temperature and (b) light intensity recordings were used as input to predict
the (c) power output (experimental data in black, prediction in red). The ESN
achieved an NRMSE of 3.1% for the ≈500 hr test set.
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Si Solar Cell

Figure 7.15: Echo State Network predictions of power output for a Si-based pho-
tovoltaic photovoltaic device (data from reference[214]). The (a) temperature and
(b) light intensity recordings were used as input to predict the (c) power output
(experimental data in black, prediction in red). The ESN achieved an NRMSE of
3.5% for the ≈450 hr test set.
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7.4 Conclusions

We resolved the moisture-induced luminescence dynamics in the archetypal

MAPbBr3 and MAPbI3 compositions and demonstrated the ability of machine-

learning models based on recurrent neural networks to forecast the time evolution

of light emission hours into the future. Through constant humidity experiments,

we established the vapor pressure thresholds for both transient PL escalation and

diminution for each composition. We identified reversible and repeatable lumines-

cence enhancement ≥6× for both halide species by in situ rH-PL cycling exper-

iments. Our measurements reveal the impact of the halide species in dictating

water ingress, with MAPbBr3 showing insignificant rH-PL hysteresis, ≈15× less

than MAPbI3. For the pure-I MHP, the extent of luminescence increase grows over

subsequent cycles despite ongoing degradation at the sample surface. Importantly,

our time-dependent PL allowed us to elucidate the existence of both physisorption

and chemisorption events for MAPbI3 perovskites. We then implemented recurrent

neural networks to compile a predictive model for the rH-driven dynamics, using

ESN to quantify the exact path of these PL dynamics yielding an error rate <11%

over 12 hours of prediction. Finally, we demonstrated an LSTM network capable of

predicting the long-term light emission trend of a MAPbI3 sample degrading over

72 humidity cycles, reaching percentage errors of 4.6% and 1.8%, for train and test

sets, respectively.

The environmentally-controlled PL measurements presented here provide a

robust framework applicable to any perovskite composition that can be extended
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to include other environmental stressors, such as temperature and bias, and mate-

rial properties, such as crystal structure, light absorption, charge carrier lifetime,

and electrical conductivity. For example, in situ X-ray diffraction (XRD),[15, 19]

spectroscopic ellipsometry,[204, 215] time-resolved PL,[115, 182] and microwave

photoconductivity,[216, 217] could be applied to thin films aged at elevated tem-

perature (>50 ◦C) under different atmospheres (O2 or N2) and varying moisture

concentrations. All of these measurements are contactless, allowing assessment of

the perovskite material without the need to consider the role of interfaces due to

the addition of metallic contacts. First, the XRD crystal structure, refractive in-

dex and extinction coefficient, charge carrier lifetime, and charge carrier mobility

are independently collected under the same environmental conditions. Then ML

models would be trained on the time-dependent input data consisting of the crystal

structure, absorption, and environmental conditions to forecast the future charge

carrier lifetime and mobility. The accuracy of recurrent neural networks, such as

ESN and LSTM, would be tested against different data features. Considering a

hypothetical O2-cycling experiment as an example, the recorded O2 concentration

value could be accompanied by the cumulative O2 exposure and the rate of change

in O2 concentration. Similar data transformations can be applied to other environ-

mental stressors and material properties, identifying the primary factors governing

the perovskite dynamic response. Further, by measuring a wide array of material

properties under identical operating conditions, the subtle relationships between the

absorption spectra, charge carrier lifetime, and crystal structure may be observed

and used to predict future properties. Thus, we foresee the implementation of ML-
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based diagnostic tools, where new thin-film perovskite compositions could be rapidly

and accurately screened for long-term stability based on contactless measurements.
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Chapter 8: Imaging Metal Halide Perovskite Material

Properties at the Nanoscale

Metal halide perovskites exhibit optimal properties for optoelectronic devices,

ranging from photovoltaics to light-emitting diodes, utilizing simple fabrication

routes that produce impressive electrical and optical tunability. As perovskite tech-

nologies continue to mature, an understanding of their fundamental properties at

length scales relevant to their morphology is critical. In this chapter, an overview is

presented of the key insights into perovskite material properties provided by mea-

surement methods based on the atomic force microscopy (AFM). Specifically, the

manner in which AFM-based techniques supply valuable information regarding elec-

trical and chemical heterogeneity, ferroelectricity and ferroelasticity, surface passi-

vation and chemical modification, ionic migration, and material/device stability is

discussed. Continued advances in perovskite materials will require multimodal ap-

proaches and machine learning, where the output of these scanning probe measure-

ments is combined with high spatial resolution structural and chemical information

to provide a complete nanoscale description of materials behavior and device per-

formance. This chapter is adapted from J.M. Howard et. al, Advanced Energy
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Materials, https://doi.org/10.1002/aenm.201903161 1903161 (2019). [218]
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8.1 Introduction

Metal halide perovskite (MHP) research into both light-collecting and light-

emitting applications has exploded over the past decade. While the record-setting

rate of increase in photovoltaic (PV) power conversion efficiency (PCE or η) may

have initially driven the rapid advances, the flexible optical properties,[7] simple

low-temperature processing,[219] and high defect tolerance, [220, 221] all combine

to make these ideal materials for wide-ranging optoelectronic utilizations. Today,

the world record for a single-junction perovskite solar cell PCE stands at 25.2%,[1]

comparable to Si- and GaAs-based systems that have experienced nearly half a

century of development. Similarly, light-emitting diodes have exceeded 21% in ex-

ternal quantum efficiency,[2] a critical threshold for commercial usage. However,

the primary challenge for the reliable delivery of power using perovskite PV is still

related to the lack of material stability upon exposure to intrinsic and extrinsic

factors,[19, 41] including their meso- to microscale physical behavior.[51, 62, 64]

Perovskite materials have the ABX3 structure, where the A-site is most of-

ten occupied by methylammonium (MA or CH3NH+
3 ) or formamidinium (FA or

CH(NH2)+2 ), the B-site by lead (Pb2+) or tin (Sn2+), and the X-site with a halide

species, typically iodine (I−) or bromine (Br−), though chlorine (Cl−) is also used.

Small concentrations of cesium (Cs+) and/or rubidium (Rb+) are often substituted

for the organic cations to improve the stability of the resulting devices.[94, 123, 129]

The choice of the inorganic B-site alters the tunability substantially, as proven in

FA-based perovskites.[222] Finally, the stoichiometry of the X-site allows for control
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of the optical bandgap from 1.6 eV (pure iodine) to 2.3 eV (pure bromine), in the

case of pure MA.[7]

In addition to their promise for optoelectronic devices, MHP materials dis-

play an interesting intersection of properties. While all MHP are semiconductors,

many also exhibit ferroic properties: ferroelasticity or ferroelectricity depending on

the composition and fabrication methodology. Further, in addition to their ade-

quate electronic conductivity, they present high ionic conductivity (especially when

illuminated[223]), as underscored by the myriad of studies on ion migration.[83] Ad-

ditionally, unlike their ceramic counterparts such as barium titanate or calcium ti-

tanate, the hybrid organic-inorganic perovskites show instabilities on the timescales

ranging from nanoseconds to days.[41] While some of these transient properties are

benign, many of the changes are chemically irreversible and detrimental to device

stability/performance. The scientific literature contains multiple reports of dynamic

optical or electronic behavior due to one or many of the following environmental

factors: oxygen,[16] water,[19] bias,[87] temperature,[25] and/or light.[40, 51, 63]

Several of the most promising MHP materials are polycrystalline thin films, and,

accordingly, require measurements that can provide insight into these material prop-

erties at the length scale of constituent grains and grain boundaries.[64, 224]

In this chapter, we provide an overview of the essential insight into nanoscale

perovskite properties established by techniques based on the atomic force microscope

(AFM), first introducing the essential methods along with their operating principles

then discussing the knowledge they provide about MHP material properties. We

begin with the information identified through electrical imaging, with a focus on
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Figure 8.1: The basic operating principle of an atomic force microscope
(AFM). A schematic of the typical experimental setup for AFM-based measure-
ments, where the deflection of the probe registers the sample topography while also
allowing for nanoscale measurements of electrical, chemical, and ferroic properties.

the inter- and intragrain variations in both current and voltage. A discussion of

chemical imaging follows this section, identifying how these characterizations have

evidenced ion migration and nanoscale chemical variations at both surfaces and in-

terfaces. We then describe the most recent data in support of both ferroelasticity

and ferroelectricity, and indicate how multimodal approaches are essential in evalu-

ating these fundamental properties. This discussion is followed by a section related

to AFM investigations into the operating mechanisms and effectiveness of chemical

modification and passivation. After, we analyze the use of AFM to understand both

ion migration and underlying stability in MHP absorbers. Finally, the opportunities

to use the big data and artificial intelligence (AI) paradigms in elucidating these ma-

terial properties and device performance are described before concluding with our

outlook for how AFM will continue to advance our community’s understanding of
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perovskite’s fundamental properties.

8.2 Electrical Properties

Given that MHP are most often implemented in optoelectronics, electrical

imaging methods are essential. Further, the highest performing solar cells incorpo-

rate polycrystalline absorbers with grains sizes from ≈100-1000 nm. Using AFM,

both the surface morphology and the correlated electrical response can be captured

simultaneously. Most often, imaging with an AFM (illustrated in Figure 8.1) is

performed with a nanometer-sized probe (radius of curvature in the range of 1-100

nm) brought in close proximity to the sample surface. The laser light reflected off

the cantilever is measured by a quadrant photodiode. Deflection in the cantilever

due to probe-sample interactions causes a corresponding change in the photodiode

signal, allowing for imaging of the sample morphology. In this section, we provide

a brief overview of the operating principles for both Kelvin probe force microscopy

(KPFM) and photoconductive-AFM (pc-AFM), before describing the key insights

these techniques have revealed.

Kelvin probe force microscopy allows for the imaging of a material’s contact

potential difference (illustrated schematically in Figure 8.2a) and can be imple-

mented in a variety of manners, ranging from contact mode[225] to noncontact

heterodyne variants.[65] For noncontact KPFM, the underlying principle consists

of an electrically oscillated probe and a voltage feedback loop finding the DC bias,

the contact potential difference (CPD or VCPD; see the top of Figure 8.2a), that
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nullifies this vibration at each point. If the device is illuminated (bottom half of

Figure 8.2a), an additional offset from the quasi-Fermi level splitting adds to the

CPD. Upon appropriate instrument calibration, the difference between the illumi-

nated and dark conditions, often termed the surface photovoltage (SPV), yields

the quasi-Fermi level splitting which is proportional to the material’s open-circuit

voltage (Voc). Thus, KPFM can provide quantitative information about the Voc

fluctuations across the scanned region, if properly calibrated.[62] This involves per-

forming both J-V and KPFM measurements as a function of incident photon flux

(φ), and requires quantification of the device external quantum efficiency (EQE0)

and the area of illumination (AKPFM). Then, the macroscopic VOC is written as

Voc =
nkT

q
ln

(
qφEQE0

Jdark

)
= SPV −

(
τAKPFMEQEθ,λ

AcellEQE0

)
(8.1)

where Jdark is the dark saturation current, τ is the transmission of the illuminating

optics, Acell is the active area of the full PV device, and EQEλ,θ is the EQE as a

function of wavelength and angle of excitation.[62] Here, we provide only a brief

description of the operating principles with a limited discussion of the benefits or

drawbacks of any specific method, referring the reader instead to previously pub-

lished articles[226] and books[227] on the subject. Instead, we focus on how KPFM

can interrogate perovskite materials in order to advance the understanding of their

fundamental properties.

The utility of KPFM techniques in measuring perovskite samples is displayed

in Figure 8.2b, wherein frequency-modulated KPFM images of the CH3NH3PbI3
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(a) (b) 

material (ETM) whereas the PEDOT layer is the hole transport
material (HTM), where the holes are preferentially collected
through the indium tin oxide (ITO) electrical contact. The
perovskite absorbing layer with nominal thickness of 300 nm is
sandwiched by the PEDOT and the PCBM (see Figure S1).
We implement two types of KPFM to spatially resolve

nanoscale changes of the voltage in the perovskite solar cell.
KPFM measures the contact potential difference voltage signal
(VCPD), which is proportional to the difference between the
work function of the conductive probe and the surface of the
sample being scanned. To map the local voltage response in
large areas of the device, frequency-modulated KPFM39−41 can
be used (Supporting Information). To increase the scan speed
of AFM techniques, common approaches include the use of
polymeric cantilevers42 or to reduce the size of the cantilevers
while imaging the sample in an aqueous solution.43 Although
these methods are extremely useful to probe the topography of
a variety of materials, they cannot be implemented to accurately
measure voltage. Thus, to investigate the perovskites’ electrical
properties in real-time upon illumination, we realize a variant of
heterodyne-KPFM, which enables fast scanning (16 s/scan)
while maintaining high spatial resolution.44 Briefly, the
frequency at which the voltage is detected is separated from
the frequencies of both the topography feedback loop and the
applied voltage44,45 (see Supporting Information for detailed
description of these measurements and Figure S3 for maps of
all relevant signals).
In order to better understand the voltage changes that occur

under illumination, we perform light intensity dependent in situ
measurements of the photogenerated voltage on a large, 16
μm2, area of the perovskites using KPFM. Figure 2b−e shows a
sequence of illuminated-KPFM images from 2 nW to 54 μW
(corresponding to low injection level). As the power of the
incident light increases, so does the magnitude of the average

VCPD (despite the local variations in voltage, as discussed later
in this manuscript). Figure 2f shows the expected linear
increase of the averaged change in VCPD under illumination, as a
function of light intensity.
KPFM has been recently demonstrated as a novel method to

map the local Voc of half and fully processed photovoltaic
devices with nanoscale spatial resolution, where Voc is the
voltage across a solar cell at open-circuit condition. In the
illuminated- and dark-KPFM measurements presented here, the
voltage on the conductive probe is referenced to the grounded
ITO bottom contact. As a result, when the device is illuminated
the splitting of the quasi-Fermi level (proportional to the Voc of
the solar cell) is directly measured by subtracting an
illuminated- from a dark-KPFM scan. Here, we illuminate a
well-defined area of the solar cell at normal incidence and thus
the local Voc can be expressed as
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at 1-sun illumination, where n is the ideality factor (obtained
from the slope of the curve shown in Figure 2f), k is
Boltzmann’s constant, T is the temperature, Acell = 1.0 cm2 and
Ail = 2.0 × 10−3 cm2 are the total cell and illuminated areas,
respectively, and Jdark and Jsc are the dark current and short-
circuit current densities. The coefficient β′ (= −0.22 ± 0.03 V)
is a calibration factor that depends on the illumination
conditions and on the area of the device being probed. Note
that when the whole cell is illuminated, β′ = 0, as Ail = Acell and

Figure 3. Dynamics of perovskite solar cells at the nanoscale. (a) Topography and (b) dark-KPFM measurements on a representative area of a
perovskite photovoltaic device. A sequence of fast-KPFM measurements were acquired on the region highlighted by the white dashed square in
(a,b): (c) dark-KPFM, (d) illuminated-KPFM, (e−h) dark-KPFM scans as a function of time. Note that after exposure to light (scan d), it takes the
material ∼9 min to return to equilibrium (scan h). (i) Histograms of voltage distribution as a function of time for 42 KPFM scans (dark and
illuminated) showing reversible dynamics upon a sequence of dark scans. Illumination conditions: 500 nm laser light at 54 μW. Relative humidity
<15%.
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dark and under illumination to determine the quasi-Fermi 
level splitting of the p-n junction. We spatially resolve the 
 V  oc  of different PV materials, including III–V direct band 
gap semiconductors, monocrystalline Si, and polycrystalline 
thin fi lms, demonstrating the universality of our platform for 
imaging devices’ performance. While single crystalline GaAs 
and Si solar cells show very uniform  V  oc  maps, CdTe and 
CIGS present dramatic variations in  V  oc , larger than 0.2 V, 
which have never been resolved by other microscopy methods. 
We fi nd that the local variations in the  V  oc  are due to the fact 
that different grain orientations can act as distinct centers for 
recombination within the material. Although KPFM meas-
urements under illumination (named surface photovoltage—
SPV) have been realized in a variety of solar cells tech-
nology, [ 48–59 ]  we demonstrate for the fi rst time the direct corre-
lation between SPV measurements (light minus dark KPFM) 
and the  V  oc  of photovoltaic devices, through the measurement 
of the quasi-Fermi level splitting. Our nanoscale metrology 
is nondestructive and can be implemented in ambient con-
ditions, allowing for the diagnosis of how the different pro-
cessing steps can affect the recombination within the material 
and, therefore, the ultimate performance of an optoelectronic 
device. For nonuniform semiconductor materials, mapping 
local variations in  V  oc  is extremely useful to identify which 
types of interfaces can suppress nonradiative recombination 
processes. 

 We implement illuminated KPFM as a new tool to directly 
map the  V  oc  of photovoltaic materials with nanoscale resolu-
tion. In KPFM, the CPD is proportional to the work function 
difference between the tip and the surface of the material under 
investigation ( qV  CPD  =  W  tip  −  W  s ). For a solar cell, as shown in 
 Figure    1  a,b, the CPD signal depends on the illumination condi-
tions as 
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 where  q  is the electron charge, the superscripted d and il refer 
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quasi-Fermi level splitting. The  V  oc  of the device is 
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    Note that our technique does not require the preceding 
knowledge of the work function of the sample or the tip, 
because ∆ µ  is determined by measuring the difference between 
these two quantities under distinct illumination conditions. 
Thus, the nanoscale maps of the  V  oc  of partially processed 
devices are determined from a pair of dark and illuminated 
KPFM images. 

 We implement amplitude-modulated (AM) KPFM 
using metal-coated Pt probes with mechanical resonance 
 ω /2 π  = 86.7 kHz in ambient conditions—see schematic setup in 
Figure  1 c. For each scan, the probe passes over the surface twice. 
On the fi rst pass, a feedback loop controls the sample height in 
order to maintain constant cantilever oscillation amplitude, and 
topography is acquired in noncontact mode. On the second pass, 
the cantilever is held at a constant height (∆ H ) relative to the 
path it traced on the fi rst pass—see Figure  1 c. The tip oscillates 
slightly below resonance during the topographic scan, to main-
tain stable tapping mode. [ 60 ]  The amplitude of the tip oscillation 
is ≈60 nm (though this value varies slightly from scan to scan, 
depending on the optical lever sensitivity of the probe). 

 The  V  oc  of a photovoltaic device is given by 
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 where  n  is the ideality factor,  k  is Boltzmann’s constant,  T  is the 
temperature, and  I  il  and  I  dark  are the light generated and the 
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 Figure 1.    Band profi le of n-p junction a) in equilibrium (dark) and b) under illumination.  E  vac ,  E  c ,  E  v , and  ε  F  refer to the energy of the vacuum level, the 
conduction band, the valence band, and the Fermi level, respectively.  W  n  d(il)  and  W  p  d(il)  are the work function for the dark (illuminated) n- and p-type 
layers.  E  Fn  and  E  Fp  refer to the Fermi level splitting ∆ µ  upon illumination. c) Cross-sectional illustration of illuminated KPFM setup, used to map  V  oc  of 
photovoltaic materials with nanoscale resolution. The metrology is implemented in ambient environment and only requires the bottom contact of the 
device. For each scan, the probe passes over the surface twice: in the fi rst one topography is acquired, and in the second one the potential difference is 
recorded at a height ∆ H  from the fi rst pass. The illumination source is a 660 nm continuum laser (represented by the red arrow). The SPV, difference 
between the illuminated and dark KPFM signals, is proportional to the  V  oc  of the solar cell.
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dark and under illumination to determine the quasi-Fermi 
level splitting of the p-n junction. We spatially resolve the 
 V  oc  of different PV materials, including III–V direct band 
gap semiconductors, monocrystalline Si, and polycrystalline 
thin fi lms, demonstrating the universality of our platform for 
imaging devices’ performance. While single crystalline GaAs 
and Si solar cells show very uniform  V  oc  maps, CdTe and 
CIGS present dramatic variations in  V  oc , larger than 0.2 V, 
which have never been resolved by other microscopy methods. 
We fi nd that the local variations in the  V  oc  are due to the fact 
that different grain orientations can act as distinct centers for 
recombination within the material. Although KPFM meas-
urements under illumination (named surface photovoltage—
SPV) have been realized in a variety of solar cells tech-
nology, [ 48–59 ]  we demonstrate for the fi rst time the direct corre-
lation between SPV measurements (light minus dark KPFM) 
and the  V  oc  of photovoltaic devices, through the measurement 
of the quasi-Fermi level splitting. Our nanoscale metrology 
is nondestructive and can be implemented in ambient con-
ditions, allowing for the diagnosis of how the different pro-
cessing steps can affect the recombination within the material 
and, therefore, the ultimate performance of an optoelectronic 
device. For nonuniform semiconductor materials, mapping 
local variations in  V  oc  is extremely useful to identify which 
types of interfaces can suppress nonradiative recombination 
processes. 

 We implement illuminated KPFM as a new tool to directly 
map the  V  oc  of photovoltaic materials with nanoscale resolu-
tion. In KPFM, the CPD is proportional to the work function 
difference between the tip and the surface of the material under 
investigation ( qV  CPD  =  W  tip  −  W  s ). For a solar cell, as shown in 
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 Figure 1.    Band profi le of n-p junction a) in equilibrium (dark) and b) under illumination.  E  vac ,  E  c ,  E  v , and  ε  F  refer to the energy of the vacuum level, the 
conduction band, the valence band, and the Fermi level, respectively.  W  n  d(il)  and  W  p  d(il)  are the work function for the dark (illuminated) n- and p-type 
layers.  E  Fn  and  E  Fp  refer to the Fermi level splitting ∆ µ  upon illumination. c) Cross-sectional illustration of illuminated KPFM setup, used to map  V  oc  of 
photovoltaic materials with nanoscale resolution. The metrology is implemented in ambient environment and only requires the bottom contact of the 
device. For each scan, the probe passes over the surface twice: in the fi rst one topography is acquired, and in the second one the potential difference is 
recorded at a height ∆ H  from the fi rst pass. The illumination source is a 660 nm continuum laser (represented by the red arrow). The SPV, difference 
between the illuminated and dark KPFM signals, is proportional to the  V  oc  of the solar cell.
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Figure 8.2: Imaging contact potential difference (CPD) and surface photo-
voltage (SPV) with Kelvin probe force microscopy. (a) The working principle
behind dark and illuminated KPFM. Under dark conditions, the KPFM feedback
loop finds the voltage corresponding to the material CPD at each pixel. When a
semiconductor is illuminated, the quasi Fermi level splitting changes the CPD value,
and the difference in values between dark and light conditions yields the SPV.[51]
Reproduced with permission.[51] Copyright 2015, Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co.
KGaA, Weinheim. (b) A larger area i) topography and ii) KPFM scan of a MAPbI3
perovskite. The white box shows the area where fast, heterodyne KPFM is used to
image the iii-viii) CPD in real-time across an illumination cycle. Histograms of the
KPFM maps acquired every 16 s reveal the slow voltage relaxation.[51] Reproduced
with permission.[51] Copyright 2017, American Chemical Society.
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(MAPI) film capture the voltage variations across different grain boundaries and

within the grains themselves.[51] The same perovskite sample displays >300 mV

voltage variations across its surface. Similar sets of KPFM measurements on planar

and inverted geometry perovskite films have established downward band bending at

the grain boundaries as well as an increased affinity for electrons,[228] though the

SPV behavior depends on the type of heterojunction.[229] Our group has realized

heterodyne KPFM (H-KPFM) with a frame rate of 16 s to a scan region within a

single grain, which enabled real-time and nanoscale measurements of the transient

electrical response of a variety of perovskites.[62, 63] As marked with a white box in

Figure 8.2bi, the CPD images are captured across an illumination cycle. Here, the

fast acquisition of the heterodyne mode is enabled by detecting the CPD at a differ-

ent frequency than the topographic feedback loop and the applied AC bias.[65] The

H-KPFM images are binned into histograms to more clearly quantify the persistence

of the postillumination residual voltage. Unlike standard inorganic semiconductors,

such as GaAs or Si, where charge carrier generation ends in nanoseconds or less,

MHP often display slow voltage relaxation processes.[40, 72, 73, 75] While the un-

derlying mechanism for the slow voltage decay will be explored in the later section

on ion migration, the results shown in Figure 8.2b indicate the need for imaging

techniques to elucidate the source of electrical heterogeneity.

As described in Figure 8.3a, pc-AFM consists of a circuit with one point of

electrical contact made with the appropriate macroscopic contact and the second

point of electrical contact made with a conducting AFM probe, rastering across

the surface. In this manner, both the contact-mode topography and current are
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simultaneously recorded. In the case of a typical inverted perovskite, the macro-

scopic contact usually is the fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO), and the AFM probe

contacts the perovskite film directly. The current is limited by both the probe geom-

etry and the illumination conditions, and is not expected to reach levels similar to

macroscopic J-V measurements. Measurements can also be made after subsequent

passivation treatments to evaluate their efficacy, as discussed further in Section

8.6. While pc-AFM is more destructive to the probe, in comparison to KPFM, it

is arguably simpler, as current collection is determined by a single feedback loop

maintaining the tip at a user-selected deflection. The current signal of the sample

can be increased by either increasing the voltage applied to the sample or by increas-

ing the illumination power density to generate more charge carriers. For the MHP,

the application of voltage or light to amplify the signal must be done carefully, as

the material properties may change during the measurement. Accordingly, many

studies report topography images acquired without bias under dark conditions to

establish that the sample was minimally altered throughout the course of the pc-

AFM measurements.[51, 230] The ambient environment of the perovskite sample is

also a critical parameter, with many of the reported measurements performed in

a glove box or employing a flow cell to prevent undesired chemical reaction from

taking place.

Exemplary images of a MAPI perovskite thin film are shown in Figure 8.3b.

The topography is void of artifacts with grains ranging ≈100-500 nm in size, and the

short-circuit condition dark and illuminated (70 mW cm−2) images show an order of

magnitude difference in the current signal (≈4 and≈40 pA, respectively). These cur-
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gradient either within individual grains, or for grain-aggregates,
has two implications. Photocarriers are sufficiently mobile, or
electron−hole recombination is minimized, to laterally traverse
at least up to ∼400 nm (the largest such features detected)
without significant scattering or degradation in the carrier
concentration, even across some grain boundaries.
There are several likely explanations for the observed spatial

variability in ISC. Given the nontextured (random) nature of the
MAPbI3 grains for the thin films studied here,

7 individual grains
with distinct crystallographic orientations having different ISC is
understandable considering anisotropy in absorption, transport,
and/or band alignment and is an important aspect of ongoing
research. Variations in surface orientation and/or termination,
local compositional changes or point defect densities,31 or the

presence of surface contaminants may also influence the
detected signal especially at the tip−sample junction. But these
effects would be expected within single grains, not patches of
grains. Any composition or point defect gradients, changes in
the surface termination (e.g., related to surface reconstructions,
ionic diffusion,32 or even ferroelectric or ferroelastic domain
orientations33−38) should similarly be grain-orientation depend-
ent, which will be random or even subgranular for such
untextured films and therefore cannot explain the uniform
supergranular responses. Contamination would likely be
expected uniformly, or possibly in occasional linear streaks if
caused by or spread by the rastering AFM probe, but neither
are apparent.

Figure 2. Two-dimensional images of 3 μm × 3 μm region of a MAPbI3 thin film (same magnification): (a) topography, (b) dark ISC, and (c) ISC
under 0.07 W.cm−2 illumination. (d) Three-dimensional representation of the topography, overlaid by the illuminated ISC color contrast collected
over the same area, revealing the microstructure-specific response. Same current scale for (c,d).

Figure 3. MAPbI3 thin film (a) current measurements as a function of applied bias from +1 to 0 V in light and dark conditions for grains marked A,
B and C in (b) AFM topographic image and (c) ISC map of the same area.
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circuit voltage (VOC), and maximum power point (PMAX), at the
nanoscale, revealing profound inter- and intragranular varia-
tions in the local photoresponse of the thin films.
For the fabrication of the film sample, fluorinated tin oxide

(FTO)-coated glass was patterned using HCl-(25%)-etching
with Zn powder, and cleaned by soaking in a basic bath (5 wt %
NaOH in ethanol) overnight. After washing with deionized
water and ethanol, a compact TiO2 electron-transport layer
(ETL) was deposited on top of the patterned FTO/glass by
spray pyrolysis at 450 °C. The perovskite thin film deposition
method is based on procedures reported previously.7,23 A 42 wt
% precursor solution of MAI (Dyesol, Queanbeyan, Australia)
and PbI2 (Acros Organics, Pittsburgh, PA) (MAI/PbI2 = 1:1
molar ratio) was prepared by dissolving the mixture in a mixed
solvent of 1-N-methyl-2-pyrrolidinone/γ-butyrolactone (7:3 by
weight). The precursor solution was then spin-coated on the
compact TiO2-coated FTO/glass at 4500 rpm for 10 s. The
substrates were immediately transferred into a stirring diethyl
ether (Fisher Chemical, Pittsburgh, PA) bath for 2 min. The
film was then taken out and dried rapidly by using a nitrogen
jet. The as-dried film was then thermally annealed at 150 °C for
5 min and it was characterized soon after.
Figure 1 is a schematic diagram showing a planar PSC

mounted in a pcAFMs configuration for measuring local PV

performance parameters during illumination from the bottom
through the transparent-conducting cathode (FTO/glass). The
compact TiO2 serves as the ETL, and the conductive AFM
probe serves as the anode. A hole-transport layer (HTL), which
is typically present on top of the OTP thin film in a PSC, was
not included so as to preclude obscuring any details of the
localized properties of the OTP thin film. This allowed us to
focus on the photoresponse of the MAPbI3 thin film itself. This
configuration could be considered as a HTL-free PSC with the
conductive AFM probe serving as the top electrode. The
displayed surface topography is a three-dimensional (3D)

representation of a 3 μm × 3 μm region of the MAPbI3 films,
acquired by contact mode AFM.
All pcAFMs measurements were performed using an MFP-

3D AFM (Asylum Research, Santa Barbara, CA) operated in
air. Current detection was achieved with an Asylum Research
ORCA cantilever holder, providing a readout of electrical
current from 20 nA down to a noise floor of ∼1 pA.
Conducting PtIr-coated silicon probes (Bruker, Billerica, MA)
with a work function of ∼5 eV, a nominal resonant frequency of
13 kHz, and a nominal spring constant of 0.2 N.m−1 were
employed for all AFM measurements. This system is mounted
on an optical microscope (Nikon TE-2000, Melville, NY) with
a 40× objective lens (Plan Achromat, 0.65 numeric aperture),
enabling simultaneous pcAFMs imaging from the top during
illumination from below through the FTO/glass cathode. The
light source is a focused, unfiltered MK-R 12 V LED (CREE,
Durham, NC) with an approximate illumination intensity of
0.07 W.cm−2 (equivalent to 0.7 suns but not AM1.5G
spectrum) as measured with a silicon reference cell calibrated
separately with a 300 W Sol2A solar simulator (Oriel
Instruments, Irvine, CA). Ambient light is minimized by
experimenting in a dark room. However, a ∼5 mW infrared
(IR) superluminescent diode (860 nm) is used by the AFM to
detect probe deflection throughout the experiments. This is not
expected to influence the photoconductivity measurements,
because the overhanging cantilever and probe partially shadow
the interrogated region of the specimen from this continuous
background of low intensity IR photons. Furthermore, the
MAPbI3 absorption edge is well below 860 nm.24,25

Figure 2a is a 3 μm × 3 μm AFM image (contact mode)
showing the representative smooth surface topography for the
relatively smooth MAPbI3 thin film. Bright and dark contrast
indicates protrusions and depressions in the range ±15 nm,
respectively, revealing an overall root-mean-square (RMS)
roughness of ∼5 nm and grain sizes up to ∼500 nm, with
“wrinkled” surfaces suggesting faceting and/or intersection of
planar defects (twin boundaries, stacking faults) with the
surface. Figures 2b and 2c show ISC contrast images of the same
area (same current scale) in dark and under light respectively,
showing significant differences. While the distribution of dark
ISC is homogeneous and essentially negligible (all < 6pA, with a
mean of 0.06 pA), the illuminated ISC distribution is both
stronger (41.8 pA mean ranging up to 100 pA) and remarkably
location-dependent and heterogeneous.
To better visualize the highly granular ISC response under

light, the current image of Figure 2c is overlaid on a 3D map of
the topography (Figure 2d) using the same color contrast as in
Figure 2c. These images (Figure 2c,d) demonstrate clearly the
heterogeneity of the ISC distribution across the area for the
HTL-free MAPbI3 film. Histograms of this photocurrent reveal
that the strongest 40% of the ISC values occur in less than 20%
of the sampled area (Supporting Information Figure S1). While
this might suggest low quality films and by extension poor
performance solar cells, identical specimens fully assembled
(with an HTL) into regular sized reference cells yielded
efficiencies of 14.7% with JSC = 20.4 mA/cm2, VOC = 1.07 V,
and fill factor (FF) = 0.67.7

Qualitatively similar enhancements in terms of variations for
grains and especially grain boundaries have been reported
elsewhere.26−30 What is especially unique to these results is that
Figure 2c,d reveals interconnected aggregates of several
adjacent grains, not just individual grains, exhibiting similar
low (blue) or high (orange/yellow) ISC. The lack of an ISC

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the pcAFMs configuration where the
PSC is illuminated from below through a transparent-conducting
cathode (FTO/glass) while measuring local current with a position-
able conductive AFM probe anode from above. This diagram includes
a 3D rendered, 3 μm × 3 μm, topographic AFM image of a MAPbI3
thin film, along with a schematic cross section of the PSC containing a
compact TiO2 ETL but no HTL.
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Figure 8.3: Imaging dark and light generated current at the nanoscale
with photoconductive atomic force microscope (pc-AFM). (a) An overview
of pc-AFM as applied to perovskites, where the AFM feedback loop maintains the
conductive probe in contact with the perovskite layer at a constant force closing the
circuit.[103] Reproduced with permission.[103] Copyright 2016, American Chemical
Society. (b) Examples of a MAPbI3 film (i) topography along with images of (ii)
dark and (iii, iv) light-generated current acquired at short-circuit conditions.[103]
Reproduced with permission.[103] Copyright 2016, American Chemical Society.
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rent maps reveal the influence of grains and grain boundaries on current extraction

and can be used to generate relevant statistics about the spatial distribution of the

electrical response of perovskites. The influence of the grain boundaries under dark

conditions is unclear, showing a uniform response with a mean of 0.06 pA. However,

under illuminated conditions, a number of the boundaries display increased con-

ductivity with respect to the grains they enclose. Many of the boundaries are not

detectable at all, revealing groups of grains uniformly generating current. Therefore,

to obtain a full picture of the physical processes governing the spatial inhomogeneity

captured by pc-AFM, correlated chemical[231] and/or structural[232] images should

be performed. Independent pc-AFM measurements of a MAPbI3−xClx perovskite

reveal possible facet-dependent current variations.[102] These results highlight an

opportunity for optimizing the fabrication of the MHP layers such that grains dis-

play a more spatially homogenous current response closer to the highest recorded

levels within the pc-AFM scan. Current imaging can be extended by simultaneously

biasing the sample, generating images as discrete voltages to infer the diode char-

acteristic. Similar measurements can be made by performing I-V spectroscopy at

each pixel of the image.[102] With either method, images for both effective maximum

power output and effective Voc can be extracted. However, the Voc is often noisy in

comparison to the Isc image, as it is typically computed by finding the bias condition

yielding a zero-mean current image. As we describe in the paragraphs above, KPFM

is a complementary tool for capturing nanoscale voltage heterogeneity. Through-

out this chapter, both pc-AFM and KPFM will prove critical for studying ferroic

properties, surface passivation, ion motion, and material stability.
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8.3 Chemical Properties

A complete understanding of perovskite solar cells includes knowledge about

material properties such as the chemical composition of the perovskite layer. Peak

force infrared microscopy (PFIR) is one possible scanning probe technique for resolv-

ing chemical information at the nanoscale.[233] This is a noninvasive method that

embodies both chemical and mechanical imaging of the perovskite layer. PFIR ac-

quires infrared spectroscopic information at each pixel with a spatial resolution of 10

nm, overcoming the shortcomings of Fourier transform infrared (FTIR). Briefly, this

nanoscale technique functions with infrared laser pulses in a synchronized fashion,

with changes in the cantilever deflection registered during the peak force tapping

cycles with and without illumination. Infrared absorption data is generated by vol-

ume changes in the sample due to thermal expansion, and the difference between

these two data sets gives the PFIR trace. This technique allows for phase separation

and inhomogeneity investigation in CH3NH3PbBr3, as shown in Figure 8.4.[233] All

chemical functional groups have a unique infrared light adsorption response, per-

mitting chemical imaging. The topography image (Figure 8.4) reveals a nanocrystal

protruding off the sample surface. The PFIR (Figure 8.4b) image indicates that

different infrared frequencies are absorbed by the nanocrystal and a homogenous

absorbance by the supporting crystal surface below. Figure 8.4c,d further confirms

the inhomogeneity (marked with a circle) in the nanocrystal by showing variations in

the modulus and adhesion, respectively. The specific chemical composition (Figure

8.4e) of the nanocrystal was evaluated by comparing the PFIR spectra at the three
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response in the PFIR signal is small due to the lack of an absorptive
infrared resonance in gold.

The obvious PFIR responses from 1390 to 1420 cm−1 above the
regular phonon resonance suggest excitation of SPhPs. PFIR spectra
taken at 100-nm increments along the BNNT are shown in Fig. 5G
from locations marked along the black dashed line in Fig. 5A. The
spectral profiles at different locations all exhibit resonances in the
SPhP-active (>1380 cm−1) spectral region. The spectra from different
locations exhibit variations of the PFIR spectra. For data taken close to
the terminal of the BNNT (distance, <650 nm), the high-frequency
(>1420 cm−1) SPhP mode appears in the PFIR spectra. At locations
far from the terminal, the high-frequency SPhP mode gradually disap-
pears. This observation can be explained by the fact that high-frequency
SPhP decays faster and, therefore, is less detectable when the probe is far
from the terminal (49). Whereas in s-SNOM the spatial contrast of
SPhP is attributed to the reflection of SPhPs from the terminal of the
BNNT, the generation and detection of SPhPs in PFIR microscopy are
due to the enhanced local infrared absorption of the nanotube in the
presence of the metal-coated probe.

One possible mechanism of the generation and detection of SPhPs
in PFIRmicroscopy on the BNNT is the field-enhancement effect of the
metal-coated probe. In the peak force tapping cycle, the sharp metal-
coated probe is in controlled, small-depth contact with the surface by
a small area, less than the radius of the probe. In the SPhP-active fre-
quency regime, a donut-shaped field enhancement is formed
surrounding the metallic probe, because the real part of the dielectric
function of the boron nitride is negative. The field is concentrated with
high spatial frequencies that are capable of exciting the SPhPs in the
BNNT. The excited SPhPs quickly dissipate and convert into heat in

the BNNT that causes thermal expansion, which leads to detectable
mechanical responses of the cantilever. The scheme is shown in Fig.
5H. The signal generation scheme shares similar elements with the
launch of SPhPs in the BNNT in the case of s-SNOM (shown in Fig.
5I), where the field enhancement and light concentration at the tip apex
launch the SPhPs. This is the reasonwhy the PFIR and s-SNOM images
at the same frequency show similarities on the overall distribution of
SPhPs. The difference is that PFIRmonitors the energy loss of the SPhPs
that leads to the local thermal dissipation, whereas s-SNOM monitors
the effective polarizability of the s-SNOM probe that is modified by the
presence of SPhPs of the material.

DISCUSSION
PFIR microscopy has several advantages over current infrared nano-
scopy techniques. In comparison to infrared s-SNOM, PFIR microsco-
py uses a simple apparatus that does not rely on optical interferometric
detection. The signal from PFIR is directly proportional to the infrared
absorption, unlike the case of s-SNOM. Both chemical imaging and na-
noscale point spectroscopy can be achieved with one simple laser
source. In the case of s-SNOM, single-wavelength imaging and nano-
FTIR measurement have to be carried out with separate narrowband
and broadband laser sources, inevitably adding to the total cost if both
capabilities are required.

As an infraredmicroscopy technique, PFIR is associated with a high
spatial resolution.Weuse thewidth between 90 and 10%of themaximal
height from a nano edge as the estimation of spatial resolution. Figures
3I, 4F, and 5J show signal profiles across sharp features on the PFIR
images, and a consistent spatial resolution of about 10 nm is observed
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Fig. 4. PFIR imaging and spectroscopy on the perovskite crystal. (A) The AFM topography of the surface of the CH3NH3PbBr3 perovskite crystal. A 500-nm × 300-nm
nanocrystal is observed on the large perovskite crystal surface. (B) The PFIR image obtained of the region with the infrared frequency of 1585 cm−1. (C and D) The co-
registered modulus and adhesion images of the region on the perovskite crystal. Clear inhomogeneity within the small nanocrystal can be identified from the infrared
absorption map, modulus, and adhesion map. (E) PFIR spectra from three individual locations [marked as 1, 2, and 3 in (A) on the perovskite nanocrystal]. The FTIR
spectrum of bulk perovskite crystals is shown as a reference (black dashed curve). (F) A section profile of the PFIR response from the perovskite crystal from the marked
red line in (B). It demonstrates a spatial resolution of 12 nm, estimated from the width between 90 and 10% of the height of the signal.
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Figure 8.4: Inhomogeneities at CH3NH3PbBr3 surfaces revealed by peak
force infrared (PFIR) microscopy. (a) Large CH3NH3PbBr3 nanocrystal (500
nm × 300 nm) on the surface shown in a topography map obtained using AFM. (b)
PFIR map: large variations in signal strength can be seen across the nanocrystal.
Infrared frequency: 1585 cm−1. (c) Modulus image showing loss of mechanical
modulus at the discontinuous nanocrystal with the (d) adhesion data further showing
inhomogeneity. (e) PFIR spectra collected at three locations (marked in (a)) in
agreement with the Fourier transform infrared resonance (FTIR) spectra. (f) 12 nm
spatial resolution of PFIR from the red line marked in (b).[233]37 Reproduced with
permission.[233] Copyright 2017, AAAS.

different locations marked in Figure 8.4a to the macroscopic FTIR data. These

spectra suggest degradation of the CH3NH3PbBr3 layer leading to small amounts of

PbBr2 and variations in the density of methylammonium.

Another similar approach that has proven useful in identifying chemical het-

erogeneity in MHP materials is photothermal induced resonance (PTIR or AFM-

IR).[234] A typical setup for PTIR works as follows: i) a pulsed laser tuned to a

relevant vibrational or electronic wavelength illuminates the perovskite sample de-

posited on a prism. The absorption by the MHP sample leads to local thermal

expansion that can be inferred from the cantilever deflection. The spatial resolution
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for PTIR (50-100 nm) is not nearly as precise as PFIR. PTIR has been used to map

the electromigration MA+ in MAPI cross sections[22] and evaluate the chemical

origin of ferroelastic properties in perovskites,[231, 235] with numerous open topics

yet to be explored.

8.4 Ferroelectricity

In addition to their long carrier lifetimes,[236] tunable bandgap,[237] and high

carrier mobility,[238] perovskites are proposed to display spontaneous polarization

originating from the alignment of the dipolar organic A-site cations.[239] A large

number of theoretical and experimental studies have been carried out to under-

stand the ferroelectric properties for various perovskite compositions and fabrication

routes. Here, we summarize the key results from the literature without taking a side

on the ongoing debate over which ferroic properties are actually displayed by MHP.

Nanoscale measurements are inherent to investigations into ferroelectric ma-

terials, and, accordingly, AFM plays a fundamental role. PFM is an effective tech-

nique for investigating ferroelectric materials because the non-centrosymmetric crys-

tal classes form a hierarchy, where each subset also shares the properties of the larger

group. The piezoelectric materials display a voltage in proportion to external stress.

The pyroelectrics, in addition to displaying all the piezoelectric characteristics, also

have a built-in dipole. Thus, the surface of the material maintains a charged state

dependent on temperature. Finally, the ferroelectrics, another subset inheriting the

traits of the pyroelectrics and piezoelectrics, also exhibit spontaneous polarization
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below their Curie temperature. The total free energy of ferroelectric crystals is

minimized through the formation of alternating domains. Piezoresponsive force mi-

croscopy (PFM), a contact mode method, is a standard AFM-based tool for directly

imaging the alternating pattern. PFM operates according to the converse piezoelec-

tric effect, wherein an applied voltage induces a strain in the material under test. In

the case of PFM, an AC voltage is applied to the conductive tip held at a constant

force, and the tip records the local material deformation. The material will expand

or contract depending on the polarity of the ferroelectric domain. PFM can be

implemented to measure out-of-plane (vertical PFM or V-PFM) and both in-plane

(lateral PFM or L-PFM) deformations.

Figure 8.5 displays a multimodal approach to detecting ferroelectricity in a

polycrystalline MAPI thin film. In this study, the film consisted of an ITO bottom

electrode, a PEDOT:PSS electron transport layer, and a spin-coated MAPI film of

300 nm, with all of the AFM measurements performed inside a nitrogen-filled glove

box. The representative topography (Figure 8.5a) shows grains ranging from 500

to 3000 nm in diameter. The ferroelectric domains are not observable in the to-

pography map. Figure 8.5b (L-PFM) and d (H-PFM) reveals that the ferroelectric

domains are strongly present in the L-PFM images, but only faintly for the H-PFM

mode. Based on the line profiles extracted from the L-PFM image, the authors con-

cluded that the ferroelectric domains were approximately 90 nm in width. Finally,

the KPFM image (Figure 8.5c) shows that the ferroelectric domains negligibly al-

ter the CPD response. The possibility of MAPI being just a piezoelectric material

was discounted, as piezoelectric materials do not form alternating domains within
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flat grains with typical diameters of 1–3 µm. The very same 
deposition process yields highly efficient perovskite solar cells 
with power conversion efficiencies of up to 16% (glass/ITO/
PEDOT:PSS/MAPbI3/[6,6]-phenyl C71-butyric acid methyl ester 
(PC[71]BM)/bathocuproine (BCP)/Ag, fabricated in nitrogen 
atmosphere).[10] The large, flat, and featureless grains were 
fabricated by sample annealing above Tc (T = 100 °C, 60 min) 
and subsequent cooling to room temperature. This sample 
geometry minimizes any crosstalk from topography to other 
scanning probe measurements. Importantly, the micrographs 
depicted in Figure 3 were recorded in a glovebox under nitrogen 
atmosphere, so that the samples have never been exposed to 
air, in order to prevent contamination and deterioration of the 
sample surface.

Due to the non-centrosymmetry of the tetragonal unit cell 
at room temperature, MAPbI3 thin-films exhibit piezore-
sponsivity which allows monitoring their properties using 
single-frequency PFM (sf-PFM). The PFM signal is obtained 
by applying an alternating electrical field between the bottom 
electrode of the sample and the AFM tip and by correlating 
this stimulus with the local mechanical response (inverse 
piezoelectric effect) of the MAPbI3 layer. By measuring lateral 
(torsion of the cantilever) or vertical (deflection) movements of 
the AFM tip near the respective resonance frequencies, lateral 
(in-plane, L-PFM) and vertical (out-of-plane, V-PFM) crystal 
responses can further be distinguished. We note that sf-PFM 
measurements near the resonance frequency are sometimes 

susceptible to misinterpretation. However, Vorpahl et al. 
have demonstrated that dual-resonance tracking PFM obtains 
similar results to sf-PFM data.[11] Figure 3b shows the L-PFM 
image of the same sample position. Not only do we see a clear 
piezoresponse of the sample, but also do we observe 90 nm 
wide parallel stripes where the topography is absolutely feature-
less. The corresponding L-PFM phase images typically show 
a distinct 180° phase contrast between stripes.[21] Therefore, 
these stripes represent crystal domains of alternating polariza-
tion. As depicted in Figure 3d, on the vast majority of grains, 
these domains are hardly visible in V-PFM which lets us con-
clude that the direction of polarization in these grains is ori-
ented in-plane.[21] The weak domain pattern in V-PFM may 
stem from a vertical deflection of the scanning cantilever by 
the lateral deformation of the crystal (buckling effects). We note 
that contact-resonance enhanced PFM measurements do not 
yield absolute magnitudes of polarization, but the strong con-
trast between domains on each grain unambiguously demon-
strates varying mechanical response to the electrical stimulus 
in each domain region. The previously reported appearance of 
such domains in transmission electron micrographs provides 
evidences that the domains are a bulk property rather than a 
surface effect.[14] The existence of piezoresponsive alternating 
domains in these MAPbI3 grains cannot be explained with a 
purely piezoelectric or pyroelectric crystal. The formation of 
alternating polar domains is a unique feature of ferroelectric 
materials. Purely ferroelastic (non-ferroelectric) twin domains 

Adv. Mater. 2019 , 31, 1806661

Figure 3. a) Topography, b) L-PFM, c) KPFM, and d) V-PFM maps of the same MAPbI3 thin-film sample. The large flat grains reveal domains of alternating, 
predominantly in-plane polarization. In the KPFM measurement, most grain surfaces exhibit similar work functions without significant influence from the 
domains that are visible in PFM images. Yet, one grain exhibits exactly the same domain pattern in KPFM and PFM imaging, revealing domain-driven sur-
face polarization. (Scanning rate: 0.5 Hz in all measurements, PFM scanning angle: 90°, KPFM scanning angle: 0°. fL-PFM = 60.4 kHz, fV-PFM = 191.6 kHz.)

Figure 8.5: Investigating perovskite ferroelectricity with piezoresponsive
force microscopy (PFM). (a) Topography, (b) lateral PFM (L-PFM), (c) KPFM,
and (d) vertical PFM (V-PFM) deconvolute the film’s ferroelectricity from the sur-
face potential and topography.[241] Reproduced with permission.[241] Copyright
2019, The Authors.

a single grain. Investigating the most promising perovskite compositions for PV

remains challenging, as large poling biases did alter the material through ion migra-

tion (discussed later; see Section 8.7) or even proved destructive due to the thermal

effects of high current density.[22] Electron microscopy results have been applied

to complement the analysis presented by showing that the striping pattern extends

throughout the material bulk.[240] While studies have shown that these ferroelectric

domains exist in absorbers incorporated into high-performing solar cells, the impact

of ferroelectricity on the electrical properties remains an open question.

Other research groups have been independently investigating ferroelectric
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properties and domain polarization to understand the influence on perovskite PV

behavior, using MAPI single crystals as a model experimental system.[242] In this

report, a new dual technique termed band excitation piezoresponsive force mi-

croscopy with concurrent contact Kelvin probe force microscopy (BE-PFM/cKPFM)

is implemented.[243] Band excitation AFM approaches overcome the standard lim-

itations of single-frequency measurements, by simultaneously driving the probe,

whether mechanically or electrically, across a range of frequencies centered around

the cantilever resonance. Given our focus on the nanoscale properties of MHP, we

do not provide a comprehensive review of BE AFM techniques, instead directing the

reader to the existing literature.[244] The cKPFM method consists of first applying

a "write" DC bias to the sample followed by a lesser read DC bias to detect any

change due to the prior step.[225] The BE-PFM detection occurs simultaneously,

measuring the oscillating strain induced by the cKPFM voltages. The on-field BE-

PFM response for the MAPI single crystal, extracted by fitting a simple harmonic

oscillator (SHO), is shown in Figure 8.6a, where the "write" voltage is cycled be-

tween -15 and 15 V with the colors corresponding to the different cKPFM "read"

biases. The on-field response reveals the material’s polarization state.

The BE-PFM/cKPFM approach is then correlated with both scanning mi-

crowave impedance microscopy (sMIM) and electric force microscopy (EFM) to

measure how the ferroelectric response changes the electronic properties and mate-

rial stability. The contact-mode sMIM technique determines the local changes in

capacitance (dC/dV) for the AC voltage applied to the tip and indicates charge car-

rier concentration and doping type. The sMIM dC/dV amplitude image in Figure
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topographical and EFM scans. The 0 V, 8 V, and topographical line 
scans are shown in Fig. 3F; the 0 V scan shows no response, verify-
ing that the measured EFM signal is a function of a varied electrical 
response and not due to topographical features or surface chemical 
potential differences. In contrast, the 8 V scan shows a specific elec-
trical response that is coincident with the domain structures. Al-
though a complete analysis and understanding of the EFM response 
are beyond the scope of this work, it demonstrates domain-specific 
electrical response, which, in turn, implies that a built-in field can 
be engineered into working devices. Similar ferroelectric-induced 
electric fields have been shown to facilitate charge separation in 
other materials, indicating that domain engineering could improve 
photovoltaic performance.

The difference in chemical potential at the surface of different 
domains plays a large role in the stability of the material over time. 
The EFM/AFM images taken after a period of intentional etching in 
air for a month showed that domains in the dominant orientation 
remained relatively unchanged, while preferential etching and deg-
radation occurred in domains with the opposite orientation. Etching 
occurs because of the humidity in the air reacting with the MAPbI3 
surface (14). This effect is shown in Fig. 3 (G and H), with the arrow 
indicating the domain boundary. While domain-specific etching 
and absorption are common in inorganic ferroelectric perovskites 
(15), these effects have not previously been reported in hybrid per-
ovskites. By poling a crystal or film along this preferential direction, 

the stability of the material could be increased. It is likely that poling 
could be optimized in future studies. Observing these phenomena 
in MAPbI3 highlights a route to increase the stability and reliability 
of the material over time via targeted domain design.

DISCUSSION
Using a broad range of characterization techniques across multiple 
length scales, we have confirmed the existence of ferroelectric be-
havior in single crystals of MAPbI3. To date, there are a number of 
conflicting reports on the presence of ferroelectricity in hybrid pe-
rovskites. One current prevailing view is that ferroelectricity does 
not or cannot occur in MAPbI3 because of an inhibition of domain 
formation by charge screening, or the free rotation of the MA+ 
groups, or an intrinsic lack of spontaneous polarization (16–18). 
Others suggest that ferroelectricity can occur but is limited to tem-
peratures below 50 K (19) or that an antiferroelectric configuration 
is preferable (20) or that the material is ferroeleastic but not ferro-
electric (21). Despite this, there are a number of DFT calculations, 
three-dimensional drift diffusion models, and Monte Carlo simula-
tions that predict that ferroelectricity should occur in MAPbI3 (22–24). 
In addition, there is a well-established precedence for ferroelectricity 
in perovskite-structured materials and a number of known inorganic 
and hybrid perovskite ferroelectrics (25). Experimental studies have 
come to conflicting consensus about the presence and persistence of 
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Fig. 3. Scanning microwave and electrical microscopy. (A) AFM topography image depicting distinct domain boundaries. (B) sMIM (dC/dV) amplitude showing in-
creased signal within the positive domain, indicating decreased carrier concentration. (C) The positive domain displays decreased sMIM (dC/dV) phase, indicating a more 
n-type region. (D) The AFM topography of domain lines, where the area delineated by dashed line corresponds to the EFM amplitude scan area in (E) at 8 V bias. (F) Line 
scans corresponding to the black solid line in (D), showing the response for topography (dashed, black line, right axis), EFM amplitude signal at 0 V bias (red, dotted line, 
left axis) and 8 V (blue, solid line, left axis). (G) AFM topography image and line scan (H) after aging a poled crystal for 3 weeks in ambient.
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topographical and EFM scans. The 0 V, 8 V, and topographical line 
scans are shown in Fig. 3F; the 0 V scan shows no response, verify-
ing that the measured EFM signal is a function of a varied electrical 
response and not due to topographical features or surface chemical 
potential differences. In contrast, the 8 V scan shows a specific elec-
trical response that is coincident with the domain structures. Al-
though a complete analysis and understanding of the EFM response 
are beyond the scope of this work, it demonstrates domain-specific 
electrical response, which, in turn, implies that a built-in field can 
be engineered into working devices. Similar ferroelectric-induced 
electric fields have been shown to facilitate charge separation in 
other materials, indicating that domain engineering could improve 
photovoltaic performance.

The difference in chemical potential at the surface of different 
domains plays a large role in the stability of the material over time. 
The EFM/AFM images taken after a period of intentional etching in 
air for a month showed that domains in the dominant orientation 
remained relatively unchanged, while preferential etching and deg-
radation occurred in domains with the opposite orientation. Etching 
occurs because of the humidity in the air reacting with the MAPbI3 
surface (14). This effect is shown in Fig. 3 (G and H), with the arrow 
indicating the domain boundary. While domain-specific etching 
and absorption are common in inorganic ferroelectric perovskites 
(15), these effects have not previously been reported in hybrid per-
ovskites. By poling a crystal or film along this preferential direction, 

the stability of the material could be increased. It is likely that poling 
could be optimized in future studies. Observing these phenomena 
in MAPbI3 highlights a route to increase the stability and reliability 
of the material over time via targeted domain design.

DISCUSSION
Using a broad range of characterization techniques across multiple 
length scales, we have confirmed the existence of ferroelectric be-
havior in single crystals of MAPbI3. To date, there are a number of 
conflicting reports on the presence of ferroelectricity in hybrid pe-
rovskites. One current prevailing view is that ferroelectricity does 
not or cannot occur in MAPbI3 because of an inhibition of domain 
formation by charge screening, or the free rotation of the MA+ 
groups, or an intrinsic lack of spontaneous polarization (16–18). 
Others suggest that ferroelectricity can occur but is limited to tem-
peratures below 50 K (19) or that an antiferroelectric configuration 
is preferable (20) or that the material is ferroeleastic but not ferro-
electric (21). Despite this, there are a number of DFT calculations, 
three-dimensional drift diffusion models, and Monte Carlo simula-
tions that predict that ferroelectricity should occur in MAPbI3 (22–24). 
In addition, there is a well-established precedence for ferroelectricity 
in perovskite-structured materials and a number of known inorganic 
and hybrid perovskite ferroelectrics (25). Experimental studies have 
come to conflicting consensus about the presence and persistence of 
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Fig. 3. Scanning microwave and electrical microscopy. (A) AFM topography image depicting distinct domain boundaries. (B) sMIM (dC/dV) amplitude showing in-
creased signal within the positive domain, indicating decreased carrier concentration. (C) The positive domain displays decreased sMIM (dC/dV) phase, indicating a more 
n-type region. (D) The AFM topography of domain lines, where the area delineated by dashed line corresponds to the EFM amplitude scan area in (E) at 8 V bias. (F) Line 
scans corresponding to the black solid line in (D), showing the response for topography (dashed, black line, right axis), EFM amplitude signal at 0 V bias (red, dotted line, 
left axis) and 8 V (blue, solid line, left axis). (G) AFM topography image and line scan (H) after aging a poled crystal for 3 weeks in ambient.
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with previous reports of the temperature of transition between the 
tetragonal and cubic phases between 60° and 65°C (9). Figure 2B 
shows the transition temperatures for the paraelectric (cubic) phase 
to the ferroelectric (tetragonal) phase compared with the tempera-
ture range of the Rayleigh response. The consistency of the transi-
tion to the Rayleigh response and the fact that the AC electric field 
dispersion (the Rayleigh response) and dielectric loss tangent de-
crease with increasing temperature exclude ion motion as the sole 
origin of the response. The Rayleigh coefficient, shown in fig. S4, 
was calculated from the slope of the AC electric field dependence of 
the permittivity. There are many contributions to the loss in these 
materials leading to a convoluted response, but if only space-charge 
mechanisms were present, then the permittivity and loss tangent 
should increase with temperature. The fact that the permittivity de-
creases as the temperature increases is consistent with ferroelectricity 
(4). This is also consistent with the loss of dispersion in the permit-
tivity data above approximately 57°C.

The persistence of the Rayleigh response beyond the global 
phase transition temperature, taken with the narrow hysteresis in the 
spontaneous polarization (PFM data above), implies that MAPbI3 
is a relaxor ferroelectric. The nanoscale regions of local polarity 
in relaxor ferroelectrics can be randomly oriented (the bulk polar-
ization being the spatial/temporal average of all domains), and some 

can persist above the global phase transition temperature (8). This 
effect gives rise to narrow hysteresis loops, a persistent Rayleigh 
response above the macroscopic phase transition temperature, fre-
quency dispersion in the dielectric temperature dependence, which 
collapses above the macroscopic transition temperature, and the 
ability to induce a macroscopic ferroelectric response with applied 
electric field (7). All of these characteristics are shown here.

In addition to demonstrating that single-crystal MAPbI3 exhib-
its ferroelectric behavior across many measurement modalities, the 
ability to pole the material into persistent macroscopic domains in-
dicates that domain engineering can be used to select for a desired 
predominant polarization orientation and, thus, control the struc-
ture and electronic response. After removing the applied bias, large 
visible domain structures remained. Periodic domain structures 
extended millimeters across the surface of the samples, with do-
main widths that varied with poling field and orientation, ranging 
from approximately 2 to 40 mm (shown in Fig. 2C). An image of the 
crystal surface prior to poling is shown in fig. S5. It should also be 
stressed that the use of the term “persistent” here is to stress that the 
ferroelectricity does not disappear over time. The domain walls can 
move due to the switching of a few unit cells near the walls under 
applied electric field so that one area of polarization will grow at the 
expense of another but the material is still ferroelectric.

A B

C D
Fig. 1. Band excitation piezoresponse force microscopy with contact Kelvin probe force microscopy. (A) Image of an as-grown single crystal of MAPbI3 with natural 
faceting. (B) The cKPFM response as a function of read voltage for a number of write voltages indicated by color. (C) The averaged BE-PFM off-field response and subse-
quent write steps as a function of applied DC write voltage. (D) The averaged BE-PFM on-field response and subsequent write steps as a function of applied DC write 
voltage. a.u., arbitrary units.  on August 6, 2019
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Figure 8.6: Ferroelectric domains impact the local electrical response. (a)
The BE-PFM response recorded while the cKPFM "write" bias is applied shows the
existence of two distinct bands corresponding to the polarization states. The "read"
voltage value is given by the color bar below the plot. The sMIM (b) amplitude
image reveals the lower charge carrier concentration of the positive ferroelectric do-
mains, while the (c) sMIM phase map reveals the same positive domain as n-type.
(d) The topography image reveals the characteristic domains and (e) electrostatic
force microscopy (EFM) of the dashed region in (a) performed at 8 V indicates that
the domain boundaries change the electrical response depending on bias state. (f)
The topography image after three weeks under ambient conditions shows the persis-
tence of the ferroelectric domains.[242] Reproduced with permission.[242] Copyright
2019, The Authors.
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8.6b reveals that the positively oriented domain is associated with a lower charge

carrier concentration, while the corresponding dC/dV phase image identifies the n-

type doping of the same stripe. While the topography image in Figure 8.6d exhibits

the striped domain, the ferroelectric domains only impact the electrical response of

the material if sufficiently biased. Figure 8.6e presents the EFM image as well as

characteristic topography (dashed black line) and EFM amplitude (red 0 V, blue 8

V) line scans. Clearly, the EFM response is not coupled to the topography, as the

patterning only emerges at 8 V and is anticorrelated with the topography. Finally,

the stability of the ferroelectric domains was evaluated by exposing the sample to

ambient air for three weeks and then by remeasuring the surface topography. The to-

pography image in Figure 8.6f shows that the domains persist, with air preferentially

etching the oppositely oriented domains. Together, these results strongly suggest

that MAPI is a relaxor ferroelectric material, exhibiting spontaneous polarization

possibly due to nanoscale chemical variations.

While many of the reports of ferroelectricity investigate MAPI thin films or

single crystals, the body of work exploring the ferroic properties in FA-based or

mixed-cation (Cs and Rb) is less mature. Given that mixed-cation perovskites

are often more stable and equally efficient, their fundamental properties must

be comprehended in order to build long-term stable devices. Similar measure-

ments should also be carried out on fully inorganic and Pb-free compositions, espe-

cially now that the former has exceeded 17% efficiency.[245] Recently, triple-cation

(CsFAMA) perovskite thin films were evaluated using direct piezoresponsive force

microscopy (d-PFM)[246] and the results reported indicate this composition is not
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ferroelectric.[247] In this variant of PFM, a current-to-voltage transimpedance am-

plifier records the charge induced by the force of the tip. Thus, d-PFM directly

measures the converse piezoelectric effect and the corresponding tensor coefficients.

To understand ferroelectricity in the CsFAMA perovskite, the d-PFM technique

was first applied to periodically poled lithium niobate (PPLN), a known piezoelec-

tric material, and then to the perovskite film. The d-PFM imaging is sensitive to

scan direction, with the recorded current at domain boundaries inverting between

the two scan directions. Unlike the PPLN sample, the triple cation perovskite does

not exhibit any notable differences for the two scan directions presented in Figure

8.7a,b.

The imaging of piezoresponsivity in the CsFAMA perovskite is complemented

by time-dependent current measurements, where the force applied by the AFM probe

proceeds through a user-defined ramp profile (see the black curve in Figure 8.7c).

For standard piezoelectric materials, an increasing force will induce a charge build-

up that quickly dissipates once the force stabilizes. Interestingly, the mixed-cation

perovskite shows an increase in current when the force is ramped up to 226 µN.

Unlike the PPLN, the recorded current does not decay while the force is held at 226

µN. When the force is reduced to 20 µN, the current values slowly decrease (150 ms

time constant), as shown in Figure 8.7d. Compared to the equivalent data on PPLN,

where the current dissipates as quickly as the amplifier can register, the CsFAMA

perovskite’s decay is incredibly slow, and not in line with the timescales associated

with the structural deformation in piezoelectrics. Instead, the slow current decay is

attributed to ion migration, which is influenced by the amount of force applied by
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region (left side). Such an imaging mechanism is unique compared
with any other techniques available. Moreover, the only physical
phenomenon that can produce such images is ferroelectricity
because if a physical phenomenon could induce a contrast
reversal, such physical phenomena have to be linearly depen-
dent on the applied force and independent of the number of
scans, which indicates such a possible artefact has to convert, in
an unlimited manner, mechanical energy into electrical energy.
The imaging mechanism of DPFM can be experimentally visua-
lised for any ferroelectric material. Fig. 1b shows the two images
of periodically poled lithium niobate (PPLN) when the tip scans
from left to right (left panel) and backwards (right panel). It
presents clear current peaks in the areas where the tip crosses
antiparallel ferroelectric domains. More importantly, the current
sign is changed for the two scanning directions: left to right,
named DPFM-Signal Input (DPFM-Si, left panel), and right to
left, named DPFM-Signal Output (DPFM-So, right panel).31 The
DPFM-Si and DPFM-So images are approximately mirror-reflections
of each other. We then performed a similar experiment on the
CsFAMA perovskite. The results are given in Fig. 1c. Significantly
different from the DPFM images of PPLN given in Fig. 1b, the
current in the CsFAMA perovskite does not show clear changes as
the scan direction reverses. Essentially, the DPFM-Si (left panel) and
DPFM-So (right panel) images in Fig. 1c look very similar to each
other. This means that the AFM probe reads a current flowing
through the CsFAMA perovskite, but there is no inversion of the
current upon scan direction changes, a response that does not

indicate a ferroelectric material.11 Discussion on the origin of
the current response in the CsFAMA perovskite will be given
in the following paragraphs. Fig. 1d displays representative
profiles extracted from the DPFM images measured for PPLN
(top panel) and the CsFAMA perovskite (bottom panel). It clearly
shows that the current in PPLN is inverted when the scanning
direction switches, while the current trace in the CsFAMA
perovskite remains the same in both scan directions.

In our second experiment, we studied the DPFM signals
under the influence of the applied force. This experiment relies
on the fact that a ferroelectric material is also piezoelectric.32 For
a piezoelectric material, the recorded current should increase
linearly with the applied load. Therefore, in the next series of
experiments, we investigate the response of our samples as a
function of the applied force. We first conducted the experiment
on reference materials, namely PPLN (d33 = 14 pC N!1), com-
mercially available lead zirconate titanate (PZT) 5A4 (d33 =
460 pC N!1) and PZT 503 (d33 = 500 pC N!1). d33 represents
the piezoelectric constant of the materials, which accounts for
electric dipole generation parallel to the poling direction when
the force is also applied parallel to the poling direction.33

Fig. 2 corresponds to the DPFM-Si scan frame obtained in
trace mode. The insets correspond to the topography frame
acquired simultaneously. While performing the trace scan, the
force exerted on the material was sequentially changed, as
marked by the black dashed lines in Fig. 2a and b. The scan
starts from the bottom to the top. In the case of PZT, a thermal

Fig. 1 Scan direction dependence of the DPFM signals. (a) Scheme of the DPFM measurement of a ferroelectric sample (top left panel), with an
antiparallel domain configuration, in which ‘‘Pdw’’ stands for ‘‘polarisation down’’ and ‘‘Pup’’ for ‘‘polarisation up’’. Upon application of a suitable
mechanical load, a negative charge is built up by the piezoelectric effect on the left side while a positive charge is built up at the right side (bottom left
panel). The signal recorded, that is the current, is the derivative of the charge and it reverses its sign when the tip crosses different domains, depending
upon the scan direction: the tip going from left to right (top right panel) and from right to left (bottom right panel). (b) DPFM images obtained for
periodically poled lithium niobate (PPLN) with an antiparallel domain configuration. Scale bar: 5 mm. For PPLN, the current sign is reversed as the scan
direction changes, exactly as expected for a ferroelectric domain structure. (c) DPFM images of the CsFAMA perovskite scanned under similar conditions
to those of PPLN. Scale bar: 5 mm. The CsFAMA perovskite does not show a sign reversal of the DPFM signal, but rather the images for the two scan
directions (left and right panels) are quite similar, which resemble typical current-sensing AFM mapping. (d) Random profiles extracted from PPLN (top
panel) and the CsFAMA perovskite (bottom panel).
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material is held at a fixed force. We monitored the current
changes in the DPFM experiment, where the applied load was
varied while the AFM tip is kept static at the surface of the
sample. For this kind of experiments, DPFM measurements
were conducted on an array of 4 ! 4 points, 16 curves in total,
in an area of 10 ! 10 mm. For each curve, the AFM tip was held
at one spot while the force applied to the tip was changed as
indicated by the black line in Fig. 3a and c. In this force profile,
the force starts at a constant value of 20 mN and then increases
to 226 mN in a 50 ms time interval. After holding the tip at
226 mN for 1 s to stabilise the system, the force is decreased to
its initial value of 20 mN in 50 ms and stays there for 1 s. During
the whole cycle, the current changes at the tip are monitored, as
illustrated by the blue line in Fig. 3a and the orange line in
Fig. 3c. These traces are the result of averaging 16 curves
obtained at the 4 ! 4 points in each case. The individual 16
curves are provided in Fig. S4 (ESI†). For piezoelectric materials,
i.e. PPLN in this study, the current signal holds at zero for the
period when the force is kept constant and has one negative
peak and one positive peak as the force is increased from 20 to
226 mN and decreased from 226 to 20 mN, respectively (Fig. 3c).
Notably, the current changes from its peak value to zero in

milliseconds (ms) (Fig. 3d). In this case, the response is limited
by the time constant of our amplifier of 6 ms. However, DPFM
measurements on the CsFAMA perovskite (Fig. 3a) yield a
completely different picture compared to PPLN (Fig. 3c): the
current increases from a negative value and reaches a plateau
when the force is increased from 20 to 226 mN, which is followed
by a gradual decrease in current when the force is kept constant
at 226 mN, and then the current drops to its lowest value and
slowly increases to a constant value below zero, as the force is
dropped to and held at 20 mN. For clarity, the current drop
process is zoomed in, as illustrated in Fig. 3b. An exponential growth
function was fitted to the data points yielding a recovery time of
B150 ms. Such a slow recovery of the current is not compatible with
a piezoelectric effect arising from lattice distortions.

To further investigate the origin of the peculiar current profile of
the CsFAMA perovskite (Fig. 3a), we performed experiments com-
bining the DPFM technique with micro-photoluminescence (PL)
measurements. In this case, a square area of 40 ! 40 mm2 was
scanned in DPFM under a constant force, followed by PL mapping
of the same area. The PL spectra of the pre-patterned sample are
given in Fig. S5 (ESI†). Fig. 3e shows that after the application
of a constant force of 226 mN during the DPFM measurement,

Fig. 3 DPFM measurement in static mode and the corresponding spectroscopic study. (a) Force versus distance curve performed at a single spot of the
CsFAMA perovskite with simultaneous recording of current signals. The adjustment in the force, as indicated by the solid black line, will cause a current
signal corresponding to the piezoelectric effect. The value of the current signal will reset to the zero level rapidly once the force is applied steadily again.
The curve plotted here is the average of 16 different traces obtained at different spots on the CsFAMA perovskite to average sample inhomogeneity.
(b) Zoom-in of the time region between the dashed lines, where the CsFAMA perovskite exhibits an extremely slow decay of the current signal on the
time scale of B1 s. (c) Force versus distance curve performed at a single spot of the lithium niobate sample (PPLN) with simultaneous recording of current
signals. (d) Zoom-in of the time region between the dashed lines, where the piezoelectric material lithium niobate shows a much faster decay of current
on a time scale below the limit set by our transimpedance amplifier of B6 ms. (e and f) Photoluminescence (PL) mapping of the CsFAMA perovskite
sample of different regions which were previously pre-patterned either by application of a force (e) or a bias (f), using the AFM tip.
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region (left side). Such an imaging mechanism is unique compared
with any other techniques available. Moreover, the only physical
phenomenon that can produce such images is ferroelectricity
because if a physical phenomenon could induce a contrast
reversal, such physical phenomena have to be linearly depen-
dent on the applied force and independent of the number of
scans, which indicates such a possible artefact has to convert, in
an unlimited manner, mechanical energy into electrical energy.
The imaging mechanism of DPFM can be experimentally visua-
lised for any ferroelectric material. Fig. 1b shows the two images
of periodically poled lithium niobate (PPLN) when the tip scans
from left to right (left panel) and backwards (right panel). It
presents clear current peaks in the areas where the tip crosses
antiparallel ferroelectric domains. More importantly, the current
sign is changed for the two scanning directions: left to right,
named DPFM-Signal Input (DPFM-Si, left panel), and right to
left, named DPFM-Signal Output (DPFM-So, right panel).31 The
DPFM-Si and DPFM-So images are approximately mirror-reflections
of each other. We then performed a similar experiment on the
CsFAMA perovskite. The results are given in Fig. 1c. Significantly
different from the DPFM images of PPLN given in Fig. 1b, the
current in the CsFAMA perovskite does not show clear changes as
the scan direction reverses. Essentially, the DPFM-Si (left panel) and
DPFM-So (right panel) images in Fig. 1c look very similar to each
other. This means that the AFM probe reads a current flowing
through the CsFAMA perovskite, but there is no inversion of the
current upon scan direction changes, a response that does not

indicate a ferroelectric material.11 Discussion on the origin of
the current response in the CsFAMA perovskite will be given
in the following paragraphs. Fig. 1d displays representative
profiles extracted from the DPFM images measured for PPLN
(top panel) and the CsFAMA perovskite (bottom panel). It clearly
shows that the current in PPLN is inverted when the scanning
direction switches, while the current trace in the CsFAMA
perovskite remains the same in both scan directions.

In our second experiment, we studied the DPFM signals
under the influence of the applied force. This experiment relies
on the fact that a ferroelectric material is also piezoelectric.32 For
a piezoelectric material, the recorded current should increase
linearly with the applied load. Therefore, in the next series of
experiments, we investigate the response of our samples as a
function of the applied force. We first conducted the experiment
on reference materials, namely PPLN (d33 = 14 pC N!1), com-
mercially available lead zirconate titanate (PZT) 5A4 (d33 =
460 pC N!1) and PZT 503 (d33 = 500 pC N!1). d33 represents
the piezoelectric constant of the materials, which accounts for
electric dipole generation parallel to the poling direction when
the force is also applied parallel to the poling direction.33

Fig. 2 corresponds to the DPFM-Si scan frame obtained in
trace mode. The insets correspond to the topography frame
acquired simultaneously. While performing the trace scan, the
force exerted on the material was sequentially changed, as
marked by the black dashed lines in Fig. 2a and b. The scan
starts from the bottom to the top. In the case of PZT, a thermal

Fig. 1 Scan direction dependence of the DPFM signals. (a) Scheme of the DPFM measurement of a ferroelectric sample (top left panel), with an
antiparallel domain configuration, in which ‘‘Pdw’’ stands for ‘‘polarisation down’’ and ‘‘Pup’’ for ‘‘polarisation up’’. Upon application of a suitable
mechanical load, a negative charge is built up by the piezoelectric effect on the left side while a positive charge is built up at the right side (bottom left
panel). The signal recorded, that is the current, is the derivative of the charge and it reverses its sign when the tip crosses different domains, depending
upon the scan direction: the tip going from left to right (top right panel) and from right to left (bottom right panel). (b) DPFM images obtained for
periodically poled lithium niobate (PPLN) with an antiparallel domain configuration. Scale bar: 5 mm. For PPLN, the current sign is reversed as the scan
direction changes, exactly as expected for a ferroelectric domain structure. (c) DPFM images of the CsFAMA perovskite scanned under similar conditions
to those of PPLN. Scale bar: 5 mm. The CsFAMA perovskite does not show a sign reversal of the DPFM signal, but rather the images for the two scan
directions (left and right panels) are quite similar, which resemble typical current-sensing AFM mapping. (d) Random profiles extracted from PPLN (top
panel) and the CsFAMA perovskite (bottom panel).
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material is held at a fixed force. We monitored the current
changes in the DPFM experiment, where the applied load was
varied while the AFM tip is kept static at the surface of the
sample. For this kind of experiments, DPFM measurements
were conducted on an array of 4 ! 4 points, 16 curves in total,
in an area of 10 ! 10 mm. For each curve, the AFM tip was held
at one spot while the force applied to the tip was changed as
indicated by the black line in Fig. 3a and c. In this force profile,
the force starts at a constant value of 20 mN and then increases
to 226 mN in a 50 ms time interval. After holding the tip at
226 mN for 1 s to stabilise the system, the force is decreased to
its initial value of 20 mN in 50 ms and stays there for 1 s. During
the whole cycle, the current changes at the tip are monitored, as
illustrated by the blue line in Fig. 3a and the orange line in
Fig. 3c. These traces are the result of averaging 16 curves
obtained at the 4 ! 4 points in each case. The individual 16
curves are provided in Fig. S4 (ESI†). For piezoelectric materials,
i.e. PPLN in this study, the current signal holds at zero for the
period when the force is kept constant and has one negative
peak and one positive peak as the force is increased from 20 to
226 mN and decreased from 226 to 20 mN, respectively (Fig. 3c).
Notably, the current changes from its peak value to zero in

milliseconds (ms) (Fig. 3d). In this case, the response is limited
by the time constant of our amplifier of 6 ms. However, DPFM
measurements on the CsFAMA perovskite (Fig. 3a) yield a
completely different picture compared to PPLN (Fig. 3c): the
current increases from a negative value and reaches a plateau
when the force is increased from 20 to 226 mN, which is followed
by a gradual decrease in current when the force is kept constant
at 226 mN, and then the current drops to its lowest value and
slowly increases to a constant value below zero, as the force is
dropped to and held at 20 mN. For clarity, the current drop
process is zoomed in, as illustrated in Fig. 3b. An exponential growth
function was fitted to the data points yielding a recovery time of
B150 ms. Such a slow recovery of the current is not compatible with
a piezoelectric effect arising from lattice distortions.

To further investigate the origin of the peculiar current profile of
the CsFAMA perovskite (Fig. 3a), we performed experiments com-
bining the DPFM technique with micro-photoluminescence (PL)
measurements. In this case, a square area of 40 ! 40 mm2 was
scanned in DPFM under a constant force, followed by PL mapping
of the same area. The PL spectra of the pre-patterned sample are
given in Fig. S5 (ESI†). Fig. 3e shows that after the application
of a constant force of 226 mN during the DPFM measurement,

Fig. 3 DPFM measurement in static mode and the corresponding spectroscopic study. (a) Force versus distance curve performed at a single spot of the
CsFAMA perovskite with simultaneous recording of current signals. The adjustment in the force, as indicated by the solid black line, will cause a current
signal corresponding to the piezoelectric effect. The value of the current signal will reset to the zero level rapidly once the force is applied steadily again.
The curve plotted here is the average of 16 different traces obtained at different spots on the CsFAMA perovskite to average sample inhomogeneity.
(b) Zoom-in of the time region between the dashed lines, where the CsFAMA perovskite exhibits an extremely slow decay of the current signal on the
time scale of B1 s. (c) Force versus distance curve performed at a single spot of the lithium niobate sample (PPLN) with simultaneous recording of current
signals. (d) Zoom-in of the time region between the dashed lines, where the piezoelectric material lithium niobate shows a much faster decay of current
on a time scale below the limit set by our transimpedance amplifier of B6 ms. (e and f) Photoluminescence (PL) mapping of the CsFAMA perovskite
sample of different regions which were previously pre-patterned either by application of a force (e) or a bias (f), using the AFM tip.
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(c) (d) 

5 µm 

Figure 8.7: Ferroelectricity-free mixed-cation (CsFAMA) perovskite films.
Direct piezoresponsive force microscopy (DPFM) imaging reveals no change in cur-
rent with (a,b) scan direction, unlike common piezoelectric materials. (c) Current
and force versus time for the same CsFAMA perovskite, displaying a nonzero cur-
rent for a constant applied force. (d) Current as a function of time showing the slow
recovery of the current signal between the vertical dashed red lines in (c) following
the reduction in the tip force, uncharacteristic of piezoelectric materials.[247] Re-
produced under the terms of the CC-BY license.[247] Copyright 2019, RSC. The
Royal Society of Chemistry.
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the tip. In comparison to traditional PFM, the DPFM technique is less sensitive

to measurement artifacts, and equivalent measurements on MAPI films of different

grain sizes and fabrication routes did not present ferroelectricity either.

8.5 Ferroelasticity

In addition to their semiconductor nature, MHP are posited to exhibit fer-

roelasticity that may impact current extraction and the hysteretic J-V behavior.

Accordingly, both electrical and chemical imaging are critical to fully understand

the ferroic properties of these promising materials. In this section, we discuss prior

reports of ferroelasticity, the existence of spontaneous strain in MHP materials as

investigated with the AFM. For example, using BE-PFM, researchers were able to

identify that the commonly reported striped domains likely have different associated

resonance frequencies.[231] In this work, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) con-

firmed the presence of twin domains, revealed to be variations in CH3NH+
3 through

the application of Helium ion microscopy with secondary ion mass spectroscopy

(HIM-SIMS). PTIR, as described above, has established local chemical variation in

the twin domains of CH3NH3PbI3 perovskites. Figure 8.8a,b shows the topogra-

phy and chemical map for MA+ density distribution for the MAPI sample. Similar

measurements using two-photon total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy

identified differences in the crystallographic orientation between the twin domains.

A line profile of the MA+ gradient along the black dashed line in Figure 8.8b is

given in Figure 8.8c. The graph shows the periodic nature of ion distribution within
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14% (ref. 13) and 17.6% (ref. 14). As we show here, the coupling 
between ion segregation and elastic energy provides an efficient 
avenue to design and control this nanoscale structure to investigate 
and optimize systematically the optoelectronic performance.

In conclusion, we present a systematic study of the MAPbI3 films 
with twin domains by using a multitude of analytical methods to 
explore their mechanical, chemical and ferroic properties. By using 
multimodal imaging methods to study twin domains, we demon-
strate the interaction of phenomena such as ferroelasticity, chemical 
segregation and elastic variation. Our results clarify that previous 
claims on ferroelectricity13 are, in fact, misguided by the elastic 
variation between the domains, rather than by true piezoelectric 
(electromechanical) effects, which suggests the twin domains are 
non-ferroelectric. In addition to their ferroelastic nature, we reveal 
the underlying chemical segregation and elastic variation effects, 
which were ignored in previous studies11–16. Finally, and most rel-
evantly for the optical applications of HOIPs, we have demonstrated 
that the physical variations in the material affect their interaction 
with light. This work offers insight into the fundamental behaviour 
of MAPbI3 thin films that exhibit twin domains, as well as a new line 
of investigative thought in these fascinating materials.

Methods
Methods, including statements of data availability and any asso-
ciated accession codes and references, are available at https://doi.
org/10.1038/s41563-018-0152-z.
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Figure 8.8: Capturing MA+ density fluctuations in MAPI twin domains.
(a) Topography image of MAPbI3 and corresponding (b) PTIR chemical map of
MA+ with average domain width of 206 nm calculated using the line in the image.
(c) A profile analysis along the line shown in the chemical map shows the distribution
of MA+ ions. Infrared frequency: 1400 cm−1. Scale bar: 0.5 µm.[231] Reproduced
with permission.[231] Copyright 2018, Nature Springer.

the twin domain, characteristic of ferroelastic materials.

The formation of twin domains occurs as a result of internal strain gener-

ated by the ferroelastic phase transition.[248] To offset the strain, twin domains

form in the direction of different crystallographic planes. Thus, these twin domains

have a periodic pattern oriented parallel or sometimes perpendicular to each other.

Prior efforts have found periodic MA+ ion segregation in twin domains and differ-

ent crystallographic orientations of ferroelastic domains.[231, 235, 248] The chemical

segregation has been attributed to the nonuniform distribution of strain within the

material,[231] leading the authors to conclude that the investigated MHP mate-

rial is ferroelastic and not ferroelectric, as the domains formed only as a result of

applied strain. External stress produces spontaneous strain, which causes the simul-

taneous presence of different orientation states that induce ferroelasticity.[235, 248]

Strain application analyses of both polycrystalline and single crystal MAPI samples
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helped identify typical ferroelastic behavior; strain-stress plots show nonlinear and

hysteretic behavior.[231] Further evaluation of ferroelastic twin domain is essential

to learn about mechanical hysteresis, conductive domain walls, and the impact on

diffusion lengths for charge carriers.[248] To aid the resolution of the ongoing de-

bate surrounding the existence of ferroelasticity versus ferroelectricity,[249, 250] we

suggest i) research groups use standard fabrication methods for both polycrystalline

films and single crystals to minimize sample-to-sample variation, ii) multimodal

imaging experiments where BE-PFM and d-PFM maps are combined with electron

backscatter diffraction (EBSD) imaging to quantify the impact of crystal structure

on the changes in cantilever resonance frequency.

8.6 Chemical Modification and Passivation Treatments

The instabilities of MHP solar cells are well researched, and there is substantial

scope for improvement in areas such as photoabsorbance,[251] conductivity,[252, 253]

hysteresis,[254] and overall stability. Specifically, grain boundaries in perovskite

solar cells (PSC) are infamous for their instability while perovskite layers are subject

to recombination losses and hysteresis.[251] Changing the fabrication methodology

for the perovskite layer through either chemical modification or surface passivation

can substantially improve perovskite absorber stability.

The concentration of PbI2 at the MHP surface can be controlled by changing

the ambient moisture concentration during fabrication and alters both the surface

potential and charge carrier extraction.[251] While humidity is known to degrade
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PSCs, preparing perovskite thin films in a moisture-controlled set-up creates a PbI2

rich phase at the GBs, confirmed with AFM, as well as SEM and transmission elec-

tron microscopy (TEM). KPFM and c-AFM techniques are critical to identify the

changes in CPD and current in grain boundaries and interiors. Figure 8.9a shows

the surface topography, current maps, and current distributions for two samples: i)

one reference sample fabricated without passivation (in an inert N2 environment),

and the ii) other with moisture-assisted passivation (30% rH), creating PbI2 rich

phases at the grain boundaries.[251] The current maps demonstrate that the pas-

sivated sample produces higher current levels throughout the grain interiors while

the reference sample presents higher current values at its boundaries. The current

distribution histogram (Figure 8.9av) shows two peaks for the passivated sample,

where the smaller peak represents the grain boundaries and the larger peak the

grain interiors. With respect to the reference sample, the passivated sample gen-

erates higher current levels overall. Interestingly, the reference sample does not

present a bimodal distribution, with the large peak attributed to the grain bound-

aries. These results highlight an opportunity for further optimization of the extent

and duration of moisture passivation, in order to obtain the most spatially uniform

production of current.

Chemical additives are another promising passivation route for achieving sta-

ble perovskite photovoltaics. By introducing PCBM into the perovskite during

fabrication, the electrical impact of common defects, such as the PbI−3 antisites, can

be reduced.[254] With this strategy, PCBM is deposited homogeneously through-

out the MHP depth, residing primarily at the grain boundaries to form a mixed
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of hybrid films to investigate the impact of PCBM on carrier
extraction. When we increase the PCBM–perovskite hybrid ratio
progressively, the PL exhibits consistently greater quenching,

indicating efficient electronic coupling between the well-dispersed
PCBM phase and the perovskite (Fig. 5b, orange, pink and red
curve). When PCBM ratio is extremely high (Fig. 5b, black
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defects in the GB area with unbalanced charge state. Similar
anomaly has been observed in previous reports as well.22,45,46

However, for all the samples in both conditions, there are clear
differences between GB and GI as further shown in Figure S5.
Histogram distribution of CPD of the two samples is shown in
Figure S6, from which it is noticed that under dark condition,
both S0 and S3 show similar valence band potential barriers at
the GB; however, the distribution of the barrier has a
maximum value of 43 meV for S0, while it is 52 meV for S3.
This slight increase in barrier voltage is anticipated to be useful
for charge screening because the downward band bending
helps electrons in flowing near the GB, while repelling and
confining holes inside grains.46 Under illumination with
photocarriers filling the states, it is expected that the barrier
between GB and GI will be reduced so the surface potential
becomes more uniform.45 Several other works have reported
the lowering of the potential barrier at the GB−GI interface
upon illumination.23,47 Indeed, for our case the best perform-
ing sample S3 showed the lowest potential barrier under
illumination, enhancing the PV performance. From Figure S6,
the distribution of the barrier under illumination has a
maximum value of 77 meV for S0, while it is 42 meV for S3.
This almost doubled increase is also translated in the higher
VOC value for S3 (0.95 V for S0, while 1.02 V for S3, Table S1).
The difference in CPD distribution is further shown clearly in
Figure S7.
To illustrate the possible effects of GB passivation and the

resulting band bending on solar cell performances, energy band
diagrams for samples S0 and S3 are schematically shown in
Figure 2i,j, respectively. The measured band gap of the S3 was
slightly higher (1.52 eV) compared to that of the S0 (1.5 eV),
as shown in Figure S8. For both samples, GBs are darker with
higher negative CPD than GIs, suggesting lower energy at GBs
than GIs and thus downward band bending at GBs. If we
assume the band gap of the S0 has no change at GBs, as PbI2
has a wider band gap of 2.3 eV, the band alignment and

bending across the GB will be very different for the S0 and S3,
as schematically shown. For the S0, the conduction and
valence bands bend downward, caused by negative charge
accumulation (I− ion or electron trapping) at GBs, and the
resulting potential barrier leads to hole depletion. In principle,
such an electronic structure at GBs will enhance electron−hole
pair separation and suppress the recombination loss; however,
because the barrier is only a few tens of mV, its effect will be
trivial, further considering that for large grains, the carrier
lateral transport distance is longer than the vertical distance. As
reported in the literature, GBs in MAPbI3 show high charge
carrier recombination rates. On the other hand, the band
alignment across GBs in the S3 now will strongly screen
positive ions to minimize GB current and ion migration, as will
become clear in the following.
Further studies were conducted to map the current

conduction across the surface using c-AFM. The mapping
was carried out in dark condition at 1.5 V to characterize the
inherent material property in the absence of photon. As shown
in Figures 3 and S9, for sample S0, higher current appeared at
the GB than at the GI. This was also observed for the sample
prepared at 5% RH (S1). However, as the RH level for the
sample preparation further increased, the current measured at
the GI began to exceed that measured at the GB. The sample
S3 showed the best contrast, where the GI exhibited higher
current than the GB. In particular, whereas sample S0 showed
less current in most areas with higher current near the trough
areas indicating higher current on the GB, sample S3 exhibited
more homogeneity having overall higher current in most areas
with more current from the GI. From the current distribution
histograms shown in Figure 3e, sample S3 exhibits higher
current than sample S0 encompassing larger overall area,
although the long blue tail indicates very large current
measured at GB from S0. It is also noteworthy that the
current distribution of sample S3 shows a second peak near
<10 pA which is accounted for its GB area. This complete

Figure 3. AFM surface images and c-AFM images for (a,c) sample S0 and (b,d) sample S3. (e) Current distribution histograms obtained from
(c,d). Heights and current for samples S0 in (f) and S3 in (g). The corresponding line profiles were obtained along the indicated red lines in (a,b).
The highlighted regions in (f,g) indicates GB area.
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Figure 8.9: Improving Current Extraction with Chemical Modification. (a)
c-AFM reveals the impact of moisture-assisted fabrication. Topography and corre-
sponding c-AFM current images for samples fabricated under (i,iii) pristine and
(ii,iv) 30% rH conditions. (v) The current distribution from both c-AFM images is
quantified by the histogram.[251] Reproduced with permission.[251] Copyright 2018,
American Chemical Society Applied Material Interfaces. (b) PCBM-perovskite hy-
brid absorbers exhibit reduced I-V hysteresis. c-AFM data overlaid the correspond-
ing topography maps for (i) the MAPI control and (v) PCBM-MAPI hybrid thin
films. A sequence of nanoscale I-V curves under increasing negative bias for the
(ii-iv) MAPI control and (vi-viii) PCBM-MAPI hybrid reveals the reduction in hys-
teresis for the latter.[254] Reproduced with permission.[254] Copyright 2015, Nature
Springer.
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PCBM-perovskite material. PCBM passivation at grain boundaries reduces an-

ion migration, lowering hysteresis and improving device functioning. To confirm

these findings, transient photoluminescence, transient photovoltage, and c-AFM

were used. Transient photovoltage measurements identified that the introduction of

PCBM into the perovskite films increases charge carrier lifetime, in comparison to

pure perovskite films. Transient photoluminescence spectroscopy indicated strong

electron extraction for samples with sufficient ratios of PCBM to perovskite. Juxta-

posing the current and topography images for both the pure and mixed perovskite

sample shows concentrated high currents at GBs of the mixed perovskite sample

(Figure 8.9bi,v). The order of magnitude increase in current shown by the mixed-

perovskite sample is due to the highly conductive nature of the PCBM. Conductive

AFM I-V analysis on pure perovskite (Figure 8.9bii-iv) and mixed PCBM-perovskite

films (Figure 8.9bvi-viii) confirmed that in the mixed film, the hysteresis effect is

suppressed whereas hysteresis is quite prevalent in the pure perovskite film due to

unsuppressed ion motion.

Charge carrier collection in PSCs can also be improved by integrating graphene

nanonetworks within the perovskite (MAPbI3/G-NH2).[252] Here, the graphene

nanonetwork provided an increase in the area for conductance and charge carrier

extraction. Incorporation of the G-NH2 network raises the overall PCE to 18.7%,

compared to the 14.4% presented by the control device. This increase in power

output occurs despite the two-fold reduction in PL lifetime, indicating an opportu-

nity for further improvement. SEM indicates larger grains for the hybrid films, while

TEM images reveal the presence of amorphous grain boundaries with higher concen-
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trations of G-NH2. Figure 8.10a shows the topography and c-AFM current images

and current profiles for the MAPbI3 control and MAPbI3/G-NH2 thin films. The

MAPbI3/G-NH2 has a higher average current (301 pA vs 198 pA) concentrated at

the grain boundaries, as revealed by the line profile data shown in Figure 8.10aiii,iv.

The higher concentration of current at the grain boundaries corroborates with the

TEM measurements identifying higher G-NH2 content at the grain boundaries. The

MAPbI3/G-NH2 displays a more spatially heterogeneous current signal.

Other fabrication routes nullify the detrimental effects of MHP grain bound-

aries through a Lewis acid-base adduct method.[253] It consists of a nonstochiomet-

ric approach with the presence of excess CH3NH3I (MAI) that leads to a self-forming

grain boundary with higher MAI content (confirmed with STEM with selected area

electron diffraction). Time-resolved PL revealed that excess MAI, and the associated

self-forming grain boundaries, increased the radiative recombination lifetimes,[255]

until reaching 10 mol% upon which performance degrades. Figure 8.10bi,ii shows

the topography (insets) and c-AFM (measured at 2 V) results for equivalently sized

regions for the 0 and 6 mol% excess of MAI conditions. While the stoichiometric

film exhibits uniform current production, the self-forming grain boundaries have in-

creased current levels. The MAI present at the grain boundaries passivates defects

promoting charge carrier extraction. The macroscopic J-V characteristics (Figure

8.10biii) show reduced hysteresis and higher power conversion efficiency. KPFM

images from other reports have found that excess MAI may produce perovskite

surfaces with lower CPD values when compared to films produced with PbI2/MAI

greater than one.[256] Cross-sectional SPV measurements show that the PbI2/MAI
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as PSC FF is closely related to additional charge transport losses
originating from inefficient charge extraction of the cells, or current
leakage through shunts.36

A previous report has revealed that the lower charge extraction
and transport limited the photocurrent observed in the MAPbI3

PSCs.37 Intensity modulated photocurrent spectroscopy (IMPS)
measurements were performed on the MAPbI3- and MAPbI3/
G-NH2-based PSCs to explore the impact of the nano-network on
the charge-transport properties. The charge transport in the
MAPbI3/G-NH2-based PSC is faster than that in the MAPbI3-based
PSC (Fig. 2d). This confirms that the incorporation of the G-NH2

nano-network in the perovskite absorber layer facilitates charge
extraction and transport for a higher charge-collection efficiency.
Other than the higher charge-collection efficiency and higher

performance, the MAPbI3/G-NH2-based PSCs exhibit better stability
than PSCs based on pure MAPbI3 perovskite in a dark box with
20–30% relative humidity (RH) and at a temperature of 25–30 1C.
The MAPbI3/G-NH2-based PSC without any encapsulation still main-
tains B17% PCE after 2 months of storage, whereas the PCE of the
MAPbI3-based device drops to B8% (Fig. S15, ESI†).

Conducting atomic force microscopy (c-AFM) in contact mode
was performed to investigate the effect of the nano-networks on
charge transport. Fig. 3 shows that the average currents through
MAPbI3 and MAPbI3/G-NH2 thin films are 198 pA and 301 pA,
respectively, under 1 V direct-current (DC) bias. The current in the
MAPbI3/G-NH2 thin film is more unevenly distributed over the
surface in comparison with the pure MAPbI3 thin film. Interestingly,
the current is most prominent in the GB region (G-NH2) in the
MAPbI3/G-NH2 thin film as shown in Fig. 3e and f. These results
indicate that the G-NH2 present at the GBs exhibits excellent charge
transport capability.

The aforementioned results suggest that the observed
improvement in the JSC and FF of MAPbI3/G-NH2-based PSCs could
be attributed to the efficient charge collection by the G-NH2-based
nano-networks incorporated within the perovskite absorber layer.
Usually, the defects/traps in the perovskite layer can result in
recombination of charge carriers (the left image in Fig. 4a), and
cause a decrease in JSC, VOC, and, especially, FF, causing further
reduction in the PCE. In fact, the defects/traps induce even more
serious issues in large-area PSCs.38,39 In our study, the plausible
working mechanism behind this high current collection efficiency
could be attributed to bypassing defect sites via the nano-network
as shown in the right image in Fig. 4a.

We further calculate the charge density at the interface of
MAPbI3 with G-NH2, using the density-functional theory (DFT)
method, as shown in Fig. 4b. It can be seen that there is a
significant charge rearrangement at the interface of G-NH2 with
MAPbI3, forming an internal electrical field near the interface.
Specifically, the negative charges gather near the G-NH2 while the
positive charges gather near the surface in MAPbI3 perovskite,

Fig. 2 (a) PCE distributions of PSCs based on MAPbI3 with and without
G-NH2 (average of 22 devices), (b) J–V characteristics for PSCs of 1 ! 1 cm2

based on MAPbI3 with and without G-NH2 under simulated AM 1.5G solar
illumination of 100 mW cm"2 in reverse scan, and (c) corresponding EQE
spectrum together with the integrated JSC. (d) Charge transport time
dependence on the JSC of PSCs based on MAPbI3 with and without
G-NH2 measured using the IMPS technique.

Fig. 3 MAPbI3 thin film: (a) topographic image film and (b) corresponding current image (1 V applied DC voltage), (c) c-AFM current line profiles for
MAPbI3. Inset: Corresponding topographic AFM images. MAPbI3/G-NH2 thin film: (d) topographic image and (e) corresponding current image (1 V applied
DC voltage), (f) c-AFM current line profiles for the MAPbI3/G-NH2 thin film. Inset: Corresponding topographic AFM images. Scale bars = 400 nm.
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as PSC FF is closely related to additional charge transport losses
originating from inefficient charge extraction of the cells, or current
leakage through shunts.36

A previous report has revealed that the lower charge extraction
and transport limited the photocurrent observed in the MAPbI3

PSCs.37 Intensity modulated photocurrent spectroscopy (IMPS)
measurements were performed on the MAPbI3- and MAPbI3/
G-NH2-based PSCs to explore the impact of the nano-network on
the charge-transport properties. The charge transport in the
MAPbI3/G-NH2-based PSC is faster than that in the MAPbI3-based
PSC (Fig. 2d). This confirms that the incorporation of the G-NH2

nano-network in the perovskite absorber layer facilitates charge
extraction and transport for a higher charge-collection efficiency.
Other than the higher charge-collection efficiency and higher

performance, the MAPbI3/G-NH2-based PSCs exhibit better stability
than PSCs based on pure MAPbI3 perovskite in a dark box with
20–30% relative humidity (RH) and at a temperature of 25–30 1C.
The MAPbI3/G-NH2-based PSC without any encapsulation still main-
tains B17% PCE after 2 months of storage, whereas the PCE of the
MAPbI3-based device drops to B8% (Fig. S15, ESI†).

Conducting atomic force microscopy (c-AFM) in contact mode
was performed to investigate the effect of the nano-networks on
charge transport. Fig. 3 shows that the average currents through
MAPbI3 and MAPbI3/G-NH2 thin films are 198 pA and 301 pA,
respectively, under 1 V direct-current (DC) bias. The current in the
MAPbI3/G-NH2 thin film is more unevenly distributed over the
surface in comparison with the pure MAPbI3 thin film. Interestingly,
the current is most prominent in the GB region (G-NH2) in the
MAPbI3/G-NH2 thin film as shown in Fig. 3e and f. These results
indicate that the G-NH2 present at the GBs exhibits excellent charge
transport capability.

The aforementioned results suggest that the observed
improvement in the JSC and FF of MAPbI3/G-NH2-based PSCs could
be attributed to the efficient charge collection by the G-NH2-based
nano-networks incorporated within the perovskite absorber layer.
Usually, the defects/traps in the perovskite layer can result in
recombination of charge carriers (the left image in Fig. 4a), and
cause a decrease in JSC, VOC, and, especially, FF, causing further
reduction in the PCE. In fact, the defects/traps induce even more
serious issues in large-area PSCs.38,39 In our study, the plausible
working mechanism behind this high current collection efficiency
could be attributed to bypassing defect sites via the nano-network
as shown in the right image in Fig. 4a.

We further calculate the charge density at the interface of
MAPbI3 with G-NH2, using the density-functional theory (DFT)
method, as shown in Fig. 4b. It can be seen that there is a
significant charge rearrangement at the interface of G-NH2 with
MAPbI3, forming an internal electrical field near the interface.
Specifically, the negative charges gather near the G-NH2 while the
positive charges gather near the surface in MAPbI3 perovskite,

Fig. 2 (a) PCE distributions of PSCs based on MAPbI3 with and without
G-NH2 (average of 22 devices), (b) J–V characteristics for PSCs of 1 ! 1 cm2

based on MAPbI3 with and without G-NH2 under simulated AM 1.5G solar
illumination of 100 mW cm"2 in reverse scan, and (c) corresponding EQE
spectrum together with the integrated JSC. (d) Charge transport time
dependence on the JSC of PSCs based on MAPbI3 with and without
G-NH2 measured using the IMPS technique.

Fig. 3 MAPbI3 thin film: (a) topographic image film and (b) corresponding current image (1 V applied DC voltage), (c) c-AFM current line profiles for
MAPbI3. Inset: Corresponding topographic AFM images. MAPbI3/G-NH2 thin film: (d) topographic image and (e) corresponding current image (1 V applied
DC voltage), (f) c-AFM current line profiles for the MAPbI3/G-NH2 thin film. Inset: Corresponding topographic AFM images. Scale bars = 400 nm.
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Figure 4 | c-AFM and photovoltaic performance. a,b, c-AFM images for the MAPbI3 perovskite films for x = 0 (a) and 0.06 (b) obtained at a bias voltage
of 2 V in the dark, where the perovskite films were sandwiched by metal electrodes (FTO and Pt tip). Insets show the corresponding topographies. c, J–V
curves of the perovskite solar cell employing MAPbI3 for x = 0.06, measured in reverse and forward scans at a scan rate of 6 mV s�1 (=voltage settling time
of 2 s). d, EQE spectrum and the integrated Jsc based on the EQD data. e, Reverse and forward scanned J–V curves for 50 cells obtained at a scan rate of
6 mV s�1 (=voltage settling time of 2 s). f, Histogram of the PCEs for the reverse and forward scanned data for 50 cells. Solid lines represent statistical data
binning results.

carrier extraction by the layers6,7,31; the long component (⌧ unq)
implies the existence of unquenched carriers in thick perovskite
films32. Decay profiles were fitted with values of ⌧ CTs, which are
known as ⇠0.64 and ⇠1 ns for spiro-MeOTAD and a 50-nm-
thick mp-TiO2 layer, respectively7,31 (see Supplementary Table 3).
It is noteworthy that the non-stoichiometric samples (x 6=0),
including sample with either excess MAI or PbI2, exhibit a large
amplitude for the ⌧ CT component (ACT > 40%), indicative of more
e�cient carrier extraction than stoichiometric samples (x = 0),
which supports our photovoltaic characteristics and recent study26.
Although e�cient carrier extraction occurs even in x = 0.1 samples,

⌧ 2 (⇠⌧ unq) decreases at the same time; therefore, this faster carrier
recombination (which includes radiative and non-radiative hole–
electron recombination) is supposed to be the reason for lower
performances with x = 0.1.

We tried to investigate the defect-mediated recombination
dynamics (⌧ 1) of perovskite films by measuring their TA spectra
from the picosecond to the nanosecond regime. The normalized
TA two-dimensional colour maps of the bare perovskite samples
are presented in Fig. 3c. All the samples were excited at 400 nm
(0.8 µJ cm�2). It has been previously reported that pump-induced
carriers occupy the conduction band, which gives rise to the
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6 mV s�1 (=voltage settling time of 2 s). f, Histogram of the PCEs for the reverse and forward scanned data for 50 cells. Solid lines represent statistical data
binning results.

carrier extraction by the layers6,7,31; the long component (⌧ unq)
implies the existence of unquenched carriers in thick perovskite
films32. Decay profiles were fitted with values of ⌧ CTs, which are
known as ⇠0.64 and ⇠1 ns for spiro-MeOTAD and a 50-nm-
thick mp-TiO2 layer, respectively7,31 (see Supplementary Table 3).
It is noteworthy that the non-stoichiometric samples (x 6=0),
including sample with either excess MAI or PbI2, exhibit a large
amplitude for the ⌧ CT component (ACT > 40%), indicative of more
e�cient carrier extraction than stoichiometric samples (x = 0),
which supports our photovoltaic characteristics and recent study26.
Although e�cient carrier extraction occurs even in x = 0.1 samples,

⌧ 2 (⇠⌧ unq) decreases at the same time; therefore, this faster carrier
recombination (which includes radiative and non-radiative hole–
electron recombination) is supposed to be the reason for lower
performances with x = 0.1.

We tried to investigate the defect-mediated recombination
dynamics (⌧ 1) of perovskite films by measuring their TA spectra
from the picosecond to the nanosecond regime. The normalized
TA two-dimensional colour maps of the bare perovskite samples
are presented in Fig. 3c. All the samples were excited at 400 nm
(0.8 µJ cm�2). It has been previously reported that pump-induced
carriers occupy the conduction band, which gives rise to the
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as PSC FF is closely related to additional charge transport losses
originating from inefficient charge extraction of the cells, or current
leakage through shunts.36

A previous report has revealed that the lower charge extraction
and transport limited the photocurrent observed in the MAPbI3

PSCs.37 Intensity modulated photocurrent spectroscopy (IMPS)
measurements were performed on the MAPbI3- and MAPbI3/
G-NH2-based PSCs to explore the impact of the nano-network on
the charge-transport properties. The charge transport in the
MAPbI3/G-NH2-based PSC is faster than that in the MAPbI3-based
PSC (Fig. 2d). This confirms that the incorporation of the G-NH2

nano-network in the perovskite absorber layer facilitates charge
extraction and transport for a higher charge-collection efficiency.
Other than the higher charge-collection efficiency and higher

performance, the MAPbI3/G-NH2-based PSCs exhibit better stability
than PSCs based on pure MAPbI3 perovskite in a dark box with
20–30% relative humidity (RH) and at a temperature of 25–30 1C.
The MAPbI3/G-NH2-based PSC without any encapsulation still main-
tains B17% PCE after 2 months of storage, whereas the PCE of the
MAPbI3-based device drops to B8% (Fig. S15, ESI†).

Conducting atomic force microscopy (c-AFM) in contact mode
was performed to investigate the effect of the nano-networks on
charge transport. Fig. 3 shows that the average currents through
MAPbI3 and MAPbI3/G-NH2 thin films are 198 pA and 301 pA,
respectively, under 1 V direct-current (DC) bias. The current in the
MAPbI3/G-NH2 thin film is more unevenly distributed over the
surface in comparison with the pure MAPbI3 thin film. Interestingly,
the current is most prominent in the GB region (G-NH2) in the
MAPbI3/G-NH2 thin film as shown in Fig. 3e and f. These results
indicate that the G-NH2 present at the GBs exhibits excellent charge
transport capability.

The aforementioned results suggest that the observed
improvement in the JSC and FF of MAPbI3/G-NH2-based PSCs could
be attributed to the efficient charge collection by the G-NH2-based
nano-networks incorporated within the perovskite absorber layer.
Usually, the defects/traps in the perovskite layer can result in
recombination of charge carriers (the left image in Fig. 4a), and
cause a decrease in JSC, VOC, and, especially, FF, causing further
reduction in the PCE. In fact, the defects/traps induce even more
serious issues in large-area PSCs.38,39 In our study, the plausible
working mechanism behind this high current collection efficiency
could be attributed to bypassing defect sites via the nano-network
as shown in the right image in Fig. 4a.

We further calculate the charge density at the interface of
MAPbI3 with G-NH2, using the density-functional theory (DFT)
method, as shown in Fig. 4b. It can be seen that there is a
significant charge rearrangement at the interface of G-NH2 with
MAPbI3, forming an internal electrical field near the interface.
Specifically, the negative charges gather near the G-NH2 while the
positive charges gather near the surface in MAPbI3 perovskite,

Fig. 2 (a) PCE distributions of PSCs based on MAPbI3 with and without
G-NH2 (average of 22 devices), (b) J–V characteristics for PSCs of 1 ! 1 cm2

based on MAPbI3 with and without G-NH2 under simulated AM 1.5G solar
illumination of 100 mW cm"2 in reverse scan, and (c) corresponding EQE
spectrum together with the integrated JSC. (d) Charge transport time
dependence on the JSC of PSCs based on MAPbI3 with and without
G-NH2 measured using the IMPS technique.

Fig. 3 MAPbI3 thin film: (a) topographic image film and (b) corresponding current image (1 V applied DC voltage), (c) c-AFM current line profiles for
MAPbI3. Inset: Corresponding topographic AFM images. MAPbI3/G-NH2 thin film: (d) topographic image and (e) corresponding current image (1 V applied
DC voltage), (f) c-AFM current line profiles for the MAPbI3/G-NH2 thin film. Inset: Corresponding topographic AFM images. Scale bars = 400 nm.
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Figure 8.10: Increasing grain boundary current extraction with graphene
additives or excess precursors. (a) Effect of nanonetworks on perovskite layer
conductivity. Comparison between pure MAPbI3 and MAPbI3/G-NH2 thin films.
For each, topography, corresponding current map and current line profiles are shown.
Scale bar: 400 nm.[252] Reproduced with permission.[252] Copyright 2018, RSC.
(b) High current observed at self-formed grain boundaries. Two different spatial
topographies and their corresponding current maps are shown. Forward and reverse
bias scan for one area is shown as a function of current density. Scan rate: 6 mV
s−1.[253] Reproduced with permission.[253] Copyright 2016, Nature Springer.
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molar ratio in planar MHP solar cells controls the concentration of electron (holes)

and, thus, the location of the diode junction.[257] The extent of J-V hysteresis can

be controlled by engineering a PbI2-rich interfacial region that serves to balance the

electric field generated by the mobile ions accumulated nearby.[258] The results out-

lined in this section highlight the ability of AFM functional imaging to identify the

impact of fabrication optimization. Nanoscale electrical and chemical mapping will

be crucial during the next decade of MHP development, as the community searches

for synthesis pathways that increase material stability.

8.7 Ion Migration

Ion migration plays a critical role in the electrical and optical properties

of MHP materials of many different compositions. AFM-based techniques have

provided powerful insight into ionic motion at perovskite surfaces and inter-

faces, revealing how grain and their boundaries influence the rates of migration.

Other tools, such as photoluminescence[20, 151] and open-circuit voltage decay

measurements,[73, 75] are powerful, but cannot correlate the impact of mobile ions

on surface morphology and the local electrical response. In this section, we detail a

key subset of the scanning probe experiments that uncover ion migration occurring

at the nanoscale and its impact on the material’s electrical properties.

Our research into MAPI perovskites has revealed that ion motion occurs at

different rates across the perovskite surface. To understand how ion migration alters

the electronic response, H-KPFM was applied over the course of an illumination
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Jsc ≫ Jdark. Figure 2g shows a representative Voc map for the
perovskite solar cell under 1-sun local illumination, which
exhibits spatial variations >300 mV. These remarkable changes
in photovoltage demonstrate that the material’s electrical
characteristics vary locally from grain to grain and within a
single grain. The average value of the Voc measured by KPFM is
smaller than the initial value obtained by macroscopic light I−V
measurements immediately after fabrication (see Figure S1),
which primarily results from the Voc decay of the sample at a
rate of ∼5% per day (see the inset of Figure S1).
Figure 3a,b shows representative topography and KPFM

scans in a 16 μm2 region of the perovskite device in the dark (at
equilibrium). The VCPD varies spatially with a standard
deviation of 80 mV (substantially greater than the noise) and
is independent of the morphology of the sample. These spatial
variations could be due to inhomogeneities either within the
perovskite or within the PCBM layer, caused by the spin
coating deposition process used to fabricate the sample. During
all measurements presented here, the temperature was kept at
28−29 °C and the relative humidity <15% inside the AFM
enclosure, see Figure S4 for stability of the environment inside
the AFM chamber during dark and illuminated measurements.
Figure 3c−h shows the in situ changes in the voltage before,
during, and after illumination, obtained by fast-KPFM (16 s/
scan), with 54 μW of incident power at wavelength of 500 nm
(see Movie S1). According to the KPFM initial dark scan, areas
of both high and low surface potential coexist (Figure 3c), with
an average VCPD of 0.2 V. Upon illumination, Figure 3d, the
surface potential increases substantially, to 0.4 V on average, as
a result of the photogenerated voltage. No change in
topography is observed during the KPFM scans (see Figure

S5), indicating that these perovskite devices are morphologi-
cally stable during this time frame under the illumination
conditions and the environment used in this experiment.
Surprisingly, after turning the light back OFF a transient decay
of the voltage is observed, see Figure 3e−h. Over time, the
voltage returns toward its initial profile, where it takes ∼9 min
for the material to achieve its original surface potential spatial
distribution (Figure 3h).
Through the voltage histograms displayed in Figure 3i we

quantify this complex transient behavior of the perovskite’s
voltage. Each pixel in a 128 × 128 pixel map is binned
according to its voltage value to produce the histograms. Note
how the spatial distribution of the voltage changes with time
until the device reaches equilibrium again. In particular, the
histograms reveal that the initial dark voltage distribution
(blue) is quite broad with a peak around 0.2 V, and under
illumination this distribution increases to 0.4 V (green curves).
However, after turning the laser OFF, the potential
immediately becomes a single, fairly narrow Gaussian (light
gray curve). As time progresses, the VCPD broadens again,
primarily by extending to higher voltages (dark gray curves).
This behavior is also observed after exposing the perovskite to
different illumination intensities (ranging from 2.0 nW to 4.2
mW, see Figure S6). These results demonstrate that after
exposing the perovskite to light, its voltage changes as a
function of time even under dark conditions.
Another striking observation about these perovskite solar

cells is that upon removing the illumination the Voc does not
immediately return to zero. Instead, a nonzero average voltage
persists for several minutes with a sign that is opposite of the
Voc under illumination. This behavior is consistent with trap

Figure 4. Spatial and temporal variation of the residual photogenerated voltage within perovskite solar cells. Topography and Voc scans acquired after
the solar cell is illuminated and brought back to dark conditions after (a) 16, (b) 65, (c) 164, (d) 328, and (e) 541 s. Note that immediately after
illumination two distinct regions are observed, one with Voc equal zero (blue) and another with Voc = −0.2 V (red). (f) Averaged Voc as a function of
time for the entire scanned area shown in (a−e) (black) and for regions 1 and 2 (highlighted by the white squares). The error bars refer to three
standard deviations from the averaged values. The vertical gray dashed lines correspond to the time interval where the scans (a−e) are performed.
(g) Ratio of current due to ion migration (Iion) and dark current (Idark) as a function of time. Black line is an exponential fit to the experimental data
resulting in a time constant of 185 ± 27 s.

Nano Letters Letter

DOI: 10.1021/acs.nanolett.7b00289
Nano Lett. 2017, 17, 2554−2560

2557

Figure 8.11: Probing ion migration with KPFM. (a-e) Topography (top row)
and real-time KPFM (bottom row) measurements within a single MAPbI3 grain. (f)
The blue and red regions exhibit distinct voltage relaxation timescales corresponding
to an additional current term in the (g) diode equation due to ion motion.[51]
Reproduced with permission.[51] Copyright 2017, American Chemical Society.

cycle. Figure 8.11a-e displays the topography and corresponding VOC maps (the

initial dark CPD image has been subtracted from all subsequent measurements) at

various times after the illumination source has been switched off. The topography

images reveal that the atypical electronic response for an illuminated semiconductor

is not due to any emerging morphological features. The CPD scans present two

distinct voltage relaxation timescales, evidenced by the residual plotted in Figure

8.11f. Here, the average voltage value of the map is given by the plot marker with

the error bar showing three times the image standard deviations. The blue region

presents negligible voltage decay, similar to the behavior of inorganic semiconductors

such as Si or GaAs. However, the red voltage values take greater than 120 s to decline

by ≈180 mV and finally equilibrate.
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The contribution of mobile ions to the voltage response of the material can

be modeled by the addition of an ionic current term to the standard diode equa-

tion for PV. The ionic current follows an exponential decay, as shown in Figure

8.11g, and counteracts the dark current, accounting for the observed residual volt-

age. While open-circuit voltage decay (OCVD)[28, 73, 259] and macroscopic Kelvin

probe[260, 261] measurements can perform equivalent measurements, the results pre-

sented in Figure 8.11 underscore the need for spatial resolution on the length scales

of the constituent grains. As shown, the impact of ion migration is a spatially het-

erogeneous process, indicating that some grains are structurally and/or chemically

resistant to vacancy-mediated migration. Our results call for high spatial resolu-

tion chemical and structural analyses on identical materials,[232, 262] following the

precedent set by several prior works.[22, 231, 233]

Scanning probe microscopy can also provide insight into interfacial processes,

providing direct evidence of the impact of ion migration on the voltage response.

To study the MAPI perovskite cross section, a forced ion beam lift-out process

was applied to a MA0.17FA0.83Pb(Br0.17I0.83)3 perovskite solar cell. A 2 µm Pt cap-

ping layer protected the photoactive layers during the Ga-ion milling, and the J-V

characteristic remains unchanged. Time-resolved KPFM spectroscopy was then ap-

plied point-by-point across the imaged region, after which the KPFM images are

reconstructed, as shown in Figure 8.12ai,ii for light ON and light OFF, respectively.

The average ∆CPD profiles for both illumination conditions are shown in Figure

8.12iii,iv. Within 2.5 ms of the illumination being switched ON, an 870 V cm−1 elec-

tric field arises across the interface, as quantified by the linear fit (dashed black line).
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or the G-KPFM.38 Unsupervised clustering confirms that the
time constants at grain interiors indeed tend to shorter (faster
charging) (Figure S17). In this case, the average tFP decreases
by ∼15 μsfrom regions associated with grain boundaries
compared to regions associated with grain interiors. We can
use the frequency shift, which is generally related to the total
photogenerated charge, to show that the charging rate

differences from center to edge are not due to changes in
absorption from scattering near grain boundary edges.
These data are consistent with the G-KPFM approach in

terms of the charging rates as a function of grain boundary
position. The comparatively faster time constants being
measured by FF-trEFM might be interpreted in a few ways:
(1) variations in photocurrent generation rate as in systems
without ionic carriers;39 (2) ionic and electronic carrier
transport times that are faster in FF-trEFM compared to G-
KPFM due to different instrument response and applied fields
between FF-trEFM and G-KPFM. Additionally, we note that
much higher light intensities than used here are required to
generate detectable electronic currents in these films (as shown
in photoconductive AFM, Figure S19), particularly at grain
centers
We thus propose that differences in the electrical excitation

and response profiles between the technique of G-KPFM and
FF-trEFM can account for the quantitative differences in
kinetics. Notably, in FF-trEFM, we apply a DC field during
illumination, compared to the ∼70 kHz AC field during G-
KPFM. Changing the voltage from +5 V (Figures S15 and
S16) to +7 V (Figure 7) results in slightly faster time constants,
and because the ionic response is likely characterized by a
range of relaxation times, it seems plausible that the square
voltage pulse and AC oscillations sample slightly different
weighted portions of the ionic response function. A further
difference is in fitting the functional form of the electrostatic
force versus voltage (G-KPFM) compared to fitting the
cantilever relaxation (FF-trEFM), and thus they arrive at
electrical information by focusing on different dynamic
analyses.
We take these two dynamic techniques’ data together to

propose a possible mechanism where ion migration and trap-
mediated transport would result in grain boundaries with
seemingly slower time constants (see schematic in Figure S20)
but larger net photovoltage. As cast, BAPI surfaces contain
acceptor-type iodine vacancies but otherwise little inherent

Figure 6. Clustering spatial dependence of contact potential variations under illumination. (A) Topography and (B) CPD of a BAPI film
(under 455 nm illumination, ∼150 mW/cm2), with pixels defining the grain boundaries masked off for clustering. (C) CPD of the pixels
plotted versus distance to the nearest grain boundary pixel, using the mask in (B) to define the grain boundaries based on the amplitude
image. The colors correspond to regions defined by unsupervised k-means clustering of the G-KPFM data at each pixel, thereby quantifiably
categorizing the data into regions. These data show that as the distance to the nearest grain boundary increases (toward center of the grain)
the CPD tends to increase, as indicated by the centroids of each cluster depicted as a solid circle. (D) Clustering of the four-dimensional
data (x, y, CPD, time) via k-means confirms these findings, with the clusters lying across contours of potential. These data show that the time
series information are reflective of the spatial component of the CPD data relative to the grain boundary position, and they show that the
average shifts to higher potentials at grain interiors.

Figure 7. Fast free time-resolved electrostatic force microscopy
(FF-trEFM) on BAPI. (A) Topography, (B) FF-trEFM time
constant, and (C) FF-trEFM frequency shift images under 455 nm
illumination (∼100 mW/cm2) and Vtip = +7 V. Brighter regions
exhibit slower charging in (B) and greater total charge (C).
Regions adjacent to grain boundaries exhibit slower charging and
are therefore consistent with the G-KPFM image data.

ACS Nano Article

DOI: 10.1021/acsnano.8b08390
ACS Nano 2019, 13, 2812−2821
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composition of the perovskite, namely by the iodide excess in
the precursor solution,4 suggesting that the interface charge is
located within and influenced by the perovskite crystal.

Independent of the stabilization mechanism, the slow
release of bound ions from the perovskite/hole transporter
interface explains the slower relaxation dynamics upon switch-
ing off the external voltage. The strong electric field will make
the ion transport across the perovskite layer very fast, explain-
ing the absence of space charge (Fig. 5d).

Dynamics with pulsed illumination

To test if similar effects are present in an illuminated device, we
performed experiments with light pulses generated by a white
light source. The device was set to open circuit conditions with
the gold cathode grounded and the FTO anode floating. This
situation simulates the so-called light-soaking conditions when
the device is illuminated under open circuit for a couple of
minutes before recording a j–V curve. Upon switching on the
light, the electrode potential on the FTO jumped to B!170 mV
within B2 ms and slowly decreased over the following three
seconds by another B150 mV (see ESI†).

In the DCPD map 2.5 ms after the switching, we again found
a strong interface charge at the perovskite/SnO2 interface.
However, almost no potential gradient in the B400 nm thick
perovskite layer could be observed (Fig. 7a). Only when averaging
over entire DCPD map (Fig. 7b) we found a weak electric field of
B870 V cm!1 over the perovskite layer. At later stages, the potential
in the perovskite layer became flat again with a negative offset of
30–40 mV (orange curve in Fig. 7b), comparable to the offset that
we observed in the experiments with pulsed voltage (Fig. 6a).
Possible reasons for the observation of a much weaker electric
field and the absence of curvature in the potential are the higher
noise level due to intensity fluctuations in the light source or the
relatively slow switching time of B10 ms of its mechanical shutter.
Moreover, the screening of the field could be stronger due to a

higher photo-induced ion concentration44 or due to photo-excited
electronic carriers, although we would expect symmetric screening
at both electrodes in this case. The observation of a DCPD offset
within the perovskite layer at later times indicates that negative
ionic charges accumulated at the spiro-OMeTAD/perovskite inter-
face (Fig. 5c). The absence of an exponentially decaying potential in
the perovskite layer indicates again that mobile ions play a minor
role in the electric field screening compared to the perovskite/SnO2

interface charge.
After switching off the illumination, we observed a similar

DCPD distribution (Fig. 7c) and dynamics (Fig. 7d) as observed
after the voltage pulse (Fig. 4). The maximum DCPD values at the
perovskite/SnO2 interface were B180 mV, which corresponds to
B60% of the externally measured photovoltage. After the external
voltage pulse, we observed a maximum DCPD signal of B300 mV at
an external voltage of 500 mV, which corresponds to roughly the
same voltage ratio of 60%. The observation of an identical charge
decay behavior suggests that the same charge re-distribution
processes occurred during the illumination and the application
of the external voltage.

Conclusion/summary
With tr-KPFM, we established a method that is able to map and
track the potential distribution in perovskite solar cells with
sub-ms resolution. Our results demonstrate that current–
voltage hysteresis in perovskite solar cells is dominated by
the dynamics of the formation and release of ionic charges at
the interfaces. This interface charge formed within B3 ms after
switching on an electric field across the device and decayed
40 times slower than it formed. This asymmetry in the kinetics
indicates that the surface charges are stabilized at the inter-
faces of the perovskite towards the electrodes. One possible
scenario for a stabilization of the negative charge at the cathode

Fig. 7 Tr-KPFM experiments with pulsed illumination. (a) DCPD map 2.5 ms after switching on the light (b) DCPD section graphs at different times
obtained by averaging over the entire image range of the map in (a). The dashed line is a linear fit to the 2.5 ms section graph, showing that there is an
electric field of B870 V cm!1 present in the perovskite layer. (c) DCPD map 10 ms after switching off the illumination. (d) Averaged section graph from the
area marked in (c), revealing similar dynamics as in the pulsed voltage experiments, i.e. a homogeneous electric field across the perovskite layer.
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composition of the perovskite, namely by the iodide excess in
the precursor solution,4 suggesting that the interface charge is
located within and influenced by the perovskite crystal.

Independent of the stabilization mechanism, the slow
release of bound ions from the perovskite/hole transporter
interface explains the slower relaxation dynamics upon switch-
ing off the external voltage. The strong electric field will make
the ion transport across the perovskite layer very fast, explain-
ing the absence of space charge (Fig. 5d).

Dynamics with pulsed illumination

To test if similar effects are present in an illuminated device, we
performed experiments with light pulses generated by a white
light source. The device was set to open circuit conditions with
the gold cathode grounded and the FTO anode floating. This
situation simulates the so-called light-soaking conditions when
the device is illuminated under open circuit for a couple of
minutes before recording a j–V curve. Upon switching on the
light, the electrode potential on the FTO jumped to B!170 mV
within B2 ms and slowly decreased over the following three
seconds by another B150 mV (see ESI†).

In the DCPD map 2.5 ms after the switching, we again found
a strong interface charge at the perovskite/SnO2 interface.
However, almost no potential gradient in the B400 nm thick
perovskite layer could be observed (Fig. 7a). Only when averaging
over entire DCPD map (Fig. 7b) we found a weak electric field of
B870 V cm!1 over the perovskite layer. At later stages, the potential
in the perovskite layer became flat again with a negative offset of
30–40 mV (orange curve in Fig. 7b), comparable to the offset that
we observed in the experiments with pulsed voltage (Fig. 6a).
Possible reasons for the observation of a much weaker electric
field and the absence of curvature in the potential are the higher
noise level due to intensity fluctuations in the light source or the
relatively slow switching time of B10 ms of its mechanical shutter.
Moreover, the screening of the field could be stronger due to a

higher photo-induced ion concentration44 or due to photo-excited
electronic carriers, although we would expect symmetric screening
at both electrodes in this case. The observation of a DCPD offset
within the perovskite layer at later times indicates that negative
ionic charges accumulated at the spiro-OMeTAD/perovskite inter-
face (Fig. 5c). The absence of an exponentially decaying potential in
the perovskite layer indicates again that mobile ions play a minor
role in the electric field screening compared to the perovskite/SnO2

interface charge.
After switching off the illumination, we observed a similar

DCPD distribution (Fig. 7c) and dynamics (Fig. 7d) as observed
after the voltage pulse (Fig. 4). The maximum DCPD values at the
perovskite/SnO2 interface were B180 mV, which corresponds to
B60% of the externally measured photovoltage. After the external
voltage pulse, we observed a maximum DCPD signal of B300 mV at
an external voltage of 500 mV, which corresponds to roughly the
same voltage ratio of 60%. The observation of an identical charge
decay behavior suggests that the same charge re-distribution
processes occurred during the illumination and the application
of the external voltage.

Conclusion/summary
With tr-KPFM, we established a method that is able to map and
track the potential distribution in perovskite solar cells with
sub-ms resolution. Our results demonstrate that current–
voltage hysteresis in perovskite solar cells is dominated by
the dynamics of the formation and release of ionic charges at
the interfaces. This interface charge formed within B3 ms after
switching on an electric field across the device and decayed
40 times slower than it formed. This asymmetry in the kinetics
indicates that the surface charges are stabilized at the inter-
faces of the perovskite towards the electrodes. One possible
scenario for a stabilization of the negative charge at the cathode

Fig. 7 Tr-KPFM experiments with pulsed illumination. (a) DCPD map 2.5 ms after switching on the light (b) DCPD section graphs at different times
obtained by averaging over the entire image range of the map in (a). The dashed line is a linear fit to the 2.5 ms section graph, showing that there is an
electric field of B870 V cm!1 present in the perovskite layer. (c) DCPD map 10 ms after switching off the illumination. (d) Averaged section graph from the
area marked in (c), revealing similar dynamics as in the pulsed voltage experiments, i.e. a homogeneous electric field across the perovskite layer.
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Figure 8.12: Ion migration at interfaces and grain boundaries. (a) time-
resolved KPFM (tr-KPFM) is used to reconstruct the CPD images (i) 2.5 ms after
the light is turned ON and then (ii) 10 ms after the light is turned OFF. Time
evolution of spatially averaged line profiles for (iii) light ON and (iv) light OFF
conditions.[263] Reproduced under the terms of the CC-BY license.[263] Copyright
2018, RSC. (b) Fast free time-resolved electrostatic force microscopy (FF-tr-EFM)
identifies the influence of illumination ON the rate and total charging of the BAPI3
film at grain interiors and boundaries.[264] Reproduced with permission.[264] Copy-
right 2019, American Chemical Society.

After 2700 ms, the electric field has dissipated, though the voltage displays a ≈35

mV offset from the initial dark value that takes 1.5 s to equilibrate after turning

OFF the white light (Figure 8.12iv). These results indicate that the perovskite-

SnO2 interface charging strongly influences the observed voltage dynamics, acting

as a source of iodide and iodide vacancies that alter interfacial recombination.[262]

Further, bias-dependent measurements performed on the same samples exhibited

similar timescales and CPD profiles, corroborating the influence of ionic migration

and interfacial charging.

The occurrence of ion migration and its influence on the electrical response is
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best documented for the archetypal MAPI, yet is evident in perovskites with different

composition and/or structure. Figure 8.12b, for example, displays the results for

the fast free time-resolved electrostatic force microscopy (FF-tr-EFM) as applied to

a Ruddlesden-Popper (R-P) metal halide perovskites formed with butylammonium

cations, with a film composition of (C4H9NH3)2PbI4 (abbreviated "BAPI").[54] An

R-P perovskite consists of multiple 2D layers, and are often more moisture-stable

than comparable 3D systems.[265] Further, the R-P systems display ideal electronic

properties with exciton binding energies orders of magnitude higher than similar

3D compositions.[266] Accordingly, a BAPI film was studied to understand if the

superior stability was a result of the reduced ion motion and a more spatially uniform

electrical response. The noncontact tr-EFM technique consists of monitoring the

resonance shift of the AFM probe as photogenerated charge carriers build up in the

material.[267] The decay in the capacitance between the tip and absorbing material

after the light pulse is inversely proportional to the macroscopic EQE.[268] Thus, for

solar cells, tr-EFM provides direct insight into the spatial variations in photocurrent.

The "fast free" prefix refers to the fact that, in this operating mode, the cantilever

scans without feedback with all probe dynamics recorded, analogous to G-mode

KPFM.[269, 270] The images are then constructed by fitting the probe dynamics to

the appropriate model. The BAPI film topography (Figure 8.12bi) shows compact

grains ≈2 µm in diameter with roughness in the range of ≈100 nm. The FF-tr-EFM

lifetime (Figure 8.12bii) reveals that the grain boundaries build up charge nearly

twice as slowly. Despite the slower dynamics, the grain boundaries display greater

charge buildup, as indicated in the frequency shift in Figure 8.12biii. To explain
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this spatial heterogeneity, a photoinduced field at the grain boundaries is proposed.

The screening of this electric field along with higher trap densities leads to slower

charge buildup.

The time-dependent dynamics have also been studied in solution-grown

MAPbBr3 (also MAPBr) single crystals using KPFM in ultrahigh vacuum. The

topography of the scalpel-cleaved sample is given in Figure 8.13a, displaying the

smooth, terraced morphology corresponding to individual MAPBr layers.[271] The

white dots are the result of defects, either intrinsic or due to modification by the

ambient atmosphere. The zoom-in region (black dashed line) is quantified in the

histogram shown in Figure 8.13b, where the red line is a multi-Gaussian fit indicat-

ing a terrace height of ≈0.6 nm. The time-dependent SPV response of the MAPBr

sample is captured in Figure 8.13c, where point measurements were used to collect

time-series data before, during, and after two 60 s illumination treatments using 2.95

mW cm−2 of 515 nm light. When the light is first turned ON, the stabilization of

the SPV signal takes five times longer (time constant of 11.4 s, as extracted from the

exponential decay given by the black dotted line) than the subsequent stabilization.

The initial SPV rise is due to charge carrier generation, while the subsequent stabi-

lization results from the slower migration of ionic species. The height of the AFM

cantilever was simultaneously recorded (Figure 8.13d), revealing a 7 nm change dur-

ing illumination due to photostriction (light-induced sample deformation that does

not arise from thermal effects). Clearly, in the case of MAPBr, photostriction leads

to lattice expansion, up to 20 nm at 100 mW cm−2, as identified by complementary

measurements in the same paper.[72] These KPFM results established the interplay
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Figure 1: (a) nc-AFM topographic image (2 × 2 μm) of the MAPbBr3 single crystal surface. The dotted rectangle highlights the area used to calculate
the z-level histogram. (b) Height histogram of the image in the inset (numeric zoom from the image in (a)). The red line shows the result of a multiple
Gaussian peak fit. The average step height deduced from the peak positions is equal to 0.59 ± 0.01 nm.

Figure 2: Plots of the (a) KPFM surface potential (b) and the tip height change relative to its initial position as a function of time during two succes-
sive illumination sequences (λ = 515 nm, Popt = 2.95 mW/cm2). The arrows labelled 1, 2, 3 in (a) and 4 in (b) highlight the fast (1), slow (2) and stabi-
lized (3) components of the surface photovoltage and the photostriction signal (4), respectively. The dotted curves in (a) show the results of curve
adjustments with functions based on a single exponential, yielding time constants for the SPV dynamics of 11.4 s and 2.1 s during the 1st and 2nd
illumination sequences, respectively.

(Figure 1b) is exactly equal to the cubic perovskite unit cell
(0.59 nm for MAPbBr3 [1,21]). This confirms that the surface
investigated corresponds to the (100) plane of the MAPbBr3
crystal. Several features appearing as white spots in the topo-
graphic images indicate moreover the likelihood of defects,
which could be attributed to surface contamination upon expo-
sure to ambient atmosphere during the cleaving process. Alter-
natively, one may also hypothesize that intrinsic defects are
formed during the solution process crystal growth. Addressing
the origin of these defects is beyond the scope of the current
work, and will require development of in situ cleaving facilities
(enabling discrimination between extrinsic surface contamina-
tion and intrinsic defect formation). Here, our primary goal is to
check if the surface photovoltage and crystal photostriction can

be simultaneously and reliably probed by nc-AFM/KPFM. The
discussion will be thus focused on the analysis of the single
crystal response on the basis of spectroscopic curves acquired in
point mode (i.e., at selected locations on the surface).

Figure 2a,b shows the KPFM surface potential (SP) and the tip
height curves recorded during two successive single-pulse illu-
mination sequences separated by a time interval of a few tens of
seconds (at an excitation wavelength of 515 nm and with an
optical power of 2.95 mW/cm2). First, we note that the SP ex-
hibits a quasi-instantaneous response (at the timescale of the
KPFM regulation loop integration time, which was set to a few
tens of ms for these experiments) in the form of a negative shift
of ≈240 mV after switching the light pulse on. This fast change
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(d) 

Figure 8.13: Ionic motion and photostriction in MAPbBr3 captured with
time-dependent KPFM. (a) Topography image of the single crystal MAPbBr3
sample. (b) Height histogram extracted from the inset image. Time series plots
of the (c) KPFM surface potential and (d) height measurements taken from two
consecutive illumination cycles (black: cycle one; red: cycle two).[72] Adapted under
the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License (CC-BY).[72] Copyright
2018, The Authors.

between photostriction and ion migration, along with their relevant timescales. The

increased sample deformation enables faster ionic movement, as evidenced by the

power-dependent results.

8.8 Material and Device Stability

Despite the steep rise in power conversion efficiency (PCE or η) demonstrated

by MHP solar cells, perovskite materials continue to display instabilities due to the
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environmental factors (varying temperatures, H2O and/or O2) as well as standard

operating conditions (illumination and applied bias). The combination, level, and

duration of the environmental stressor strongly influence the degree of reversibility

in the optical and/or electrical response exposure. The number of possible per-

mutations for operating parameters highlights the potential for machine learning

(ML) to classify irreversible versus reversible changes.[41] Composition also plays a

key role, with mixed-cation (Cs, MA, and FA) perovskites demonstrating decaying

power output followed by a full restoration of PCE after multiple hours of oper-

ation if they are allowed sufficient recovery time (inert conditions without bias or

illumination).[29, 141] By contrast, some Pb-free variants have exhibited efficien-

cies that gradually increase from 7.4% to 9% over 30 days as the crystal structure

relaxes.[134] AFM-based methods are essential in studying the fundamental causes

of these instabilities, as they can resolve the dynamics at length scales comparable

to the material’s morphology.

The impact of illumination on the stability of three archetypal perovskite com-

positions (MAPbBr3, MAPbI3, and Cs0.06(MA0.17FA0.83)0.94Pb(Br0.17I0.83)3 (or "Cs-

mixed") has been investigated using H-KPFM to evaluate light-induced changes in

the material.[63] The MAPI and Cs-mixed materials show a uniform voltage response

throughout two illumination cycles. However, the MAPbBr3 thin film displays the

emergence of photoinactive regions, as shown in Figure 8.14a. Before any light ex-

posure, the dark CPD image (Figure 8.14av) is uniform. Close visual inspection of

this initial scan reveals only a faint indication of sites that will convert into larger

photoinactive regions upon illumination. The first illuminated scan (Figure 8.14avi)
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shows immediate changes in the spatial features of the CPD, where numerous lo-

cations across the film surface are permanently altered, exhibiting a lower voltage

response (1.49 V vs 1.84 V). A second round of measurements under dark (Figure

8.14avii) and light (Figure 8.14aviii) conditions demonstrate that these regions (en-

closed with white dashed lines) no longer respond to light excitation, but are instead

constrained to 1.49 V. These results point to the existence of metastable nanoscale

sites within the MAPbBr3 perovskite, possibly due to the defect density.[60] While

Figure 8.14aix shows that the Br-containing film does not decay in ∆VOC as with

MAPI, the irreversible changes established via H-KPFM highlight an opportunity

for improving fabrication parameters to boost overall performance.

Stability at higher temperatures is essential and is mandated by the relevant

International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) 61215 standard for solar modules.

As one part of the protocol, solar cells are measured before and after exposure

to damp heat (85% rH, 85 ◦C). Given perovskite’s dynamic optoelectronic charac-

teristics, this test is particularly difficult, and fundamental studies are critical to

understanding the degradation pathways. Accordingly, a multifaceted investigation

of the impact of temperature with different atmospheric conditions provided criti-

cal insight.[150] Standard fabrication methods for MAPI were implemented, yielding

PCE above 10% for pristine devices. Subsequently, equivalently deposited thin films

were annealed in the dark at 85 ◦C with an atmosphere of either N2, O2, or ambient

air (50% rH) for an entire day. Macroscopic X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements

of the post-treated films showed the emergence of PbI2. The photoluminescence

(PL) spectra added additional support, as the radiative recombination of charge
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elucidate that the combined presence of Cs, FA, and Br
prevents the degradation of the perovskites at the nanoscale,
ultimately leading to the stable macroscopic response observed
in this system.32,33

Figure 7 shows the stability of all samples investigated here
after 4 weeks of KPFM experiments. As described in other

reports,35,42 by incorporating Cs into the A-site position
(which has a smaller radius than both MA and FA), halide
migration is inhibited because both MA and FA are
compressed in these cases. The histograms in Figure 7 display
the time dependence of the Voc of all the perovskite
compositions obtained by the KPFM maps, where the error
bars correspond to the line-noise level of the measurements.
The small increase in Voc observed for both MAPbBr3 and Cs-
mixed after week 1 of our KPFM experiments is likely due to
(i) different tip−sample interactions during the KPFM
experiment (i.e., fresh AFM probe used with a slightly altered
work function), (ii) minor differences in optical alignment of
the incident laser, (iii) variations in perovskite film thickness,
as each week the sample has been imaged in another region.
Even though the initial MAPbI3 KPFM maps shown in Figure
S7 are essentially uniform (i.e., void of any defects or
nonradiative recombination sites), the light-induced Voc
drops week-after-week, signifying material degradation. In
contrast, the homogeneous voltage distribution of the Cs-
mixed sample is maintained throughout the entirety of the
experiments as well as its associated Voc. Different than
MAPbI3, the Cs-mixed sample is electrically uniform at both
the nano- and macroscale and has long-term stability, as
presented in Figure 7. Despite the voltage heterogeneity of the
MAPbBr3 perovskite, the long-term electrical response stays
relatively stable, although the voltage signal does show higher
volatility. This phenomenon could be related to the measured
irreversible electrical signal and negative-voltage sites in the
MAPbBr3, which in this case are likely caused by light-induced,
mobile organic cation and/or bromine ions.47,48 In comparison
with the other pure halide options, the Cs-mixed perovskite
has superior electrical behavior.
The significance of spatially resolving the Voc of inhomoge-

neous materials, such as perovskites, lies in revealing changes
in the optoelectronic behavior of grains and within grains
related to charge carrier recombination that dominates the

overall device stability and performance. To date, microscopic
measurements of perovskites through scanning probe and
electron microscopy-based methods have shown significant
spatial variations in the photocurrent and photovoltage
generated by MA and FA perovskites and are likely related
to physical and chemical processes that take place once the
material is exposed to ambient environment or operation
conditions. In this work, we chose to image solar cell samples
with identical HTM and ETM layers to ensure that all
variations in signal are due to the perovskite layers, avoiding
any possible influence from the carrier transport layers on the
local KPFM response. Note that the band offset effect of HTM
and ETM layers will be equivalent at the macroscopic and at
the nanoscale as the Light- minus Dark-KPFM measurements
are directly proportional to the splitting of the quasi-Fermi
level of the devices. This is an advantageous feature of KPFM
as a tool for directly comparing the nanoscale and macroscopic
electrical behavior of the perovskites. The precise effect of
specific materials on the nanoscale Voc could be assessed by
performing comparative analyses on devices with different
HTM and ETM materials (e.g., PTAA versus Spiro-OMeTAD,
and PCBM versus mesoporous TiO2 with distinct geo-
metries).50 Further, elucidating the voltage response of
emerging perovskite materials, such as (RbCsMAFA)PbI3
and Bi-halide double perovskites,51 is critical to identify
which chemical compositions can be implemented as solar cell
modules. Ultimately, unravelling the driving forces for material
degradation upon exposure to light (in this case), moisture,
oxygen, temperature, and bias from the macro- to the
nanoscale will advance the understanding of what triggers
the dynamic response commonly observed in perovskites.

CONCLUSIONS
We determined the influence of chemical composition on the
nanoscale, time-dependent Voc for three types of perovskites:
MAPbI3, MAPbBr3, and Cs-mixed. By performing KPFM
imaging under 1 sun illumination conditions, we discovered an
irreversible photovoltage response within the MAPbBr3
perovskite, demonstrating the need for high spatial resolution
mapping. Regions of negative-photovoltage coexist with
“active” areas upon material illumination, resulting in local,
spatial variations in Voc of approximately 400 mV. The MAPbI3
conventional perovskite presented the lowest stability among
the three compositions at multiple time scales. Meanwhile, we
measured a fully reversible and uniform Voc response in Cs-
mixed perovskites, which is due to the suppression of ion
motion resulting from crystal lattice shrinkage.52 The differ-
ences between the three samples’ Voc behavior are related to
the occurrence and suppression of ion migration: as small
concentrations of Cs are incorporated into the perovskite
lattice, the movement of ions is inhibited due to strain. As a
result, the nanoscale Voc is homogeneous at the length scale of
individual grains. Yet, for the MAPbBr3 perovskite, the motion
of Br− ions causes a hysteresis on the Voc response as a function
of illumination.
Our nanoscale, time-dependent Voc imaging/analysis can be

expanded to probe the real-time response of emerging
perovskites, including options for multijunction solar cells5

and light-emitting devices. For instance, by implementing fast-
KPFM, one can identify the role of different atmospheres, such
as N2, O2, and H2O, as well as of temperature and bias, on the
dynamic electrical properties of these materials (including their
combined effects). Moreover, the KPFM measurements can be

Figure 7. Analysis of perovskites’ nanoscale electrical stability.
Histograms of Voc, extracted from the nanoscale KPFM experi-
ments, normalized as a function of the first week for each
perovskite sample. The superior long-term voltage stability of the
Cs-mixed composition is evident by its steady Voc signal over the
course of 4 weeks.
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defects (vacancies and interstitials).46 Upon illumination
(Figure 4f), we now measure an inhomogeneous photovoltage
response which differentiates itself from the distribution of the
initial dark scan. After sample illumination (Figure 4g), an
unexpected electrical and reversible state emerges, termed as
Dark(2). We find two distinct regions within the MAPbBr3
voltage maps in Figure 4e−h: (i) the “background”, where the
light-induced voltage shows the largest increase (very light
green, voltage = 1.84 V), and (ii) well-defined perovskite grain
and grains clusters which have become inactive photovoltage
sites, viewed as the medium-green color in Figure 4f−h
(voltage = 1.49 V in both cases, see regions highlighted by
white dashed circles in Figure 4g). Note that after the initial
illumination of the MAPbBr3 sample (shown in Figure 4f), the
voltage responses, both Light and Dark, become reversible (as
will be discussed later). Contrarily, the MAPbI3 perovskite
presents uniform voltage distribution, regardless of the grain’s
morphology and their boundaries. Nevertheless, this perovskite

is unstable, with >20% decay in power conversion efficiency in
only 2 min. See Figure S7 for our nanoscale KPFM
measurements of MAPbI3, which were performed prior to
complete material degradation. The primary difference in
nanoscale voltage behavior between the two pure-halide
perovskite samples is related to their distinct Pb-halide bond
lengths,46 which ultimately affects both the ingress of ions into
the perovskite lattice as well as ion motion throughout the
atomic structure.
To quantify the actual effect of the high- and low-voltage

regions on the time dependent Voc of MAPbBr3, we first
subtract a Dark(x) image from a Light-KPFM scan (i.e., Figure
4f minus Figure 4e and Figure 4h minus Figure 4g), and then
we subtract those resulting maps from each other, yielding
Figure 4i. Two contrasting areas are immediately apparent
when comparing the resulting ΔVoc map (in blue and yellow),
with spatial variations in Voc of 400 mV. The blue regions cover
approximately 12% of the scanned area. Conversely, the yellow

Figure 4. Nanoscale irreversible voltage response in MAPbBr3 perovskites. (a−d) AFM topography maps of the MAPbBr3 sample and their
respective (e−h) voltage images under sequential dark and illuminated conditions. Here, despite consistent topography, an irreversible
electrical process occurs within the MAPbBr3 perovskite film. (i) Spatial variation in open-circuit voltage (ΔVoc) under local illumination.
For all measurements, relative humidity <8%, and for light-KPFM, the illumination conditions are a 532 nm laser under 1 sun incident
photon flux.

Figure 5. Dynamic, reversible electrical response after the first illumination of MAPbBr3. (a) Topography map. (b−i) Fast Dark- and Light-
KPFM scans (16 s/scan) shown in chronological order, demonstrating the slow reversibility of the voltage response in 10 min post-
illumination. During scan (c), the 532 nm laser (at 1 sun) is turned ON, scan direction bottom → top. During scan (f), the illumination
source is turned OFF, scan direction from top → bottom. (j) Corresponding voltage histograms for the entire fast KPFM series.
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irreversible photovoltage response within the MAPbBr3
perovskite, demonstrating the need for high spatial resolution
mapping. Regions of negative-photovoltage coexist with
“active” areas upon material illumination, resulting in local,
spatial variations in Voc of approximately 400 mV. The MAPbI3
conventional perovskite presented the lowest stability among
the three compositions at multiple time scales. Meanwhile, we
measured a fully reversible and uniform Voc response in Cs-
mixed perovskites, which is due to the suppression of ion
motion resulting from crystal lattice shrinkage.52 The differ-
ences between the three samples’ Voc behavior are related to
the occurrence and suppression of ion migration: as small
concentrations of Cs are incorporated into the perovskite
lattice, the movement of ions is inhibited due to strain. As a
result, the nanoscale Voc is homogeneous at the length scale of
individual grains. Yet, for the MAPbBr3 perovskite, the motion
of Br− ions causes a hysteresis on the Voc response as a function
of illumination.
Our nanoscale, time-dependent Voc imaging/analysis can be

expanded to probe the real-time response of emerging
perovskites, including options for multijunction solar cells5

and light-emitting devices. For instance, by implementing fast-
KPFM, one can identify the role of different atmospheres, such
as N2, O2, and H2O, as well as of temperature and bias, on the
dynamic electrical properties of these materials (including their
combined effects). Moreover, the KPFM measurements can be
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fact PbI 2  (1.5× as much Pb w.r.t. I in the grain, compared to the 
bulk perovskite matrix). 

   For the sample degraded in ambient atmosphere, additional 
discernable regions in the topography image give rise to dark 
(current-less) areas in the current map, which can be the result 
of multiple causes, as will be demonstrated in the following. 
Figure  5  comprises cross-sectional STEM-HAADF images of 
solar cells based on a pristine and degraded perovskite layers 
annealed for 24 h at 85 °C in different atmospheres. In the 
pristine case, all the layers are stacked neatly on top of one 
another, whereas for degraded samples additional morpholo-
gical phenomena occur. In the extreme case of annealing in air, 
the perovskite fi lm is governed by spot-like structures as shown 
in Figure  5  (bottom right) which, using EDX analysis, can be 
identifi ed as regions with increased Pb/I atomic ratio (see 
Figure S3, Supporting Information). Additionally, in some loca-
tions, the perovskite fi lm appears to be delaminated from the 
base TiO 2  layer, thus impeding top-down charge transfer and 
again leading to regions with decreased electrical current. While 

delamination effects are not observed for samples annealed in 
molecular N 2  or O 2 , the latter ones reveal the beginning of the 
formation of spot-like structures representing inhomogeneities 
within the perovskite fi lm that might act as (still low density, 
but unwanted) scattering centers for photo-induced charge car-
riers during operation of the solar cell. 

 To obtain a more in-depth understanding of the mechanism 
behind the observed degradation in the previous section, XPS 
measurements were carried out. The chemical signature of the 
degradation processes was unraveled by core level scans of the 
most important elements (C, N, Pb, and I) for each degraded 
sample. The C1s core level of the pristine sample ( Figure    6   
left side, black curve) contains two contributions, one at higher 
binding energy (286.7 eV) that represents the C–N bond found 
in the MAI cation, and one at lower binding energy (285.3 eV; 
C–C, C–H) that is attributed to a small amount of adsorbed 
hydrocarbons as a result of ex situ preparation of the fi lm. 
Upon heating the fi lm in ambient atmosphere for different 
time periods, the C–N related peak gradually shrinks in favor 
of the hydrocarbon peak, which points to a conversion of C–N 
bound carbon to adventitious type carbon. The corresponding 
peak shift can result from the hydrogen in the ambient atmos-
phere that reduces the methylammonium or from the forma-
tion of a hydrate product. [ 45 ]  Coinciding with the disappearance 
of C–N bonds, the N1s core level intensity (Figure  6  center 
panel, black curve) is systematically decreasing, suggesting the 
emission of nitrogen from the sample surface into the atmos-
phere. We turn our attention now towards the Pb4f core level 
spectra (Figure  6 , right panel). Previously, we speculated a 
small trace of elemental Pb (Pb (0) , 136.9 eV) could contribute 
to the electrical conduction in the perovskite. [ 25 ]  Now we fi nd 
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 Figure 4.    AFM images (left column) and C-AFM images at  V  = 0.5 V 
(right column) of perovskite fi lms that were subjected to 85 °C for 24 h in 
different indicated atmospheres. The percentages on the C-AFM images 
represent the fraction of the depicted area that contributes to the meas-
ured current.

 Figure 5.    HAADF images (cross-sectional view) of completed solar cells 
based on either a pristine perovskite layer or perovskite layers annealed 
to 85 °C for 24 h in different atmospheres. The highlighted area in the 
O 2  degraded layer (bottom left) represents a PbI 2  grain lying on top of 
the perovskite fi lm.
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pristine case, all the layers are stacked neatly on top of one 
another, whereas for degraded samples additional morpholo-
gical phenomena occur. In the extreme case of annealing in air, 
the perovskite fi lm is governed by spot-like structures as shown 
in Figure  5  (bottom right) which, using EDX analysis, can be 
identifi ed as regions with increased Pb/I atomic ratio (see 
Figure S3, Supporting Information). Additionally, in some loca-
tions, the perovskite fi lm appears to be delaminated from the 
base TiO 2  layer, thus impeding top-down charge transfer and 
again leading to regions with decreased electrical current. While 

delamination effects are not observed for samples annealed in 
molecular N 2  or O 2 , the latter ones reveal the beginning of the 
formation of spot-like structures representing inhomogeneities 
within the perovskite fi lm that might act as (still low density, 
but unwanted) scattering centers for photo-induced charge car-
riers during operation of the solar cell. 

 To obtain a more in-depth understanding of the mechanism 
behind the observed degradation in the previous section, XPS 
measurements were carried out. The chemical signature of the 
degradation processes was unraveled by core level scans of the 
most important elements (C, N, Pb, and I) for each degraded 
sample. The C1s core level of the pristine sample ( Figure    6   
left side, black curve) contains two contributions, one at higher 
binding energy (286.7 eV) that represents the C–N bond found 
in the MAI cation, and one at lower binding energy (285.3 eV; 
C–C, C–H) that is attributed to a small amount of adsorbed 
hydrocarbons as a result of ex situ preparation of the fi lm. 
Upon heating the fi lm in ambient atmosphere for different 
time periods, the C–N related peak gradually shrinks in favor 
of the hydrocarbon peak, which points to a conversion of C–N 
bound carbon to adventitious type carbon. The corresponding 
peak shift can result from the hydrogen in the ambient atmos-
phere that reduces the methylammonium or from the forma-
tion of a hydrate product. [ 45 ]  Coinciding with the disappearance 
of C–N bonds, the N1s core level intensity (Figure  6  center 
panel, black curve) is systematically decreasing, suggesting the 
emission of nitrogen from the sample surface into the atmos-
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spectra (Figure  6 , right panel). Previously, we speculated a 
small trace of elemental Pb (Pb (0) , 136.9 eV) could contribute 
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fact PbI 2  (1.5× as much Pb w.r.t. I in the grain, compared to the 
bulk perovskite matrix). 

   For the sample degraded in ambient atmosphere, additional 
discernable regions in the topography image give rise to dark 
(current-less) areas in the current map, which can be the result 
of multiple causes, as will be demonstrated in the following. 
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solar cells based on a pristine and degraded perovskite layers 
annealed for 24 h at 85 °C in different atmospheres. In the 
pristine case, all the layers are stacked neatly on top of one 
another, whereas for degraded samples additional morpholo-
gical phenomena occur. In the extreme case of annealing in air, 
the perovskite fi lm is governed by spot-like structures as shown 
in Figure  5  (bottom right) which, using EDX analysis, can be 
identifi ed as regions with increased Pb/I atomic ratio (see 
Figure S3, Supporting Information). Additionally, in some loca-
tions, the perovskite fi lm appears to be delaminated from the 
base TiO 2  layer, thus impeding top-down charge transfer and 
again leading to regions with decreased electrical current. While 

delamination effects are not observed for samples annealed in 
molecular N 2  or O 2 , the latter ones reveal the beginning of the 
formation of spot-like structures representing inhomogeneities 
within the perovskite fi lm that might act as (still low density, 
but unwanted) scattering centers for photo-induced charge car-
riers during operation of the solar cell. 
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most important elements (C, N, Pb, and I) for each degraded 
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C–C, C–H) that is attributed to a small amount of adsorbed 
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small trace of elemental Pb (Pb (0) , 136.9 eV) could contribute 
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bulk perovskite matrix). 

   For the sample degraded in ambient atmosphere, additional 
discernable regions in the topography image give rise to dark 
(current-less) areas in the current map, which can be the result 
of multiple causes, as will be demonstrated in the following. 
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C–C, C–H) that is attributed to a small amount of adsorbed 
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fact PbI 2  (1.5× as much Pb w.r.t. I in the grain, compared to the 
bulk perovskite matrix). 

   For the sample degraded in ambient atmosphere, additional 
discernable regions in the topography image give rise to dark 
(current-less) areas in the current map, which can be the result 
of multiple causes, as will be demonstrated in the following. 
Figure  5  comprises cross-sectional STEM-HAADF images of 
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pristine case, all the layers are stacked neatly on top of one 
another, whereas for degraded samples additional morpholo-
gical phenomena occur. In the extreme case of annealing in air, 
the perovskite fi lm is governed by spot-like structures as shown 
in Figure  5  (bottom right) which, using EDX analysis, can be 
identifi ed as regions with increased Pb/I atomic ratio (see 
Figure S3, Supporting Information). Additionally, in some loca-
tions, the perovskite fi lm appears to be delaminated from the 
base TiO 2  layer, thus impeding top-down charge transfer and 
again leading to regions with decreased electrical current. While 

delamination effects are not observed for samples annealed in 
molecular N 2  or O 2 , the latter ones reveal the beginning of the 
formation of spot-like structures representing inhomogeneities 
within the perovskite fi lm that might act as (still low density, 
but unwanted) scattering centers for photo-induced charge car-
riers during operation of the solar cell. 

 To obtain a more in-depth understanding of the mechanism 
behind the observed degradation in the previous section, XPS 
measurements were carried out. The chemical signature of the 
degradation processes was unraveled by core level scans of the 
most important elements (C, N, Pb, and I) for each degraded 
sample. The C1s core level of the pristine sample ( Figure    6   
left side, black curve) contains two contributions, one at higher 
binding energy (286.7 eV) that represents the C–N bond found 
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Figure 8.14: Stability under environmental factors captured with KPFM
and c-AFM. (a) Heterodyne KPFM shows irreversible light-induced changes in
MAPbBr3. The initial topography and KPFM images under (i,v) dark and (ii,vi)
light conditions. (ix) Comparable measurements on iodine and mixed-cation (Cs,
FA, MA) perovskites indicate how the sample’s VOC spatial distribution changes
with over the course of a month.[63] Reproduced with permission.[63] Copyright
2019, American Chemical Society. (b) Topography and c-AFM measurements of
MAPbI3 films for (i,v) pristine and thermally treated (24 h at 85 ◦C in the dark)
under (ii,vi) N2, (iii,vii) O2, and (iv,viii) ambient conditions. The percentage indi-
cates the percentage of the material that still produces current. Images are 10 × 10
µm.[150] Reproduced with permission.[150] Copyright 2015, Wiley-VCH.
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carriers at the perovskite bandgap lessens, while the PbI2 peak emerges from the

noise floor with the largest signal corresponding to the sample annealed in ambient

air. Then, c-AFM, as shown in Figure 8.14b, was used to measure the impact of the

described accelerated aging conditions on the electrical conductivity of the sample.

Here, the number in the top right corner gives the percentage of each scan area

contributing current. The pristine samples show >90% current collection, with only

a negligible number of photoinactive grain boundaries and facets. Contrastingly,

the film annealed in the N2 and O2 environment shows roughly a one-third drop in

current coverage. The topography images reveal that the exposure to higher tem-

peratures induces a change in the morphology, with grainy, photoinactive structures

that nucleated along the grain boundaries. The ambient air annealed sample dis-

plays even lower current production, correlated with the moisture-assisted growth of

the photoinactive regions. For the samples annealed in ambient air, scanning trans-

mission electron microscopy (STEM) and energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) images

confirm a higher concentration of Pb and I near the HTL interface. The STEM im-

ages also show delamination between the MAPI and TiO2 layers, likely contributing

to the reduction in the c-AFM current images. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

(XPS) data identifies the rise in the concentration of metallic Pb(0) at the surface,

but only for the air-annealed sample.[272] These results served as motivation for

investigations into more moisture-tolerant and thermally stable compositions.

The impact of the environment on the morphology and the electrical proper-

ties of MHP materials have also been investigated in encapsulated devices. Here, the

noncontact sMIM technique provides a unique perspective amongst the AFM-based
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methods, allowing direct measurement of the local photoconductivity, rather than

the current collected through the probe-sample junction. Further, sMIM can re-

solve the photoresponse of encapsulated materials, crucial for mimicking real-world

solar cell conditions. Combining XRD and tr-PL data with sMIM photoconductiv-

ity imaging has helped identify that MAPI films with larger grains display higher

carrier mobilities and longer recombination lifetimes due to improved crystallinity,

accounting for their increased PCE.[273] sMIM was then used to explore the re-

sponse of the larger-grained MAPI perovskite to ambient conditions. Figure 8.15a

displays the AFM and MIM images for a PMMA covered MAPI film deposited on

a glass substrate that has been aged for a week at 35% rH (23 ◦C). In order to

alter the MHP layer, oxygen and water must diffuse through the PMMA layer. In-

terestingly, the grain boundaries show equal or better photoconductivity compared

to the interiors throughout the entire process. This data supports the conclusion

that optoelectronic deterioration does not initiate at the grain boundaries. Instead,

the MAPI grains themselves degrade, forming solid PbI2 and gaseous CH3NH2 and

HI.[274, 275]

A similar contact-mode sMIM technique was used to investigate the impact

of the ambient environment during fabrication on MAPI film conductivity (no il-

lumination) in pristine and deteriorated samples. A solution-processed fabrication

route[277] was implemented to produce the films measured in Figure 8.15b, with

large, micrometer-sized grains and device efficiencies up to 17%.[278] The sMIM

measurements were carefully calibrated to properly account for artifacts arising from

tip-sample capacitance, coupling between the probe and the FTO substrate, and the
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contrast on the left side of the image is attributed to signal drift
during the scan, where reduced signal levels relative to the
remainder of the scan lead to a local overestimate of the
scanning artifacts.
In order to further understand the relationship between

processing, the resulting morphology, and the spatially varying
electronic structure, we also examine pristine dry- and ambient-
annealed films. Shown in Figure 3 are the AFM topography and
corresponding corrected S11 signal, respectively, of pristine dry-
(a,b) and ambient-annealed (c,d) films. Together with the N2-
annealed film in Figure 2a, we find that all pristine films studied
here consist of both small grains with typical sizes 100−300 nm
and irregularly shaped large grains that are >1 μm across and
frequently show highly oriented striations. However, the dry-
annealed films exhibit the most uniform composition of small
and striated large grains, while the N2- and ambient-annealed
films show unique morphological features. The N2-annealed
film exhibits terraced flat regions not typically seen in other
films, an example of which is shown enclosed in the black
dashed line in Figure 2a. In contrast, the ambient-annealed film
has characteristic grains that are recessed into the film, though
they appear morphologically similar to other grains. The
vertical cuts seen in the ambient-annealed sample are fiducial
marks as further discussed in Supporting Information.
Notable differences between the films are also seen in the S11

images. Almost no conductivity variations are seen in the N2-
annealed sample. The dry-annealed sample similarly shows little
variation in conductivity though small variations are seen
between grains and at some GBs. In contrast, the ambient-
annealed film shows the largest variations in electronic structure
both within and across grains (we note that long-term drift
prevents quantitative comparison of signal levels). Particularly
notable is the reduced conductivity observed at the recessed
grains, suggesting electronic differences due to compositional
variations. Signal variations are also seen across grain
boundaries with many showing an increased conductivity.
The reduced S11 signal over the fiducial marks in the ambient-
annealed sample indicates that the film is damaged, resulting in
an overall reduced conductivity.
The increased conductivity at the GBs is likely due to the

accumulation of non-MAPI species such as residual organics
including MAI, or PbI2.

34 In particular, the conductivity
variations seen in SMM can be due to either p- or n-type
self-doping from organics or PbI2, respectively,

35 and cannot
readily be distinguished. However, despite the excess MAI in
the precursor solution, the subsequent annealing facilitates the
loss of MAI and often leads to excess PbI2,

7,19 particularly in the
presence of humidity.5 Previous work has linked the presence
of PbI2 in freshly fabricated films to improved performance via

the passivation of traps, particularly near GBs,7,9 that leads to
improved carrier lifetimes34 and associated carrier transport.36

Similarly, the presence of moisture, which is closely linked to
the interconversion between MAPI and PbI2 via MAPI
hydration complexes8,37,38 has been shown to improve device
characteristics when introduced during film processing4,5 or
early stages of PV device operation.2

In order to better understand the chemical composition of
our films we performed EDX. Measurements from an area
outside of the field of view in Figure 3d showed a I/Pb ratio of
3.02 while the dark grain indicated by the white arrow had a
clearly reduced I content with a ratio of 2.63. The reduced I
content indicates at least partial conversion of MAPI to PbI2 in
these grains, a conclusion further supported by spatially
correlated photoluminescence (PL) mapping that shows
lower emission intensity at these grains (see Supporting
Information for EDX and PL data and expanded discussion).
While we lack the spatial resolution to directly isolate the GBs
using EDX due to the appearance of PbI2 at higher processing
humidity we consider it likely that the correlated conductivity
variations at the grain boundaries arise due to the presence of
PbI2. As further discussed below, the presence of small
quantities of PbI2 localized at the GBs would lead to improved
conductivity via self-doping35 and the passivation of traps,
where the resulting increased carrier lifetime is expected to
increase carrier density and mobility. The local spatial averaging
of the tip near-field then yields an overall higher σMAPI despite
the presence of low-conductivity PbI2. For low-humidity
samples, the presence of small quantities of PbI2 or residual
organics could result in an overall increased conductivity below
our sensitivity threshold while also accounting for variations in
GB conductivity observed in c-AFM.12,13,15,17 These results
suggest that increasing processing humidity leads to a complex
competition between the appearance of beneficial PbI2 at GBs
and the detrimental effects of grains with high non-MAPI
content, explaining the diminishing benefits of high humidity
levels.5

To further study the spatial distribution of breakdown
products, we examine highly degraded films. Shown in Figure 4
is the AFM topography (a) and the corresponding corrected
|S11| signal (b) of a heavily deteriorated N2-annealed film. The
film morphology is seen to be of reduced quality with a rougher
surface and the disappearance of well-defined striations across
large grains. We find an increasing prevalence of small grains in
deteriorated films that indicates grain fracturing.37 Compared to
the pristine film, the GBs become highly resistive and wider in
the |S11| image, evidence of the accumulation of reduced-
conductivity material and the apparent disappearance of local
trap passivation. The S11 image now also shows significant

Figure 4. AFM topography and corrected S11 images, respectively, of deteriorated films of N2- (a,b) and ambient-annealed (c,d) films. Scale bars: 1
μm. (e) Illustration of the observed effects of processing humidity and deterioration on the spatial accumulation of PbI2 and associated conductivity
variations. Red Circle represents the spatially confined tip near-field sampling volume.
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contrast on the left side of the image is attributed to signal drift
during the scan, where reduced signal levels relative to the
remainder of the scan lead to a local overestimate of the
scanning artifacts.
In order to further understand the relationship between

processing, the resulting morphology, and the spatially varying
electronic structure, we also examine pristine dry- and ambient-
annealed films. Shown in Figure 3 are the AFM topography and
corresponding corrected S11 signal, respectively, of pristine dry-
(a,b) and ambient-annealed (c,d) films. Together with the N2-
annealed film in Figure 2a, we find that all pristine films studied
here consist of both small grains with typical sizes 100−300 nm
and irregularly shaped large grains that are >1 μm across and
frequently show highly oriented striations. However, the dry-
annealed films exhibit the most uniform composition of small
and striated large grains, while the N2- and ambient-annealed
films show unique morphological features. The N2-annealed
film exhibits terraced flat regions not typically seen in other
films, an example of which is shown enclosed in the black
dashed line in Figure 2a. In contrast, the ambient-annealed film
has characteristic grains that are recessed into the film, though
they appear morphologically similar to other grains. The
vertical cuts seen in the ambient-annealed sample are fiducial
marks as further discussed in Supporting Information.
Notable differences between the films are also seen in the S11

images. Almost no conductivity variations are seen in the N2-
annealed sample. The dry-annealed sample similarly shows little
variation in conductivity though small variations are seen
between grains and at some GBs. In contrast, the ambient-
annealed film shows the largest variations in electronic structure
both within and across grains (we note that long-term drift
prevents quantitative comparison of signal levels). Particularly
notable is the reduced conductivity observed at the recessed
grains, suggesting electronic differences due to compositional
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boundaries with many showing an increased conductivity.
The reduced S11 signal over the fiducial marks in the ambient-
annealed sample indicates that the film is damaged, resulting in
an overall reduced conductivity.
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remainder of the scan lead to a local overestimate of the
scanning artifacts.
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annealed film shows the largest variations in electronic structure
both within and across grains (we note that long-term drift
prevents quantitative comparison of signal levels). Particularly
notable is the reduced conductivity observed at the recessed
grains, suggesting electronic differences due to compositional
variations. Signal variations are also seen across grain
boundaries with many showing an increased conductivity.
The reduced S11 signal over the fiducial marks in the ambient-
annealed sample indicates that the film is damaged, resulting in
an overall reduced conductivity.
The increased conductivity at the GBs is likely due to the

accumulation of non-MAPI species such as residual organics
including MAI, or PbI2.

34 In particular, the conductivity
variations seen in SMM can be due to either p- or n-type
self-doping from organics or PbI2, respectively,

35 and cannot
readily be distinguished. However, despite the excess MAI in
the precursor solution, the subsequent annealing facilitates the
loss of MAI and often leads to excess PbI2,

7,19 particularly in the
presence of humidity.5 Previous work has linked the presence
of PbI2 in freshly fabricated films to improved performance via

the passivation of traps, particularly near GBs,7,9 that leads to
improved carrier lifetimes34 and associated carrier transport.36

Similarly, the presence of moisture, which is closely linked to
the interconversion between MAPI and PbI2 via MAPI
hydration complexes8,37,38 has been shown to improve device
characteristics when introduced during film processing4,5 or
early stages of PV device operation.2

In order to better understand the chemical composition of
our films we performed EDX. Measurements from an area
outside of the field of view in Figure 3d showed a I/Pb ratio of
3.02 while the dark grain indicated by the white arrow had a
clearly reduced I content with a ratio of 2.63. The reduced I
content indicates at least partial conversion of MAPI to PbI2 in
these grains, a conclusion further supported by spatially
correlated photoluminescence (PL) mapping that shows
lower emission intensity at these grains (see Supporting
Information for EDX and PL data and expanded discussion).
While we lack the spatial resolution to directly isolate the GBs
using EDX due to the appearance of PbI2 at higher processing
humidity we consider it likely that the correlated conductivity
variations at the grain boundaries arise due to the presence of
PbI2. As further discussed below, the presence of small
quantities of PbI2 localized at the GBs would lead to improved
conductivity via self-doping35 and the passivation of traps,
where the resulting increased carrier lifetime is expected to
increase carrier density and mobility. The local spatial averaging
of the tip near-field then yields an overall higher σMAPI despite
the presence of low-conductivity PbI2. For low-humidity
samples, the presence of small quantities of PbI2 or residual
organics could result in an overall increased conductivity below
our sensitivity threshold while also accounting for variations in
GB conductivity observed in c-AFM.12,13,15,17 These results
suggest that increasing processing humidity leads to a complex
competition between the appearance of beneficial PbI2 at GBs
and the detrimental effects of grains with high non-MAPI
content, explaining the diminishing benefits of high humidity
levels.5

To further study the spatial distribution of breakdown
products, we examine highly degraded films. Shown in Figure 4
is the AFM topography (a) and the corresponding corrected
|S11| signal (b) of a heavily deteriorated N2-annealed film. The
film morphology is seen to be of reduced quality with a rougher
surface and the disappearance of well-defined striations across
large grains. We find an increasing prevalence of small grains in
deteriorated films that indicates grain fracturing.37 Compared to
the pristine film, the GBs become highly resistive and wider in
the |S11| image, evidence of the accumulation of reduced-
conductivity material and the apparent disappearance of local
trap passivation. The S11 image now also shows significant

Figure 4. AFM topography and corrected S11 images, respectively, of deteriorated films of N2- (a,b) and ambient-annealed (c,d) films. Scale bars: 1
μm. (e) Illustration of the observed effects of processing humidity and deterioration on the spatial accumulation of PbI2 and associated conductivity
variations. Red Circle represents the spatially confined tip near-field sampling volume.
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contrast on the left side of the image is attributed to signal drift
during the scan, where reduced signal levels relative to the
remainder of the scan lead to a local overestimate of the
scanning artifacts.
In order to further understand the relationship between

processing, the resulting morphology, and the spatially varying
electronic structure, we also examine pristine dry- and ambient-
annealed films. Shown in Figure 3 are the AFM topography and
corresponding corrected S11 signal, respectively, of pristine dry-
(a,b) and ambient-annealed (c,d) films. Together with the N2-
annealed film in Figure 2a, we find that all pristine films studied
here consist of both small grains with typical sizes 100−300 nm
and irregularly shaped large grains that are >1 μm across and
frequently show highly oriented striations. However, the dry-
annealed films exhibit the most uniform composition of small
and striated large grains, while the N2- and ambient-annealed
films show unique morphological features. The N2-annealed
film exhibits terraced flat regions not typically seen in other
films, an example of which is shown enclosed in the black
dashed line in Figure 2a. In contrast, the ambient-annealed film
has characteristic grains that are recessed into the film, though
they appear morphologically similar to other grains. The
vertical cuts seen in the ambient-annealed sample are fiducial
marks as further discussed in Supporting Information.
Notable differences between the films are also seen in the S11

images. Almost no conductivity variations are seen in the N2-
annealed sample. The dry-annealed sample similarly shows little
variation in conductivity though small variations are seen
between grains and at some GBs. In contrast, the ambient-
annealed film shows the largest variations in electronic structure
both within and across grains (we note that long-term drift
prevents quantitative comparison of signal levels). Particularly
notable is the reduced conductivity observed at the recessed
grains, suggesting electronic differences due to compositional
variations. Signal variations are also seen across grain
boundaries with many showing an increased conductivity.
The reduced S11 signal over the fiducial marks in the ambient-
annealed sample indicates that the film is damaged, resulting in
an overall reduced conductivity.
The increased conductivity at the GBs is likely due to the

accumulation of non-MAPI species such as residual organics
including MAI, or PbI2.

34 In particular, the conductivity
variations seen in SMM can be due to either p- or n-type
self-doping from organics or PbI2, respectively,

35 and cannot
readily be distinguished. However, despite the excess MAI in
the precursor solution, the subsequent annealing facilitates the
loss of MAI and often leads to excess PbI2,

7,19 particularly in the
presence of humidity.5 Previous work has linked the presence
of PbI2 in freshly fabricated films to improved performance via

the passivation of traps, particularly near GBs,7,9 that leads to
improved carrier lifetimes34 and associated carrier transport.36

Similarly, the presence of moisture, which is closely linked to
the interconversion between MAPI and PbI2 via MAPI
hydration complexes8,37,38 has been shown to improve device
characteristics when introduced during film processing4,5 or
early stages of PV device operation.2

In order to better understand the chemical composition of
our films we performed EDX. Measurements from an area
outside of the field of view in Figure 3d showed a I/Pb ratio of
3.02 while the dark grain indicated by the white arrow had a
clearly reduced I content with a ratio of 2.63. The reduced I
content indicates at least partial conversion of MAPI to PbI2 in
these grains, a conclusion further supported by spatially
correlated photoluminescence (PL) mapping that shows
lower emission intensity at these grains (see Supporting
Information for EDX and PL data and expanded discussion).
While we lack the spatial resolution to directly isolate the GBs
using EDX due to the appearance of PbI2 at higher processing
humidity we consider it likely that the correlated conductivity
variations at the grain boundaries arise due to the presence of
PbI2. As further discussed below, the presence of small
quantities of PbI2 localized at the GBs would lead to improved
conductivity via self-doping35 and the passivation of traps,
where the resulting increased carrier lifetime is expected to
increase carrier density and mobility. The local spatial averaging
of the tip near-field then yields an overall higher σMAPI despite
the presence of low-conductivity PbI2. For low-humidity
samples, the presence of small quantities of PbI2 or residual
organics could result in an overall increased conductivity below
our sensitivity threshold while also accounting for variations in
GB conductivity observed in c-AFM.12,13,15,17 These results
suggest that increasing processing humidity leads to a complex
competition between the appearance of beneficial PbI2 at GBs
and the detrimental effects of grains with high non-MAPI
content, explaining the diminishing benefits of high humidity
levels.5

To further study the spatial distribution of breakdown
products, we examine highly degraded films. Shown in Figure 4
is the AFM topography (a) and the corresponding corrected
|S11| signal (b) of a heavily deteriorated N2-annealed film. The
film morphology is seen to be of reduced quality with a rougher
surface and the disappearance of well-defined striations across
large grains. We find an increasing prevalence of small grains in
deteriorated films that indicates grain fracturing.37 Compared to
the pristine film, the GBs become highly resistive and wider in
the |S11| image, evidence of the accumulation of reduced-
conductivity material and the apparent disappearance of local
trap passivation. The S11 image now also shows significant

Figure 4. AFM topography and corrected S11 images, respectively, of deteriorated films of N2- (a,b) and ambient-annealed (c,d) films. Scale bars: 1
μm. (e) Illustration of the observed effects of processing humidity and deterioration on the spatial accumulation of PbI2 and associated conductivity
variations. Red Circle represents the spatially confined tip near-field sampling volume.
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contrast on the left side of the image is attributed to signal drift
during the scan, where reduced signal levels relative to the
remainder of the scan lead to a local overestimate of the
scanning artifacts.
In order to further understand the relationship between

processing, the resulting morphology, and the spatially varying
electronic structure, we also examine pristine dry- and ambient-
annealed films. Shown in Figure 3 are the AFM topography and
corresponding corrected S11 signal, respectively, of pristine dry-
(a,b) and ambient-annealed (c,d) films. Together with the N2-
annealed film in Figure 2a, we find that all pristine films studied
here consist of both small grains with typical sizes 100−300 nm
and irregularly shaped large grains that are >1 μm across and
frequently show highly oriented striations. However, the dry-
annealed films exhibit the most uniform composition of small
and striated large grains, while the N2- and ambient-annealed
films show unique morphological features. The N2-annealed
film exhibits terraced flat regions not typically seen in other
films, an example of which is shown enclosed in the black
dashed line in Figure 2a. In contrast, the ambient-annealed film
has characteristic grains that are recessed into the film, though
they appear morphologically similar to other grains. The
vertical cuts seen in the ambient-annealed sample are fiducial
marks as further discussed in Supporting Information.
Notable differences between the films are also seen in the S11

images. Almost no conductivity variations are seen in the N2-
annealed sample. The dry-annealed sample similarly shows little
variation in conductivity though small variations are seen
between grains and at some GBs. In contrast, the ambient-
annealed film shows the largest variations in electronic structure
both within and across grains (we note that long-term drift
prevents quantitative comparison of signal levels). Particularly
notable is the reduced conductivity observed at the recessed
grains, suggesting electronic differences due to compositional
variations. Signal variations are also seen across grain
boundaries with many showing an increased conductivity.
The reduced S11 signal over the fiducial marks in the ambient-
annealed sample indicates that the film is damaged, resulting in
an overall reduced conductivity.
The increased conductivity at the GBs is likely due to the

accumulation of non-MAPI species such as residual organics
including MAI, or PbI2.

34 In particular, the conductivity
variations seen in SMM can be due to either p- or n-type
self-doping from organics or PbI2, respectively,

35 and cannot
readily be distinguished. However, despite the excess MAI in
the precursor solution, the subsequent annealing facilitates the
loss of MAI and often leads to excess PbI2,

7,19 particularly in the
presence of humidity.5 Previous work has linked the presence
of PbI2 in freshly fabricated films to improved performance via

the passivation of traps, particularly near GBs,7,9 that leads to
improved carrier lifetimes34 and associated carrier transport.36

Similarly, the presence of moisture, which is closely linked to
the interconversion between MAPI and PbI2 via MAPI
hydration complexes8,37,38 has been shown to improve device
characteristics when introduced during film processing4,5 or
early stages of PV device operation.2

In order to better understand the chemical composition of
our films we performed EDX. Measurements from an area
outside of the field of view in Figure 3d showed a I/Pb ratio of
3.02 while the dark grain indicated by the white arrow had a
clearly reduced I content with a ratio of 2.63. The reduced I
content indicates at least partial conversion of MAPI to PbI2 in
these grains, a conclusion further supported by spatially
correlated photoluminescence (PL) mapping that shows
lower emission intensity at these grains (see Supporting
Information for EDX and PL data and expanded discussion).
While we lack the spatial resolution to directly isolate the GBs
using EDX due to the appearance of PbI2 at higher processing
humidity we consider it likely that the correlated conductivity
variations at the grain boundaries arise due to the presence of
PbI2. As further discussed below, the presence of small
quantities of PbI2 localized at the GBs would lead to improved
conductivity via self-doping35 and the passivation of traps,
where the resulting increased carrier lifetime is expected to
increase carrier density and mobility. The local spatial averaging
of the tip near-field then yields an overall higher σMAPI despite
the presence of low-conductivity PbI2. For low-humidity
samples, the presence of small quantities of PbI2 or residual
organics could result in an overall increased conductivity below
our sensitivity threshold while also accounting for variations in
GB conductivity observed in c-AFM.12,13,15,17 These results
suggest that increasing processing humidity leads to a complex
competition between the appearance of beneficial PbI2 at GBs
and the detrimental effects of grains with high non-MAPI
content, explaining the diminishing benefits of high humidity
levels.5

To further study the spatial distribution of breakdown
products, we examine highly degraded films. Shown in Figure 4
is the AFM topography (a) and the corresponding corrected
|S11| signal (b) of a heavily deteriorated N2-annealed film. The
film morphology is seen to be of reduced quality with a rougher
surface and the disappearance of well-defined striations across
large grains. We find an increasing prevalence of small grains in
deteriorated films that indicates grain fracturing.37 Compared to
the pristine film, the GBs become highly resistive and wider in
the |S11| image, evidence of the accumulation of reduced-
conductivity material and the apparent disappearance of local
trap passivation. The S11 image now also shows significant

Figure 4. AFM topography and corrected S11 images, respectively, of deteriorated films of N2- (a,b) and ambient-annealed (c,d) films. Scale bars: 1
μm. (e) Illustration of the observed effects of processing humidity and deterioration on the spatial accumulation of PbI2 and associated conductivity
variations. Red Circle represents the spatially confined tip near-field sampling volume.
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contrast on the left side of the image is attributed to signal drift
during the scan, where reduced signal levels relative to the
remainder of the scan lead to a local overestimate of the
scanning artifacts.
In order to further understand the relationship between

processing, the resulting morphology, and the spatially varying
electronic structure, we also examine pristine dry- and ambient-
annealed films. Shown in Figure 3 are the AFM topography and
corresponding corrected S11 signal, respectively, of pristine dry-
(a,b) and ambient-annealed (c,d) films. Together with the N2-
annealed film in Figure 2a, we find that all pristine films studied
here consist of both small grains with typical sizes 100−300 nm
and irregularly shaped large grains that are >1 μm across and
frequently show highly oriented striations. However, the dry-
annealed films exhibit the most uniform composition of small
and striated large grains, while the N2- and ambient-annealed
films show unique morphological features. The N2-annealed
film exhibits terraced flat regions not typically seen in other
films, an example of which is shown enclosed in the black
dashed line in Figure 2a. In contrast, the ambient-annealed film
has characteristic grains that are recessed into the film, though
they appear morphologically similar to other grains. The
vertical cuts seen in the ambient-annealed sample are fiducial
marks as further discussed in Supporting Information.
Notable differences between the films are also seen in the S11

images. Almost no conductivity variations are seen in the N2-
annealed sample. The dry-annealed sample similarly shows little
variation in conductivity though small variations are seen
between grains and at some GBs. In contrast, the ambient-
annealed film shows the largest variations in electronic structure
both within and across grains (we note that long-term drift
prevents quantitative comparison of signal levels). Particularly
notable is the reduced conductivity observed at the recessed
grains, suggesting electronic differences due to compositional
variations. Signal variations are also seen across grain
boundaries with many showing an increased conductivity.
The reduced S11 signal over the fiducial marks in the ambient-
annealed sample indicates that the film is damaged, resulting in
an overall reduced conductivity.
The increased conductivity at the GBs is likely due to the

accumulation of non-MAPI species such as residual organics
including MAI, or PbI2.

34 In particular, the conductivity
variations seen in SMM can be due to either p- or n-type
self-doping from organics or PbI2, respectively,

35 and cannot
readily be distinguished. However, despite the excess MAI in
the precursor solution, the subsequent annealing facilitates the
loss of MAI and often leads to excess PbI2,

7,19 particularly in the
presence of humidity.5 Previous work has linked the presence
of PbI2 in freshly fabricated films to improved performance via

the passivation of traps, particularly near GBs,7,9 that leads to
improved carrier lifetimes34 and associated carrier transport.36

Similarly, the presence of moisture, which is closely linked to
the interconversion between MAPI and PbI2 via MAPI
hydration complexes8,37,38 has been shown to improve device
characteristics when introduced during film processing4,5 or
early stages of PV device operation.2

In order to better understand the chemical composition of
our films we performed EDX. Measurements from an area
outside of the field of view in Figure 3d showed a I/Pb ratio of
3.02 while the dark grain indicated by the white arrow had a
clearly reduced I content with a ratio of 2.63. The reduced I
content indicates at least partial conversion of MAPI to PbI2 in
these grains, a conclusion further supported by spatially
correlated photoluminescence (PL) mapping that shows
lower emission intensity at these grains (see Supporting
Information for EDX and PL data and expanded discussion).
While we lack the spatial resolution to directly isolate the GBs
using EDX due to the appearance of PbI2 at higher processing
humidity we consider it likely that the correlated conductivity
variations at the grain boundaries arise due to the presence of
PbI2. As further discussed below, the presence of small
quantities of PbI2 localized at the GBs would lead to improved
conductivity via self-doping35 and the passivation of traps,
where the resulting increased carrier lifetime is expected to
increase carrier density and mobility. The local spatial averaging
of the tip near-field then yields an overall higher σMAPI despite
the presence of low-conductivity PbI2. For low-humidity
samples, the presence of small quantities of PbI2 or residual
organics could result in an overall increased conductivity below
our sensitivity threshold while also accounting for variations in
GB conductivity observed in c-AFM.12,13,15,17 These results
suggest that increasing processing humidity leads to a complex
competition between the appearance of beneficial PbI2 at GBs
and the detrimental effects of grains with high non-MAPI
content, explaining the diminishing benefits of high humidity
levels.5

To further study the spatial distribution of breakdown
products, we examine highly degraded films. Shown in Figure 4
is the AFM topography (a) and the corresponding corrected
|S11| signal (b) of a heavily deteriorated N2-annealed film. The
film morphology is seen to be of reduced quality with a rougher
surface and the disappearance of well-defined striations across
large grains. We find an increasing prevalence of small grains in
deteriorated films that indicates grain fracturing.37 Compared to
the pristine film, the GBs become highly resistive and wider in
the |S11| image, evidence of the accumulation of reduced-
conductivity material and the apparent disappearance of local
trap passivation. The S11 image now also shows significant

Figure 4. AFM topography and corrected S11 images, respectively, of deteriorated films of N2- (a,b) and ambient-annealed (c,d) films. Scale bars: 1
μm. (e) Illustration of the observed effects of processing humidity and deterioration on the spatial accumulation of PbI2 and associated conductivity
variations. Red Circle represents the spatially confined tip near-field sampling volume.
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(b) 

substantially on Day 3 and the TRPL decay rate increases rapidly
on Day 6. Interestingly, the TRPL decay rates are similar for the
first three days, suggesting that the carrier lifetime remains large
in the unaffected regions. Combining the microscopic and
macroscopic results, we conclude that the deterioration of the
encapsulated film is initiated and accelerated by the water
molecules slowly diffused through the PMMA layer, which drive
the decomposition of large MAPbI3 grains into PbI2 in the solid
phase and CH3NH2 and HI in the gas phase23–26. Again, GBs are
not the nucleation centers during the degradation.

Discussion
To summarize, we report the intrinsic photoconductivity map-
ping of thin-film MAPbI3 with different PCEs under above-gap
illuminations. The large photoconductivity of the higher effi-
ciency sample is a direct consequence of the high carrier mobility
and long lifetime because of the improved crystallinity. Surpris-
ingly, the GBs exhibit photo-responses comparable to the grains,
and they are not the nucleation centers for the degradation
process. Our results highlight the unique defect structures
responsible for the remarkable performance of PSC devices, and
address the significance of crystallinity to further improve their

energy conversion efficiency. We also emphasize that the
nanoscale photoconductivity imaging by microwave microscopy
represents a new methodology in optoelectronic research. With
future development to incorporate broadband illumination,
variable temperatures, and humidity-controlled environment, we
expect to obtain further insights on the intriguing photo physics
and air sensitivity of the hybrid perovskite materials.

Methods
Preparation of MAPbI3 perovskite thin films. The perovskite films in this work
were deposited on top of cover glasses using the stoichiometry and non-
stoichiometry solvent–solvent extraction method21. In short, 30 wt% methy-
lammonium iodide (MAI) and lead iodide (PbI2) (MAI/PbI2 = 1/1, MAI/PbI2 = 1.2/
1) were dissolved in a mixed solvent of 1-N-methyl-2-pyrrolidinone (NMP) and γ-
butylrolactone (GBL) (NMP/GBL = 7/3 weight ratio). The cover glass with 80 µl
precursor solution was spun at 6000 rpm for 25 s, and immediately dipped into a
vigorously stirred diethyl ether bath for 1 min. The perovskite films rapidly crys-
tallized during the bathing process and were further annealed (stoichiometry
precursor: 100 °C for 10 min; non-stoichiometry precursor: 150 °C for 15 min) with
a petri-dish covered to remove excess organic salt. Within the experimental errors
of our characterization tools, these two types of perovskite films show the same
MAPbI3 perovskite composition and crystal structure and only differ in grain size
and crystallinity21. The encapsulated perovskite films were capped with PMMA
(Mw about 120,000) film by spin-coating 15 mgml−1 PMMA in chlorobenzene
solution at 4000 rpm for 35 s.
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Figure 8.15: Revealing the detrimental effects of O2 and H2O on local elec-
trical properties of perovskites. (ai-iii) Topography and corresponding magnetic
impedance microscopy (MIM) images for the imaginary (Im) and real (Re) compo-
nents acquired on PMMA-capped MAPbI3 films exposed to 35% rH for six consecu-
tive days. Both components show a decreasing signal, corresponding to diminishing
photoconductivity.[273] Adapted under the terms of the CC-BY license.[273] Copy-
right 2017, Springer Nature. (b) Topography and MIM images reveal that the
degradation of films annealed in (i,ii) N2 or (iii,iv) ambient conditions leads to sim-
ilar increases in grain sizes, correlated with a reduction in photoconductivity.[276]
Reproduced with permission.[276] Copyright 2017, American Chemical Society.
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geometric factors arising from the sample morphology. The calibration parameters

from the regression model were then used to correct the sMIM data in postpro-

cessing, yielding a more accurate quantification of the sample admittance (IS11).

Prior simulations have identified that increases in sample conductivity are corre-

lated with IS11 signal intensity.[279] Corrected sMIM scans of the MAPI samples

are mostly uniform, with a slight increase in conductivity at the grain boundaries

for the film fabricated in ambient conditions. These results further corroborate the

fact the moisture leads to aggregation of PbI2 at the grain boundaries, increasing

conductivity there. Other research groups have found ambient annealing to pas-

sivate defects,[116, 280] correlated with higher charge carrier diffusion lengths.[74]

sMIM (Figure 8.15b) was then applied to a set of films allowed to deteriorate un-

der ambient conditions for ≈12 h, where both exhibit a rougher morphology (see

Figure 8.15bi,iii). Further, exposure to moisture and oxygen has initiated decompo-

sition into smaller grains. The grain boundaries of the degraded films show reduced

conductivity, regardless of fabrication conditions. A number of the grain interiors

have even begun to show resistive patches, possible indication of the structural or

chemical variations across the surface.

The changes in MHP film roughness due to humidity have been studied thor-

oughly for the MAPI composition.[15] Here, both polycrystalline thin films and

single-crystal samples were exposed to 80% rH, and subsequently measured with

spectroscopic ellipsometry and in situ XRD to correlate changes in film morphology

and crystal structure. The XRD spectra show that the film modification proceeds

through two distinct phases, monohydrate then dihydrate, with the latter leading
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to irreversible degradation. Figure 8.16a shows photographs and film topography

for MAPI thin films acquired every 30 min for a total of 2 h. The film’s roughness

doubles when exposed to 80% rH for more than 90 min. The abrupt change in mor-

phology corresponds to the dihydrate phase crystallization, which often manifests

as a needle-like morphology. Measurements of full PV devices for the different rH

conditions reveal that performance under high humidity is greatly reduced due to

the diffusion of water molecules along the grain boundaries reducing photoconduc-

tivity. After returning to inert conditions, the forward biased J-V characteristic

nearly restores to the original state, yet the hysteresis increases dramatically. This

indicates that the moisture-induced chemical reactions are mostly reversible but also

lead to changes in the MHP microstructure.

A similar approach was used to investigate the stability of FAPbI3 perovskites

at different environmental water concentrations.[23] Compared to MAPI, FAPI

shows higher thermal stability and a superior bandgap of 1.45 eV.[122, 281] The

authors exposed the samples to 30% and 50% rH, as well as full submersion in wa-

ter. XRD taken on these samples shows that 30% rH remains predominantly in the

cubic phase, while, contrastingly, 50% rH promotes the formation of PbI2 and the

transition to the hexagonal nonperovskite phase. The sample submerged in water

only elicits the PbI2 diffraction peaks. To capture the evolution of FAPI’s degra-

dation, the authors applied KPFM mapping at different durations into the 50% rH

condition exposure. The pristine grains are 100-300 nm in diameter, but exposure to

water leads to the gradual merging of neighboring grains. After three days at 50% rH

the grain boundaries are no longer clearly observed in the topography data. In the
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We reiterate that the MAPI film hydration process did not
initially lead to the formation of a substantial amount of
crystalline PbI2. We speculate that the mechanism of
irreversible decomposition of MAPI into HI, PbI2, and
CH3NH2 can only happen in the presence of excess or liquid
water which can dissolve the methylammonium ions. We
substantiated this hypothesis by exposing a thin film of MAPI
to warm water vapors (see Figure S5 in the Supporting
Information). Water condensation resulted due to the temper-
ature difference between sample and humid air. PbI2 was
formed with no detectable trace of the hydrate crystals. This
reaction was not reversible.
We now propose a mechanism to describe how hydration

occurs in thin films based on the interpretation of the
ellipsometry observations. Ellipsometry spectra were recorded
every 10 or 20 min during the conversion of a crystalline MAPI
film to CH3NH3PbI3·H2O by exposure to air with 80% RH
over a period of 100 min.
Figure 4a shows a diagram of the conversion model that

yielded the most accurate description of the transient
ellipsometry data. It describes the hydration process as isotropic
and homogeneous, which corresponds mathematically to a

Bruggeman-type mixture of both pristine MAPI and its
hydrated counterparts (see the Methods section for details on
the Bruggeman approximation). The optical constants of both
MAPI and the hydrate phase were determined from a MAPI
single crystal and a MAPI single crystal hydrated by exposure to
a moist airflow (80% RH) for 60 h (see Figure 1). The three fit
parameters in this model are the thickness of the solid thin film,
the thickness of the roughness layer on top of the film, and the
relative ratio of MAPI and its hydrate in the mixture forming
the film and roughness layer. The thickness of the roughness
layer was a free parameter during the entire fitting procedure.
The thickness of the film and the ratio of its constituents were
iteratively defined as fit parameters to avoid the issues arising
from the high correlation between these two variables.
Figure 4b shows representative fits to the measured

ellipsometry parameters using the isotropic Bruggeman
hydration model described in the previous paragraph. In
addition to the qualitative agreement, the model is confirmed
by a figure of merit, the mean squared error calculated for the
simultaneous fit of the nine curves (MSE = 5.9), indicating a
close match between modeled and experimental data. An
alternative model was also tested that describes the anisotropic

Figure 5. Photographs of thin films of MAPI deposited on glass at different hydration times showing discoloration and AFM measurements (3D and
2D representations).
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is applied again, the CPD difference of the fresh sample almost 
returns to its original value but for the degraded sample, CPD 
difference is still high at 77 mV. In fact, it takes ≈12 min for 
the CPD difference to return to its original value. These results 
suggest that a large number of mobile ions have been created 
as a result of degradation.

As described earlier, the degradation initiates at the grain 
boundaries when moisture is introduced. Molecular dynamics 
simulation of MAPbI3 showed that a rapid solvation process 
occurs in which I atoms are released by the interaction of water 
molecules with Pb atoms within methylammonium iodide 
(MAI).[41] Therefore, it is likely that the amount of ionic defects 
and/or mobile ions is greater at the grain boundaries after deg-
radation. This explains why a much larger variation of the CPD 
difference at the grain boundary is observed under voltage bias 
in the degraded sample compared to the fresh sample.

Wang et al.[42] performed cross-section transmission electron 
microscopy (TEM) on MAPbI3 perovskite and identified non-
stoichiometric amorphous regions at the grain boundaries. The 

segregation of nonstoichiometric material such as that having 
excess MAI at the grain boundaries facilitates the quick permea-
tion of moisture. Another high resolution TEM study on FAPbI3 
perovskite performed by Aguiar et al.[28] showed that residual 
water vapor or oxygen can be trapped at the grain boundaries 
during the processing of the samples. Figure 3c shows these 
chemical residues at the grain boundaries.[26,43,42] It was also 
shown that annealing of a MAPbI3 perovskite single crystal 
at 100 °C for 2 h resulted in slower degradation because the 
removal of MA ions or MAI from the surface resulted in a PbI2 
terminated perovskite surface which was more resistant to deg-
radation.[42] We extend this idea to the polycrystalline FAPbI3 
perovskite film in order to drive out any chemical residues at the 
grain boundaries by applying post-thermal treatment process. 
This process is rather straight forward. Our samples are usu-
ally annealed at 150 °C after the spin coating process. After the 
sample cools down to room temperature for about 20 min, we 
put the samples back on the hot plate and anneal again at 85 °C 
for 1–3 h. Note that all the annealing processes are performed in 
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Figure 3. a) Bias voltage dependent CPD spatial maps (normalized) of representative grain boundaries of fresh, degraded and PTT processed sample. 
b) CPD between grain interior and grain boundary (CPDGI − CPDGB) at different bias voltages for the fresh, degraded, and PTT processed sample.  
c) Illustration of possible chemical residues at the grain boundaries and the effect of a post-thermal treatment.
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We reiterate that the MAPI film hydration process did not
initially lead to the formation of a substantial amount of
crystalline PbI2. We speculate that the mechanism of
irreversible decomposition of MAPI into HI, PbI2, and
CH3NH2 can only happen in the presence of excess or liquid
water which can dissolve the methylammonium ions. We
substantiated this hypothesis by exposing a thin film of MAPI
to warm water vapors (see Figure S5 in the Supporting
Information). Water condensation resulted due to the temper-
ature difference between sample and humid air. PbI2 was
formed with no detectable trace of the hydrate crystals. This
reaction was not reversible.
We now propose a mechanism to describe how hydration

occurs in thin films based on the interpretation of the
ellipsometry observations. Ellipsometry spectra were recorded
every 10 or 20 min during the conversion of a crystalline MAPI
film to CH3NH3PbI3·H2O by exposure to air with 80% RH
over a period of 100 min.
Figure 4a shows a diagram of the conversion model that

yielded the most accurate description of the transient
ellipsometry data. It describes the hydration process as isotropic
and homogeneous, which corresponds mathematically to a

Bruggeman-type mixture of both pristine MAPI and its
hydrated counterparts (see the Methods section for details on
the Bruggeman approximation). The optical constants of both
MAPI and the hydrate phase were determined from a MAPI
single crystal and a MAPI single crystal hydrated by exposure to
a moist airflow (80% RH) for 60 h (see Figure 1). The three fit
parameters in this model are the thickness of the solid thin film,
the thickness of the roughness layer on top of the film, and the
relative ratio of MAPI and its hydrate in the mixture forming
the film and roughness layer. The thickness of the roughness
layer was a free parameter during the entire fitting procedure.
The thickness of the film and the ratio of its constituents were
iteratively defined as fit parameters to avoid the issues arising
from the high correlation between these two variables.
Figure 4b shows representative fits to the measured

ellipsometry parameters using the isotropic Bruggeman
hydration model described in the previous paragraph. In
addition to the qualitative agreement, the model is confirmed
by a figure of merit, the mean squared error calculated for the
simultaneous fit of the nine curves (MSE = 5.9), indicating a
close match between modeled and experimental data. An
alternative model was also tested that describes the anisotropic

Figure 5. Photographs of thin films of MAPI deposited on glass at different hydration times showing discoloration and AFM measurements (3D and
2D representations).
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Figure 8.16: Revealing the changes in surface roughness and CPD after ex-
posure to high relative humidity (rH). (ai-v) Photographs and corresponding
AFM topography images. Exposure to 80% rH alters the MAPbI3 surface morphol-
ogy, nearly tripling the range in roughness after only 120 min.[15] Reproduced with
permission.[15] Copyright 2015, American Chemical Society. (bi-vii) Bias-dependent
KPFM images for pristine, degraded (3 days at 50% rH), and annealed films. The
voltage-induced changes in CPD are up to 3× larger for the degraded samples.[23]
Reproduced with permission.[23] Copyright 2018, Wiley-VCH.
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case of FA-based MHP, moisture does not induce a needle-like morphology as seen

in MAPI.[15, 282] The CPD images show that the electrical degradation initiates at

the grain boundaries. Independent results using TEM of grain boundaries in MAPI

films prove the existence of amorphous regions that aid the diffusion of water.[119]

The introduction of water at the grain boundaries leads to a local transition to the

nonperovskite phase, as evidenced changes in CPD. Bias-dependent KPFM was then

performed (see Figure 8.16bi-vii) to evaluate the impact of the degraded material

on ion migration, which affects the hysteresis observed in macroscopic J-V mea-

surements. The sign of the voltage applied to the sample determines which types

of ionic species migrate to and away from the probe due to the Coulombic force.

Thus, the extent of ion motion can be inferred from the change in the CPD. Images

were acquired every 1 V between -2 and 2 V before returning the samples to the

unbiased state. While the pristine sample exhibits a minor change in CPD across

the voltage cycle, the degraded sample displays a much larger voltage difference that

takes 12 min at 0 V to equilibrate back to the initial voltage values, indicative of

a higher concentration of mobile ionic species (Figure 8.16bvii). Interestingly, the

humidity-induced degradation into the yellow nonperovskite phase can be slowed by

annealing the sample at 85 ◦C for multiple hours after deposition. This post-thermal

treatment (PTT) removes volatile organic species at the grain boundaries, reducing

the rate of migration, and highlighting the power of AFM methods to inform future

fabrication efforts.
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8.9 Opportunities for Big Data and Artificial Intelligence

Advances in scanning probe microscopy have led to increasingly larger data

sets, requiring the implementation of advanced statistical and machine learning

analysis.[283] In particular, the rise of band excitation and general mode (G-mode)

approaches has led to datasets with greater numbers of dimensions. For these meth-

ods, the standard parameters of interest are extracted afterward by fitting the data

to a simple harmonic oscillator model. While the datasets are large and currently

preclude real-time analysis, this may be possible in the near future. The advan-

tage of these methods lies in capturing the material response with high-spatial and

high-temporal resolution, often unavailable with standard AFM imaging modes.

As evidenced in the prior sections, AFM-based approaches are indispensable in in-

terrogating nanostructured MHP materials. Further, in situ measurements of their

dynamics characteristics are essential, highlighting the need for advanced techniques.

An example of the power of the G-mode KPFM technique is shown in Figure

8.17, capturing the influence of ion migration due to an applied electric field in a

MAPbBr3 single crystal.[66] The topography of the MAPbBr3-Au electrode inter-

face, along with a classic single-frequency KPFM image are given in Figure 8.17a,b.

The sample was measured at the same scan rate using G-mode KPFM, where it was

held at 0 and -4 V for 4 ms each. The time-averaged CPD images for the 0 V (Figure

8.17c) and -4 V (Figure 8.17d) states show the contrasting behavior resulting from

electrically induced ion migration. The application of bias to the sample induced

a rapid voltage drop in the Br-containing MHP, as displayed in Figure 8.17e. The
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than the cantilever ring-down time. Importantly, this was
achieved without employing averaging procedures or the
requirement for bespoke triggering or pulse probe setups;

hence, it is expected to be universally suitable for ultrafast force

recovery in noncontact AFM techniques.

Figure 6. Simple schematic describing the general principles behind ultrafast F3R KPFM imaging. For studying field induced ion migration, a
single frequency sine wave is applied to the conductive tip, while a rapid succession of bias pulses is applied between the source and the drain
of the device. Denoising and transfer function deconvolution of the F3R response is performed, and the recovered force is plotted vs the
applied tip voltage. Subsequent parabolic fitting of the bias dependence leads to three 3D matrices (x ,y, time) of the fitting parameters which
can be used to determine CPD (x ,y, time).

Figure 7. Mapping field-assisted ionic transport in MAPbBr3. (a) AFM topography image with a dashed line highlighting the drain electrode/
MAPbBr3 interface (scale bar = 5 μm). (b) Standard KPFM image (CPD(x ,y) = 128 × 256) across the MAPbBr3/drain electrode (source
electrode is grounded). F3R-KPFM data was collected over the region indicated with a box in (b) and the fitted CPD dataset has dimensions
of (x ,y,t) = 64 × 128 × 533. (c,d) Time averaged (∼4 ms) portion of a F3R-KPFM data, while the source electrode is (c) grounded and (d)
biased (−4 V). (e) Temporal sections of the F3R-KPFM image from the pixels indicated in (d) (inset shows zoomed image of a double-step
process). Spatiotemporal evolution of the CPD immediately after the voltage is switched (f) off and (g) on.

ACS Nano Article

DOI: 10.1021/acsnano.7b02114
ACS Nano 2017, 11, 8717−8729

8724

Electric field off Electric field on 

Figure 8.17: Big data analytics provide new insights into time-dependent
processes in perovskite materials, (a) Topography and (b) single-frequency
KPFM images of the MAPbBr3 single crystal, including the electrode interface.
Time-averaged CPD scans of the outlined region in (b) for the (c) 0 V and (d) -4
V states. (e) Time-dependent traces for the points marked in (d). G-mode KPFM
captures the resulting ion migration in a MAPbBr3 single crystal immediately after
(f) removing and (g) applying the -4 V bias.[66] Reproduced with permission.[66]
Copyright 2017, American Chemical Society.
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second column (Figure 8.17f) shows the behavior during the first ≈100 µs after the

removal of bias. Clearly, the return of the ionic species to their equilibrium positions

occurs relatively slowly, with ≈77 µs elapsing before the CPD notably changes. For

the 0 V condition, the movement of interstitials and vacancies is no longer assisted

by the applied voltage, relying on gradients in concentration and electrostatic at-

traction to return them to their equilibrium positions. Once the applied electric

field is turned ON (Figure 8.17g), ions begin migrating toward or away from the

biased electrode depending on their polarity. The faster migration is evident in the

CPD images, where the interface is not distinctly shown for ≈30 µs.

As discussed throughout in Section 3, MHP films and devices display dynamics

that depend on the magnitude and duration of any environmental stressors. Given

the large number of possible permutations, we foresee that artificial intelligence

(AI) methods based on microscopy data will play an important role in predict-

ing and understanding material behavior.[41] In Figure 8.18, we outline a general

framework for using AI algorithms (an artificial neural network in this case, though

other variants are certainly feasible). In this embodiment, AFM-based datasets

(pc-AFM, KPFM, etc.) are combined with macroscopic J-V measurements (Fig-

ure 8.18a) in order to engineer a data feature (Figure 8.18b) of reduced dimensions

(compared to the input data) that still conveys the variability of phenomena to be

described. The data feature is then used to train the artificial neural network (Figure

8.18c) during the supervised learning phase. The network can then be used to make

predictions about MHP dynamics for different environmental conditions. Already,

researchers have used k-means clustering on G-mode KPFM data to identify repre-
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Figure 8.18: An artificial intelligence framework for MHP materials. The
supervised learning stage where the (a) AFM images (e.g., pc-AFM, KPFM, etc.)
and J-V data acquired under equivalent environmental stressors is combined into
a (b) single data feature and used to train the (c) artificial neural network. After
sufficient optimization, the network can be used to predict macro- to nanoscale
dynamics.[41] Reproduced with permission.[41] Copyright 2018, Elsevier.
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sentative timescales for ion migration in MAPbBr3 perovskites.[269] Both principal

component analysis and non-negative matrix factorization have been implemented

on STEM-EDX images of MAPI and Cs-mixed devices to increase chemical phase

contrast otherwise buried in the raw data.[284] The same methods were critical in

identifying the existence of KBr additives at grain boundaries that reduce halide

segregation.[36] The opportunities for these techniques abound, as shown by fabri-

cation efforts to discover new perovskite compositions with rapid screening through

density functional theory computations,[170] as well as experimental methods with

XRD analysis accelerated with deep neural networks.[121] In Si-based modules, pho-

tograph datasets have already been combined with macroscopic power output to

predict performance from the images alone.[164]

8.10 Conclusions and Outlook

The use of AFM-based methods to investigate the fundamental properties

of MHP has led to essential material insights, helping inform the fabrication of

optoelectronic devices with superior performance. As discussed, techniques such

as KPFM and pc-AFM helped deconvolute the influence of grain boundaries and

interiors on the electrical properties of polycrystalline thin films. PFM has enabled

the search for both ferroelasticity and ferroelectricity in the MAPI and mixed-cation

compositions. These imaging tools are critical in evaluating the efficacy of chemical

modifications and surface passivation strategies, the prevalence and dynamics of

ion migration at the inter- and intragrain levels, and the factors governing MHP
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stability. Finally, approaches that rely on big data and related analytics provide

new capabilities for measuring perovskite dynamics.

The next decade of research into MHP solar cells and LEDs will witness further

utilization of these nanoscale measurements, in order to capture the fundamental sci-

ence surrounding key open questions. We also foresee correlative approaches where

the nanoscale electrical information is combined with synchrotron-based nano-X-ray

fluorescence data to provide information about local chemical, structure, and strain.

We predict that multimodal AFM techniques for capturing electrical and chemical

simultaneously will emerge. This will allow for current values to be correlated with

the relative concentrations of organic and inorganic species while exposing thin films

or devices to any of the standard environmental stressors. While research into MHP

has centered around the archetypal MAPI, similar approaches for investigating the

fundamental science of lead-free and inorganic perovskite compositions will certainly

prove essential in rapidly advancing both their efficiency and stability. Finally, the

combined use of advanced AFM methods and AI frameworks will elucidate the im-

pact of the environmental factors on dynamics in multiple perovskite compositions,

helping to solve the stability question.
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Chapter 9: Conclusions and Outlook

In conclusion, we implemented in situ microscopy methods to capture light

and moisture-induced dynamics in a wide variety of benchmark metal halide per-

ovskite (MHP) compositions relevant for light-emitting diodes and solar cells. We

identified how the illuminating photon energy determines the residual voltage decay

in MAPbBr3 and MAPbI3 With in situ rH-PL measurements we resolved the role

of compositions and quantified the increase in PL emission. Finally, we used the

collected data to develop ML models that can predict future PL dynamics based on

environmental conditions.

First, we investigated light-induced voltage dynamics in the archetypal

MAPbI3 and MAPbBr3 compositions. Specifically, we subjected Br- and I-

containing films to wavelength-dependent light cycles (OFF-ON-OFF) while track-

ing the time evolution of the contact potential difference (CPD) using heterodyne

Kelvin probe acquisition with millisecond resolution. When the light is turned on,

both compositions displayed a stepwise CPD increase, corresponding to the com-

mencement of light generate charge carriers and quasi Fermi level splitting. The

rapidity of the voltage increase neared the sampling rate of the measurement. Af-

ter the light-ON voltage dynamics stabilized, we switched the light back OFF, but
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did not witness a symmetrical step function response. Instead, both compositions

displayed a decaying residual voltage governed by the motion of ionic species back

to their equilibrium, previously displaced during the light-ON phase. Surprisingly,

in the case of MAPbBr3, the light-OFF 450 nm photons generate a voltage decay

10× slower than that of the 550 nm. By contract, the voltage decay in MAPbI3

is 10× faster with no dependence on the excitation wavelength. We attribute the

slower dynamics in the Br-containing material to the migration of all ionic species

coupled with the decreased lattice constant. After the light has been turned off,

the tighter lattice slows the ionic motion driven by the concentration gradient. Our

results provide a framework for understanding the implications of selecting exci-

tation wavelength when studying MHP and underscore the need to evaluate the

time-dependent behavior of all compositions under multiple lighting conditions.

After resolving the influence of photon energy on the transient voltage re-

sponse, we shifted focus to recombination in mixed-cation perovskite films, Specif-

ically, we resolved the influence of humidity on photoluminescence (PL) in four

MHP compositions with varying Cs and Br concentrations. To perform these mea-

surements, we fabricated a custom in situ microscopy chamber allowing us complete

control over the sample environment while imaging PL across the surface. With this

measurement platform, we established the influence of composition on light emis-

sion across a wide range of relative humidity levels. Specifically, the light emission

from MHP layers incorporating only 17% of bromine increases humidity levels up to

35%, plateauing at 55%. By contrast, exposing Br-38% films to 55% rH lowers the

luminescence intensity by nearly 50%. The PL quenching of the Br-38% material is
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related to humidity-induced halide segregation, confirmed with spectrally-resolved

measurements. The relationship we establish between absolute PL emission and

relative humidity reveals the critical importance of the Cs-Br ratio, where lower

ratios allow for more halide migration promoting the formation of new surface de-

fects. Consequently, the low Cs-Br ratio MHP films exhibit greater rH-PL hysteresis

loops, highlighting their moisture sensitivity. Our rH-PL measurements established

a useful framework for examining the moisture tolerance of MHP materials at each

stage of fabrication (contacts are not needed).

Motivated by the initial experiments identifying moisture-driven PL hysteresis,

we reconfigured the in situ measurements for higher temporal resolution and dis-

covered repeatable PL enhancements >25× in triple-cation perovskite films. By ex-

tending our measurement platform to spectroscopic ellipsometry, we demonstrated

partially reversible reductions in light absorption for wavelengths ≤500 nm over

multiple humidity cycles. To complement the time-dependent absorption spectra,

we recorded the rH-PL characteristic for different excitation wavelengths (450-700

nm), revealing limited (≤5×) gains in light emission. Together, the absorption and

excitation-wavelength-dependent measurements suggest that the combination of wa-

ter vapor and high energy photons strongly diminishes the radiative recombination

of the near-surface region.

Based on our investigations into environmental dynamics, as well as the find-

ings from the research community as a whole, we identified the need for a systematic

approach towards the physics surrounding MHP stability. We made the distinction

between extrinsic (water and oxygen) and intrinsic (bias, temperature, and light)
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operating conditions, the latter which is unavoidable during normal use. Ample

evidence now exists that (i) environmental impacts are sensitive to fabrication route

and overall composition and (ii) not all exposure to environmental factors leads

to permanent degradation but may permit nearly full recovery. We outlined the

necessary experimental frameworks for in situ studies at the macro- and nanoscale

that will complete our understanding. We then proposed a machine learning (ML)

framework that uses an open repository of the time series data from various envi-

ronmental experiments to train models for forecasting future power output based

on the device history. ML techniques for smart monitoring can help accelerate the

deployment of MHP solar cells before 25-year stability has been reached.

To demonstrate the utility of ML techniques, we applied them to a new set

of rH-PL data acquired on MAPbBr3 and MAPbI3 films. Here, the absolute PL

emission for both compositions was measured across a wide range of relative hu-

midity paths. We find that water does not intercalate as readily in MAPbBr3, with

its smaller lattice constant. Instead, water physisorbs, resulting in a minor PL en-

hancement beyond 50% rH. Prolonged exposure to >50% rH does lead to surface

chemical reactions, as evidenced by Our measurements of MAPbI3 resolved the ma-

terial’s incredible moisture sensitivity, where low rH values promote a short-lived

increase in light emission followed by PL quenching beyond initial levels. The rH-

PL measurements on MAPbI3 also established the fully reversible dynamics, with

sustained ≈11× PL enhancement across three humidity cycles up to 70% rH. We

used the rH-PL time series data to train models for PL forecasting, one for each

composition. For this task, we employed echo state networks (ESN), a type of re-
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current network. By using multiple rH-PL cycles to generate a larger augmented

dataset, we trained ESN capable of predicting light emission dynamics solely based

on the rH levels with NRMSE <11% for 12+ h of prediction without retraining.

Finally, we implemented an LSTM network to predict a simulated degradation task

and achieved 1.9% error. Our work provides a standard framework for applying ML

techniques to the MHP stability problem.

Dual Cation

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Quad Cation

Figure 9.1: Spatial variations in perovskite voltage for different cation
mixtures. Topography and Dark KPFM potential images for the
(a, b) dual-cation (Cs0.17FA0.83Pb(I0.87Br0.17)3) and (c, d) quad-cation
(Cs0.07Rb0.03FA0.76MA0.14Pb(I0.85Br0.15)3) perovskites. Both topography and
KPFM images were flattened and then centered around their respective means.
Samples courtesy of Md Arafat Mahmud and Thomas White of Australia National
University

Future work will use nanoscale functional imaging to extend our investigations

into the role of different environmental stressors on the key material properties for
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MHP optoelectronics, including charge carrier generation and extractions. For this

task, we will use KPFM and pc-AFM to spatially resolve the electrical response

across the grain interiors and boundaries while subjecting the cells to elevated tem-

perature and humidity. There is a critical need for further investigation into the

impact of temperature, given the elevated operating temperatures throughout much

of the world. Specifically, the relationship between temperature, humidity, and light

must be studied with in situ methods to assess what chemical reactions are re-

versible and irreversible. We will focus on the best performing materials, namely

Cs-FA (dual-cation) and Cs-Rb-FA-MA (quad-cation) perovskites (Figure 9.1). The

imaging techniques will help identify the key structure-property relationships gov-

erning environmental degradation. While the grain boundaries are suspect to enable

more rapid decomposition, nanoscale observations have been limited, especially con-

cerning electronic properties.
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